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PREFATORY NOTE.

THE papers composing this book have appeared in various volumes of The
Leisure Hour and Sunday at Home. With a few exceptions, the sources of

which are indicated, the " Adventures
" were communicated as true incidents

by correspondents known to the Editor. While affording interesting reading

especially for the young, they will be found to convey useful information about

many lands. Most of the narratives have the higher purpose of impressing on
the mind the reality of an overruling Providence

;
and some of them present,

in an attractive form, lessons of Christian faith and duty.
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ADVENTURES

ASHORE AND AFLOAT.

A MYSTERIOUS WRECK.

A SHORT time since I happened to be in Valparaiso,

where I made the acquaintance of an American, one of

the officers of the United States whaling-ship Nantucket,

which had run in from her fishing-grounds in the

Pacific, to obtain a supply of water and fresh provisions.

Talking over the different events of the cruise, which

had lasted two years, he narrated the following curious

incident which had befallen them :

One morning at daybreak, when lying becalmed, they

found themselves in the midst of a shoal of sperm

whales, and all four of their boats were speedily lowered

and chase given. Two of them proved successful, and,

by the afternoon, had returned to the ship, towing their

captured prey ;
but the others were not so fortunate.

Having by some blunder missed their first chance, it

was not until after an arduous chase of many hours
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that the leading boat at last succeeded in overtaking

and making fast to the whale. A long and desperate

struggle ensued, the second crew quickly coming to the

assistance of the first
;
but line after line from both was

expended by the animal, which proved to be of the

largest size, and of immense strength and tenacity of

life. It tried every means to escape; sometimes sound-

ing, i.e., descending perpendicularly to a vast depth

into the recesses of the ocean, until the enormous

pressure of the superincumbent water was more than

even its huge strength could bear, and it was forced to

return to the surface, along which it would then rush

with such velocity, dragging both boats after it, that

the water, divided by the sharp blows, curled high in

two solid walls on either hand. At length, however,

its speed began to slacken, and the whalemen, anxious

to secure their prize before darkness set in, advanced

to finish him, and four more lances were rapidly hurled

into the body of the monster, which, apparently

exhausted by its preceding efforts, lay passive on the

water. No sooner, however, had the last steel pene-

trated, than, as if the stimulus had roused anew all its

vital energies, it hurled itself half out of the water, and,

swinging its ponderous flukes high up in the air, struck

two tremendous blows in quick succession, one of which

fell upon the foremost boat, cutting it completely in

two, and scattering its occupants (one of whom had

his thigh broken) in all directions. After doing this

mischief it again sounded
;

and hastily picking up
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their companions, and placing the wounded man in the

bottom of the boat, the rest, undaunted, impatiently

awaited the coming up of the animal to breathe. But

they waited in vain
;
their prey had escaped them. In

his last desperate effort to free himself he had (so I

was told, at least) dived so deeply, that, with his

strength exhausted, he was unable again to rise, and,

dying below, sank still deeper. The disappointed

whalers sat in silence, watching their lines disappearing

fathom after fathom, until the last yard was gone ;

when the bowman, who held his tomahawk uplifted

ready to strike, was compelled to let it fall and sever

the rope, lest the weight of the descending body should

drag the boat down with it into the abyss.

Wearied with their long day of fruitless toil, and

depressed at their ill-fortune, the men prepared to

return to their ship, which had long before sunk

beneath the horizon
; for, being calm, she could not

make sail to follow them. After pulling for some hours,

however, they felt a slight breeze spring up, which they

knew would bring her down
; and, after a while, a

rocket ascending showed her position ;
and this signal

was repeated every half hour until the vessel was

within a few miles. They had been resting on their

oars for some time, but had once more resumed them

upon noticing that the breeze was dying away, and

their ship likely to be again becalmed
;
when all at

once a sound struck upon their ears, which made each

man pause in astonishment. It was a groan, or rather
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a hoarse, heavy, smothered kind of moan, which seemed

to be borne to them from across the waters
;

but

whether from near at hand, or far away, they could not

tell.

The men stood up in their boat and listened. The

night was cloudy and dark ; but the line between sea

and sky was sufficiently distinct to show to their

practised vision the form of their own vessel, which

was now only three miles away ;
but no sail was

visible on that part of the horizon from whence the

sounds appeared to come. Thinking it possible,

however, that some shipwrecked boat's crew might be

in their neighbourhood, they joined together in a shout
;

but there was no response audible. All at once,

however, some flashes of light gleamed across the

distant darkness, and a blueish glare shone out for a

minute or two, flickered, and disappeared. At the

same moment a distant piercing cry, followed by

meanings similar to the first they had heard, rose on

the night air. In all their experience, whether on sea

or land, they had never heard sounds like them, and,

amazed and startled, and with all the superstitious fears

excited to which sailors are prone, the men in the boat

whispered their conjectures to each other.

' There's nothing as I knows of that swims the sea or

flies in the air could make those sounds,' said one. '

If

there was any craft anywhere within miles, we could

see her sails plain enough ; we are, too far out at sea

for any coasters carrying cattle. Besides, there's no
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such trade on this coast, and we're eight hundred miles

from it.'

1
If it's from a boat, what kind of a crew must she

have ? That's what I want to know,' said a second.
'
I know what it is to be adrift and perishing. I was

one time on a raft, with twenty more, for two-and-thirty

days, and a whole lot of 'em went mad and died

raging, from drinking the salt water, and yelled and

fought, and throttled each other till they were pitched

overboard
;
but then, these here sounds aren't human-

like.'

' Couldn't be a whale, Bill, that made that moanin'

noise ?
' asked another of the boat-steerers, who was a

veteran salt, having followed his calling, as a sealer

and whaler, in all parts of the world.

'

Well, it might be that noise might ; though twarn't

exactly like it, neither. I've heard 'em too often not to

know 'em. Sperm whale don't roar much
;
but right

black, or Greenland species, common all over the world,

you can hear, at times, miles away. I remember once,

when I was in New Zealand we was a bay whaling

near Hokianga we killed a cow-whale and her calf,

and towed 'em into the bay. Well, the old bull, he

come in from sea at night-fall, and kep' up such a

moanin' and roarin' it was pitiful to hear him. He
knowed his missus had gone in there, you see, and he

was callin' on her to come out
;
and for nigh-hand on

to a week, every night, he'd tack about in the offing,

until daylight, waitin' and callin' her. Twarn't till we
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stripped the blubber off her, and towed the carcase out

to sea, that he gave in and left.'

For some time the men listened, but nothing further

was heard or seen. They also rowed for some distance

in the direction of the sounds, and again shouted, but

got no reply ; and an hour afterwards they were picked

up and taken on board. The captain, when he heard

their story, swept the horizon with his night-glass ;
but

detecting no sail, he concluded that the vessel from

which the light had proceeded (if they really had seen

it) had passed out of sight in the interval ;
and as for

the sounds which had startled them, he made light of

them.
' You heard a grampus grunting, or some seals

snorting, or, maybe, some penguins trumpeting,' he said.

' You were all knocked up and half asleep. Turn in,

the whole lot of you, and take a snooze till daylight,

for we must finish stripping and trying out this fish.

A set of lubbers, you were, to lose that other whale !

'

The men did as they were ordered, but were perfectly

convinced that the sounds they had heard were not

caused by any such agencies as their commander had

mentioned. The light, strange as it was, certainly

might have proceeded from a passing ship, although,

in that case, it was odd they could not see it. Each

of the noises separately also might be thus accounted

for, perhaps; but the whole occurring together, and

proceeding from one quarter, was to them inexplicable.

They had been asleep some
'

hours, and day was
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about to break. The breeze had slightly freshened
;

but the ship, after having picked up the boats, had

been hove to, and consequently had remained nearly

stationary during the night, the carcase of the whale

having been placed alongside, secured by tackles,

preparatory to stripping the blubber, or 'blanket

piece,' as it is technically called. Some of this had

already been taken off, hoisted on deck, cut up, and

placed in the huge coppers, used in the sperm whale

fishery for boiling (or
'

trying out/ as it is termed) the

oil these coppers being imbedded in brickwork on

the upper or open deck. The fires beneath them being

laid ready for lighting, the mate was busy with his

preparations when the captain, who had been in bed,

turned out and came on deck.

' Do you know,' said he,
'

that I really think that

there was no mistake in what the hands said ? There's

something out of the way going on, or afloat near us.

My cabin window was open the head of my bunk is

close to it
;
and as I lay there, I heard something

I can't make out what. Did you not hear anything ?
'

' No
;

we've been busy knocking about the decks.

What was it like ?
'

'Well, at first it was like what the men said deep

groaning, moaning, and rumbling kind of noises, a

good distance off apparently. Then I heard a scream
;

then some one laughing a rum sort of laugh it was,

too. I should have thought myself dreaming, only

for what the men had said.'
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' How long since was this ?
' asked the mate.

' Within this last quarter of an hour. But is

everything ready for trying out, Mr. Smart ?
' And

the captain examined the preparations made. ' Call

the watch as soon as it is light enough, and set all

hands to work. The coppers are charged, so you

may as well light the fires, and then pass the word

along for silence fore and aft. I want to listen, and

try and make out what those noises mean.'

He went and stood on the taffrail, while the men on

deck, ceasing their work, went to the side, or mounted

the rigging.

For a short time they remained thus looking and

listening, when the captain, hearing again the deep

moaning he had described, raised the speaking trumpet

he held, and hailed. As the hoarse sound died away,

a startling reply was given. A burst of strange harsh

laughter came ringing across the water, gradually

changing into a wild cry, which rose upon the night

air, sounding inexpressibly sad and mournful. At that

moment, as the seamen, thrilled and awe-struck,

listened, the fires which had been lit beneath the

coppers, and which had been fed with pieces of

refuse blubber, began to burn up brightly, the flames

presently shooting up halfway to the tops, and casting

a broad red glare over the surrounding waters. And,

as if this flame had been a spell to conjure up the

demons of the deep, from the thick darkness beyond

the verge of the circle of light issued a succession of
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sounds of the most extraordinary character. Yells

and howls, shrill screams and roars now commingled,

now separate, at times dying away, and again, as the

flames shot up fiercely, rising in hideous chorus

assailed the ears of the astounded whalers
;
while at

intervals, mingled with the uproar, was what seemed

to some on board to be the sound, indistinctly heard,

of human voices. This continued until the vessel had

passed on her way some distance, when the noises

became more and more faint, and finally died away.

Before the fires had been lit, the ship had been put

before the wind, in order that the smoke and flame

might pass forward and not endanger the rigging, or

incommode the men at their labour. Some of the

latter, alarmed at the sounds, would willingly have had

her continue her course and leave the vicinity ;
but the

Yankee skipper was not so superstitious ;
and being

determined to ascertain their cause, he ordered the

fires to be put out (so that the vessel might sail

against the wind), and returned. While the look-outs

aloft were trying to catch sight of any vessel or other

object in the neighbourhood, the sounds again reached

them
; and, steering in their direction, the ship was

hove to and a boat lowered
;
but the men hung back

when the captain ordered a crew in, and wished to

wait for daylight.
'

Why, what are you afraid of, men ? Do you think

there are evil spirits cruising ?
'

He paused in surprise, and all hands uttered a cry.

2
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A strange phenomenon was presented to their view : a

pale blue phosphorescent light suddenly gleamed out

of the darkness, and showed them a wreck, dismasted

and drifting. Through the open ports and breaches

in the bulwarks, broken by the waves, the unearthly-

looking radiance shone, glimmering and flickering on

the stump of the mainmast, the only fragment of a

spar left standing. Its bows were towards them, and

from their own mastheads they could at times, when

it pitched and rolled, see down on to its deck. Close

to the after hatchway burned a blue tremulous flame,

sometimes shooting up vividly, at others sinking until

nearly extinguished, by the light of which all on deck

was rendered visible. All hands looked eagerly for

signs of a crew
;
but nothing in the shape of a man

was to be seen. The deck was cleared, the longboat

and spars gone ; there was nothing to conceal them

from view, had any men been on board.

But although nothing in the guise of mortal man

was visible, other objects presented themselves to the

view of the awe-struck sailors. Gaunt and weird-

looking shapes of hideous animals were plainly seen

flitting restlessly to and fro in the ghastly light of that

unnatural illumination of a lonely wreck at sea.

'
I can tell you, sir,' said my informant, at this

portion of his narrative, 'that I for one was scared,

and no mistake about it. I was brought up on a part

of New England where a belief in the supernatural

prevails. I had heard that evil spirits appeared at
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times in the form of beasts, and haunted the places

where they had when on earth committed their crimes
;

and we were off that coast where, for two hundred

years, the desperadoes of every clime pirates and

bucaniers had pursued, when in life, their horrid

calling. As the blue light flickered, and the yells once

more broke out, these tales of my early days might

have made me fancy myself in the presence of some

phantom ship with its ghastly crew.

1 But daylight soon came, the blue light went out,

and we then saw that the wreck was a real one, and

that a boat was towing astern
;
and when we pulled to

it and hailed, voices from the cabin aft replied, and we

rowed round and saw a man with his head and

shoulders projecting out of the window.
' "

I say, stranger !

" he shouted,
" don't none of you

offer to come aboard. Some of the critters got loose

last night, and they're dangerous." And dangerous

enough they appeared to be, for at that moment came

to the taffrail, and looked down on us, several hyenas,

whose eyes, sparkling with famine, glared most

ferociously ;
and no wonder : they had had no food for

nearly a week.
' The brig was in fact a complete menagerie, which

a speculative American was taking to California, visit-

ing all the South American ports on his way. He had

been blown out to sea by a hurricane, which at last

carried away his masts, and he had been drifting about

ever since, till his beasts were nearly starved. He had
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a miserable crew, half of them being his showmen, and

he himself was his own captain, trusting to his mate to

navigate for him. They had prepared the long-boat

for leaving, should no vessel fall in with them, but had

made repeated abortive efforts to rig jury-masts as well.

In their last attempt the spar had fallen, and the heel

of it smashed the cage containing the hyenas, and all

hands had to make a speedy retreat to the after-cabin,

and keep below till daylight should enable them to

shoot, or otherwise secure them. Our fire, by exciting

the beasts, attracted their notice, and at first they

thought it was a burning ship. The light seen by the

boat early in the night was made by burning some

spirits of wine out of the cabin window, and they now

prepared to repeat the signal, hoping to attract our

attention
;
but this time, instead of hanging it out of

the cabin window, they managed to open the hatchway
and push it out on the deck, where the beasts were

prowling about, restless with the hunger which tor-

mented them.
' The crew stayed three days with us : we rigged

them up jury-masts, and what was of greater conse-

quence, supplied the Captain with plenty of the beef

from the whale for his animals, and thus saved him

from ruin
;
for the poor man had invested all he had in

the menagerie. We heard afterwards that he got safe

to Callao, and I suppose is in California long before

this.'



IN THE REED-BEDS.

SOME years ago I left Melbourne to spend a few weeks

in shooting and kangaroo-hunting on the station of

a squatter friend, whose run was situated a hundred

miles or so from Melbourne. He himself was absent

on a visit to Sydney; but I had been previously

acquainted with his superintendent, a Scotchman, named

Macfarlane, who made me heartily welcome, for my
presence was an agreeable relief from the usual

monotony of his bush life.

At the period I write of, that part of the Murray
river had only been occupied by squatters for a year

or two. The head station, like all others in the more

newly-settled districts, consisted of bark or slab huts

grouped irregularly together within a paddock, which

extended for more than a mile along the river. Three

of these, respectively occupied by the superintendent,

his overseer, and married hut-keeper, were placed

about a quarter of a mile from the stream, on the

slope of the first of a series of low rolling ridges.

The ridges, rising from the river flat, extended back

or northwards for several miles, and for the same
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distance up and down the stream, which here ran in

an easterly and westerly direction, and bounded the

run on that side. This ridgy district, the soil of which

was in general a hard sand, was destitute of trees, but

covered with bushes and small patches of low scrub,

which, however, were sufficiently scattered to admit

of the passage of a horseman without deviating much

from a straight line. On its northern border, where

it subsided to the level of the surrounding country,

the timbered district commenced. The edge of this

timber, or forest, as it would be called in Europe, ran

in a nearly straight line, parallel with the river, at

a distance of about three miles
;

at one end abutting

on a winding creek, which fell into the main stream

above the head station, and at the other, on a vast

reed-bed, which, beginning in scattered patches at

the lower end of the paddock, gradually widened until

it extended miles inland from the river banks. My
reader will understand me better (and I wish him to

keep the bearings of the country in his memory) when

I say that the rolling ridgy district formed an irregular

kind of square, bounded on the south by the river and

its line, of paddock fencing ;
on the north by the line

of timber; on the east by the winding creek above

the head station
;
and on the west by the reed-beds

below it.

These last extended many miles down the stream,

and were intersected by a network of lagoons, swamps,

and sluggish water-courses, abounding in waterfowl,
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which, however, owing to the blacks being so constantly

after them, were very shy. Unless I drifted down in

a punt, the only way to get at them was by laboriously

skirting the muddy margin of the lagoons ;
for the

reeds themselves grew so thickly, and were so elastic,

strong, and lofty, that all attempts to penetrate them

for any distance were soon given over from sheer

exhaustion, aggravated by the closeness of the atmo-

sphere, and the swarms of bloodthirsty mosquitoes,

which nearly drove one mad. Another thing also

which made me rather shy of entering their recesses,

was the great number of snakes which infested the

drier portions, and which made leggings of sheep's

skin, with the wool on, and reaching to the hips, an

absolute necessity in one's equipment for a day's sport.

In general, therefore, I preferred turkey or wallaby

shooting, or taking the dogs after kangaroo or emu
;

and, as the river abounded with codfish (or what is

so-called), often attaining a great size,
1 and the lagoons

and waterholes of the creek with eels, I managed to

pass my time pleasantly enough.

In general I was accompanied on my sporting

expeditions by one of the blacks, a few of whose

miamis were pitched in the paddock, about a couple

of hundred yards from the huts. Macfarlane seldom

came with me, as it happened to be a busy time

of the year with him on the station
;

and he was,

1

I killed one which weighed ninety pounds ; they are said even to

reach one and a half hundredweight.
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besides, having a number of substantial out-station

huts erected in different parts of the run, in place of

the bark constructions which had hitherto served. For

this job he had engaged a bush-carpenter named

Elliot, who, with his wife, occupied a hut at the lower

end of the paddock, which he left for his work on

Monday mornings, seldom coming in again to the

head station till the end of the week.

With this man I had got acquainted, from having

sometimes met him at night-time, fishing on the river

banks
;

for he was a keen sportsman, and we

occasionally made our excursions in company. He

appeared to be, like most of his class, a rough,

uneducated bushman, more than usually taciturn, and

even morose in his manners
;
but we suited each other

well
; for, as he seldom spoke unless I first addressed

him I above all things dislike a talkative companion

we got on capitally. One thing, however, I observed

in him, and that was, that, whether from being always

absorbed in his own thoughts, or from mere want of

observation, long as he had been in the bush, he was

a very poor guide through it, generally being out in

his calculations as to the straight road home again.

One day I came home more than usually fatigued ;

for I had spent many hours in forcing my way through

the reeds in pursuit of some of the rarer kinds of

waterfowl which inhabited its more secluded recesses.

I had succeeded at last in procuring a specimen of

a coloured ibis, which I had long sought for in vain
;
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and, on returning at night, I found that Macfarlane had

ridden over after dinner to a neighbouring station, and

would not return till late, and that the overseer also

was absent. Tired as I was, I would willingly have

gone to bed
;
but I had agreed to go fishing for eels on

that night with Elliot, on his return from the out-station

where he was working; so, after supper, taking my
lines, and calling at the blacks' camp on my way for

one of the boys, I walked over to the creek, in the

waterholes of which we were to pursue our sport, and

where he had agreed to meet me. He was not there,

however, when I arrived, and hours passed over without

his putting in an appearance ;
and I at last dismissed

the boy to his camp, and returned home, where I found

Macfarlane also just arrived. He too had had a

fatiguing day's work, followed by a long cold night-

ride
;
so that we were well pleased at the prospect of

turning into a warm bed. In a short time both of

us were hard and fast asleep ;
but we were not

destined to rest that night.

It was past midnight, and we had been asleep about

an hour, when we were awakened by a knock at the

hut door.

' Who is there ?
'

said Macfarlane.

'

It's me, sir,' replied our hut-keeper's wife.

' Here is Mrs. Elliot in a great way about her

husband, and she wants to know when you or the

doctor saw him last, and where. He's never come

home yet.'
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Macfarlane jumped up, and hastily put on his

clothes.

' Then he has lost himself again to a certainty.

Why, he left the out-station at Moorundi to come home

when I was there, between four and five o'clock. He
started by himself; for his mate, Collins, went over to

the Wakool to-day. Have you sent across the river ?

This is Saturday, and perhaps he has gone down to

the Sun, and may be staying there.'

'

No, sir,' said Mrs. Elliot herself, coming in at the

now opened door
;

' he is not there. I was over there

myself; for I have been spending the evening with

Mrs. McRae at the store. No,' said the poor woman,

bursting into tears,
' he is lost

;
I shall never, never

see him again ;
and my dream will prove true. He is

dead !

'

'Nonsense, woman, with your dreams!' said Mac-

farlane, angrily.
' What if he is lost ? It is a fine night,

though cold
;
and you know he always carries flint and

steel or matches, and can camp down comfortably till

daybreak. However, as you have got that notion in

your head, we will start and have a look for him. Take

her into your hut, Mrs. Laidlaw, and tell your husband

to catch Peter and Snowball, and another horse for

himself; and as he passes the blacks' camp, tell him

to send up Jimmy and Doolibut.'

'

I wonder what the woman means by her dreams/

added Macfarlane, as he pulled on his boots and poured

some
spirits

into a flask.
'

This will be the second time
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people have had to go after that precious husband of

hers
;
she told me he was once lost for two days up on

the Darling. How he can have managed to lose himself,

however, coming from Moorundi, beats me
;
for there is

a cart-track all the way through the timbers, and a child

could find its way across the ridges, one would think.

But it's astonishing what a difference there is in men

as regards that same organ of locality. I have some on

this run who came to the station straight from the ship

which brought them from England, where they had

spent their whole lives in cities, and who yet find their

way through the Mallee scrub and timber, or across the

plains, with an ease and a certainty that a life spent in

the bush will not give to others. Why, there is your

friend W -, the owner of this station, is a case in

point. Last year we were very short handed, and

W had to shepherd a flock himself out on the

plains, and, to relieve the monotony, would put a book

in his pocket. Consequence was that by noon he would

manage to lose his flock, and then, in looking for the

sheep, would lose himself; and we had to send the

blacks after both, two or three times, the first fortnight.

And he was not much better even when he left his

book at home. It's a kind of instinct, I suppose,

that no practice will give : like guessing weights, or

distinguishing colours from each other.'

'

Well, not altogether that either,' I replied ;

'
it is a

gift which depends more upon simple power, or rather

habit, of observing, which, you know, is a very rare one,
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Nine out of ten men look at an object a hundred times,

and, if you ask them to describe it, they will have to

look again to do so correctly. Elliot has walked that

road scores of times, and yet could not, I am sure,

describe the route with anything like correctness.'

The horses were driven up and saddled, and a number

of the blacks collected about the hut. The earlier part

of the night had been dark, the sky being overcast, but

not a cloud was now to be seen
;

the moon was

entering her second quarter, and long since had set.

The superintendent gave orders for a large fire to

be lit on the summit of one of the ridges in the

neighbourhood, and a gun to be fired once every five

minutes, and then called in the two blacks he had

selected to track the wanderer.

'Jemmy, and you, Doolibut, you think you make a

light see track belongin' to Bob Elliot to-night?'

The two conversed together a moment, and inquired

what time the man had started to come to the head

station. Macfarlane told them, taking the hand of

one, and pointing out the position of the sun at the

time.

'Sun sit down there. 'Pose you find his track to-night,

mine give it you flour, sugar, plenty bacca, and a

jumbug (sheep) for dinner to-morrow.'

Stimulated by this prospect, the two lubras (black

fellows' wives), who had followed their lords from the

camp, urged their departure ;
and they started at once,

taking a supply of bark and candles, and a tomahawk
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for stripping more. The hut-keeper also manufactured

a bottle-lantern
;

that is, a bottle with the bottom

knocked out, and a candle stuck in the neck inside,

in case the wind should rise, and rode after them,

Macfarlane and I following more leisurely, to give them

time to reach the place of search.

Mrs. Elliot had been anxious to accompany the

blacks
;

but they objected to her doing so ; and as

we passed the kitchen hut, we found her pacing up
and down in front.

'

Oh, Mr. Macfarlane!' she said,
(
I am grateful to you

and the doctor for this kindness
;
but I have a certainty

within me that it will prove bootless. Depend upon it,

he will never be seen again in life.' She was now

comparatively calm, but had evidently yielded to despair

as to her husband's return. We tried to reason away
what we considered to be the folly of this impression ;

for there were no hidden dangers in the road her

husband had to travel, and the worst that could be

anticipated would be a night in the bush. She listened

to us patiently, and then said

1

1 will tell you why I have given up hope this time,

doctor. You may think it folly, what I am about to say ;

but I felt it was a warning the moment I heard Mr.

Macfarlane say that Robert had left Moorundi alone.

As I told you, I went over in the afternoon to Mrs.

McRae's, to buy some things I wanted from her store.

I stayed to tea, and spent the evening with her, and

came across the ferry about nine o'clock. I was not
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surprised at not finding my husband, for I knew he

was to go a-fishing with the doctor to-night ;
so I

unlocked my door with the key (which was always put

where either of us could find
it),

and went to bed and

fell asleep. And I dreamt that I saw him wandering

hither and thither in great distress, and I knew that he

had lost himself again. And then, with one of those

changes one has in dreams, I thought I again saw him

lying amongst thickly-grown reeds, asleep ;
and I knew

that, unless awakened, that sleep would end in death
;

and I tried to awaken him, but in vain, and with the

agony of the effort I awoke. I felt relieved and

thankful it was but a dream, and struck a match to see

the time. It was past twelve, and Robert often stayed

out fishing much later
;
so I turned over to sleep again,

but I could not get rid of the impression : and all at

once a thought flashed on me. I jumped out of bed

and ran to the shelf where he kept his fishing-tackle,

and there were the lines, dry and untouched.'

Reasoning was useless in such a case, and we rode

off after the blacks, who carried fire-sticks, which they

swung about to keep alight.
'
If it was any other

man than Elliot, I would have no fear,' said Macfarlane.

' There are the stars to steer by, and he had the moon

in the early part of the night ;
and he surely knows

the points of the compass, and will remember that the

river lies to the south, and runs east and west. She

dreamt she saw him lying asleep in the reeds, did

she ? A bad job for him if he has managed to stumble
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into them this bitterly cold night;' Macfarlane, as he

spoke, unstrapped a poncho he carried on his saddle,

and wrapped it round him
;

for although the winter

rains had not yet set in, and the days were often hot,

the nights were very cold, and even frosty.

The same thought had struck me; and yet it seemed

altogether incredible that he could so far have wandered

from his right path as this implied ;
for the out-station

where he had been at work was eight miles due north

from the home-station, the road from it to the river

emerging from the line of timber above described, and

crossing the rolling district in its centre, having the

reed-beds on the one hand, and the winding creek on

the other, running parallel with it nearly two miles

away. And, supposing that he did go out of his road

and stumble against the reeds, there was sufficient

light to prevent his getting involved in them
; and,

by simply skirting them down to the river, they

would bring him to the paddock fence near his own

hut.

But I recalled the first occasion on which I had

been lost myself, and I remember the confusion and

bewilderment which then possessed me how I had

wandered wildly about, until by a strong effort at

self-control, I had sat down and reasoned with myself,

until I had rallied and collected my scattered faculties.

I knew, also, how strangely different even familiar

objects and every-day scenes appear in the dim and

uncertain light of a young and misty moon
;
and I
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anticipated the worst in the case of a man like Elliot,

whom I knew to be so deficient as a bushman, even in

broad daylight.

II.

WE rode on over the rolling sandy ridges, through

bushes wet with the frosty dew, in the direction the

blacks had taken. The stars shone brightly above

our heads, but a light mist hung over the landscape,

settling more densely in the hollows, and circumscribing

our view to the immediate neighbourhood of the ridge

we were passing over at the moment. On the low

grounds by the creek, and on the reed-beds, it spread

still more thickly, veiling the timber in their vicinity

in its folds. We soon overtook the blacks and the

hut-keeper, and checking our horses, we allowed them

to precede us
; while Macfarlane asked me what I

thought of the strange story told us by the woman.

I confessed that there was a time when I scoffed at

such things, but that experience had somewhat modified

my opinions upon such subjects.
1

1, as a Highlander, am naturally more open to the

suspicion of superstition,' said he
;

' but I must admit I

was much struck by the woman's statement. Those

who deny the truth or possibility of such things as

presentiments, omens, or dreams, could easily, and to

their own satisfaction, account for the fact, even if we
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do find poor Elliot dead. He has been repeatedly lost,

as the dreamer well knew
;
and he was away in the

bush at the time. In thinking or dreaming of him at

all, what more likely than to think of him as lost ?

The rest could be easily explained by the "coincidence"

theory.'

At this moment the blacks halted. We had reached

the northern boundary of the rolling district, and were

about to descend the last slope down to where the

timber began. Between these extended an open level

space of several hundred yards, free from bushes.

' Where will they begin the search ?
' we asked the

hut-keeper.

'Well, sir, they calculate that he must have had

daylight enough to see the wheel-marks of the spring-

cart that takes out the rations every week, and follow

it to the edge of the timber. He would reach the open

ground here about dusk, or maybe a little later, unless

he stepped out pretty brisk
; for it's a good five mile.

They are going to look for him to our left, because,

they say, if he turned off to the eastward, no harm can

happen to him
;
the creek there will pull him up, and

he will follow it up or down
;
but if he has swerved oft'

to his right, and got somehow jammed in amongst the

reeds, he is such a stupid fellow, they say, that he will

never get out without help. This here/ continued the

man, getting off his horse, and examining the ground

at the foot of the ridge,
'
is my track with the cart

yesterday ;
the main track is a little to our left. They

3
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will hunt up and down it for a bit, and then work their

way towards the reeds, keeping along the edge of the

timber.'

The blacks had, meanwhile, been preparing their

bark and candles, and now commenced their search,

one keeping just within the shade of the trees, and

the other a little out in the open, making casts in all

directions, and crossing and recrossing each other's

path repeatedly. Thus they proceeded, their lights

flickering in and out of the timber, we following at

a distance, leading our horses, and trying to keep
ourselves warm, until a quarter of a mile of ground
had thus been examined. The night was calm, and so

far favourable for the search, which however could,

under the circumstances, only be prosecuted very slowly.

The overseer had, in the meantime, ridden across to

the reed-bed, and galloped up and down its margin,

firing his revolver to attract the wanderer's notice;

but no answering call came.

Three-quarters of an hour had passed, when all at

once the black out on the open gave a cooey, and we
remounted and galloped up to him.

' Got it track belonging to Bob, massa,!'

'Where, Jimmy? show us;' and jumping off, we
examined the ground ;

but I confess I could distinguish

nothing, even when I went on my knees and held the

burning bark close to the ground, which was there hard

clay, thinly covered with withered grass. Presently,

however, as the black, in following the traces (which
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were several hundred yards from the parallel to the

cart-track) up the slope, came to a softer soil
; we, too,

now and then distinguished the footmarks of Elliot

plainly enough. Jimmy, who had his candle lashed to

a forked stick, by which he held it close to the ground,

trotted on with his companion, ascending and descending

ridge after ridge, and winding amongst the bushes with

a speed perfectly marvellous to us.

'These tracks keep going straight enough for the

home station/ said Macfarlane, after they had proceeded

for nearly a mile.

' Not for much longer, I fear. See !

'

said I,
' the

blacks have stopped.'

They were in a hollow or basin, formed by a circular

ridge, which bounded it on all sides, and which sloped

downwards with an equal descent in every direction.

Like most of the ground about, these slopes were, as

well as the level at the bottom, covered with bushes

on an average about shoulder-high ;
but the spot

where the blacks stood was a small open space free

from them, and about a dozen feet square.
' Bob Elliot light 'um pipe here !

'

said Doolibut, as

we joined him at the foot of the ridge.
1 How do you know that, Doolibut ?

' asked

Macfarlane.

The black held his candle, which, with the help of

strips of bark, he had converted into a kind of torch,

close to the ground, and with his toes pointed out

several footmarks placed close together, as of a man
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halting awhile in that spot, the soil here being com-

paratively soft
;
and he also held out to us a burnt

fragment of a match, which his sharp eye had detected.

At this moment Jimmy, the other black, who had struck

off to the left for some distance up the ridge, returned.

1 Bob first time lose himself along a here. Him pull

away over yonder ;

' and he pointed at right angles to

the course of the tracks we had hitherto been pursuing.

It was only too true. The unfortunate man had, in

the dusk of the evening, or by the uncertain light of

the moon, descended into this hollow, walking in the

proper direction, but had stopped at the bottom to fill

and light his pipe ;
after doing which he had proceeded,

as he doubtless thought, to mount the slope opposite

to where he had descended. But it was not so. In

resuming his way he had unwittingly made a half-turn

to the left, and thus mounted the ridge, which every-

where surrounded the hollow, at right angles to his

former course. This was a mistake which might very

easily be temporarily made, even in daylight, as there

were no trees or other prominent objects about to serve

as landmarks. The observation that, in his altered

course, the moon (which was then not many degrees

above the horizon) was behind him, instead of on his

right, as it should be on going south, might have

informed him of his error. But the blacks asserted

that the sky was very cloudy at that time, and that,

consequently, she might have been hidden from view.

The blacks again picked up the tracks, which now,
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instead of the south, led due east, and followed them

without difficulty for nearly half a mile farther. The

ridges over which we were passing were of an irregular

kind, running into and crossing each other obliquely,

forming hollows of every shape. In general they were of

uniform altitude; but near the centre there were several

from whence distant views down the river could be

obtained. After a time the blacks again halted at a

spot where the wanderer had evidently first begun to

suspect that he was out of his course, and that the lights

of the inn, and of the blacks' fires at the ferry, were

not visible in the distance, as they should have been

had he gone right. Utterly unaware of the fatal error

he had committed, after a pause of hesitation, Elliot

had evidently come to the conclusion that he had kept

too much to the right, for the tracks now took another

very decided turn to the left, and he had commenced

walking towards the north-east
;
and for awhile he held

pretty steadily in that direction. Then, for the first

time, we began to notice signs of anxiety and confusion.

He had now stopped often, as if to consider, and after

every pause, on resuming his course, he swerved

somewhat from the line he was previously pursuing.

In skirting round thick bushes or patches of scrub of

larger size than ordinary, he several times deviated

considerably, going sometimes in one direction, some-

times in another, but, upon the whole, always tending

more and more to his left, until at last he was

steering north (that is, going back towards the timber
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he had left), and then north-west, and finally, after

very many pauses, and much zig-zaging to and fro, he

reached the north-west corner of the ridgy district,

near to the angle where the reeds joined the timber

he had emerged from not long before. He had thus

made nearly a complete round, crossing his own tracks

at a spot where we and our horses had passed over

them unobserved on our way down.

Upon reaching this point, as if the wanderer had

regained the knowledge of his whereabouts, we found

the signs of irresolution disappear; for the traces

showed that he had struck off at once in a definite

direction, and for nearly a quarter of a mile he had

proceeded obliquely across the level ground which

intervened between the ridges and the reed-beds, over

which the mist lay in a dense cloud. The timber

was close at hand, but perfectly invisible.

'

Surely/ exclaimed Macfarlane to me, as we followed

in the wake of the trackers,
l he would find out where

he had got to now. These reeds in our front extend

in one solid though winding wall right down to the

river. Why, a blind man could
'

He was interrupted by a loud exclamation from the

blacks ahead of us, and we hurried up ;
for they had

once more stopped.

They were standing by the reeds, which, growing

densely together, presented in the dim light the aspect

of a wall of uniform height of about seven feet. But

a few yards only, however, were visible on either
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hand, and even from our horses' backs the eye could

not pierce through the mist which covered them for

any distance. But the flame from our torches showed

that the tracks we had been following so long had

suddenly disappeared from the ground, and, shining

on the reeds, revealed where, bent, trampled, and thrust

aside, they bore evidence that some heavy body had

lately forced an entrance into their recesses.

'
It can never be !

' exclaimed Macfarlane
;

' the man

must have lost his senses. Or, stay perhaps could

he have been drinking, do you think ?
'

'

No,' I said :

' the tracks we have been following

show that he walked firmly and steadily, though

irresolutely at times. You no think Bob Elliot drunk,

Doolibut ?
'

I asked one of the blacks, who had, during

our pause of astonishment, been speaking to his

companion.
' Borack '

(No), he replied ;

'

only plenty stupid,

this one white fellow. Him tink him pull away

along a creek over yonder.' And he pointed in the

direction of the eastern boundary of the ridgy district.

'

Picaninny reed sit down there. Him tink this one

all the same.'

The probable correctness of the black's surmise

flashed upon us all simultaneously, and the apparently

suicidal act was explained. By a most unhappy

fatality it chanced that one, and one only, of the

bends of the creek which skirted that side of the

rolling district we had been traversing was for some
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distance bordered with a belt of reeds, nowhere more

than a couple of hundred yards in width, and in general

much narrower. Under the fatal delusion that in the

darkness he had stumbled upon them, and that, by

pushing through them and crossing the creek (which

was merely a succession of waterholes), he could cut

off the bends, and so reach the paddock much more

quickly than by following them round, he had

unhesitatingly entered.

We now pursued the search with the most gloomy

forebodings. It was necessary to send across the

river for a lantern the innkeeper had, for protected

lights were necessary in these dense, elastic, and, in

many places, inflammable reeds. This caused a

considerable delay, and it was nearly daybreak when

we resumed the search. In such a growth, as may be

supposed, the difficulty of keeping a perfectly straight

course was great ; nevertheless, for a considerable

distance the unfortunate man had kept nearly in a

right line
; then, evidently thinking that he had

swerved, and was walking parallel with the bank of

the creek, he fancied himself to be near, instead of

towards it, he had turned in another direction, and

presently emerged upon an open space, occupied by
one of the innumerable swamps which, alternating

with the reeds and lagoons, spread for miles down the

river. Round the margin of this the unhappy man

had groped and floundered his way, seeking in vain

for an opening in the encircling wall of reeds. The
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swamp was about five acres in extent, and in places

knee-deep with water, lying on a spongy soil, with

here and there a portion of drier ground. Upon these

the blacks found indications that he had often rested.

At length, cold, wet, exhausted, and despairing, he had

at one place, after a pause of rest, plunged again into

the reeds, in the desperate hope of extricating himself.

Of course, in the darkness, all trace or memory of the

particular spot where he had entered the swamp had

been lost, and the place where he did re-enter them

turned out to be the farthest away from the open

ground.

It is needless to prolong the narrative. Sometimes

in a swamp, at others in the reeds, the devoted man

had struggled most desperately for his existence, and

for several hours had toiled unceasingly, often resting

awhile, and then again springing up to resume the

struggle for dear life. At last we came upon the body,

in a place where the soil was comparatively dry. He
had evidently prepared for a longer rest than usual

;

for with his knife he had cut himself a large bundle

of reeds, thus giving himself room, and affording some

slight protection against the wet earth beneath. Here

he sat down for the last time
; and, overcome with the

fatigue of his exertions and the intense cold, the

drowsiness which, in such circumstances, is the certain

forerunner of death, if not resisted, had crept over him,

and he had yielded to its influence and fallen into a

sleep which was to know no awakening.
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The blacks reckoned that he must have been some

hours struggling to extricate himself, and that he

probably sank down for the last time not long after

midnight.

A fire had been lit in the timber adjacent, and means

of restoration were instantly used, but in vain. As we

slowly followed the cart, which had been sent for to

convey the remains to the head station, Macfarlane

pointed out to me how easily the unfortunate man

might have avoided his fate had he possessed the

commonest powers of observation.

1 One thing should have told him his position, even

in the darkest night ;
and that was the character of the

very ground he was walking on in approaching these

reeds. The space between them and the higher

ground, all the way down to the river, is, particularly

in winter, soft and yielding, and becomes permanently

and deeply marked with the tracks of the bullocks and

other cattle going to and from them. So numerous

are these, that at almost every step, as we saw by his

traces, he trod upon the holes thus formed
;

but he

never noticed this fact, which he must have remarked,

one would think, in the course of his walks about the

station.'

' He has paid dearly for his deficiencies,' I replied ;

'and he little thought, when halting to cut himself

a pipeful of tobacco, that that halt would cost him his

life.'
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HENRY MARSH : AN INCIDENT OF THE
PENAL SETTLEMENTS.

IN early life the regiment to which my father was

attached, was stationed for some years at one of our

penal settlements
;
and it was during my residence

there that the following incident occurred to me:

One morning the newspapers published in the

principal towns of the colony contained a notice of

an attempt to escape made on the previous day by a

convict attached to a party working on the roads, in

which effort the man had lost his life. The Colonist,

then one of the most ably conducted of these papers,

had in addition an article commenting on the circum-

stance, and inveighing against the indifference with

which such occurrences were regarded ;
inasmuch as

the frequency of such attempts, and their success (as

shown in the presence of numerous gangs of desperate

bushrangers infesting the interior districts), seemed to

indicate an amount of hardship borne and tyranny

practised of which the general community could not but

be aware. Such incidents were then far from uncommon
;

and yet, although there were circumstances more than
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usually repulsive connected with the present case, it

was probable that, of the hundreds whose eyes fell on

the paragraph announcing the occurrence, scarcely one

but would view it in much the same light as if some

wild or noxious animal had been destroyed. The life

of a miserable convict, and the sufferings which had

induced him to throw it away in endeavouring to flee

from them, were a matter of small moment
;

for the

public mind had not yet been aroused, or its conscience

touched, by any of those questions which have since

agitated it, respecting the duty of reforming as well as

punishing, and the injustice and cruelty of first allowing

the outcasts of society to grow up in a state of godless

ignorance, untaught and uncared for in any way, and

then, when such neglect had produced its inevitable

consequences in the formation of a numerous class

of criminals, punishing them with merciless rigour.

Although the more bloodthirsty and revengeful features

which deformed the statute-book had been done away

with, and a more Christian spirit introduced into

criminal legislation, thirty years ago philanthropy had

not intervened to mitigate the sufferings and remove

the horrors which at that period often attended the

working of the system of transportation, and which were

so great as often to impel the unfortunate victim to risk

everything to escape. The only object of the mother-

country being to get rid of its criminals, the penalty

was inflicted upon all classes indiscriminately. The

agricultural labourer, whose first and sole offence had
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been committed against the game laws (an offence,

perhaps, so slight as at the present day would be

visited only with a few weeks' imprisonment) the

cotton spinner who riotously broke the machines, the

invention and introduction of which into the factories

he ignorantly thought would be the means of depriving

him of work, and his children of their bread the

servant girl in her first situation, and who, a few short

weeks before, had been the beloved inmate of some

respectable home in the country, impelled by vanity,

and the fatal love of finery, to commit her first theft,

and pilfer the trinkets or frippery which her mistress,

with thoughtless and blameworthy carelessness, had

left lying about to tempt her the trader who had lived

a life of probity, and brought up his family respectably,

until the fatal moment when, rendered desperate by the

fear of impending ruin, he was guiltily tempted to

commit the forgery which, perhaps, immediately after-

wards, but too late, he bitterly repented of all were

alike subjected to the same penalty as was visited upon
the hardened criminal, the man of violence and villainy,

whose whole life had been spent in defiance of all laws

human and divine. It is not to be wondered at,

therefore, if to many this should be so appalling,

seeing that as a punishment it pressed so unequally,

physically and morally. By the convict,, previously

schooled in the discipline of the gaols and hulks of

England, or the labourer, whom a life of toil and

hardship had trained to endurance, and whose crime
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1 ad been the result of the poverty and neglect which

had kept his soul in the darkness of ignorance, their lot

was comparatively easily borne. But to those whom a

momentary temptation, or an impulse of passion, had

led into guilt men, perhaps, of education and refine-

ment, unaccustomed to bodily labours and to evil

companionship the penalty which compelled them

habitually to associate and toil with the vilest of human

kind was indeed a bitter one to pay for their lapse from

the paths of integrity. If they did not become entirely

corrupted by the degrading and contaminating influences

of the long voyage in the convict ship, and strove to

recover their self-respect, and redeem the past by trying

to lead a new life if any man was caught saying his

prayers, for instance, or reading his Bible it was the

worse for him. Instantly he was made the butt of his

depraved associates, to whose ribald jeers and merciless

persecution he was subjected day and night, until life

became a burden. Few indeed were they who, under

such circumstances, could persevere. In most cases

such efforts at reformation, unaided by the authorities,

ended in making them, in reckless desperation, sink

even below the level of their companions in iniquity.

The history of the individual whose fate was

mentioned above differed from that of most of his

fellows, inasmuch as it had not been his lot to be driven

into guilt by ignorance, poverty, or want of care, or

even by sudden temptation his own vicious folly and

extravagance, unrestrained by advice, or repeated
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warnings mercifully given, having wrought his ruin.

By a singular coincidence I happened to be present

at the scene where his miserable career was brought

to a tragical close, and then became a witness of an

affecting circumstance which attended it, and which

was not made public at the time, the knowledge of

it being confined to one person alone, from whom

my father afterwards obtained an explanation of the

incident.

Henry Marsh (as I shall name him) was of a good

family (his father, who died early, having been an

official in the service of the East India Company), and

had been brought up by a wealthy uncle, in the

expectation of inheriting the fortune of the latter,

who, however, married late in life, and became himself

the father of several children. To atone in some

degree to the young man for the destruction of his

hopes, he procured him a good appointment, and

provided for his mother and two sisters
; and, had

Marsh been wise enough to accept his altered position,

and resign the expensive tastes and companionships

formed in the days when he expected to be rich, he

might have lived and died happy and respected. But

he was of a vain and frivolous temperament, fond of

show and glitter, and could not bear the thought of

sinking so completely into what he considered com-

parative obscurity. The habits contracted when he

mingled on equal terms with young men of wealth he

had not virtue or resolution sufficient to change ;

4
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and, as he had all those superficial accomplishments

which made his company agreeable despite his altered

prospects, his former associates made him welcome

to their society. But it was impossible for the weak

young man to partake of their amusements and follow

their pursuits without danger to himself of various

kinds. Friends warned and counselled, and strove in

vain to wean him from the path of ruin he was treading,

pointing out the inevitable result of his folly should

he persist in his course of extravagance. Bitter

experience was to be his only teacher, and the old, old

story in his case to be told once more.

For some years he went on, outwardly a happy man,

but in reality suffering those miseries which gather

round him who, in the reckless pursuit of what he

terms pleasure, goes beyond his means, and becomes

involved in liabilities which he cannot meet. When
debts first began to accumulate upon him, he at times

determined to alter and amend
;

but he had not the

resolution necessary boldly to do so and stop his

course in time, but procrastinated until it was too

late. To satisfy a pressing creditor, and avert the

consequences which would ensue if his reckless

extravagance became known to his employers, he

took the first step in actual crime, by using the funds

passing through his hands for his own necessities
;

deluding himself at the time, as too many in like

circumstances do, with the pretext that it was merely

a secret loan, which he could easily repay by economy
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and abstinence. He did replace it undiscovered, and,

had he been a man of any principle, or possessed of

any conscientious feeling at all, he would have taken

warning from the incident, and all might have been

well. But, unfortunately, both religious and moral

principle were wanting to contend with his besetting

sin. For a time, alarmed at his narrow escape, he

meditated a change of life, and avoided his former

haunts and companions, but gradually the impression

wore off, and he fell back into his old course of folly

and sin. The result may be anticipated. The facility

and impunity with which he had extricated himself

from his former difficulty tempted him to renew the

theft when once more harassed by his creditors
;

detection and exposure, and the usual scenes of

misery in such cases followed : friends involved in

the disgrace ;
a father's memory and good name

dishonoured in his son
;
a mother and sisters brought

to shame, and weeping in seclusion. He escaped

transportation, however, on condition of expatriating

himself to Australia.

He had there an opportunity of retrieving the past,

had he chosen to avail himself of it
;
for a brother of

his mother held an important situation under the

colonial government, and this gentleman placed his

relative (who had assumed another name) in his

office. His former lapse from probity was unknown

to all but this uncle, and to none was their relationship

explained not even to that uncle's children, his own
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cousins. He might have lived a new life, happy in

being able to follow a useful career amid fresh scenes,

where his past follies were unknown, and where the

sins of his youth could not be cast up to him. And
for a few years, indeed, he did seem changed ;

but the

event showed that that change was not the result of

any actual improvement of character, of any
' renewal

in the spirit of his mind/ leading to true repentance

and the desire of forgiveness : it was merely the

temporary effect produced by the shock of the discover}'

of his guilt, and its consequences the change of

scene, and the absence for a time of circumstances

of temptation in the new life he led.

It has often been remarked by the judges who

preside over the courts of our Australian colonies, in

the population of which there is a large criminal

element, derived from the neighbouring penal settle-

ment, that, in the great majority of instances which

come before them of men who were originally

transported being brought up for trial for fresh

offences, these second offences are of precisely similar

character to their former ones committed in the old

country. The forger forges once more
;

the footpad

once more betakes himself to the road
;
and the pick-

pocket and the passer of false money again resume

their dishonest practices, as of old. Henry Marsh

had escaped transportation, but the same moral

phenomenon was observed in his case.

In a comparatively short time his talents and capacity
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procured him advancement; he was raised from one

situation of trust to another, until he at length occupied

a post honourable and profitable. But, as his circum-

stances changed, and the circle of his acquaintance

enlarged, and the increase of his means allowed of

its indulgence, the old leaven within, not eradicated,

but only lying dormant for awhile, revived, and the

same passion for display which had worked his ruin

in the comparatively larger sphere of his English life

now returned stronger than ever in the more restricted

circle he moved in in the colonial capital, where the

follies and vices of the metropolis are mimicked with

greater coarseness and far greater extravagance and

ostentation many of the most wealthy so-called leaders

of the fashion having originally occupied the lowest

position in the English social scale. To ride the finest

horse, to drive the neatest tandem, to give the most

elegant dinners, to have his wine praised, to be

considered an authority in racing matters (which last

ruin their hundreds abroad as they do their thousands

in England) these things constituted the greatest

happiness of Henry Marsh, until he gradually, as in

former years, got out of his depth, and was again

plunged in debt. Once more he found himself pressed

by importunate creditors
;
once more the alternative of

relief by dishonesty presented itself; and again he

yielded to the temptation. The only difference was,

that formerly he had taken the money of private

individuals, but now he helped himself to the govern-
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ment funds he had access to
;
and on this occasion,

when discovery took place, no influence, even if any

had been exerted, could have saved him from the

consequences of his crime; and he was sentenced to

transportation. Most fortunately for himself, his uncle

had always insisted upon their relationship being

undivulged, and he was therefore spared the disgrace

which would otherwise have been inflicted upon him

through his nephew's second crime. From time to

time he made inquiries as to the fate of the unhappy

man, and ascertained that he had made several attempts

to escape, finding his present life utterly intolerable,

and had consequently received additional punishments

until he had become quite reckless and desperate.

Only eighteen months from the time that he was

occupying an honourable position in society, having

again attempted to flee from the hardships of his lot,

Henry Marsh was sentenced to be worked in irons

on the road for three years.

One day, at noon, the boys, of the High School at

were engaged in their pastimes. Some hurried off

to bathe in the blue waters of the harbour, which, with

its bays, wooded points, and white villas, was spread

out, under a cloudless sky, like a beautiful panorama ;

others, in spite of the intense heat, which in any
other climate would have rendered the pastime

impossible, engaged in cricket
;

while a number of

the older and more hardy joined together in a sport

somewhat similar to an English fox-hunt, the boy
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representing the animal dropping, every hundred

yards, a piece of paper, by means of which the rest

look for and follow him up like a pack of hounds.

It was a desperate game to play, with the thermometer

over 100
;
but boys do not think of consequences.

The country behind the school was well adapted

for it, being a hollow or valley of nearly two

hundred acres, filled with lofty scrub and small

timber, and intersected with little gullies formed by
the wintry- torrents

;
bounded at one side by the

waters of the bay, and on the other by the hill

at the head of the valley, opposite to the ridge,

on the summit and slopes of which the school

with its grounds was placed ;
and half a mile distant

was another range, along the side of which a road

was being cut by a gang of convicts, who, clothed in

their yellow and grey dresses, badges of infamy to

mark the outcasts from society, were toiling hope-

lessly under the care of a number of sentries. The

latter stood on the neighbouring rocks, some twenty

feet above the level of the bushes, keeping a vigilant

watch, for they grew thickly right up to the road,

and it was possible that some of their charge might slip

into them unobserved, and make their escape.

It happened that, in the course of our game, young

Slade, a son of Henry Marsh's relative, and myself

were selected to play the parts of the hunted animals.

The school bell was expected shortly to summon

us again to our studies, and the hunters had
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consequently ceased their pursuit ;
and Slade and I,

who had happened to meet some fifty yards or so

from the base of the eminence where the road was

being cut, threw ourselves down under some thick

shrubs, to rest and cool ourselves. From where we

lay we could see some of the sentries, and hear the

dismal sound of the clanking chains as the fettered

men moved about. Right opposite to me, standing

perched on a higher spot than the others, was one

soldier with his face turned towards us, and motion-

less as a statue. I was too far off to distinguish

with certainty, but I fancied once or twice that this

man could see, and was looking at us.

I have often thought since of the contrast afforded

by the two scenes there being enacted. The

schoolboys as yet untainted, except by that evil

which is inherent in the fallen nature of us all,

uncorrupted at least by contact with the wickedness

of a sinful world, bounding along in the fulness of

a life just commencing, happy, because innocent
;
and

that collection of wretched outcasts, toiling in chains

in the burning sun, with bodies hardened by forced

labours, and souls brutalised by crime, whose

existence had been one long scene of sin, and its

consequent sorrow and sufferings. No happy laugh

issued from that morose band nothing but the

reckless merriment of natures seared by vice and

callous to shame, the savage grin of hatred or

defiance, and the scowl of impotent revenge. It was
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a mournful thought that, hopelessly degraded as they

now were, with few exceptions every one of those

beings had once been as innocent and happy as

those playing boys had each been the object of a

mother's love and, perhaps, earnest prayer, or of a

father's tender care and anxious hope !

We had rested a few minutes, and were lying

fanning ourselves, when I heard a rustling and a

slight clanking noise, and, on pushing aside a branch,

I saw to my astonishment one of the convicts, who

had succeeded in slipping into the bushes, and was

now creeping away, preferring the certainty of being

shot, if discovered, to the torture of remaining any

longer in that scene of suffering. Inch by inch he

came on in our direction, crawling flat on his belly,

and now and then raising his head and peering

about him
;

but we were quite concealed from his

view. For some time intervening leaves and tufts of

grass prevented us from seeing his face
;

but

presently he raised it, so as to afford us the

opportunity of observing it, when my companion,

clutching me by the arm, whispered that he knew

him. It was indeed the once gay and thoughtless

Henry Marsh. Little, however, did the lad by my
side think that the features of the miserable object

before him were those of his own cousin. He

recognised only the former government clerk who

had been in the habit of visiting so familiarly at his

father's house a year or two before.
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We both looked at the unhappy man with feelings

of profound compassion. His expression was ghastly,

as, wriggling along like a serpent, he gradually drew

nearer to where we lay. Great drops of perspiration

rained from his brow, and rolled over features pale

and anxious with mingled emotions, the hope of escape

contending with the dread of the instant death which

he knew would overtake him if discovered
;

for we
ascertained afterwards that, owing to some previous

escapes from the gang, the sentries had received

orders to shoot down, without the formality of a

summons, any one again attempting it. I glanced

upwards at the soldier above mentioned
;

he was

apparently unobservant of what was going on, but

I felt instinctively, as it were, that his eyes were turned

in our direction, and that, probably, he was cognisant

of nearly every movement the fugitive had made. The

latter had now reached the other side of the shrubs

under which Slade and I lay, and my companion,

gently pushing the intervening boughs aside, called

the man by name. As if one of the reptiles, whose

movements he was imitating, had suddenly stung him,

he paused abruptly, and a shudder thrilled through his

frame as he grovelled still closer to the earth for a few

moments
; then, raising his head, he turned his startled

gaze towards the spot from whence the voice had

proceeded.
f

Marsh, it's me Mr. Slade's son
;
don't be afraid

;

we won't tell anybody we saw you. Don't you know
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me ?
' and the lad crept round the bushes, so as to

approach nearer to the miserable man.

In his day of prosperity, spite of the vanity and

silly ambition which had corrupted his better nature

and deadened his moral perceptions, Henry Marsh was

a good-natured man, and had won the boyish gratitude

and attachment of his young cousin by many acts

of kindness. It is not to be wondered at, therefore,

that obeying the impulse which prompted him, the lad

reached out his hand and grasped and shook that

of the outcast, while his quivering lip and moistened

eye betrayed the pity and sorrow which filled his

breast at witnessing the abject state to which the

gay companion of former times was reduced.

And what were the feelings of the unhappy man

himself when he heard that frank voice, and felt that

kindly grasp, and met the compassionate glance of

his young and innocent relative ? Did his thoughts

for a few moments travel back to the period of his own

careless boyhood, when he too was innocent and happy ?

when he too could pity the abject and fallen ? He only

Who can read the secrets of all hearts knows what were

the emotions which swept through the troubled soul of

the wretched man
;
but his features worked convulsively,

while great tears rolled down his cheeks, and, his head

gradually sinking down till his forehead touched the

dust, his whole frame shook in an agony of regret and

remorse of spirit.

For a minute or two he thus remained, and then,
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growing calmer, and recalling the exigencies of his

position, with a silent pressure of his young relative's

hand, he crept away on his miserable course. We
watched him as he crawled from bush to bush, striving

to attain the shelter of a small gully or large dry

ditch, which, commencing close by, ran down towards

the middle of the valley, where it joined a large ravine

leading down to the bay. Could he succeed in slipping

over the edge of the bank unobserved his escape was

certain so far
;
but I knew that at that spot the bushes

were much more sparsely scattered, and that the danger

of being seen was imminent. I kept my eye fixed

anxiously alternately on the sentry and the fugitive,

until the latter had got about ten yards away, and

within a few feet of the desired cover. Halting in his

onward movement, he turned his head and signed to us

a farewell
;
his hopeless gaze, and the expression of

settled misery on his face, being most affecting. At

that moment I again looked at the sentry through the

openings of the leaves. He was standing motionless

as before; but, just as I was about to remove my
eye from him, I observed him slowly raise and point

his gun in our direction, and, before I could well

realise the danger I ran (for I was in the direct line

of fire), there was a flash and a whizzing sound of

a bullet passing close to my head. I turned to look

towards Marsh
;
he was lying motionless

;
the bullet

had sped true to its mark, and the earthly career of the

wretched convict was over.
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LOST ON BOARD SHIP.

WE had been six weeks at sea, and had reached the

second degree of south latitude. We had lost the

north-east trade-winds, and were anxiously wishing for

the southerly ones to reach us
;
for we were in the

region of calms, where ships are sometimes detained

for weeks, and there was sickness on board.

Amongst our passengers was a lady who, with

her five children, was going to rejoin her hus-

band in Australia, whither he had preceded her, in

company with his eldest son, to establish himself in

business.

Shortly after leaving England, the youngest child, a

girl of six, was taken ill with a fever, and for some

weeks her life was despaired of. Mrs. Butler was an

affectionate mother, and a most devoted wife. She

knew that of all his family this little one was the

darling of the father's heart, and day and night did

she watch by the bedside of the suffering child, and

pray that God in His mercy would spare her, and that

she might be enabled to take back in life and health all

her children to gladden the father's heart. The prayer
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was answered. After weeks of suspense, the disease

at length took a turn for the better, and the child began

to mend rapidly.

The mental anxiety, and the constant watching in

the close confinement of the cabin between decks, had

told severely on the mother
; and, now that there was

no occasion for such self-sacrifice, I insisted upon its

cessation, or relaxation at least, for she would still have

kept by the bedside.

We had been becalmed for many days, and the heat

below was stifling ;
for ventilation was ill-understood in

those days, and I feared her own health would give

way. Using the authority of a medical man, therefore,

and seconded by the entreaties of her eldest daughter,

a noble girl of eighteen, I one day prevailed upon Mrs.

Butler to leave her child, and join the dinner party in

the cuddy for an hour or two.

To reach the saloon from below, we had to ascend

the companion-ladder, and walk aft to the poop. It

was the first time for many weeks that she had been

on deck
;
and seeing their mother, two of her sons,

boys of nine and ten, rushed up to her.

1 Are you going to dinner, mother ? Don't forget to

bring us out some oranges and bananas '

(we had put in

at the Canary Islands),
' will you ?

'

'
If you are good boys, and promise not to run up the

rigging while I am in there, I will,' she replied.
' But

where is your little brother ? I have not seen him

lately.'
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'
Isn't he below ?

'

said the elder of the two, looking

surprised.
' Then he must be in the steerage, or else

with the sailors.'

1 How often have I told you I will not have you go

there ?
'

said Mrs. Butler, angrily.
' You learn only

mischief there. Go and fetch him away directly ;

'

and the two boys ran forward, while their mother

entered the cuddy, where, after so long an absence,

and from such a cause, she was welcomed by the most

kindly greetings, and received the cordial congratu-

lations of her fellow-passengers at being enabled once

more to join their society.

From where I sat at the end of the table, I commanded

a view of the decks through the open doors
;
and Mrs.

Butler requested me to keep an eye upon her two lads,

who caused her constant anxiety by their ascending to

the mast-heads, going out on the yards, and chasing

each other up and down the rigging, whenever

they thought she would not observe them. In these

dangerous freaks they were encouraged by the sailors,

who only laughed at the poor mother's fears
;

but I

knew the two lads to be truthful and sincere when they

did promise to abstain and such a promise they had

given before we had entered the cabin. I was rather

surprised, therefore, when I observed the two in the

very act of descending, one the fore and the other the

main shrouds. The dinner was nearly over, the dessert

being placed on the table, and I rose, and, excusing

myself, went out to them. As I came up to the eldest,
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he was just reaching the deck, and looked, as I thought,

much alarmed on seeing me.
' What is the word of a boy like you worth ?

'

I said.

1 You promised your mother faithfully you would not do

it. Shame on you both !

'

I added, as the other one

now came up ;

'

you in particular, John, as the oldest.

But where is your brother ?
'

The two whispered together without replying, and

looked so anxious that it struck me my detecting them

was not the only cause of their evident disturbance.

' Why don't you answer me ? Where is your

younger brother ?
'

I repeated ; whereupon they burst

into tears, and said they could not find him. They
had hunted over the whole ship, fore and aft, and

thinking it possible that he might have ventured up
into the tops, although, being under eight years of age,

and very timid, they had never known him to ascend so

high, they had just been there too. But all in vain
;

he was nowhere to be found.

'

Oh, he is drowned ! he has fallen overboard ! Oh,

what will mother say ?
'

' Hush !

'

I said,
l don't let your mother see you

crying ;
come with me

;

'

and, thinking the men forward

might have hidden the child for a joke, and to frighten

the lads, I went to the forecastle
;
but the sailors knew

nothing of him, and overhauled their berths to see if

he were stowed away asleep somewhere. The steerage

was also ransacked, but no one had observed him
;

and, as there were only a dozen passengers there
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altogether, a very short time sufficed for the search.

I then went to the cabin between decks, where the

officers' berths were, and where, for want of sufficient

room in the cuddy, some had been set apart for Mrs.

Butler's children to sleep in. In this cabin also those

of the other passengers messed together. As I opened
the door of the berth Miss Butler looked up. She was

nursing the sick child, which she held in her arms, and,

catching sight of the pallid tearful faces of the two boys

behind me, started up in alarm.

1 What has happened, doctor ? Is my mother ill ?
'

' Your mother is quite well, Miss Butler
;
do not

alarm yourself needlessly. I merely came to say that

these boys cannot find their brother, who is doubtless

asleep somewhere down here. Have you seen him

lately ?
'

No, she had not seen him for some hours
; and, upon

being questioned, the other children, of whom there

were two or three below, also denied having seen the

child. Every possible recess which could conceal him

was ransacked, but fruitlessly ;
he was nowhere to be

found
;
and the conviction forced itself on us, that if

not found in the cuddy, the unfortunate child had

probably fallen unnoticed overboard.

'
I must go and inform the captain of this, Miss

Butler
;
he will institute a more rigid search, and all

may yet be well : do not despair.'
'

Stay a moment, doctor
;
mother will be coming

down immediately ;
and I fear this dreadful shock,

5
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worn out as she is with nursing Jane oh, I fear it will

kill her. Until all hope is gone, keep the news from

her
; keep her in the cuddy awhile

;
tell her Jane is all

right, and she had better stay where she is until
'

The poor girl, who was herself worn out with

assisting her mother in watching the sick child, had

kept up admirably hitherto
;

but she now gave way

entirely, and sank down utterly overcome. I went up

and entered the saloon, where I found a gay and happy

party in the full tide of conversation. Mrs. Butler's

face was wreathed with smiles as she sat chatting with

some of the other ladies, who had gathered in a knot

bv themselves, and who could, as mothers, sympathise

with her late trials, and enter into her feelings at the

prospect of her child's recovery ;
but when I thought of

the fearful shock which awaited her, I almost regretted

having persuaded her to come up ;
the revulsion of

feeling would be dreadful. She was about to leave the

saloon as I came in
;
but I succeeded in detaining her

for nearly half an hour, while the captain, to whem
I had managed to convey the tidings of the boy's

disappearance, went out and superintended a complete

and thorough examination of every part of the ship into

which he could have wandered. But this search was

fruitless, as my own had been, as I observed by the

expression of his face. As he came in Mrs. Butler rose

to go, and I no longer tried to detain her.

' God help the poor woman !

'

said the captain, as,

cheerfully wishing us all good evening, she passed out
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on to the quarter-deck;
' but perhaps/ he added quickly,

' the boy may have smuggled himself into some of these

berths
;

'

and, hastily explaining what had occurred to

the passengers, each one went to examine. But the

child was nowhere there.

'
I am afraid/ continued the captain,

' she will want

your assistance, doctor
;
the news will prove too much

for her :

' and fearing this result myself, I had risen to

follow the unhappy mother, but paused upon observing

that Mrs. Butler had not as yet gone below. She was

standing by the ship's side, gazing across the expanse

of waters, which were resplendent with the gorgeous

tints of a tropical sunset. A slight breeze, the

harbinger of the south-east trade-wind, just crisped the

surface of the ocean, the long, heaving swells of which,

as they surged up heavenward, caught and reflected

back the golden and crimson hues which flooded the

whole west, where masses of glorious clouds had

collected around the departing luminary. It was a

beautiful scene
;
and relieved as her mind now was

of the harassing dread which had so long beset her, it

was plain to us who were watching that she enjoyed

it intensely ;
for an expression of peace and content

stole over her features, and she looked upwards as if

breathing an inward prayer of thankfulness to that

God, Who, from His throne above those brilliant

heavens, the work of His hands, had deigned to hear

her cry, and spared her beloved child. For a few

minutes she remained there, until, with a rapidity
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unknown in higher latitudes, the glowing sky at once

lost its beautiful colouring, and a sombre grey, the

herald of suddenly approaching night, spread over the

waters.

As she disappeared down the hatchway, carrying in

her hands the promised supply of fruit for her little

ones, I went forward, and looked down. It was dusk

between decks, and the lamp had not yet been lit,

so that she could not distinguish their features. She

stooped and kissed the sick child, who was still held

by Miss Butler, and then, sitting down, called upon
the children.

'

Now, where are you all ?
' she said, surprised at

their unusual quiet.
' Who is for oranges ? Come

along. Boys, where have you got to ? John Henry

Joseph !

'

The two lads came forward slowly and reluctantly,

and received their fruit in silence and with hanging

heads.

4 What is the matter with them, Ann ?
' she said,

quickly turning to her daughter, who bent over the

sleeping child without answering.

At this moment I descended the ladder, and looking

upwards past me, Mrs. Butler caught sight of the

pitying faces of a number of the passengers, who were

gazing down from the deck. Instantly the mother's

instinct took the alarm, and she sprang to her feet.

1

Joseph ! I don't see Joseph. Doctor, what has

happened ?
' she exclaimed wildly, as she dragged the
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two boys to the light, at the foot of the ladder.

1 Where is your brother ? Tell me at once. Is he

overboard ?
'

' He should be somewhere about the ship, Mrs.

Butler,' I said soothingly, wishing to break the shock

to her
;

but she well knew that if any such hope

remained they would still be searching, for the child.

She had seen the captain's face among the rest
; they

all knew, then, the boy was gone. She fell to the

deck as if shot through the brain, and it was hours

before I succeeded in rallying her from that deadly

swoon. From one fit to another she passed, until I

feared that syncope would end in actual death. At

length, however, I got her under the influence of a

narcotic, which, by destroying the consciousness of

her calamity for a time, would allow the exhausted

system to recover from the shock it had received.

It was nearly midnight, and there was no moon ;
the

wind had again died away, and we lay perfectly

becalmed
;

the flapping of the sails and creaking of

the rudder-chains were the only sounds audible. The

heat was so oppressive that several of the passengers

yet lingered on the poop, unwilling to retire to their

stifling berths. Sitting on one of the hencoops, near

the taffrail, and clasping a brother with each arm, sat

Miss Butler
;
two of the lady passengers had insisted

upon taking her place by the bedside, and the poor girl

had come on deck to try and cool her aching brow.

One of the boys had cried himself to sleep, and lay
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with his head in her lap ;
but the other sat gazing, as if

fascinated, at two gleaming lines of light which played

about in the water, near the ship's stern. Sometimes

far below, and at others so near the surface, that every

motion of their fins and tails could be distinctly marked

by the phosphorescent sparkles produced ;
at times

flashing past like lightning, at others sailing slowly

along, leaving a trail of livid light in their wake,

hovering about like evil spirits waiting for their prey,

were the two sharks which, with the instinct which

told them there was sickness on board, had for a long

time followed our vessel. Only the day before, the three

boys, confiding in the prospect of their sister's recovery,

had mocked at and flouted the monsters, as, after an

absence of some hours, they again came sailing up to

their former position; and now no wonder the lad

shuddered at the thought that his beloved brother's

remains were entombed in their maws.
' You had better go down to your cabin now, Miss

Butler/ I said,
' and try and get some sleep. You

will require all your strength to take care of your

mother; for I fear it will be some time before she

gets over the effects of this miserable day, and we

must not have you ill too. There is a heavy dew

falling, and this little fellow has gone to sleep.'

I assisted her below, and, after taking a look at

her mother, I again went on deck.

The watches were changed at twelve o'clock, and

I was about to go to bed, when the boatswain came
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up to me. He was an uneducated man, but with a fund

of strong, shrewd common sense, and was moreover

an excellent seaman. He had lately met with an

accident, and injured his hand.
' What's this I hear tell about that little boy being

missing, doctor ? I was in my hammock early ;
for

I told the mate I was going to take the dog-watch

and my own out in sleep ;
for this hand of mine has

kept me awake night after night, till I was a'most

done up ;
so I've only just heard about it.'

I told him that the ship had been searched in vain

for the child, and that, as so many hours had elapsed,

no doubt could now remain on the subject.
' He had

fallen overboard unobserved,' I said ;

'
for all had

been questioned, but none had seen the boy in any

position of peculiar risk.'

f

Why, I saw him myself,' replied the boatswain,

'just before I turned in, on the forecastle. He was

leaning over the bows, and looking at the cutwater,

and watching the ship pitching ;
that tall young fellow

forrard in the steerage was a talking to him. They
were stowed away like, out of sight, under the lee

of the sail.'

'

Why, that same young man said he had not spoken

to the child all the day, and had not seen him since

noon/ I said, much surprised.
' All the steerage

passengers were questioned about it.'

The man of whom the sailor spoke was one of

several we had on board, who were emigrating from
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the manufacturing districts, where at that time much

suffering existed, and where extreme doctrines were

broached amongst the labouring class. Of these Payne
was a great advocate. When he first came on board

he was much looked up to by his fellows in the

steerage ;
he had a plausible tongue, and, having

received a better education than the rest, could talk

glibly by the hour upon social wrongs, the necessity

of sweeping away all class distinctions, and reforming

the world generally. But a very little of the observa-

tion afforded by the close intercourse of a ship sufficed

to show his real character, and that benevolence or

philanthropy had nothing to do with his tirades, and

that he was an envious, evil-speaking, worthless fellow;

in short that nothing required reforming more urgently

than himself. I had often come in contact with him

by his coming to me with unfounded complaints about

the provisions, and had soon set him down as one of

those characters of whom those in authority in ships

have such a horror, viz., your discontented, dissatisfied

grumbler, always on the look-out for grievances, always

making mischief on board.

The boatswain's statement now set me a thinking,

and I determined to probe the matter to the bottom.

I inquired if he remembered anything that passed

between the two. He said, that he had gone forward

to look up at a man who was doing something on one

of the yards, and of course did not pay much attention

to a conversation between a man and a child of seven.
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But he heard Payne urge the boy to do something

or other, and offer to give him some reward, the boy

replying that his mother would be very angry if she

knew. The foretopmast staysail was half hauled

down, as it was nearly calm, and hung in folds on

the forecastle, screening the boatswain from Payne's

view, and he left without hearing more.
'

Now, why should the man deny having spoken

to the child ? He must have been urging him to do

something wrong ?
'

I asked.

1

Well, sir, I think I can guess,' replied the boatswain.
' From what I know of that chap, it's my belief he's

dared the boy to go out on the boom, and the little

fellow has lost his hold, and tumbled overboard. I've

seen him play such a trick once before offered to help

one of the youngsters up the shrouds, and then ran

away down and left him, and laughed at his fright.

He and I had some words about that matter.'

1 But that was a base, a most infamous thing, and

makes the fellow out far worse than I thought him

to be,' I said.

' Of course I don't mean to say he wanted the child

to go overboard
;
but he's one of that kind of men that

likes to get the boys round him, sets them a quarrelling

with one another, and makes them ten times worse

than they would be without him. I've often watched

his games with 'em, and seen the scrapes they've got

into through him. I don't know what he may be

ashore, but here, aboard, he's a nuisance. You see,
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sir, there's no work that he must do aboard, and so,

as they say the devil always finds work for the likes

of him, he gets into mischief.'

One of the ship's apprentices had joined us as

we were talking, and he now mentioned that, when

helping to overhaul the vessel forward, he had noticed

that Payne did not assist at all heartily, and looked

somehow, not exactly frightened, he said, but as if it

wasn't any use looking. And one reason, the lad also

remarked, he liked to have the children of the saloon

passengers about him was, that he was in the habit

of bribing them to filch the provisions from their

own table and bring them to him. ' He promises to

cut them out boats, and such like things ;
but it ain't

often he keeps his promises, for only to-day I heard

some of 'em tell him so. He's as lazy as he's long,

and likes best to lay on his beam ends, and spin

his yarns to whoever '11 listen. But they all pretty

well know him now, forrard, and I despise him,

though he is a clever fellow, too, they say.'

A sudden thought, suggested by what the young
man had just said flashed upon my mind, filling me

with a vague hope ;
and yet, upon consideration, I

dismissed it as utterly improbable.
' He could not

be so base as that, surely,' I said to myself.
' Can you leave the deck a moment, boatswain ?

Ask Mr. Treadwell to let you. I want you to come

forward with me and see this man.'

We descended the companion-ladder leading into the
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steerage; a dim lamp swung from the beam, scarcely

dispelling the darkness, and showed all the doors of

the different berths, opened on account of the heat.

Knowing where Payne's bunk was, I took down the

light and walked up to it. The man was sound

asleep and snoring.
'

Surely he must have a good,

or else a very callous conscience,' thought I, as I

shook him until he woke.
'

Payne !

'

I said,
'
I am sure you know something

about that poor boy ;
it was observed that you did

not join in the search for him.'

As soon as he recovered from the surprise of this

sudden interruption to his slumbers, he began to

protest that he knew nothing whatever about the

boy.
' Don't tell me that,' I said

;

' think of his poor

mother, nearly killed with the shock, and if you can

clear up this mystery, do so at once.' And I paused

and looked at him keenly. At this appeal he hesitated

a moment, looked confused, but quickly recovering his

hardihood, again denied all knowledge of the matter
;

and when the boatswain broadly stated his suspicions,

he repelled them indignantly enough. I was satisfied,

and ran up on deck.

' That boy is not overboard at all/ I said to the

astonished boatswain,
' and that fellow has known it

all the while
;

' and instantly went to the steward and

woke him.
1

Steward, I want you to get up. Were you in the
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lazarette to-day ?
'

(The store-room where the supplies

were kept.)
'

Yes, doctor, for a few minutes, just before dinner.

Why?
5

'
I hope to find that missing child there

;
so bring

your key.'
' He ain't there, doctor,' said the man,

' because I

went and looked in, thinking he might have crept in

after me, and be waiting there, ashamed to call

out.'

My hopes fell as he spoke : but upon further question

I found he had not overhauled the place carefully ; so,

taking the key, I entered. It was a large room at the

end of the cabin below, extending across the width of

the ship, and was filled with bags, casks, and cases,

with just sufficient room to wind through to the centre.

At first we could see nothing ; but, standing still and

listening, the sound of breathing reached our ears from

a distant corner, where a number of bags were piled ;

and there we found the missing child, with a small

bag full of almonds, raisins, and oranges by his

side.

' Don't wake him,' I said to the steward, who was

about roughly to arouse the sleeper; and I stepped

lightly to Mrs. Butler's berth, and was admitted by the

lady passenger on watch ;
but she was still in a deep

sleep ; so, merely whispering the good news, to be told

to her gently when she awoke, I left, and knocked at

the door of the next cabin, where Miss Butler and the
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children were. She had heard me, and had hastily

dressed herself, dreading some new calamity from this

untimely summons. I shall never forget the startled

and amazed look upon her pale face, as, taking her by
the hand, I led her to the door of the store-room,

which was close by. There was a lamp burning in the

cabin, and by its light she could perceive, by the smile

on my face, that I had some good news for her.

' The steward has got something nice for you in his

store-room, Miss Butler
;
have you not, Perkins ?

'

' Some'ut nice !

' he grumbled ;

'

yes, he t's a nice

article, to kick up all this shindy in the ship ;
if he was

mine, I know he'd catch a nice rope's-ending, and no

mistake.'

'
I rather think,' I said, as I lifted the boy up and

carried him off,
'
it will be that fellow forward who will

be found to deserve punishment ;
for I am positive he

has persuaded the child to do this.' And we fully

ascertained such to be the case. To obtain some of

the coveted luxuries of the saloon, he had induced him,

partly by bribes and principally by persuading the

child that, as a cabin passenger, he had a right to

them, to enter the store-room and help himself. He
had made the boy promise that, if discovered, he would

not betray him
;
and at first the little fellow manfully

refused to criminate him. But his mother's grief, and

his sister's entreaties that he would tell the whole truth,

at last prevailed, and he confessed that he should never

have thought of it had not Payne suggested it, and
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supplied him with the bag to hold the spoil. When he

found himself locked in, he waited patiently, thinking

that his tempter would, on ascertaining that fact, tell

the steward, and that he would presently be liberated
;

and while thus waiting he fell asleep, and slept through

the whole uproar. But as his telling would compromise
himself and show a guilty knowledge of the boy's

intention, Mr. Payne, with the cowardly selfishness

peculiar to such characters, refrained from doing so.

What to him was the mother's agony, and the

consternation of the whole ship ?
'

They'll find him

in the morning, and then it will be all right,' was the

salve he applied to his conscience.

But in the morning he found it was not '

all right.'

The indignation excited against him was naturally

intense. The callousness and brutal indifference to

the sufferings of the unfortunate mother, already so

severely tried the utter want of feeling, as shown by
his going to sleep, leaving the poor child locked up in

that dismal place, when a word from him would have

liberated him caused such universal disgust on board,

that his fellow passengers held a kind of court-martial,

and inflicted summary chastisement. He did not show

his face for a week after
;
and then, by the manner he

limped about the deck, it was plain to all that his bones

still ached from the punishment he had received.
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A MORAL WRECK.

To any one possessed of well-formed steady habits

and intellectual resources, the pause in active life

involved in a long voyage at sea may be made a

most profitable season. To a pious man especially,

it is often welcome -an interval of rest during which

he can look back upon his past career, and by study,

meditation, and prayer, gather fresh strength for the

labours and trials which the future may have in store

for him. But to the great majority of men, suddenly

cut off from the performance of those routine duties

which constitute the serious business of their lives,

the time thus spent, being in general destitute of

all external incident to enliven it, is looked back upon
as lost a mere blank in existence. It is so, only

because of their deficiency in those internal resources

which should characterise immortal beings, the pos-

session and exercise of which also constitute the only

safeguard against the evil effects of months of idleness

at sea. To the young man in particular, removed for

the first time from the supporting and restraining

influences of home life, who is not thus protected, an
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Australian voyage is an ordeal often full of danger ;

and numerous are the instances I can call to recollec-

tion, of promising careers blighted, and hopes of

reformation neutralised, the first step towards which

was traceable to the evil habits contracted on ship-

board. One of these, of more than usual interest,

I will record.

A good many years ago I made a voyage from

Sydney to London, which was more productive of

interesting incident than usual. It was before the

time of clipper ships, and our vessel was so wretched

a sailer that, although we left port in June, 184 ,
it

was not until September, three months afterwards,

that we arrived off the coast of Brazil, in sight of

which, light head-winds, together with our ship's bad

sailing, and a current, had brought us.

On the evening of the day preceding our first view

of the land, the passengers, of whom there were about

a dozen altogether on board, were gathered round the

tea-table in the cuddy. All were present except one

gentleman, who had been taken suddenly ill a few

hours before, and whom the doctor was at that moment

visiting in his cabin. Presently the door opened, and

the latter joined the company at the table, looking very

grave.
' How is Mr. Martin this evening, doctor ? Shall

I make him a cup of tea ?
'

inquired Mrs. Gillies,

one of the lady passengers, who presided at the head

of the table, the ship being very quiet.
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' He will want nothing more in this world, Mrs.

Gillies/ was the reply.

'What! dead?'
' Yes

;
he died suddenly, as he was raising himself

in the bed to speak to me. As I suspected he had

heart disease, I was not altogether unprepared.'

When death comes thus suddenly amongst a small

number of persons associated daily together, as we

had been for months, the effect is far more startling

than when it surprises us on shore, in the hurry and

tumult of life in cities. The announcement just made,

therefore, thrilled through all of us
;
and the more so,

because there was that in the circumstances and past

history of the man of whom he spoke, which made

this sudden summons into eternity inexpressibly

shocking. As we sat, transfixed with surprise, Mr.

Ellis, the chief officer, came in to his tea.

'Why,' said he, looking round, 'you all look as

scared as if there was a pirate alongside, going to

board us.'

' Death has boarded us, Mr. Ellis,' replied the

lady.
' Mr. Martin is dead.'

Ellis, an old naval veteran, who had in his time

faced the king of terrors a hundred times in the battle

and pestilence, was not so much influenced by the news

as the rest of us. After a moment's pause he said

1

Dead, is he ? Well, it's the best thing could

happen to him, in my opinion. Such a fellow as

that was not fit to live.'

6
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1

Oh, Mr. Ellis, do not say that ? Was he fit to

die ? Only think
;

not the least sign of repentance,

not even time to utter a prayer, and after such a

life, and in the state he was in. And then, you

know, after death comes the judgment.'

There are some lives so utterly worthless, so

productive of misery and suffering to themselves and

all connected with them, that, were it not for this

solemn consideration of a future state this thought

of a judgment after death the announcement of

their termination would be hailed with a sense of

relief, if not satisfaction. Such was the case with

the unhappy man now spoken of. He was known

to none on board, and had joined the vessel only a

few hours before sailing, under very peculiar circum-

stances, when a portion of his sad history was

revealed ; and from his letters and papers we

gathered the rest.

On the day we sailed, I was sitting writing a

reply to a farewell letter from relatives on shore.

Except the captain and doctor of the ship, who

were writing also at the table, I was the only

occupant of the saloon, most of the other passengers

being still on shore, lingering with their friends till

the last moment, and the rest occupied in their berths,

arranging them for the voyage. The steward had

just laid the table for breakfast, and the captain,

having finished his writing, was about to take his

seat with us at it, when a boat was announced as
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being alongside, with two gentlemen in her.
l

I

expect/ said Captain S
,

'
this will be the passenger

for whom the man yesterday engaged the cabin.

There will be some work for you, doctor
;

for it

seems he is an invalid
; rather dissipated, his friend

said he had been.' Just then the two entered

the saloon. One I recognised immediately as a

Mr. Blackwood, a hotel-keeper of the town, and

one, too, if report did not err, whose house did not

bear the best of reputations, much secret gambling

being supposed to be carried on there. He was a

common-place, plausible man, about forty ;
the age of

the other it was, at first sight, difficult to tell.

Evidently he was a complete wreck, morally and

physically ; yet his brow and figure showed that he

must have been once possessed of beauty, strength,

and intellect. But all these were gone now
;
the eye

was dim and vacant, the features pale and bloated,

and the limbs shrunk
;
and the cause of this change

was only too evident, when, without a word being

uttered, as soon as he entered the cabin his eye fell

upon the spirit case which hung above the table.

Instantly his trembling hand was stretched forth, and,

seizing the decanter, he poured out a large quantity

of brandy, and swallowed it with a tremulous eager-

ness. Then, sitting down with a weary sigh, he gazed

listlessly out of the cabin-door upon the deck, without

saying a word, or paying any heed to those about

him.
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His companion, rather disconcerted by this act, but

remarking that his boat was waiting for him, and he

must be off on shore again directly, busied himself

in superintending the removal of the baggage to the

berth
;

after which he took the captain to the other

end of the table, and counted out the passage money,

ninety guineas, adding twenty-five more, which he said

perhaps Captain S would be good enough to hand

over to Mr. Martin when he was better.
' His

friend might lose the money, as he was suffering (as

he had told the captain yesterday when engaging the

cabin) from recent dissipation, which had affected his

head
;
but he had no doubt the voyage, and the skilful

attentions of Dr. F
,
would quickly restore him.'

All the time this business was being transacted in his

name, the party principally concerned sat in the same

position, looking vacantly at the busy figures moving
about the ship's decks, and making short, incoherent

replies to the remarks addressed to him by the doctor,

who, I noticed, was observing both with keen attention.

Mr. F was a surgeon in the navy, and a man of

sagacity and penetration, and it did not require much

of either to perceive that there was more than met the

eye in what was passing, and that the hotel-keeper was

anxious to escape any further explanation than he had

already given.
' Do you know that man ?

' he asked me, indicating

Blackwood, who, having hurried through his business,

was shaking hands with the captain.
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'

I only know that he keeps a hotel in Sydney ;
but

I have heard it is frequented by people who resort there

to gamble secretly.'
' Indeed !

' he said
; then, observing that Blackwood

was leaving the cabin, after simply wishing us a good

voyage, as he passed he called after him, evidently

to the relief of Captain S
,
who was undecided how

to act, and waiting for the doctor to speak.
' Are you going on shore, sir, without bidding your

friend farewell ?
'

The man stopped, annoyed and embarrassed
;
but he

came back. '

I bade him good-bye on shore/ he said
;

then, going up to Martin, he offered him his hand.

' Eh ! what ? you said you would come with me,

Blackwood. I won't go by myself.'
( Where to, Mr. Martin?' asked the doctor, suddenly;

and the reply showed that he was under the impression

that he was on board the Maitland steamboat, going

to spend a month down the coast.

'

Why, the man does not know where he is going to,
1

said the captain.
' Look here, Mr. What's-your-name ;

if you thought that this (pointing to the money still

lying on the table) would induce me to take any one

on board without asking any questions, you are

mistaken. I cannot consent to take the gentleman as

my passenger.' (Captain S was the principal

owner of the vessel.)

'Wait a moment, captain. I told you he was

affected in his head
;

he has forgotten it for the
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moment.' Then, turning to Martin, continued

Blackwood,
' Don't you remember, Mr. Martin, saying

that, as your money was all gone, and you were so

ill, and knew no one in the colony, that you would go

back to Scotland to your friends ? Don't you remember

talking it over with me only yesterday and this morning,

and my saying the voyage would do you good ? It

was months ago you talked of going to Maitland. You

remember it, don't you ?
'

The unfortunate man made an effort to collect his

ideas and exercise his memory, and at length assented.

'

Yes, yes, I remember now
; you told me the money

was all spent. Are you sure
'

' And you asked me to take a passage for you, and

I have in this ship. Tell the captain it's all right, and

you wish to go,' interrupted Blackwood, who evidently

desired to divert the invalid's thoughts from thinking

of his money.
' The best thing you can do will be

to go back to Scotland to your friends.' And, prompted

by Blackwood, the invalid expressed to Captain S

his desire to go with him.

The captain looked at the doctor.
' Do you think

I should be justified in taking this gentleman in such

a state, and under such circumstances, doctor ? I

leave it to you.'
(

Certainly not, without knowing more of the matter/

he replied. Then, fixing his keen eye on Blackwood

he asked,
' Are you a relative of this gentleman ?

'

' No
; only a friend.'
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' A friend, are you ?
' he replied, emphatically, and

looking at the degraded object before him
;

' he seems

to have sadly needed a friend of late, from what we

see. Well, sir, Captain S decidedly refuses to

take your friend, unless with some fuller explanation.

Who is the gentleman, and how came you to take such

an interest in him ?
'

Finding there was no help for it, the man told his

story, the keen questioning to which the doctor

subjected him extracting many particulars which he

would fain have kept concealed. A sad story it was,

but, alas ! one only too often paralleled in its main

features
; one, too, which painfully illustrates the

remark that, unless protected by Divine grace, and

strengthened by the possession of fixed habits and

principles, the ordeal of a long Australian voyage is

too often destructive to body and soul. How many
of the young men who annually embark for those

distant possessions eventually come to a moral

shipwreck, all those who are conversant with social

life there know too well
;
and that the first step in

the downward career of those who have left England

with unblemished characters, as well as the confirma-

tion in evil ways of those who go there to reform,

is generally to be ascribed to the evil habits and

demoralisation engendered by the temptations and

idleness of shipboard.

Divested of all the palliating excuses the narrator

introduced to screen himself from blame, and avert
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the censure due to his infamous conduct, the facts were

these. Eighteen months before, Mr. Martin arrived

in the colony, and, in company with a fellow passenger

(who went up the country a week afterwards), put up

at his (Blackwood's) hotel. From this fellow-passenger

he heard that Mr. Martin, who belonged to a most

respectable family in Scotland, had behaved very well

the first part of the voyage, but had latterly given way
to intemperance. He had brought a considerable sum

of money with him, intending to become a sheep-

farmer
;

but no sooner did he find himself on shore

than he commenced a career of dissipation, which

never ended until he had brought himself to the

condition in which we now saw him. Often would

he stay for months together in the house drinking

incessantly, until delirium tremens would disable him,

but only for a time. No sooner had he recovered,

than, like the ' sow to her wallowing in the mire,'

he would return to his former habits.
'

I tried

repeatedly/ said the man,
'
to get him straight and

sober again ;
but it was of no use. Do what I could,

drink he would have '

' And drink you let him have, of course. If you did

not, some other man would, and you might as well

have his money as another. Is that not the way you

publicans reason with your consciences, when some

poor wretch is destroying body and soul in your

houses?' The man looked disconcerted, and was

still more so when, acting on the information I
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had given him, the doctor followed up his attack by

saying
' You do not mean to affirm he was never sober ?

He was capable, say of having a game of cards now
and then

;
it was not likely he would be so long in

your house without falling into its ways, Mr. Blackwood.'

The man protested ;
but there was falsehood in every

lineament of his face, in every tone of his voice.

'

Then, do you mean to say he stayed the whole

eighteen months in your house ?
'

said the captain ;

'

until, in fact, his money was all spent, and now you
have persuaded him to go home to his friends ?

'

'

Yes, he did,' said the man, doggedly ;

' and that

money I paid you, and which I might have put into my
own pocket, is the last he has.'

1 But had he no friends in the colony ? Did no one

ever call to see him ? He must have brought plenty of

letters of introduction to people in Sydney.'

'Well, yes; he had a whole lot of letters, but he

never delivered any of them.'

' But why did you not, when you found that he was

going on so month after month, see that some were

delivered for him, and try and bring some friend to his

rescue ?
'

inquired the doctor.

The man, who had become very surly under all this

questioning, answered sulkily
1

It was no business of mine.'

' No business of yours !

'

said the doctor, with a

withering look: 'you say truly, your business was to
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keep all possible succour from him. You had your

victim, and were determined to keep him until you had

thoroughly plundered and ruined him, body and soul.

Depend upon it, that for this, your handiwork, God will

bring you into judgment;' and he pointed to where,

with head drooping on his breast for the brandy had

done its work Martin sat.

The hotel-keeper attempted to bluster
;
but Captain

S ordered him on shore. '
I shall decide whether

to take him, or send him, with a note to the authorities,

on shore to the hospital/ he said.
' In the meantime,

by your own showing, you have nothing further to do

in the matter/ Dr. F then examined Martin, and

endeavoured to obtain from him a connected account

of himself, but the attempt was vain
; long-continued

intoxication or, more probably, the use of drugged

liquors had nearly destroyed every vestige of reasoning

power and memory.
' What shall I do, doctor ?

' asked the captain, when

the former had concluded his examination.

'
It is a scandalous and most lamentable case,' he

replied,
' but what can we do ? We sail in two or

three hours, so have no time to examine into it or

appeal to the authorities. If we let him go on shore

again, depend upon it that fellow will get hold of him,

and swallow up that money as well; he must have made

a pretty penny by him, and is now anxious to get rid

of him. There is one thing I can do
; I will go on

shore and enquire at the bank of
,
where that man
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said Martin had his account
; perhaps they may know

something about him. I will be on board again before

the anchor is apeak.'

He did so, and rejoined us as we were getting under

weigh. 'We had better take him/ he said. 'Would

you believe it ? he brought no less than four thousand

pounds with him to the colony, so they told me at the

bank; all of which, of course, that fellow and his

accomplices got hold of, for they repeatedly paid heavy

cheques to Blackwood, who generally called there for

money. The bank people tried, the first two or three

months, to save him; they sent for him and tried to

reason with him, and often called upon him, but he was

generally tipsy. But no one had any authority to

interfere : it was nobody's business to rescue him, it

seems, if indeed he could be rescued, for it is plain to

me his brain has been early injured by drugged liquors :

and they could not refuse to pay the cheques he wrote

in lucid intervals, when he was allowed to get sober

for that purpose.'

It was plainly the best thing for the unfortunate man

himself, to take a sea-voyage and return to his friends
;

with care he might recover. But the hope proved vain.

He seemed to the passengers to be much better both in

mind and body ;
but the doctor had always suspected

that his mode of life for the last two years had affected

his constitution fatally, and he died suddenly, as

described.

As I recall this scene, after a lapse of twenty years,
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and remember the circumstances in which I was then

placed, I cannot but regard it as partaking of a

character almost providential. I was, at the time

Martin came on board, engaged in writing a reply to a

farewell note from relatives on shore
;
for I was then a

young man of nineteen, leaving home and friends for

the first time, to spend some years at college. The

vessel had been expected to sail at daylight, and I had

taken leave of all the night before; but we were delayed

some hours, and a parting note, full of kind messages

and good wishes from mother, brothers, and sisters,

was sent on board to me
;
and I then felt, what perhaps

many a young man feels under like circumstances, how

little I had appreciated the full value of those domestic

affections and ties of family love, from which I was now

about to be severed for years perhaps for ever. The

letter was written by my father, and in it he renewed

a request he had made before, but compliance with

which I had evaded. 'Before the vessel sails/ he

wrote, 'give me the promise I ask of you. You are

entering into life, and snares of all kinds will beset

your path while at college ;
but our earnest prayers

will be offered up that you may be preserved from

them. But it is the voyage home I am most anxious

about, and dread that you may be induced, by the

example of those older than yourself, to partake of

those amusements, and indulge in those habits, which

so often prove the stepping-stone to ruin. I knew

an instance of a young man I sailed with, who
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came on board the ship at Gravesend, a sober, moral

man, and who, before he was aware of it, became a

drunkard and a gambler. Had he been told before-

hand that such a change would occur, doubtless,

with him of old, he would have exclaimed,
"
Is thy

servant a dog, that he should do this thing ?
" But the

progress to evil is insidious
;
the simple game of cards,

first commenced "just to pass the time," soon becomes

the game for a bottle of wine, etc. ;
as week after week

passes by, and the daily amusement is pursued, the

passion for play is aroused, and the love of stimulants

is contracted, and becomes confirmed. I do not mean

to say this is always the result, and that those who

play at cards, or drink wine, become of necessity

gamblers and drunkards. But, independently of the

religious objection I have to cards, such a recreation,

on shipboard in particular, is pregnant with danger

to young men whose characters are unformed and

principles untried. When we pray, "Lead us not into

temptation," we should be constantly on our guard

against all possible sources of evil. Give me, then,

your promise before the ship sails, that during the

voyage you will not touch a card, and that you will

moreover abstain from all intoxicating drink. I shall

then thank God that one of the greatest snares which

could beset your path will be removed.'

I had been willing enough to give the promise as to

the card playing, but I had all a young man's objection

to looking singular and abstaining from the wine my
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elders were in the habit of using. But the example

thus suddenly presented to me made a strong

impression, and before I closed my letter I made the

promise required, and kept it during the whole voyage

of five months' duration, though often sorely tempted

a discipline I never repented.

In order to ascertain the address and circumstances

of Martin's friends, Captain S requested the doctor

to look over his papers. From these records we found

that the unfortunate man, whose remains were about

to be thrown overboard, under circumstances so

melancholy, had once possessed

'

Honour, love, obedience, troops of friends ;

'

had still a mother who loved him, sisters who were

once proud of him, friends who once respected him,

and wealth which, properly used, ought to have been

a blessing to himself and others. His father had been

a merchant in Glasgow, and had left him much money,
which (as we gathered from letters written by an

uncle of Martin) had been nearly all squandered in

horse-racing, as well as by other kinds of gambling.

This uncle's letters extended over a space of five or six

years : he appeared to have done his utmost to save his

nephew. Finally, the young man repented of his evil

courses, and resolved to leave Scotland with the

remains of his property, and settle in Australia. But,

from the tone of the uncle's letters, it was plain that

Martin was a man not only destitute of religious
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principle, but deficient in firmness of character
; and,

as we have seen, the ennui and weariness of the long

voyage proved too much for his newly acquired wish

to reform : he contracted another and more deadly vice.

Amongst the papers we found a note from the captain

of the ship that took him to the colony, complaining

of his conduct on board in reference to some quarrel

arising from card-playing ;
and it spoke of the great

change in him for the worse. The end of it we have

seen. But there was one letter which was very affecting;

he had destroyed the happiness of another beside his

own relatives.

While the steward was preparing his body for burial,

and the doctor was sitting at the cabin table looking

over the papers, the former came out of the dead

man's berth.

'
I found this amongst his things, sir,' said the man,

handing something to Dr. F
, opposite to whom

I was sitting ;
it was the miniature portrait of a lady.

The doctor looked at it for a short time, and then said,
1

Just such a truthful, sincere face as I should have

supposed from reading her letter. What happiness

the man has thrown away, to be sure ! Read that,

Mr. ,'
he added, handing me the letter referred to.

It was written shortly before the young man (he was

not thirty, we found) left Scotland for Australia, and in

reply to one from him. I can recall portions of the

contents nearly word for word. ' How I rejoiced,' she

wrote, 'at the information your uncle gave me about
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you ;
how that you had entirely discarded the habits

and companions which have wrought you so much evil,

I need not say ;
and your own confirmation of the fact

brings me increased happiness. I pray God the change

may be lasting. Your purpose of going abroad, in

order that you may, for a time at least, leave behind you

the scenes where your follies are known, I approve of,

though of course with more mingled feelings ; perhaps

it is the best thing you could do. At any rate, I do

hope and trust it is an earnest of your sincere desire

to redeem the past. . . . You ask me to -become

your wife, that we may share our future together.

Robert, I have prayed earnestly that I may be guided

aright. Poverty and sorrow, and even exile, I could

share joyfully with the man I could respect and look up
to

;
but when you say that my constant presence and

companionship will be a support to you, and will give

you strength to resist temptation, and protect you from

evil influences, I fear you show a consciousness of

great weakness. The man who trusts to his wife a

frail mortal like himself to shield him from temptation,

is weak indeed. However, I took your letter to D
,

and saw your mother and sisters. "He wishes me to

go with him," I said.
"

I will be guided by you, who

know him best
;
that his repentance is sincere 1 firmly

believe ;
but will it be lasting ? Shall I risk happiness

and peace of mind and leave home and all I hold dear,

upon the strength of this promise ?
"

I could see the

struggle in the breast of your mother, Robert
;

for she
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loves you dearly, and fain was she to say
" Yes." But

both she and your sisters said,
" Wait for a time wait

two years ;
and then, if all is well, go and join him."

You see, Robert, they mistrust the strength of your

resolution, and said that a few short months were not

sufficient to prove the reality and permanence of a

change of character. Your sisters are noble women,
Ann in particular, high-minded and conscientious. But

you will prove to them, will you not, that they are

mistaken ? You will pass through the ordeal tri-

umphantly, and at the end of the two years' time you
will write to me, and say

"
Come," and I will come

;
and

whether you have become richer or poorer will matter

not, if, when we meet, you can show that you have

regained that wealth of self-respect which you forfeited

here. And, oh ! dear Robert, instead of my poor

weak counsel and aid during this time of trial, seek

for strength from above, in constant prayer and

supplication to the Author of all strength, and Who
has said,

"
Ask, and it shall be given you ;

" and daily

and hourly, in your absence, shall my own prayers

ascend to the throne of God in your behalf. Take

courage, then
;

two years are quickly passed, and

then '

' Look at the date/ said Dr. F . I did so, and

found that the two years were passed. Within a

month of the day which ended the period of his

probation, his body was thrown overboard by the

hands of strangers.

7
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THE day we buried our fellow passenger was one which,

for several reasons, is strongly impressed on my
memory. Independently of the fact that it was the

first time I had ever witnessed a burial at sea, on that

day we sighted land, after having run eleven thousand

miles without meeting a single sail or seeing aught else

but sea and sky.

The scene to us, who had spent nearly three winter

months in the dreary latitudes of Cape Horn, was

glorious ;
the sombre tint of the ocean gave place to a

sea of dazzling green, which constantly varied its hue as

the sun's rays were reflected from a sandy or coral bottom

of different depths. In working up the coast, our ship

would at times approach quite close to the shore, and

from the mast-head, with my glass, I could obtain

occasional glimpses beyond the line of snow-white surf

into the glades of the forest beyond ;
that wonderful

Brazilian forest of which, when a boy, I had so often

read, and into which, with all its marvels of God's

handiwork in tree and bird and flower, I longed to

penetrate. The tropical sea teemed with life; the
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dolphin and silvery flying-fish flashed past our bows
;

seaweeds of singular structure, and often of beautiful

tints, floated by; while in all directions large whales

(though not of the species captured for their oil) were

incessantly spouting.

The shore, however, seemed a primeval wilderness
;

there were no signs of man's presence, except that far

out at sea a boat was cruising, with what object we

could not divine. All the time we were working up
the coast nearly ten days one or two of these boats

were always in sight. It was not until we anchored in

Bahia, where we were obliged to put in, that we found

out what they were after.

As we were entering the harbour, we met the

Growler English steam frigate coming out
;
and when

'

the pilot boarded us we ascertained that she was going

to Pernambuco, to give assistance to a vessel wrecked

on the reef off that port. The reader may imagine my
feelings when I heard that it was the Middlesex, a ship

which had left Sydney a week later than we did. I

returned thanks to Almighty God for His mercy, for it

was by what seemed the merest accident that I had

been prevented from taking my passage in her, instead

of the vessel I was then in. There were, however,

only two or three lives lost; but the passengers lost

everything they possessed, as the ship rapidly broke

up before the Growler reached Pernambuco.

The departure of the frigate northward was followed

by singular results, no less than five slavers having run
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their cargoes on the coast within thirty-six hours of

her leaving. Three of these came into Bahia
;
and

this explained the presence of the boats we had seen.

The slavers, with their freights of human suffering,

dared not approach while the English man-of-war was

there : but a signal from the shore to the nearest boat

could be passed on to the next, and so on, until it would

reach the ships waiting far out at sea, Several of our

passengers were accidentally present at the landing of

one of these cargoes, and a pitiful sight they described

it to be
;

for it was one of two vessels which had been

hovering off the coast for some time, unable to approach

with safety, and the number of deaths, and the sufferings

of the survivors, may be imagined. Our doctor, who,

as I mentioned, was a naval surgeon, and who had

been stationed on the coast of Africa, made our hearts

ache with the descriptions he gave of what he had

witnessed there
;
and the very first time I went on

shore, I was brought into contact with the system by

an incident which vividly impressed me.

As soon as we anchored, and after we had been

visited by the health officer, some English gentlemen

came on board, and amongst the rest a Mr. S
,
a

merchant of the place, with whom our doctor, who had

often been in Brazil, was acquainted, and to whom the

agency of the vessel during her stay was given. Upon

preparing to go on shore, we were of course besieged

by numerous applicants, in the persons of negro

boatmen, each more vociferous than the other
;
but our
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agent requested us to give our patronage, while in

Bahia, to a man he pointed out to us
;
and of course

we consented.

Pedro was a huge negro, with a very rugged,

determined cast of countenance no beauty, certainly.

In fact, he was decidedly a very ugly fellow, and I

thought, had we not been guided in our choice, we

certainly should not of our own motion have selected

him. But it is wrong to judge by the mere outside,

as was proved in this case.

Before we had made this arrangement, Mr. Clifford,

a fellow-passenger, and an old traveller, had inquired

from different boatmen how much they would charge,

and the sum per head, in English money, was

sixpence. Upon reaching the shore, however, our

boatman demanded one shilling, and this, of course, we

resisted
;
but Pedro, not at all abashed, persisted, and

entered into some vehement explanation or justification,

which, as it was nearly all Portuguese, with a few

English words only here and ther^, did not convince

us.
' You sabby ! buy picaninny you Inglishmans

too much plenty pecune you sabby, you ! too

much money!' Having
' too much' money, however,

did not in our opinion justify his extortion
;

and

Clifford led the way to the agent's office, which was

close to the landing-place, to lay our complaint, Pedro

following us, and looking more like a main who had

sustained a personal injury at our hands, than one who

had been attempting imposition.
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1

Well, gentlemen/ said Mr. S
,
when he heard

Clifford's statement of our grievance, 'it is true that

he charges you more than other boatmen will; but I

think, when I explain that, you will not therefore

desert him.' He said something in Portuguese to the

negro, whose countenance instantly changed, being

lighted up with a smile, which wonderfully altered the

expression of his features, and with a whoop he ran

out.
' In fact, gentlemen, I had a motive in asking

you to patronise Pedro. I have known him many

years ;
he is an extraordinary fellow, with quite a

character for energy and determination, uncommon in

a negro. He was the property of a master, who, like

many others here, allowed their slaves to work at any

calling they chose, expecting each to bring home daily

a certain sum : if they earned more it was their own

property. By working hard and practising the greatest

self-denial, Pedro managed, in the course of time, to

purchase his freedom. Just as he had done so, he fell

in love with and married a slave girl. He soon made

enough to buy her also : before this was done, however,

two children were born, which of course are the

property of her master, and Pedro is determined to

buy them as well. He has still a great deal to make

up ;
but I help him all I can, by getting him constant

employment amongst the English shipping, and I am
sure I am not mistaken in believing that, as Britons,

you would rather pay poor Pedro his shilling, to help

him buy his wife and children, than the other boatmen
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sixpence, which will go into the pockets of their

masters.'

Just then Pedro came in with his youngest child, a

boy of twelve months, which he proudly offered for our

inspection ;
and it was really a most touching and

beautiful sight to see the huge rugged fellow, with his

harsh features lighted up with love and tenderness and

parental pride; so that we could scarcely recognise

him for the same man, holding up the child and looking

at us, as much as to say,
' You Englishmen not help

me buy this little fellow ?
' Of course there was no

resisting such an appeal, and Pedro had it all his own

way while we lay in harbour.

This occurrence naturally led us to talk of slavery ;

and from the conversation between our ship's doctor and

Mr. S
,
who had resided thirty years in the country,

we obtained some curious information, not only

concerning it, but also as regards the state of religion

in Brazil. As respects slavery, they described the

fearfully degraded state of private morals, traceable

in great part to this system, the evil influence of the

black race on the white being all the greater, that there

was not that social antagonism between them that existed

in some other countries. The taint in social morality

they described as being so deep-seated and wide-spread,

that its effect in reacting upon and inducing intellectual

and physical deterioration was palpably manifest to the

foreign observer.

' Examine the soldiers on parade,' said Mr. S
;
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i have you anywhere seen such stunted forms, such

degraded, animalised faces ? And as to the upper

classes, you will see them presently.'

We walked, under the guidance of Mr. S
;
after a

time, in such a direction as would bring us in contact with

the youths coming from the Collegio, several groups of

whom we met and conversed with
;
Mr. S

,
to whom

the families of most of them were known, introducing

us ceremoniously to the young gentlemen. Our party

consisted of the doctor, myself, and two of our fellow-

passengers, Cornishmen of great bulk in stature. In

fact, we were all rather tall men
;
and the contrast

between us and the generality of the Brazilians we had

hitherto met with was striking enough, but now it was

almost ludicrously so.

We found that several of the boys could speak

English; and our interview seemed to be mutually in-

teresting, the two big Cornishmen in particular appearing

to excite in the young Bahians a kind of languid

wonder. Boys did I call them ? I should rather have

said little men, or mannikins
;

for there was not one,

not even the youngest of the group a mere child

of six or seven years but was dressed in the latest

Parisian fashion of adults, with swallow-tailed coats,

gorgeous vests, high-crowned hats, and tiny varnished

Wellington boots, over which their white, beautifully-

cut trousers were tightly strapped.
' How old is he ?

' asked Mr. Dangar, one of our

gigantic passengers, after we had conversed awhile,
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pointing down to one very little fellow who, having a

disproportionately large head, required a large hat to

cover it, which, with the tiny body and legs beneath,

gave him a most extraordinary look.

( He is twelve/ was the reply.
* And you ?

'

inquired the doctor of the spokesman.
1

1 am twenty ;

' and we found that, of the group that

surrounded us, only a few were under sixteen, and

most of them considerably above that age ; yet, with

one or two exceptions, none were taller, and the great

majority not so robust, as hundreds of boys in England

are at twelve, or even ten.

As we walked on,
'

There/ said Dr. F
,

'
is an

illustration of the text,
" He shall visit the sins of the

fathers upon the children, even to the third and fourth

generation." Did you observe the pallid young faces,

the puny limbs, the listless air, the deficiency of that

boisterous vitality, which should characterise healthy

boyhood and youth just escaped from school ? The

rugged sports of English lads are unknown to them
;

a Brazilian boy never plays ;
how could he, in such

a dress, strapped so tightly ?
'

' What !

'

said I
;
do you mean to say that is the way

they always dress ? I thought perhaps to-day was

some gala an examination, perhaps.'
' Oh no ! that is the style of everyone who can

possibly afford it. As soon as they cease to be very

young children, they ape the dress and manners of

men. Well may they do so; for fearfully early are
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they initiated into the vices of manhood.' And Mr.

S proceeded to give us the result of his thirty

years' observation and experience of the result of this

accursed system, in depraving the minds of the young
of both sexes

;
in particular, in rendering almost

impossible the existence of those feelings of purity

and feminine delicacy which are the glory of women

reared and protected by the blessed influences of the

Christian homes of Protestant England.

As we were speaking on this topic, three or four

padres, full-fed, sallow, greasy-looking fellows, passed

us
; indeed, we could not stir without meeting them.

'All'this horrible vice and immorality, and so much

religion !

'

said I.
' Does not the Church, do not the

priests, strive to remedy this fearful state of things ?

Surely they too are not tainted with this universal vice

and sensuality?' Mr. S burst out into a laugh,

and even our grave doctor smiled at my question.

'Yes; it is too serious a matter to be treated lightly,'

he said,
' no subject for jesting. Your question is a

natural one for a Protestant and an Englishman

churches everywhere, priests swarming ;
and yet there

was never a people more utterly without religion and

without God in the world, than this. But as to their

priests, who should be their exemplars and instructors,

I tell you that they are worse, more shamelessly

immoral, than any other class of the community
without exception.' And he proceeded to draw a

picture, and to state facts, which I heard afterwards
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confirmed by others, of the .most appalling nature.

High and low alike were described as equally stained

with the same abominable wickedness, sensuality, and

gross darkness of soul. Indeed, the most awful fact

imparted to us, involved the highest church dignitaries.
'

I do not mean to say there are no exceptions. God

never leaves even the most benighted people without

witnesses of Himself; and doubtless there are some

exemplary men, according to their light, amongst them.

But the worst characteristic about this people is, that

such instances of exceeding wickedness in their clergy,

as I have just mentioned, instead of exciting horror, are

treated as subjects for jests.'

The second day after we anchored in Bahia was

Sunday; and as our agent had informed us that service

would be held by a Protestant clergyman on shore, a

party of us arranged to go. Before starting, I

happened to accompany Dr. F on a visit he paid

below to the ship's carpenter, who had met with an

accident some days previously ;
and while we were in

his berth, the two apprentices belonging to the ship

came down in great glee, and began to prepare for

going on shore, where they had obtained leave to

spend the day. We could hear them discussing, in

anticipation, the pleasure they intended to enjoy. One

was a young man of two or three and twenty, who had

been sent to sea on account of his wild and dissipated

habits when on shore
;
the other was a lad of fourteen,

upon his first voyage.
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I tell you what we'll do, George,' said the former :

'

first of all we go to the Frenchman's and have a few

games of billiards
; perhaps we may win some money.

I flatter myself I can play ;
I ought to, for I have

handled the cue often enough ;
that was one reason

why the governor packed me off to sea said I was a

regular gambler. Can you play, George ?
'

No
; George could not.

'

I'll teach you. After that, as we are sure to meet

lots of fellows on shore on leave, we'll have a nigger

race, with those arm-chair things they carry people in
;

then we'll knock about till it's time to go to the theatre

it's open only on Sunday nights. It's capital fun,

I'm told. In fact, George, my lad, we'll go the pace ;

1 11 show you how to do it.'

'

Yes, I expect you will/ said the doctor, emerging

from the carpenter's cabin
;

'

you are just the one

to show him how to pace headlong to destruction.

Theatre and billiards ! on a Sunday too ! Remember at

least that you are an Englishman, if you are not a

Christian.'

All on board had a great respect for Dr. F
,
who

was not only a high-minded gentleman, but a man of

Christian principle ;
and for a moment the young man

was rather taken aback
;

but he soon recovered his

natural hardihood.
'

Well, but what can a fellow do, doctor ? Sunday is

the only day we can get ashore
;
and one must do in

Rome as Romans do, you know.'
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' What can you do !

'

retorted Dr. F
;

'

there's

one thing you can do, and ought to do : come to church

with us, and pray that you may have grace to leave

off drinking and swearing two vices which I have

observed to be fast growing upon you these last two

voyages, Master Fred. However, you may go where

you please, and do what you like; but you shall not

take that boy with you, and make him as great a

reprobate as yourself. You will come with Mr.

and me, George, will you not ?
' he asked of the

younger lad.

The boy was unwilling enough to do so, and would

plainly have preferred the company and amusements

of his fellow-apprentice ;
but the doctor eventually

succeeded in persuading him, and Frederick J

went off by himself. After the service, which was

held in a large room belonging to one of the Engl
:sh

merchants of the place, the doctor, George, and I, took

Pedro's boat, and landed at a considerable distance

from the town, up the bay, with the intention of

visiting the burial-place where a former friend and

messmate, who had sickened on the African coast

and died in Bahia, lay interred. I shall never forget

that walk in the country, after so many months at sea.

We could never sufficiently admire the beauty of the

tropical trees there was one tamarind tree that we

stood gazing at for half an hour at least. The flowers,

of such wondrous form and hue, which we saw in the

gardens of the villas we passed (the handsomest of
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which, we found, were the property of the energetic

English merchants) the bright-plumaged birds, the

singular plants all were novel and strange ;
in fact,

everything seemed so to us even the so long

unaccustomed sensation of being once more on terra

firma, and walking with the boughs over our heads,

and the grass beneath our feet, and the scent of

vegetation in the breeze. To enjoy these to the

utmost, we made a wide circuit, so as not to reach

the cemetery for some hours. We spent an hour

there, and found many English inscriptions, on stones

chiefly raised to the memory of sailors who had died on

the coast. But there was one of great interest to Dr.

F
,
not only as a naval man, but also as that of a

former commander
;

for here lay, until the last trump
shall sound, the mortal remains of Captain Lambert, of

the British frigate Java, who was mortally wounded in

the action with the American ship Constitution, and

brought into Bahia to die.

After we had sufficiently rested, we rose to re-enter

the city, which lay beneath us, and in a short time we

came to an open space in the suburbs, where we saw

a crowd, and heard a great uproar ;
and presently

emerged, followed by a shouting rabble of the black and

yellow scum of Bahia, half a dozen tipsy sailors, seated

on chairs held up by poles, and carried by two negroes

each. They were racing and chasing each other about,

or rather their bearers were
;
and the scene was ac-

companied by the too customary volleys of oaths and
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execrations, which to the British sailor are unfortunately

too often as characteristic as his tarpaulin, or his

rolling gait. Prominent amongst them was Master

Frederick J , shouting, gesticulating, swearing in

fact,
'

going the pace
'

the doctor had mentioned in the

morning, at a furious rate.

' Behold a sailor's idea of pleasure/ he said.
'
It is a

disgraceful fact that the seamen of the most religious

nation in the world should when in foreign ports

be more flagrantly and outrageously wicked and

intemperate than those of nations whom we credit

with having no religion at all. Are you sorry now,

George,' he added, turning to the lad who was with

us, 'that you are not with them?' George shook his

head, and took care to avoid being seen by his

fellow-apprentice and his riotous companions.
' You

see them, and appreciate the folly and wickedness of

their conduct, because you are cool and sober. Had

you gone with them and got primed with grog, you

might have been just as bad as they are. Do you not

think now you have spent the day in a more rational,

Christian-like and satisfactory manner, than if you had

gone with Fred and joined him in his wickedness ? I

am only afraid those fellows will get into some serious

scrape, from what the agent told me. Some weeks ago,

it seems there was a great disturbance here, in which

our countrymen were involved. The officers from an

English ship carrying troops to India, either forgot or

refused to take off their hats when some procession was
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passing, and they were knocked off; this led to blows,

drawn knives and swords, and some bloodshed. The

affair was patched up by the English consul, but the

rankle remains
;

and only a few days before we

anchored, a sailor was found dead by the dockyard

gate, with a knife sticking in his ribs. Mr. S

told me most emphatically not to walk through the

city after dark, not to turn a corner sharply, and to

sedulously avoid giving all cause of offence. They
are a treacherous, truculent set of desperadoes, who

stab you from behind
;
and I should not wonder if

some of those men suffer.' The prediction proved

only too true.

As we turned into the main streets of the city, we found

them filled with priests and penitents, and processions

of flags, images and all the paraphernalia of Romish

superstition and mummery. We were most jealously

watched, and it was plain t'lat the slightest hesitation

on our part in removing our hats would have been

followed by unpleasant consequences. In order, there-

fore, to avoid these as much as possible, we turned out

of the upper part of the city, and endeavoured to find

our way to the agent's house, where we had promised

to take tea, by the most quiet streets we could find
;

and, as we had still an hour to spare, we passed it in

entering and examining such churches as were empty.

There was no occasion to look for them
; you came to

one every few yards. Miserable affairs most of them

were with the usual tawdry paintings of martyrs and
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saints, with tin glories stuck round their heads, and

images, compared to which an English wax doll was a

work of high art. But in one we witnessed a striking

scene.

We were going down one of those very narrow and

exceedingly steep streets leading to the water-side, from

the upper part of the city, when all at once our steps

were arrested by an extraordinary noise issuing from a

building we were passing, and which we did not

observe at first was a church.

' What can that be ?
'

said Dr. F .

<
It's a lot

of women screaming/ said George. We listened.
*
I

really believe/ said I, 'it is meant for singing;' and I

approached and pushed open the door, which I found

led into a tolerably-sized church of the usual character,

viz., a large bare open space paved with a coarse kind

of marble. After one glance, I beckoned to the others

to come and look on the sight inside one not to be

witnessed anywhere, except in a South American

Roman Catholic country. Kneeling in the centre of

the building, and facing the altar at the other end,

were some two or three hundred female figures, draped

entirely in white mantles, which, covering the head,

and secured under the chin, enveloped the whole body,

and swept the pavement. Besides them there was no

one else in the church. That they were women, the

shrill discordant voices with which they chanted, or

rather screamed, informed us, for we could not see a

single feature
; until, at length, the solitary priest

8
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officiating at the altar, observing our entrance, and that

we were foreigners and heretics, waved his arm for us

to depart out of the sacred building. The effect which

followed this gesture was one of the most startling I

have ever witnessed
; for, upon observing it, the whole

of the kneeling figures, instantly ceasing their chanting,

with one simultaneous motion quickly turned their

heads round towards the door, to see what was the

matter, and each face revealed proved to be that of an

old negress. This sudden apparition of hundreds of

black and shrivelled faces, upon what had been the

instant before a snow-white mass of drapery, was

absolutely startling, and I may say horrible ; for, upon

observing us, they grinned and frowned at us in such

a manner, that I, for one, I know, was seized with a

feeling very much akin to superstitious fear, and did

not require a second order to depart, and leave them

undisturbed to practise what the poor benighted

creatures had been doubtless taught to consider

as devotions acceptable to God. I intended to make

some inquiries respecting them
;
but subsequent events

put it from my memory. I presume they were the

sisterhood of some religious community, instituted

amongst the aged females of the black population of

Bahia.

It was some time after dark when we left the house

of Mr. S to go to the boat, and we found

sentinels stationed every few yards, and strong patrols

marching through the principal streets ; for there had
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been rumours of late of an intended rising amongst

the slaves, of whom there were nearly four to each

white man in this city of 2OO,OOO inhabitants. As

we neared the embarking place which, after dark, was

within the dockyard we heard the noise of a great

tumult suddenly arise, through the din of which we

plainly distinguished English oaths and shouts; and

presently the party of Sunday pleasure-seekers,

numbering nearly a dozen from the different English

ships in harbour, came down escorted by a body of

soldiers, who had just rescued them from the vengeance

of a mob, which had suddenly fallen upon and attacked

them with their knives. Some were badly cut and

bleeding ;
but all were able to walk except one, who

was supported by two of his comrades, and who sank

down exhausted with loss of blood as he entered the

dockyard gate. The doctor pressed forward through the

crowd, and, a lamp being brought by a soldier from the

guard-room, he stooped down to examine the wounded

man. As the light fell upon the pallid features, I

recognised Frederick J . At first we thought he

was mortally wounded, the knife having penetrated

deep into the chest. The affair sprang from a quarrel

in the billiard-room, in which J had knocked one

of the townspeople down, after accusing him of cheating

at the game. An uproar was the consequence, and the

sailors, uniting together, drove their antagonists from

the hotel. Determined on revenge, they had waylaid

the seamen on their return from the theatre, and
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attacked them with their knives
; and, had they not

been speedily rescued by the patrol, several lives would

doubtless have been sacrificed.

J was taken on board, and for some time his

life was despaired of; but God in His mercy spared

it, and when we reached England he went on shore

with every prospect of recovery. But the warning
was thrown away upon him : he had ' hardened

himself in his iniquity ;

' and I afterwards heard that

he had died of an inflammatory fever, brought on

by dissipation recklessly indulged in, before he had

properly recovered his strength. Such was the

eventual result of his Sunday pleasure-trip in Bahia.



A STORM AT THE DIGGINGS.

THE night of the 23rd of July, 185 ,
was remarkable

for a furious hurricane of wind and rain, which swept

over the colony of Victoria, and which was the cause

of many disasters, particularly on the gcld-fields. I

was at that period residing at one of the smaller

diggings in the Mount Alexander district, engaged

partly in mining pursuits and partly in the practice

of my profession ; but, having occasion to visit

Melbourne, I entrusted my patients to the care of a

Mr. Fraser, the only other medical man in the place

besides myself, and who had resided on the gold-fields

ever since their commencement. It was during my
absence the storm occurred, and the following incidents,

which Mr. Fraser detailed with much feeling to me on

my return, happened to him.

Early on the morning of the day that the gale broke

out, he was standing in front of his tent saddling

his horse to ride to Castlemaine, where the Circuit

Court was sitting, and to which he had been summoned

as a witness in a case then pending. While thus

employed, his friend and neighbour Mr. Turner, t'.e
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occupant of a store which stood a few yards from his

own dwelling, came up from the direction of one of the

steam quartz crushing-machines erected on the banks of

the creek, carrying something wrapped in a handkerchief.

Turner was a man who, up to the age of fifty, had

lived a life of toil and vicissitude, as master of a vessel,

and had then retired upon a moderate competence to a

spot near Bristol, his birthplace, and where he had

hoped to end his days. But the desire of providing

increased means for an increasing family (he had

married rather late in life) unfortunately led him to

listen to the sanguine representations of a plausible

relative, who persuaded him to embark a considerable

portion of his earnings in an undertaking which his

ignorance of such matters prevented him from knowing
the danger of, or that failure therein might involve

utter ruin. The speculation did fail
;
the remains of

his hardly-earned savings were swept away, and

Turner found himself at an advanced age obliged to

begin life afresh. Leaving his wife and children until

he should be able to send for them or return himself,

he had embarked for the gold-fields. But ill-fortune

still pursued him
;

five years of toil had been crowned

with little or no success
;
and had not some friends,

who were acquainted with his history and sympathised

with him in his misfortunes, aided by establishing him

in a store, he would soon have succumbed altogether ;

for his health began to give way. This timely assist-

ance had restored him
;
and of late he was beginning
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to look forward to the realisation of his often-cherished

but repeatedly-disappointed hope of being able soon to

send for his family to join him in the colony.
' Good morning, Turner/ said Eraser, as the former

came up ;

'

you are up early. Been at the mill ? By-

the-bye, have you had a crushing yet from your new

claim ?
'

Instead of replying in words, as soon as he reached

his own door Turner beckoned to the other to come to

him, and, entering his store, which was built of slabs

and roofed over with canvas, passed round the counter,

through into the back division, which was used

indifferently as a bedroom, parlour, and kitchen.

Here, placing the parcel he carried upon the table,

he sat down, took off his hat, and wiped his brow,

which appeared hot and flushed, although the morning
was very cold

;
and in fact his friend, who had followed

him, upon looking at him more closely, observed that

he was labouring under considerable emotion of some

kind.

'What is the matter, Turner? Anything gone

wrong ?
' he asked.

Turner rose from his seat, took a few turns up and

down the room, then, approaching the table, with

trembling hands he untied the handkerchief which

covered the parcel he had placed there, exhibiting to

view a cake of solid gold, evidently fresh from the

machine
;
for it was still warm.

' Then the claim has turned out well/ said Mr,
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Fraser, joyfully, when he saw it.
'
I congratulate you

heartily, old fellow
;

' and he grasped and shook his

hand cordially.
'

If there was one man more than

another to whom I wished, and who required a piece

of good fortune to keep him from despairing, it was

yourself. And I don't wonder at the sudden change

upsetting you rather/ he added, as he looked at

Turner's disturbed features.
'

Why, there must be

twenty pounds weight here at least
;

' and he took

up the yellow mass in his hand and weighed it.

' Close upon two hundred ounces out of five tons

only, and the stone looking richer as we go on/ replied

Turner. '

Yes, I do feel upset : I thought I should

have fainted outright when I went down this morning
and they showed it to me. But it was not merely

the gold, doctor, though to a man situated as I am it is

a wonderful relief; you know me well enough, I think,

to be sure that it is for the happiness that gold will

bring that I am so overjoyed at seeing it.'

'
I do know, and I can heartily sympathise with your

feelings. Of course, now you will soon have Mrs.

Turner and the children out here
;

or perhaps you
will wait and go back to them.'

' No
;

I will send for them at once. How I have

longed for them every day of the last five years ! All

the gold in the country would not make me live here

without them, or stay in these tents alone, as some do

who have no need to do it.'

'
I quite agree with you/ replied Fraser

;

' a life on the
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diggings, with no family ties or home affection, is a

miserable affair at the best. Did you get a letter from

them by this last mail ? You have five children

altogether, I think you said ?
'

' Five living and one dead/ said Turner, to whom, as

his friend well knew, the subject of his family was one

on which he dearly loved to expatiate :

'

Harry, the

oldest, two girls, and the baby; that is, she was a

baby when I left her. I can't help always thinking

and speaking of them as I saw them last. Let me see :

why, she will be nearly seven years old by this time
;

and the two girls will be women grown. I sha'n't know

them all. Harry I was rather anxious about Harry,

he was such a harum-scarum, unmanageable lad as a

youngster ;
but his mother writes me he has turned

out quite a steady and sedate young man (he must

be nearly twenty now), so kind and attentive to her,

brings home all he earns I told }'ou he had got a

situation as clerk in a wholesale house in Bristol

spends his evenings at home, not like some young men,

ashamed to be seen walking with his sisters, and

preferring any place rather than home. But then you

know, doctor, a good deal depends on what sort of

home a lad has. He is lucky in having such a mother

one who knows how to make home attractive.

How glad I shall be to see them all again once more,

to be sure ! You shall soon have a more tidy place

to sit down in when you and Mrs. Fraser come in

to see us not like it is now.' And Turner looked
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round in his room, where everything seemed, to use

his own expression, as if arranged by a gale of wind ;

frying-pans, buckets, and cooking utensils
; packing-

cases, dirty plates, etc., being mingled with books and

clothes, etc., in most admired confusion. 1
1 shall soon

have things ship-shape when they come; though, of

course, I must have a better place than this ready for

them. I wish now I had bought this allotment at the

last sale of town lots.' And Turner ran on, evidently

in the highest spirits at his unexpected good fortune
;

for the claim, of which he had purchased the half for

a mere trifle, was on a reef newly opened by his

partner, and was not supposed to be able to yield more

than a very moderate profit. Fraser had known him

for several years, and had never seen him in such a

mood before. He laughed and joked, and rattled on in

a way that much surprised his friend, who knew him

to be in general very taciturn
;

in fact, to those un-

acquainted with him, he appeared moody and unsocial.

Living many years in the gold-fields, Mr. Fraser

had often witnessed similar instances of sudden good

fortune to that now presented to his notice; and

he had repeatedly been struck by the different effects

produced thereby on different individuals some who

had previously been reckless and improvident becoming

prudent, even miserly, as if the love of acquisition

had come with the gold ;
while with others and these

the great majority the reverse took place, the careful,

and, above all, the hitherto temperate, became spend-
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thrifts and drunkards. Often, indeed, had he occasion

to observe how rapidly, under such circumstances, the

seeds of unsuspected or long-dormant vices sprang into

vigorous existence, when those wholesome restraints

which had hitherto kept temptation from them were

removed when the daily toil ceased to be a necessity,

and idleness could be indulged. Nor was this the case

with young men only. He had known some who had

lived forty or fifty years in the world, and whose habits

for good or evil might therefore be supposed to be

formed who, until then, had never taken the slightest

interest in horses or racing matters suddenly, from

the example of those about them, infected with the

mania for book-making and betting, and, of course,

proving rapid victims to the sharpers who had inoculated

them with the folly. Mr. Fraser had not the slightest

fear, however, of his friend being led into any of

those vicious extravagances which the gold-fields so

often witnessed; in his family affections he had a

talisman to preserve him from such, even if he had any

tendency to them. But he knew that the subject of

such good fortune would quickly be surrounded by
those who would place every temptation to excess in

his way, and that Turner was of rather a facile

disposition one of those good-natured men who find

it difficult to say 'No.' He thought it prudent,

therefore, to utter a timely word of caution. After

listening for some time with sympathising interest to

the plans for the future in reference to his family,
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which, in the fulness of his heart, and in anticipation

of the happiness in store for him, he had already

formed, Mr. Fraser at length said

'Well, I must be off; the Court opens at ten

o'clock, and I rather think my case will be early on.

By-the-bye,' he continued, stopping at the door,
'

I

am sorry you have such a man as Bliss for your

partner in the claim
;

I know him well. He is certain

to signalise his gDod fortune by a furious bout of

dissipation. There's no fear of his leading you intD

anything of that kind.'

'

No, indeed, doctor
;

not the slightest. I am too

old a man, have suffered too much, and have too

much dependent upon me to be led astray by any

wicked nonsense that any young fellow like Bliss can

propose.'

'Excuse me for mentioning it,' Fraser said; 'but

this is a new experience t3 you, long as you have

lived; and sudden prosperity, you know, Turner, is

always the greatest trial for human nature. One

requires to keep a sharp look-out on himself at such

a time.'

'
I know it is, doctor

;
but you need not fear for me.

Bliss may do what he likes
;
but I've something better

to do with my gold than squander it at the public-

house. You know I seldom went there
;
but now I

shall resolve never to enter its doors.'

1

1 am glad to hear you say so. You know what

a set will be there to-night ;
and it's always best to
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keep out of the way of temptation. Better not to

go near them.'

Turner laughed merrily at his friend's anxiety on

his behalf, which he truly guessed to arise from

Eraser's knowing that he had much of the unsuspicious

frankness and simplicity of the sailor, and that he

might be made the victim of some of the '

sporting

gentlemen
' who happened to be then in the township,

on the occasion of the yearly races.

' Never fear for me,' he cried, as Fraser mounted

his horse
;

'
I give you my word I won't go near

Bruce's to-night, so I shall get into no scrape.'

So spoke Turner, in full confidence in his own

ability to resist temptation. Well would it have

been for him if, in that hour of his good fortune, .he

had remembered how weak even the strongest are

who trust in their own strength alone, and how even

the frailest of mortals are supported when looking

above for aid, and trusting to Divine assistance to

keep them in the path of duty. Now, if ever, he

needed that religious principle which is the only safe-

guard, as we journey through life, against temptations

addressed to our weaknesses. He loved his wife

and family dearly ;
but it is only too possible that, in

the midst of his joy at now possessing the means of

procuring a re-union with them, he utterly forgot the

hand of that God ' from Whom all blessings flow,' in

granting him this great good fortune, for which he

had for years languished. Perhaps, however, his
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heart was really moved with gratitude : no one can

tell all that is passing in the breast of another.

When he had gone a little way, Mr. Fraser happened
to turn round. Turner was leaning against the side

of the door, his head on his breast, evidently sunk

in a pleasing reverie.

i There is one happy man on the diggings this day,

at any rate,' he said to himself, as he put spurs to

his horse to make up for lost time.

Mr. Fraser rode off to Castlemaine, where he was

detained until late in the afternoon. He had come

some miles on his return journey, when the storm,

which had been some time threatening, burst on him

with awful fury ;
but knowing how anxious his wife

would be on his account, and being himself uneasy

lest the tent he occupied should prove unequal to resist

the gale, he determined to push on at all hazards,

hoping to reach home before the roads should become

impassable. But he speedily found it impossible to

proceed ;
the rain fell in such quantities that in a few

minutes every little gully was converted into a furious

torrent
;

and after persevering for some time, and

narrowly escaping being swept away by the floods,

which increased in depth and volume every moment,

he was at last compelled to ride back some distance,

and seek for shelter in a roadside hut. About eight

o'clock there was a lull for a short time, and he was

hoping the worst was over; but presently the gale

recommenced with increased fury, attended with
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thunder and lightning. The scene, as he watched it

from the verandah of the building, where he stayed

to pacify his frightened horse, was grand and solemn

in the highest degree. Standing on the side of a

hill, which looked down upon a thickly-timbered valley,

every flash would bring into instantaneous view

thousands of tossing boughs, the noise of whose

verging to and fro resembled that made by the ocean

on a rocky shore; while ever and anon, as the

thunder-cloud travelled towards the spot where he

was sheltered, he could see the forked lightning

descend and strike some lofty tree beneath. One

massive trunk was rent from the summit to the root,

within a hundred yards of where he stood, or rather

crouched, with his terrified beast, and the fragments

hurled across the road, almost at his side. There

were several others close by the hut, and in all

directions about him, and for some moments the

danger was imminent; and he breathed a prayer of

thankfulness and relief when the next flash showed

that it had passed by.

About an hour after midnight the sky cleared

somewhat, and the rain ceased to fall, although the

wind blew furiously as ever. He waited for some

time to allow the gullies to empty themselves, and

again started on his homeward journey, which was

one of constant peril. Every now and then huge

fragments would be torn from the trees and dashed

in his path : while at intervals, in the bush all round
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him, like the noise of cannon heard above the roar

of musketry, the thundering boom of trees falling

could be heard above the gale ;
and once a lofty

trunk crashed down across the road close to his

horse's head. It was a consolation for him, under

the circumstances, to remember that no timber grew
in dangerous proximity to his own tent. His progress

was necessarily very slow, for he had often to

dismount, to lead and encourage his horse, so that

it was nearly three o'clock when he came to a hill

which commanded a view of the diggings. As he

reached its base, where the tents at the outskirts of

the township commenced, the first sight which greeted

him was a party of three or four men, surrounding

the wreck of one which was occupied by a man he

knew, named C . Upon going up to them, he found

that a tree had fallen directly across it, the inmates

having had a most remarkable escape from destruction
;

for two of the huge boughs had formed a complete

arch over the bed where C with his wife and

infant lay ; dashing down the ridge-pole, rafters,

and calico of the tent in a heap above them, and

embracing them tightly in its fork pressing them

down in the bed, in fact so that they could not

move without assistance. Each branch, the broken

ends of which had penetrated deep into the earth,

by the bedside, must have weighed many hundreds

of pounds, and the massive stem from which they

sprung almost touched the breast of the man who
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lay beneath. Yet he escaped with but a slight

bruise, while his wife and child were unhurt. The

crash of the fall had roused the neighbours in the

surrounding tents, and they had come to the rescue,

and were engaged in extricating them from the ruins,

as Fraser came up; the canvas had to be cut away,

and the bedclothes drawn out from between the tree

and the bed, before this could be effected
;
and it

was truly wonderful to see how, by a hairbreadth, as

it were, they had escaped an awful death. The moon

being at the full, and every now and then visible

through the heavy masses of driving clouds, there

was sufficient light to enable the men to perform

their errand of mercy speedily. The infant was the

first drawn out
;
and as the diggers, with rough hands

but tender hearts, gently rested its fragile little form

on the tree which had so nearly crushed
it, and

found that it had not even received a scratch, many
were the exclamations of wonder and thankfulness.

The mother was next rescued, also uninjured ; and

when C
,
who was a member of the Wesleyan

connexion in M
,
was extracted, with no other

injury than a bruised shoulder, and found that both

wife and child had also escaped that awful danger,

his first act was to kneel with her on the wet earth,

and return thanks to Almighty God for His great

mercy in vouchsafing him and his so remarkable a

preservation from a sudden and dreadful death.

After ascertaining that no bones were broken, and

9
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that his services would not be required, Mr. Fraser

rode on. One or two tents he noticed had been blown

down by the hurricane, and the flies torn off from

others
;
but the great majority had escaped, as they

were sheltered by rising ground. The township of

M (as the diggings there had lately been pro-

claimed) occupied nearly three-quarters of a mile of a

long narrow valley, which widened in some parts to

one or two hundred yards, while in others the whole

space between the hills on both sides was just

sufficient to give passage to the creek which ran

through it
;

the tents and stores being scattered in

patches, often with considerable intervals between

them, or forming straggling lines along the creek,

both sides of which had in places been formerly

worked, and were now honeycombed with deserted

holes of an average depth of ten feet. Among these

the road passed, making it dangerous to travel on

after dark, except to those quite familiar with the

locality. There are two public-houses in the place, one

of which was in the centre of the township, and about

two hundred yards from the tent and store occupied

by Mr. Fraser and Turner
;

the ground between

them being a narrow portion of the valley entirely

occupied by the creek, and a number of the deserted

holes spoken of, which left no room for tents, and

barely space for the road to wind through them.

When Mr. Fraser reached the public-house near

his own tent, he was surprised to see a light still
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burning, and to hear the voices of men in noisy

altercation within. He had just passed it, and come

in sight of his own dwelling, which he was rejoiced

to see uninjured by the wind, when he saw a

man approaching him, whom, by the dim light, he

recognised as a digger who occupied a little tent

immediately behind his own, and close to that of

Turner, whom he often assisted in his store.

'
Is that you, doctor ?

' shouted the man
;

for the

wind was still so high as to render even shouting

inaudible at a short distance.

' Yes
;
where are you going, Tom ?

'

' Down to Bruce's, to look for Mr. Turner/ he

replied ;

' the wind has torn the roof off the store.

The flapping awoke me, and I got up to lend him a

hand
;
but I found he had not come back yet.'

' But what makes you think he is at the public-

house ?
' asked Mr. Fraser.

' Bliss and two or three more came in about eight

o'clock, and persuaded him to go over with them
;
so

he shut up the store, and asked me to give an eye to

it till he came home. He promised me faithfully he

would not be later than ten at furthest
; but, as he

did not come, I turned in at twelve. I suppose they

are making a night of it, on the strength of the

crushing.'

Mr. Fraser afterwards said, that although he could

not tell why it should do so, the information the

man gave him affected him powerfully : although he
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had just heard voices there, and so knew that there

were people still up in the house, yet he felt convinced

somehow that the old man was not at the inn. He felt

an indescribable sinking of the heart as he turned

his horse's head to accompany the man on his errand

a strange presentiment of evil which surprised

himself. When the door was opened, in reply to

their summons, he looked round on the company.

There were five or six men, most of whom had been

drinking freely ;
two were disputing noisily by a huge

fire of wet logs, which was hissing and burning

fiercely ;
while four others were deeply engaged in

a game at cards. Amongst these was Bliss
;

but

Turner was nov/here to be seen.

1

Hallo, doctor ! what's up ? My word, you look

precious cold ; have a nobbier
;

'

and Turner's mate

held up a bottle of pale brandy, which stood on the

table where they were playing.
'
Is Turner not with you here to-night ?

'

' Turner ! he was here, for an hour or two this

evening,' said one of the men
;

' we went over and

fetched him, and made him stand treat
; and so he

ought, when he has just crushed over forty ounces

to the ton. Bliss, here, wanted to fill the old fellow

drunk ; but he would not stand that, and cleared out

early. Why
' Where is he now ?

'

interrupted Mr. Fraser,

impatiently.
'

Why, home and in bed, I suppose ; where else
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should he be ?
'

said the man :

l he left here before

ten o'clock
;
would not take a hand at cards with us

;

daresay he thought we wanted to bleed him a bit
;

eh, Bliss ?
'

Every word the half-tipsy man uttered sank the

conviction deeper into Mr. Eraser's mind that the

unfortunate Turner was lost
;

and his companion

now took the alarm also.

' None of your nonsense, Bill Palmer/ he said
;

'

you know Turner is here. You have made him

drunk, and put him to bed in the house.'

'No.'

' Then the poor fellow has fallen into a hole
; and

if so, he is a dead man,' exclaimed Mr. Eraser.

The probability of this instantly struck the whole

party, who were now thoroughly alarmed and sobered
;

and when they reflected on the long hours of cold

and wet to which, in that case, he must have been

exposed, the most gloomy forebodings seized them.

The landlord was roused, and from him it was

ascertained that Turner had left the house a little

before ten.

'Was he quite sober, Bruce?' inquired Mr. Eraser.

'

Perfectly,' the man said :

' he had a glass or two,

that was all. Mrs. Bruce lent him some books, that

he said, some time before, he would like to read
;

and he took them with him. It was raining hard at

the time, and I wanted him to stay ; but he would

not. He seemed very anxious to get home.'
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1 Oh ! why did he ever leave it ? why did he not

keep his promise, and stay at home ?
' muttered the

doctor to himself, as he looked out into the night,

which had again become dark and rainy. A lantern

was hastily procured from the stables, and the party

instantly set off to search for the missing man, wading

through the deep pools which everywhere covered the

surface, and picking their way through the tenacious

clay of which the soil was composed, and holding

the light to the ground in search of some trace

of him. They soon reached a spot about midway
between the store and the inn, when something white

on the side of the road attracted their attention. It

proved, on . examination, to be one of the books

spoken of, lying open, and its leaves thoroughly

soddened with the rain, showing that it had been

exposed for some hours. It lay near the edge of one

of the holes, which there closely bordered the ro'ad,

and from the margin of which the protecting heap of

earth, which generally surrounds these excavations,

and gives notice of their vicinity to the traveller in

the dark, had been worn away by the wheels of the

passing carts
;
and it was now only too evident that,

in the blinding rain and dim light, the unfortunate

man had stepped off the track and fallen in. By the

aid of a rope which they had brought with them,

one of the party descended, and, the lantern being

lowered, their worst fears were quickly realised
;

for there, immersed in about four feet of water, in a
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hole only eight feet deep, having perished from

exposure to cold and wet, lay the body of the ill-

fated Turner.

An examination, made after all attempts to restore

animation had failed, showed how long and desperately

he must have struggled for life. In his despairing

attempts to extricate himself, and climb out of the hole,

he had torn and lacerated his hands in a most dreadful

manner
;
but although so shallow, its size and shape,

and its sides of slippery clay, wet with the rain, had

rendered all his efforts fruitless, and thrown him back,

baffled and bleeding ;
while his cries for help would be

drowned in the howling of the wind and the noise of

the rain, although his own and other tents were only

one hundred yards off.

What must have been the miserable man's thoughts,

when, exhausted with his cries and his fruitless

struggles, he at length stood in the chilly water, and

found himself gradually succumbing to the torpor

which precedes death ! Only that morning, how happy
he had been

;
how certainly he had calculated on the

future enjoyment of years of happiness with his wife

and children ! ah, what agony there must have been

in that thought ! He had written the good news to

them
;
he had summoned them to join him

;
the letter

was lying at that moment on his desk that letter which

he was writing with feelings of such intense happiness,

and which he had left unfinished to go to the public-

house. Oh, if he had only kept the promise he
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volunteered, and not gone there ! if, instead of weakly

yielding to temptation, if, instead of going with those

men to celebrate the good fortune which had befallen

him, by joining them in their drinking, he had only

stayed at home, and spent the evening of that day

which had brought him such happiness in a sober

Christian manner, in thankfulness to God Who had

been so good and merciful to him !
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A MYSTERIOUS COLLISION AT SEA.

IN the year 184 the writer went out to Bombay,
for the purpose of joining the fleet which was stationed

in the East Indies, in the good ship Amphitrite, when

a somewhat mysterious event occurred to vary the

monotony of an ordinary voyage round the Cape.

It was a lovely day early in the month of February,

and the ship was bowling along 'close hauled,' with

a splendid breeze. We were nearing the line, and

had lost the north-east monsoon, which blows with

varying force all the year round north of the equator,

and were fortunate in having fallen in with a good

steady south-easterly wind, that promised to last some

time, and carry us perhaps into southern latitudes
;

for we had experienced a long run of bad weather

in the '

chops of the Channel.' The winter had been

unusually severe, and the gales during the months

of November and December very frequent. After a

great deal of knocking about we felt the more pleased

with the change. As I was saying, there was a fine

spanking breeze what is called by sailors a '

top-

gallant-breeze ;

'

that is, when the ship can just carry
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well her top-gallant sails. The beautiful morning had

just given place to as beautiful an afternoon
;
the sea

was smooth, with a long swell
;

and the dancing

waves, with their crests just ruffled by the wind and

tipped with foam, came tumbling one over the other

in a joyous way, as if running a race to meet the

ship ; but, on encountering the opposition of the

bows, these ' white horses
'

speedily succumbed, and,

after an angry buflfet against the stern, disappeared

in the black depths under her bilge.

The Amphitrite was a new ship, marked A I at

Lloyds' of 1,800 tons burden, and this was her first

voyage ;
she was clipper built, and the fastest vessel I

ever sailed in. We never looked out for ships astern,

but, whenever a sail was sighted, it was always ahead,

and before night fell we were certain to leave her

hopelessly behind. Many a storm and gale have I

experienced on board her, and right nobly she always

behaved in them, riding over the waves in spite of
.

the immense weight aloft of the heaviest and squarest

spars ever fitted to a ship of her size. Once in a

hurricane, when we were lying to quite snugly, a large

China trader went down before our eyes.

On the loth of February, the day of which I am

writing, the Amphitrite was sailing with her yards
1 braced sharp up

' on the port tack, and every stitch

of canvas was drawing, she having all
'

plain sail
'

set.

The passengers (myself among the number) were all

s
tanding on the poop, talking and joking, and looking
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forward to doing justice to a good dinner, for which

this pleasant sea breeze gave us an appetite. On a

long sea-voyage dinner is the great event of the day, to

which every one looks forward as breaking the tedious

monotony in an agreeable manner. The heat of the day

had been great, although tempered by a double awning

spread over the poop, under which we had placed our

easy-chairs, and, with our books in our hands as a make-

believe, we enjoyed the sweets of the dolce far niente.

Conversation naturally turned on crossing the line and

its attendant ceremonies, which were pretty generally

spoken of as follies, especially by some young cadets

going out to join the army, who were looking forward,

half with feelings of curiosity and half of dread, to the

advent of Neptune with his motley crew and bucket

of slush. Of all senseless customs and traditions, this

line folly is about the most unreasonable. There can

be no harm in the sailors dressing up and blundering

through a performance, but the manner in which

passengers often are ill-used is monstrous. This

nuisance is now considerably abated, and it is hoped

will soon entirely cease to disgrace the mercantile

marine. Few respectable merchant-captains allow

their passengers to be thus insulted. The practical

joking is frequently used as a means of extorting

money from timid people, who would pay anything

rather than be subjected to ill-treatment.

Three or four of the cadets had expressed their

determination to join together for the purpose of
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resisting any attempt at make merry at their expense,

when suddenly the look-out man on the foreyard sang

out, 'Sail ho !'

' Where away ?
' was the query from the officer of

the watch on the quarter-deck.
1 On the port bow/ was the rejoinder.

The mate then asked what he made her out to be
;

and the reply was that she looked like a full-rigged

ship, but as she was coming down before the wind,

he could not make out for certain what her rig was.

The captain, being informed of this, soon came upon

deck, with his long glass, and tried to find her. We,
all of us who possessed telescopes, went on the forecastle,

and swept the horizon forward, but could see nothing ;

but this was to be accounted for from the fact of her

not having yet appeared above the horizon. However,

in a few minutes we made the white sail out, like a

speck in the far distance. The ladies now came upon

deck, and the remainder of the passengers ;
for it is

wonderful what an interest the sight of a ship creates

among people wearied of seeing nothing but sea and

sky only
'

water, water everywhere.' It is always an

event to be marked in the log-book, and duly chronicled

in the diaries of the '

cuddy
'

passengers ;
and we had

seen nothing lately on the waters except the ordinary

sea-birds that follow in the wake of a ship, picking

up whatever will fill their maws, and which, sometimes

flying, sometimes settling on the waves, are at first a

source of amusement, and give rise to discussions as
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to where their home among this wild waste of waters

may be.

The breeze was freshening, and soon we were gratified

by a nearer inspection of the stranger. We found that

she was a square-rigged ship, with all sail set, royals and

studding sails below and aloft and on both sides.
' She

walked the waters like a thing of life/ and came down

before the wind like a race-horse, with the foam curling

away from her bows. There are few more beautiful

sights than a fine ship heeling over under full sail, with

the copper on her weather-side showing, and every

stitch of canvas bellying out to catch the favouring

breeze. The ladies were admiring her beautiful

proportions, and the fine effect of the setting sun as it

lit up her sails and glistened along her sides, painted

black, but relieved with white ports. All hands now

crowded up as the word was passed that the strange

ship wished to speak ;
for she appeared as if steering

to intercept us. Nearer she came and nearer; and,

now that we could see her so well, the passengers

retired to the poop, there to be out of the way, and

the better to hear all that was said. The captain sent

his boy down to his cabin for the speaking-trumpet,

and we began speculating as to her nationality, for we

could not see any flag flying. Some of the young

cadets, having probably more money than they knew

what to do with, began laying bets as to whether she

was English or Swedish
;

for the quartermaster, an old

salt, said she was a Swedish-built ship. To induce
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her to show her colours, we hoisted the ensign, and

then eagerly watched for the response. But no '
bit of

bunting
'

fluttered up to her mizen peak ;
and one of

our number, the doctor, who was rather romantically

inclined, conjectured she might be a 'rover free.'

The wind was now blowing freshly; but the ship

still carried her royal and studding sails, and still came

bearing down on us. We altered our course a point,

just to see whether she really did wish to speak, and

the stranger appeared to follow suit. This seemed

to decide the captain as to the ship's intention of

communicating with us, but yet she persisted in not

showing her colours a most unusual thing on the high

seas, where common courtesy dictates an exchange of

flags ; and, what was still more strange, we could see

no indication of life on her decks, for there were no

heads peeping above the bulwark or the rail of her

forecastle. The look-out man, who had a bird's-eye

view of her, on being hailed, said he could see no

one on board.

There is a ' law of the road '

at sea, as there is on

shore among drivers of vehicles
;
and it is this : ships

on the port tack, sailing near the wind, give way to

vessels on the starboard
;
and ships running before the

wind yield the pride of place to any they may encounter

close-hauled on either tack. Now, we being
'
full and

by/ that is, close-hauled, it was the duty of the

stranger, in case of an accident, and to avoid a

collision, to put her helm a-port and get out of our
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way. I mention this to exculpate us from all blame

as to what followed. We, not expecting anything,

but being still under the impression she had something

to communicate, kept on our course : but it soon

became evident that her captain intended passing

almost too near us for safety. If he had his ship well

in hand, however, he might with ease prevent any

disaster arising from our proximity. Some dark

clouds were rising up, the wind blew now strong and

in gusts, and we could not imagine how the other

skipper could be so insane as to keep his top-gallant

studding sails set.

Being soon within hailing distance, our captain

raised the speaking-trumpet to his mouth, and shouted

out, in a stentorian voice,
'

Ship ahoy ! What ship's

that ?
' No answer. '

Ship ahoy !

'

again rang over the

waters. Still no reply to the summons. ' What does

this mean ?
'

said the captain to the first mate and a

knot of passengers, myself among the number, standing

by him on the break of the poop. We all looked at

one another, and then at the ship anxiously. What
indeed could be intended by this silence ? Was it a

ruse to carry out some diabolical purpose ? It was

dusk, and stories that I had read, when at school,

of the Flying Dutchman, and other old sea-legends,

involuntarily recurred to me and raced unbidden

through my brain. Not a soul could be seen on her

decks, which were now distinctly visible.
'

Ship ahoy!'

for the third time Captain H bellowed out, and then
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ran off the poop on to the quarter-deck ;
for it was now

awfully certain there must be a collision.
' Put the

helm hard up!' he shouted out to the quartermaster

as he descended the ladder
;
but it was too late. I saw

how it was to be, and caught hold of the cross-jack

lists to steady myself. Like lightning the huge mass

of wood and tall spars and towering canvas struck us

full on the port bow, a blow that caused every timber

and plank in the vessel to creak and groan with the

concussion. So terrific was the shock that our ship

seemed absolutely to stand still as if aghast ;
the masts

and yards shook and reeled like a forest of trees when

blown by the passing gale ;
and the sails for an instant

were thrown flat aback, in spite of the fresh breeze

that was bellying them out and stretching the canvas

to its utmost tension.

I saw that several of the crew and passengers were

thrown down
; and, as is usual on such occasions, the

ladies fainted right and left. Some only wrung their

hands, and screamed in an agony of terror
;
but the

gentlemen hurried them all down indiscriminately into

the cuddy not a very safe place, certainly, if we were

going to founder
;

but there was confusion enough

on deck without its being
' worse confounded '

by the

persons of insensible ladies, young and old. When
the ship struck us on the port bow her bowsprit was

right over our decks. At the last moment, when it

was too late to be of much service, our helm had been

put
' hard up,' thereby paying the Amphitrite's head off.
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Instead, therefore, of the stranger steering alongside of

us, she carried on her way, with her huge bower

anchor, the flukes of which were hanging over the

side, tearing all along our bulwarks, carrying away
1

dead-eyes
' and '

lanyards/ and laying the ship's side

open. Up aloft matters were much worse; for the

yards, and studding-sail booms, and all the gear were

caught in inextricable confusion, and came rattling

about our ears
;
most of the spars, fortunately for the

safety of those below, falling overboard. The noise of

the creaking timber and tumbling booms and yards was

terrific. Nothing could be done
;

for the two ships

had each great way on them, and it was patent they

would soon clear each other, even if all the masts were

to go
'

by the board '

in the struggle. Three of our

men were seriously injured by the falling debris, and

had to be carried below; one poor fellow with both

legs broken.

In the meantime how had our opponent fared through

all this business ? One of her studding-sail yards

fell on the poop with its sail, and the spar, falling

'end on,' dashed a hole through the deck, nearly

knocking my brains out at the same time. Her

fore-topmast went like a reed, carrying with it the

maintop-gallant mast and the jibboom ;
but all this

luckily fell clear of us into the water. The most singular

thing of all, however, was the fact that not a soul could

be seen anywhere on board her neither on the

look-out, nor on the decks, nor on the poop ; and,
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what was incomprehensible, there was no one at the

wheel. She seemed like a ship of the dead. Had we

chosen, we could have jumped on board her with ease

as, in her mad career, she tore along our whole length,

from the ' cathead
'

to the '

boomkin/ where was fitted

the '

pennant
'

of the main brace, and which, as a

parting salute, she broke short off like a carrot.

Everybody seemed for the moment paralysed, and

took shelter until the storm of falling wreck and

blocks had subsided.

The stranger presently dropped astern, after having

done us all this mischief; and we could then see that

she was a large ship of 1,000 or I,IOO tons burden,

of English build, and deeply laden. She looked a

perfect wreck, with her rigging all hanging about, and

her '

top hamper
'

trailing in the water, mixed up with

gear and sails. All this happened in much less time

than I take to narrate it, and in a few seconds a fine

ship was reduced to this pitiable condition. However,

our thoughts were chiefly centred on our own safety ;

and the first thing to discover was whether we were in

a sinking state or no. The captain immediately ordered

the carpenter to sound the well. On doing so he

reported that there were eight inches of water
; and,

as this was only an addition of two inches above the

usual amount, we were much relieved. A party was

told off to the pumps, and all watched with anxiety

to see whether the water gained on us. The boatswain

piped
' Hands clear wreck !

' and up aloft streamed
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the topmen to send down the stumps of the shattered

masts and clear the tangled ropes.

It was fast getting dark, and, now that our immediate

safety was assured, we turned our thoughts to the

stranger. When she first sheered off us all her sails

were flat aback, and she was evidently without

guidance, and just
'

forging
' ahead slowly through

the water
;
but she again soon fell off before the wind,

and ploughed along her watery way as before.

We could see the ship a long way astern, and, as we

passengers were talking and discussing the collision,

suddenly one of our number exclaimed,
' Hullo ! I

can't make her out now.' We looked, and she was

gone. The spot she occupied a moment before was

vacant. We strained our eyes, but in vain : nothing

could we see but the rising waves, and the clouds

overhead now threatening an approaching gale. We
went to the captain and informed him of the sudden

disappearance of the strange ship ;
but he answered

he had quite enough on his hands to occupy himself

and all his crew, without lowering a boat and sending

her, he did not know how far astern, on such a

Quixotic errand. He said it was getting dark and

looked like bad weather ahead, and he must make all

snug aloft before the gale came on. Besides, said he,

to put an end to our remonstrances, it must have been

all a mistake
;

it was so dusk that we had lost sight of

her position ;
and she was probably all right, and we,

no doubt, all wrong in our conjectures as to her having
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foundered. It was of no use arguing with him. We
were firmly convinced that the unfortunate ship had

gone down, as all of us were looking in her direction

and saw her distinctly only a few seconds before her

disappearance. The quartermaster on duty, whose

attention was in no way taken up with the refitting

of the wreck, afterwards corroborated our statements

and ideas as to the end of the unlucky vessel. He

expressed no opinion then, for he did not feel himself

called to express a different view of the question

from the captain. Everyone agreed that there was

not a creature on the decks anywhere when the two

ships were in collision, with one exception, and that

was the above-mentioned petty officer, who declared

that he saw, just before she dropped so far astern as

to render her wheel invisible, a man running up on

deck from below to the after-part. If this were so,

it would account for her sails filling again.

The whole affair was shrouded in mystery, and we

never discovered anything about her. To this day I

know not what was her name, her country, or whither

she was bound, and probably never shall. When we

arrived in the East Indies, two months after this affair,

the captain made no inquiries respecting the fate of the

ship, and I subsequently discovered forbade his officers

speaking about her to any one ashore or afloat. He
could not stop our tongues, however, and for a long

time this strange occurrence was the fruitful source of

conversation. After the first shock, the imaginative
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young ladies launched out into all manner of romantic

notions with respect to her. There was much ground

for speculation and discussion, although we could learn

nothing fresh thereby. Had the ship, having sprung a

leak, been deserted by the crew while becalmed on the

line, and then the unfortunate seamen, considering

they had no time '

to shorten sail/ abandoned her with

all sail set ? and had a breeze subsequently sprung up

and driven her in her wild unguided career over the

trackless sea, until she fell athwart our hawse and so

met her destruction ? Was it so ? or had the crew

risen in mutiny against the captain and officers, and,

after binding or murdering them, abandoned themselves

down between decks to drunken dissipation, and,

revelling in unwonted freedom from control, left the

ship to take care of herself? If what the quarter-

master stated he saw really took place, the last

was the more probable supposition. But whether this

was the case, or whether the fresh water had given

out and the ship's company had taken to the boats,

as I have stated, we never discovered.

The whole affair was inexplicable, one of those

unsolved mysteries that sometimes come across the path

of those wayfarers who
'

go down to the sea in ships,

that do business in great waters.' How many a

gallant bark has left a foreign port with a crew all full

of life, and looking forward to the day when the white

cliffs of old England would gladden their eyes, and the

warm pressure of the hand of loved ones cheer their
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hearts, before they again encounter the perils and

hardships of a sea life ! and then what do we hear ?

It is known that she sailed out of port one morning with

a favouring breeze, the crew, rousing up the harbour

echoes with their capstan song, causing many an exile

on shore to heave an envious sigh at the good luck

which takes them home, but leaves him still to pine in a

foreign land. But then days and weeks lengthen out

into months, and we read in the papers how at Lloyds'

the insurance on the missing ship has been raised to an

ominous figure. Still no tidings reach the anxious

home of sorrowing friends, and gradually sickening

hope gives place to fell despair ;
and hearts fail

;
and

mayhap one, true and constant, whose happiness is

wrapped up in the welfare of him whose body, tossed

hither and thither on the cruel waves, has long, long

ago been food for the fishes, slowly breaks
;
and the

poor young wife, so lately full of love and pride, is borne

to an early and untimely grave in a quiet country

churchyard, far from him she loved so well in life.

This, perhaps, was one of those mysteries of the

deep. Although the captain acted wrongly, as I think,

on this occasion, my readers must not infer that he

was unfeeling. Far from it, he was very kind to his

crew, and always bore a character as a humane man
;

but it was clearly his duty to lower a boat, or rather to

return on the track of the stranger, and if he could not

make her out in the darkness, to lie by the spot where

she was last seen till morning would enable him to
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prosecute his search. He was right as to the weather
;

for it soon came on to blow a gale of wind, and we

were under double-reefed topsails before midnight.

Although much strained, the Amphitrite made little

water, and we repaired our damages aloft, and were

soon all right again. On arriving in port the ship had

her '

top-sides
'

looked to and repaired, and all signs

of the
'

collision at sea
' were effaced.
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A RIDE THROUGH THE MALLEE.

IN the winter of 1851 I was making a long journey

on horseback along the back settlements of Australia.

My route lay through what is called the riverine

district, or that, namely, which is drained by the

Murrumbidgee, the Darling, and their tributaries, which

fall into the Murray below Swan Hill. The whole of

this vast region is even yet very thinly peopled, being

occupied by sheepruns and cattle-stations
;

and only

on the main lines of road to the principal towns are

there any inns, and these generally twenty, or even

more, miles apart ; so that the traveller is dependent

on the hospitality of the squatter whose station he

may happen to reach at nightfall.

I had been some week* on my journey when I

arrived and spent the night at a station of a Mr. Scott,

situated on a branch of the Murray which left the main

stream some thirty miles higher up, and again joined it

about the same distance below. The station was about

twenty-five miles from Swan Hill on the main river,

in the neighbourhood of which place a friend resided

whom I wished to visit, and where I intended to rest
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my horse for a few days, before proceeding on towards

South Australia, whither I was bound. But, upon

mentioning my design to Mr. Scott, that gentleman

informed me that the country I would have to pass

over, if I went as I intended doing by the direct route

across, was so difficult, and the danger of being lost in

the Mallee scrub so great, that he would urgently

advise me to go round by the dray road down the

branch/ although doing so would entail an additional

thirty miles. Only a month before, he added, one of

his men had left his run to go to Swan Hill, and was

never afterwards heard of, and no doubt existed but

that he had got entangled in the scrub and perished

there miserably.

I knew the dangers of these formidable scrubs only

too well
;
but my horse was so utterly leg-weary that

I was very loth to ride him the additional distance.

I had a compass, and knew, from a map I carried,

the bearings of the country and its rivers, and was,

besides, well aware that it was ignorance on these

points which generally caused men to perish when

lost. Still, it was a risk to run, and I was therefore

much pleased when, in the course of the evening, my
host ascertained that a man was that night staying

in his kitchen who was going over to Swan Hill the

next day, and who knew the road through the dangerous

and scrubby portion well, as he had often passed

over it, having at one time been a shepherd on the next

run. I went and spoke to this man, who, I found,
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had a horse, with which he was travelling the country

during the sheep-shearing season, which was shortly

about to commence in that district, and we agreed to

start together.

But, though man proposes, God disposes ;
and so

it proved in the present case. We had not gone

more than a mile or two on our journey, when a

messenger came galloping after us to request my
return. One of Mr. Scott's men, when roping the cows

for milking, had been gored and tossed by one of

the animals. The nearest medical man was thirty

miles off, and as he had ascertained in the course of

conversation that I was of that profession, he had sent

after me
;
and I therefore left my companion to pursue

his journey alone.

After attending to the injured man, whom I found

suffering from severe but not mortal hurts, I took

advantage ofmy unexpected stay to visit the blacks' camp,

near the head station huts. I had always taken great

interest in these poor creatures, and, wherever I could

do so, had made inquiries into their condition and

treatment by the white men
;

and the result of my
investigations was a profound pity for the former, and

indignation against some of the latter, for their cruel

neglect of, or barbarous behaviour to, the defenceless

aborigines, whose hunting-grounds had been rendered

useless by the myriads of sheep and cattle introduced,

which had utterly driven away the kangaroo and

emu, upon which they had principally depended for
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food
; and, while their main sources of subsistence

were thus destroyed, not the slightest attempt at

compensation had been made by the powerful

aggressors, who shot down mercilessly any tribe

which, impelled by hunger, dared to touch a single sheep

or cow of the vast herds and flocks around them. So

often had this been done during the ten or fifteen

years that the country had been occupied previous

to my vis't, that, stinted in their food, destroyed by
the guns of the settlers, and scourged by the diseases

which always break out when two antagonistic races

are for the first time brought into immediate contact,

a few families of blacks only now remained, collected in

groups along the principal watercourses, the fish of

which, \vith the opossums of the neighbouring woods,

afforded their only subsistence.

There were many exceptions, however, to this

frequent cruelty and injustice amongst the squatters.

Not a few settlers thought that they owed something

in return for the country they occupied and derived

wealth from, and did not grudge an occasional sheep

or bullock, or a few blankets yearly, to the original

possessors. Mr. Scott was one of these.

When the district was first settled, he was one of the

very few amongst the ' overlanders '

(as the parties first

coming from the older settlements were termed) who

refrained from shooting down the aborigines for slight

causes. Blacks disturb and frighten the cattle, for the

latter dislike the scent of the natives, and always flee
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when they perceive it on the breeze
;

and upon this

wretched plea, and because they would spear a bullock

or kill a sheep, if they had a chance of doing so, some

of the squatters' men considered themselves justified

in shooting them. Against this horrible doctrine and

practice Mr. Scott boldly protested, asserting that the

lives of these poor creatures were as precious in the

sight of God, and should be so in the sight of man, as

those of their murderers
;
and on this account he had

long been unpopular with his neighbours. But years

had passed since then, and the remaining blacks now

dwelt in peace in their miamis by the huts of the

settlers, resigned to their fate, and, as was thought,

never dreaming of revenge.

I have done what I could for them, and so has

my wife,' said Mr. Scott, as we walked down in the

afternoon to the camp ;

l but what can one man do

against the general indifference on the subject of

these poor creatures' claims on us ? When He
maketh inquisition for blood, there will be a fearful

account against us, I fear. True, there are "
pro-

tectors" appointed by Government, missionaries who

get a few together and try to teach them the cardinal

doctrines of the Gospel; but what success can they

expect ? and what a mockery this must seem to the

blacks themselves, to spend money upon food for

their souls, and they naked and starving ! Mr. R
,

who speaks their language well, was here last month,
and I endeavoured to persuade my blacks to come up
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to the huts and hear him preach. They had heard

him once before when he came, but now they refused
;

they knew the Government had appointed these

protectors to teach them, hut they replied,
" What

for ? gubbernor (the governor) no gib it flour, no

gib it blanket. No can listen
;

too much cold, too

much hungry ;
no good that one \"' 1

Such was Mr. Scott's rather one-sided and exag-

gerated statement. He also informed me that, by a

little management and humouring their caprices, he

had at last made most of his blacks very useful
;

several of them acted as shepherds and stockmen,

and for three shearing seasons past he had employed

no white men to wash his sheep; it had been done

entirely by the aborigines. In fact, it only required

a little care and tact, he said
; but, instead of his

example being followed, he was only laughed at by
the neighbouring squatters.

In a few minutes we reached the camp, which was

pitched on the bank of the creek, and consisted of a

dozen or so of the usual miamis, composed of sheets

of bark placed on end and overlapping each other,

forming merely sloping screens between the fires and

the wind. The yelling of the innumerable curs

which always haunt the vicinity of an Australian

camping ground greeted our approach, and Mr. Scott

1 The writer refers to a state of things long since past. Even in

the earliest times cruelties on the part of squatters or settlers were

sternly dealt with by the Government if discovered.
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received a cordial welcome from old and young. I

could perceive that he was really beloved by them,

for there was no mistaking the expression which

lighted up the faces of all he spoke to. He wished

to procure a guide for me from their number,

and introduced me as his friend, and, moreover, a

' docdoo.' When they heard this, they brought me to

several of their number who were suffering in various

ways, but principally from European diseases. I

always carried a small supply of drugs, and Mr. Scott

had a good medicine-chest; so I prescribed for all.

Under a miami, gasping for breath, with two of his

ribs fractured and his lungs injured, lay a tall powerful

black, named by the settlers Billy the Bull
;

and

certainly there was something bovine in his aspect.

He wished me to make a number of incisions along

his back (their method of bleeding), but I told him

I had a better plan, and prepared his arm for

venesection. The scene which ensued was a curious

one. The whole tribe gathered round, and when the

vein was opened and the blood streamed forth, a

general yell of surprise broke from all, and the lubras

(women) began to wail and fling their arms about,

as they danced round me and my patient, who got

desperately frightened, as I perceived, by the almost

total cessation of the flow
;
Mr. Scott laughed at his

fears, and, with a great effort, he roused his courage,

and, frowning ferociously at the lubras, he ordered

them to be silent and go away. They obeyed the
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first command
;
but curiosity was too strong for the

second, and they contented themselves by revolving

round us with a silent pantomimic action, expressive

of consternation at the temerity which allowed the

' white fellow
'

to act thus. The operation, however,

afforded such instant relief that, when I had bandaged

his ribs, and he found he could again draw breath

without pain, he exercised his newly-recovered power
of lungs so formidably against the disobedient lubras

who had so frightened him before the white man,

that they scampered off in all haste, fearful, after

this exhibition of my skill, lest my powers extended

to a complete restoration of the strength of my patient,

of whom they evidently stood in great awe. When
I had done all I could, Mr. Scott told them that he

should want one of them to guide me through the

Mallee scrub district next day, and we then returned

to the huts.

In the course of the evening, however, upon Mr.

Scott inquiring from them who was to go with me,

one and all flatly refused, much to that gentleman's

surprise and vexation. All urging and offers of

reward proved vain
;

the reason they gave for the

refusal being, that they feared the man who went

with me would be waylaid and killed by the '

warrigal
'

blacks a term used to signify their enemies of

neighbouring tribes. I assured Mr. Scott that the

thing did not matter : I had no fear, with my compass

and map, but what I could steer a straight course,

II
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and get through easily enough. Accordingly, next

morning I saddled my horse, ready for a start; but

before mounting, I went down alone to see my black

patients of the previous day. I found Billy devouring

a substantial breakfast of mutton, which had been

sent down to one of the lubras who was ill, but

which Billy the Bull had appropriated to himself, as

he entirely differed from me on the question of low

diet, which I had ordered. When warned on the

subject of fever, he replied :

'You gib it me plenty pyzzick that one make

um all right ;

' and in this respect he resembled too

many civilised men, who find it less easy to restrain

their appetites than to remedy the ill effects arising

from yielding to them by medicine. I took the hint,

however, and, just before starting, mixed him a few

grains of tartar emetic, to neutralise the mutton. He

laughed as he swallowed the tasteless draught, and

inquired whether he might always eat as much mutton

as he liked, providing he took a dose of that harmless

stuff. I said yes ;
and Billy thought he had made

an excellent bargain. He altered his mind, however,

after I left him, and abstinence was discovered the

better plan, particularly when he found that Mr.

Scott rigidly refused to let him have the chops unless

he also swallowed the antidote.

An excited, noisy conversation was going on, and

I fancied it related to the question of whether any
one should go with me, and that there was a
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difference of opinion. One very good-looking black,

called Rowan, brought me a child who had that

morning received a deep gash in one of his feet from

striking it against a broken glass-bottle when running ;

and, as it required sewing up, I drew out my pocket-

case for a needle. When the man saw these

preparations he trembled, and, when the steel entered

the flesh, actually burst into tears and turned his head

away. And yet I was told by those on the station

who knew him well, that that same man who could

not bear, unmoved, to see a child's wound dressed,

and whose doting fondness for it was remarked by
all (which was the more singular as the boy was not

his own, but a half-breed), was notoriously the most

remorseless of his tribe, sparing neither women nor

children in their attacks on their enemies
;
and after-

wards it was discovered that this sensitive black had,

in company with others, been guilty of several murders

of white men.

He seemed very grateful to me, however, and asked

a great number of questions, the replies to which were

listened to with much attention by the rest. It so

happened that I had, besides an ordinary bush-riding

costume, a military-looking cloak, and a cloth cap with

glazed peak and straps and brass buttons. This cap

seemed to take their fancy wonderfully; and, as it

much resembled those worn by the dreaded border

troopers, I was asked more than once if I were not
'

belongin' to p'lice.' Their desire to know all about
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me was great where I came from, where going to,

how long I intended staying at Swan Hill, and why
I did not go round by the road after they had refused

to guide me. They assured me I would be lost in the

scrub
;

but I showed them my compass, and said

I did not fear. At the time I thought they were

merely gratifying their well-known curiosity regarding

strangers by these questions ;
but their motive was

deeper, and I little thought that my life depended on

the nature of the replies I should make.

I bade them good-bye, and moved off; but Rowan

called after me to wait a moment, and, after a brief

energetic speech to the rest, he announced his intention

of guiding me, despite the '

warrigal blackfellows/

provided Mr. Scott would lend him his gun to defend

himself, and to shoot some game on his way back.

I was to ask Mr. Scott for it, and he, Rowan, would

wait for me at the corner of the paddock. He then

rapidly made his preparations, all the time carrying on

a most animated conversation with the others, in

their usual vociferous style, which is calculated to make

strangers to them think they are quarrelling, when, in

fact, they are perhaps merely relating some trifling

incident, or discussing some common-place matter.

Mr. Scott was much surprised when I told him the

man's offer.

'Well, why hasn't he come up to the hut for

his breakfast before starting ? I said whoever went

was to do so, and to get some tobacco as well.
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But they take curious notions into their heads at

times.'

' Do you think/ I said,
l there is any foundation for

their fears of the warrigal blacks ?
'

'

Well, you heard what they said yesterday when I

asked how Billy the Bull got his hurt. Neither he nor

Rowan belong to my blacks
; they came over from

Ganawarra, on the Murray, yesterday afternoon, only

an hour or so before we saw them. The Ganawarra

blacks and mine are on friendly terms, and these

two men have spent more of their time here lately.

In coming through the Mallee they were suddenly

attacked, they said, by their enemies, and Billy got

his ribs broken by a waddy, and would have been

killed had not two white men on horseback made their

appearance, upon which the hostile blacks fled.'

'
It is strange/ I said,

' that they never meddle with

the white men travelling through the bush, with such

opportunities as they possess of despatching solitary

pedestrians, and even horsemen, and with such motives

for revenge as they have.'

'

They are too frightened/ he replied :

'

thoroughly

cowed by the severe treatment they have already

received, they know that no mercy would be shown

them if they attempted anything of the kind
;

' and he

handed me the gun, which was a double one, loaded

with swan-shot in one barrel and ball in the other.

' You had better carry it yourself if you have any fear/

he added
;

' but you may depend no blacks, warrigal or
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otherwise, will meddle with you.' And we shook

hands and parted. How mistaken Mr. Scott was in his

notions will be seen. The avowed object of Rowan

in coming with me was to save me from being

slaughtered by the parties lurking in the scrub,

made up of individuals from various tribes, who had

combined together for the purpose. It was afterwards

ascertained that this had been going on for two or

three years undiscovered, as they took care only to

attack strangers going to distant parts, or friendless

shepherds, or men travelling from station to station

looking for work, and who might disappear from the

earth in great numbers without suspicion being excited,

none knowing whither they went or where they came

from. Information is sent from tribe to tribe with

surprising rapidity, the blacks lurking about the head

stations and out-station huts acting as spies for

procuring information from the unsuspicious traveller,

who, knowing their characteristic curiosity respecting

all passers-by, answers their questions without reserve

none dreaming of danger.

In utter ignorance of all this, I followed my guide,

to whom I handed the gun, and who also carried his

bundle of spears. Our road lay, for the first three

or four miles, through open timber and across small

plains, here and there blended with the Mallee, which,

beginning in detached clumps, gradually extended into

larger patches, until at last it monopolised the whole

country. This Mallee is a small species of the
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Eucalyptus, and can hardly be called a tree, although

it is large to be termed a shrub, being ten to fifteen

feet high, growing together closely, just allowing a

horseman to wind his way through ;
and the densest

scrubs are relieved at intervals by openings, forming

plains larger or smaller. These plains are what too

often lure men to destruction, when wandering in the

labyrinth. The sensation produced by being pent up
in this scrub, able only to see the sky overhead,

with no air circulating, nothing visible but the same

monotonous brown stems that you keep passing

through hour after hour, is so intolerable, that the

first glimpse of light showing an opening promising

deliverance is hailed with joy ;
and it requires resolu-

tion which few men possess to resist the temptation,

and keep on in the direction which they had selected

as the right one, and which, whether the right one or

not, as regards their particular destination, will at

last, if adhered to, bring them out, if they only keep

to it long enough. But no
; they turn aside, enter the

plain it may be miles in circumference, or it may be

the first of a series which tempts them on, farther

and farther, into the heart of the wilderness
; and, if

their knowledge of the country around is only local,

their doom is sealed. Again they enter the scrub

again to be tempted from it by the same fatal snare.

Thus wandering in one dreary round, I once aided to

look for a man lost in a patch not exceeding fifteen

miles in length by ten in breadth
;
and we found his
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body, after the blacks had tracked him for scores of

weary miles, not more than one mile and a half from

the hut which he had left ten days before, and from

which he had never been at any time more than a few

miles away.

II.

As I followed my guide I endeavoured to enter into

conversation with him, but he had suddenly become

very taciturn, which he accounted for by saying that

his head ached, or, to use his own term,
' Cobra plenty

sore
;

'

and, upon looking, I observed that he had tied

a string tightly round it. When we were still in the

timber, but near the edge of the Mallee, I noticed him

peering between the trees, and presently he gave a

cooey, and another black approached us. The two

stopped and conversed together for some minutes ; and

as I knew the general direction of our route, I was

about to ride on, but Rowan asked me not to go

without him. I turned, therefore, and came up to them,

and, in offering some tobacco, was instantly struck by

the aspect of the two men. Rowan told me his

countryman was gathering emu's eggs and looking for

opossums ;
but I very much doubted the fact when I

saw the peculiar expression of his eye. He was

evidently in a condition of suppressed excitement

about something or other, and Rowan's demeanour
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also betrayed emotion
;

but I did not for a single

moment suspect that I was in any way concerned

in it. I concluded that some affair of importance

to themselves or tribe, some danger threatening, or

revenge to be followed up, occupied their thoughts.

I was well acquainted with them by this time,

and I knew the calm, indifferent manner with which

the Australian black usually sets about doing any

ordinary thing. I had spent days in succession in

the bush in their company, shooting or botanising, or

witnessing their modes of procuring game. In short,

I had seen much of them under different circumstances,

and had remarked that when any emotion was passing

through their minds their eyes were almost certain to

betray the fact, by their unsteady, glistening glances,

and that the close observer could always read the

cunning, greed, fear, or treachery lurking behind.

Thinking little of the circumstance, I turned and

rode down to drink at a water-hole which there skirted

our path, and in a few minutes Rowan joined me,

saying that he would go first always, to show the

way, and that I must follow him a few yards behind.

After going another mile or so he began to sing, and

soon was shouting a corrobbory song at the top of

his voice.

'Why, Rowan/ said I, 'where is your headache

now ?
'

'

Oh, all gone !

' he said, without stopping or looking

round; 'that one black fellow carry bottle rum
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gib me some ! All right now Cobra
;

' and again he

raised his song, beating the bushes as he passed along.

Much astonished at this information, I asked where any

black could obtain spirits in that lonely bush
;
and he

replied that the man had the day before exchanged

emu's eggs, and a turkey he had shot, for rum, at the

inn fifteen miles off. That such an exchange was

possible I knew
;

but that any black could keep a

bottle of rum two days, without its being drunk by

himself or friends, seemed to me so incredible that

a vague suspicion came over me as I observed Rowan

dancing along, always keeping in front, and always

checking me if I showed any intention of preceding

him. Sometimes he would relapse into silence, and

again break out, accompanying his voice with blows

on the trees whenever we were passing through the

belts of Mallee. Thus we went for some miles more,

until we came to a range, on the other side of which

there was a creek with two or three water-holes.

Halting half-way down this range, and holding out his

arm to stop my horse, he, without turning his head

(and the persistent manner in which he kept in front,

and his face always turned from me, had forcibly struck

me at last), said, in a low voice

' Hold on ! You see that one creek ? Mine tink

duck sit down there !

'

' There are no ducks there, Rowan/ I said
;

'

it is

getting late
; push ahead.'

'

Stop !

' he said, barring my way ;

'

stop ! 'spose no
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duck, there plenty lobster
;

l
I go fetch some. You

hold on a bit.'

Decidedly, I thought, this man is tipsy ;
and yet,

impossible ! We have come many miles. The fumes

of the spirit must have evaporated. I watched him

uneasily as, stooping and screening himself by a long

fringe of bushes which ran down to the creek, he crept

forward. Vexed by the delay, I was about to ride

on at all hazards
; but, observing this, he made an

imperative gesture, and actually levelled his gun at

me. I thought it best to stop ;
and he then went on

and disappeared in the bed of the creek. The range

I was on was free from scrub generally, and timbered,

and, by dismounting and shifting my position, I could

watch his antics, unseen myself. The water-hole was

about a hundred yards from where I stood, and round

this he walked several times, looking down at the

water, and now and then darting a spear in
;
but he

got no lobsters. He then suddenly stopped at the foot

of a large tree, and began walking round it, looking up

into its boughs as if h,e saw something there, and again

singing his song, and calling to me to come along.

When I got down he trotted on in front, as usual,

our path now leading between a belt of reeds, which

bordered the creek (along which we were to go for

some distance) on one side, and the Mallee, which

had recommenced, on the other. We had still some

1 A species of crayfish, so called by the settlers, inhabiting the

waters of the interior.
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miles more of this scrub to pass through ;
but from

this creek there was a dray-track, which rendered my

guide's services more needless
;

and I had got so

disgusted with his monotonous song, and his strange

behaviour altogether, that I determined to ride on and

leave him. Just as we were ascending from the creek,

however, the scrub being some twenty yards from us,

and winding along like a wall, I heard the cry of a

very curious bird which inhabits it, of which I had

long desired to procure a specimen, and this cry was

answered by another, apparently some distance farther

on. I pulled up and asked Rowan to go in and try

and shoot it for me
;
but he refused. I then asked him

to lend me the gun ;
but this request he also refused,

on the plea that it was '

picaninny daylight
'

/>., that

the day was short, and we had no time to lose. I told

him I did not want him any longer, and that he might

now turn back
;
but he paid no attention to me. Angry

at his unreasonable conduct, I put spurs to my horse

and was cantering past him, but he was after me in a

moment, and, as the track was narrow just at that spot,

he succeeded in intercepting me before I could get my
horse into speed, shouting at the same time with such

vehemence for me to come back, that, astonished and

irritated, I demanded what he meant by such behaviour.
' What for you pull away, like it that ?

' he said,

angrily,
' No good ;

that one stupid white fellow you !

'

Then, observing my look of surprise, he checked his

vehemence, and added more calmly,
'
I say, look here !
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Always/ and he laid his hand on my knee impressively,

as he repeated the word,
'

always you let 'um blackfellow

fust time pull away; then whitefellow coru bailee' (follow).

His face was turned up to me as he spoke, and for the

first time that day, since leaving the station, I had a

full view of it
; and, as I sat on my horse and looked

down into his eyes, I saw there, not the artificial

stimulus produced by spirits, but something else which

filled me with an undefinable feeling of alarm. What
was the exact meaning of the expression which glittered

in those yellow orbs, with their dark, dilated pupils, I

could not fathom
;
but one thing I felt instinctively,

viz., that I read in them danger of some kind hovering

near. There was a wild gleam of excitement, mingled

with expectation, and apparently apprehension, as,

avoiding my fixed look, they roved round the limited

landscape of reeds and scrub, which could not be

mistaken
; and, quick as lightning, there flashed upon

my memory all the events of the preceding thirty-six

hours, each one trifling in itself, but, combined, forming

a chain of evidence which overwhelmed me with the

conviction that I had run into deadly peril. The

refusal of all the blacks to guide me, the scene at the

camp, and the questions put as to my journey and the

locality of my future stay, all recurred to me. I

recalled my conversation with Mr. Scott, which, indeed,

I had several times thought of as I rode along; and a

suspicion, amounting to conviction, that the man

supposed to have been lost had in reality been killed
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on his journey, seized me, and that, too probably, that

dismal scrub had witnessed other similar scenes of

bloodshed and revenge. A sickening dread came over

me, as I expected every moment the deadly spears of

the lurking savages would come whizzing from their

cover and transfix me as I sat. I put up a fervent

prayer to the Almighty that He would guard me from

all danger, and then I grew a little calmer. During the

few moments these thoughts were passing through my
mind with electric speed, Rowan had again gone ahead,

and I followed, trying to think composedly ;
for I

confess that the shock of this sudden and terrible

suspicion had quite unnerved me, for I was unarmed,

and could make no resistance. I reflected, however,

that the only object of my guide could be to save me,

if possible. Were I killed, I should be missed, and he

would be held responsible. I saw now that the

meeting with the black was not accidental, and that

the device of pretending that he had drunk some spirits

had been adopted in order to account for what would

otherwise appear to be the strangeness of his conduct,

in shouting and singing as he did, doubtless to warn

any straggler out of the way ;
and that his behaviour

at the water-hole, where a party was lurking watching

us, was a signal agreed upon to intimate that I was to

pass by unmolested.

I was somewhat reassured by these reflections ;

still, I could not but move on in great trepidation. I

happened to have had given me by Mr. Scott a copy of
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an English newspaper, which I now pulled out and

pretended to read
;

an act which accounted for my
dismounting and leading my horse, or rather allowing

him to walk alongside me, so that I might be screened

by his body from any spear which might be hurled

from the scrub on my right, reeds margining the creek

being on my left. Suddenly I remembered my intended

companion of the preceding day, and an intense anxiety

to ascertain whether he had been allowed to pass

unmolested took possession of me. The black had

conducted me, hitherto, by a different route from that

which we would have followed together; but I knew

the man must pass over this dray-track we were then

on, for Mr. Scott had described it to me, and mentioned

it as leading from a station ten miles above him to the

plains bordering the Murray. Until reaching the spot

where we now were, several routes might be selected

by those who knew the country; but, as this creek led

direct through six miles of the densest scrub, there

was no other way possible for drays than by skirting

its banks.

It was a road seldom trod, even by pedestrians ;

probably not more than half-a-dozen drays in the course

of a year would pass along it, and perhaps two or

three times a week a horseman. There had been heavy
rain some days before, so that any tracks made since

would be plainly visible; and when, looking down, I

saw the hoof-marks of a horse, evidently of recent date,

and I traced its course with feverish interest, Rowan

12
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seemed to think that his conduct required explanation ;

and, after walking on awhile, he suddenly stopped, and,

in his imperfect English gave me to understand that,

if I rode on first, any lurking warrigal blacks seeing

me would, from the cap I wore, take me for one of the

police, and, being alone, might be tempted to spear me.

I pretended to believe him
;
but I knew, as well as he

did himself, that his enemies, after making the asserted

attack of the previous day, would never wait in the

neighbourhood of the occurrence. I asked him if it

had happened there, and he said yes, a little farther on.

I could perceive that he immediately became conscious

of the mistake he had made
; for, had two white men

on horseback really come up at the time, as Rowan had

told Mr. Scott, their tracks would be still visible. My
glance fell on the road

; only one track was there to

be seen
; and, as I raised my eyes, they met those of

the black, and I became immediately aware that, by

my own folly in thus betraying my knowledge of his

falsehood, I had infinitely increased my peril. I tried

to walk on unconcernedly, and to look unconscious,

pretending to read my paper, under cover of which 1

observed him from time to time casting furtive glances

at me from beneath his shaggy brows
;

and the

expression in his eye made my heart sink within me.

Evidently he feared that I had guessed the truth, and

that I would, as soon I reached any station, tell my
suspicions, and denounce him and his tribe as murderers

of the white men
;
and full well he knew what would
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follow. Every instant I expected that the savage,

obeying the impulse of the moment, and impelled by

the desire to screen himself and countrymen from

destruction, would suddenly halt and shoot me with

the gun he held. Never shall I forget the agony of

those moments.

The Mallee, or scrub, in general came pretty close to

the creek, but sometimes receded for fifty or a hundred

yards, forming small plains, which were, however,

thickly dotted with clumps or islands of bushes, amongst

which the road wound. Such spots were admirably

adapted for an ambush, as these bushes afforded con-

cealment for any lurking party. Suddenly, in passing

through one of these, I noticed that the track I was

watching terminated in two deep marks, as if made

by the sliding hoofs of a horse abruptly pulled up by

its rider, and that afterwards it swerved towards the

creek, the ground being trampled and deeply indented

here and there, as if by the continued plunging of

the animal amongst the bushes. Like one fascinated, I

looked at these terrible indications of the death-struggle

which I was convinced had there taken place. I knew

that the black was watching me
;
but it seemed as if

I had no power, for the moment, to turn my eyes away.

'What name, that one?' he said, pointing to the

marks and fixing his glaring eyes upon me meaning

to ask me what I thought had caused them. I answered

as composedly as I could, but my voice and features

must have betrayed the agitation within, that it seemed
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as if the horse had suddenly commenced buckjumping,

and perhaps had thrown his rider.

The black laughed. 'Yes, big one buckjump/ and

then added,
' You know that fellow ? ride 'urn this one

yarrowman (horse)?' I replied that I had seen him

the previous day, and that I was about to ride with him

to the Murray, when Mr. Scott sent back for me. I

hoped that the mention of Mr. Scott's name would

recall to the black's recollection the little acts of kindness

I had done, and remind him that if anything happened

to me that gentleman would soon know or suspect it
;

for I felt that my life hung, as it were, by a thread.

It was evident that Rowan had not been aware until

then that I had started to accompany this man, against

whom he commenced to inveigh with great vehemence,

working himself up into a pitch of unbounded fury as

he described, partly in his broken English, but often

in his own language, this man's doings. I have

mentioned before that he had been a shepherd on a

neighbouring station : and it seemed, from Rowan's

account, that he had resided in the district for some

years after its first settlement, and distinguished himself

by his atrocious usage of the unfortunate blacks. He
had long been absent from that part of the country,

however, and was only now returning for a temporary

visit, for the purpose of shearing. But the blacks had

neither forgotten nor forgiven him
;
and no sooner was

he recognised than they determined on revenge. My
feelings may be imagined as I listened to the infuriated
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savage as he denounced this miserable man, whose body,

I had no doubt, lay in the adjacent Mallee, together

with that of his horse, which would be slain to avert

any chance of its leading to a discovery. My mouth

was parched ; but, although the creek was close by,

I dreaded to drink, lest I should be struck down as I

stooped. Presently, Rowan got calmer, and after a

halt of a few minutes by the waterside we resumed our

way again, the black walking slowly a little in advance

and to one side of me, sometimes halting abruptly and

then going on again. I saw plainly that a struggle was

going on in his mind, and I kept my eye fixed on him,

watching every movement and no longer pretending to

read. Most providential was it for me that, when the

blacks at the camp had particularly questioned me as

to whether my friend near Swan Hill expected my
arrival, I was able to answer yes; otherwise, I really

think I should never have reached my destination alive.

What the result would have been had this state of

things continued it is impossible to say. Certainly

there appeared at this juncture every likelihood that

I should have been added as another to the number

of victims whose bones were bleaching in that dismal

Mallee. Rowan's fingers were playing nervously about

the lock of his gun, while 1 was calculating my chances

if I put spurs to my horse and endeavoured to ride off,

risking the fire of both his barrels, which in that event

he would be certain to discharge after me. Most

earnestly did I offer up my supplications for deliverance
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from the formidable dangers by which I was compassed

about
;
and it pleased God to answer them

;
for suddenly

we heard behind us a great tramping of horses, and

soon a drove of them came in sight round a bend of

the road. In their rear appeared two or three men in

the dress of stockmen
;

but what instantly arrested

Rowan's attention was the sight of two others riding

abreast behind all. Only their heads could be seen,

and that indistinctly, from time to time, through the

moving crowd of horses which blocked up the road
;

but his quick eye had detected the blue caps of the

much-dreaded border police, and turning round, he

bounded forward swiftly, and disappeared in the Mallee.

My feelings of relief at this sudden and most

providential interruption may be imagined. The party

consisted of a squatter, whose station adjoined that of

my friend whom I was going to visit, and his two

men, who were bringing a number of horses he had

purchased higher up the river down to his run. The

two troopers were bound to Swan Hill, and had

accompanied the party, as they themselves did not

know the road through the Mallee.

Almost on the very day that I was passing through

this trying ordeal, it happened that some inkling of

what had been so long going on unexpected amongst

them was obtained by the squatters about Ganawarra.

The police were put upon the track, and it was

ascertained beyond a doubt that this system of secret

revenge for their real or fancied wrongs had been going
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on for years undetected. Upon promise that his life

should be spared, one of the younger men implicated

confessed, and led the police to the principal localities

where the murders had been perpetrated ;
and near

the banks of the creek which Rowan and I traversed,

hidden some hundreds of yards within the scrub, were

found the remains of some twenty-eight or thirty human

beings ;
but it was supposed that the total number of

the victims even exceeded this. The ringleaders in the

plot, which involved the principal members of several

tribes, were Rowan and Billy the Bull, who had, in

fact, received his fractured ribs by a blow from the

butt-end of the gun which the unfortunate shepherd

had carried, and with which he had defended himself

desperately, though fruitlessly, for a short time, until

overpowered by numbers. Most of the blacks, with

the ringleaders, took to the scrub, where they were

hunted and shot down by the border police.

Never shall I forget my ride through the Mallee, or

the signal mercy vouchsafed to me therein.
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THE GREEN BLIND.

AFTER we had seen all we wished to visit at Athens,

and got tired of the members of the Greek Parliament,

walking about in black velvet jackets and white linen

kilts, reading little newspapers just the size of a quarto

page for they are still as fond of l some new thing,' as

Paul says they used to be it was time to ride out to

see the country.

Next morning, therefore, the horses were brought

round early. One of them was a beautiful white

creature with reddish eyes, and he got frightened at a

gun fired in the street, and bolted away and away until

he was quite lost. Hours were spent before he was

secured, and when we mounted it was far too late to

ride
;
the sun was high, and it was a broiling day in

August. Still we set off, foolishly for young English-

men are always doing mad sort of things abroad
;
and

to be cool in our ride we did another rash deed took

off our coats and put on our night-shirts over all, tied

about with a red sash very romantic, no doubt, but

useless against a torrid sun-flame.

Long before we arrived at the plain of Marathon we
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were hot and thirsty, and stopped to breakfast under a

tree, and gorged water-melons, and then bathed : the

whole proceeding perfectly well calculated to cause a

raging fever at night.

A horrid night it was, too almost as hot as the day;

and there were we in a top room of a little house, with

all the wooden windows open, and mosquitoes crowding

in to the candle, and rats running over the floor (one

slept in my boot), and bats whisking by our cheeks,

and a fractious baby squalling below : insect tormentors

the most hungry, sly, and daring in the world.

Several times during the night we got up and 'spooned'

these bedfellows out of our blankets into the candle.

But new ones came, and just as many. I put each of

my bed-posts into a saucer with water, but we soon

discovered that they marched up the wall and across

the roof, and then dropped down on the bed. A

donkey brayed all night, too. We found it standing

in the morning beside another donkey that had

died.

However, we spent a week in visiting ruins, and

rivers, and battle-plains, and grand old castles, until,

at Athens again, we found that the steamer had

already called and had gone. How were we to get

away ?

The captain of a little English schooner, going for

pigs to Smyrna, agreed to take us as passengers, if

we could sleep on deck and feed on pickled pork :

so l

good-bye
'

at length to the Piraeus, and the soft
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breeze fills our sails for a cruise in the Grecian

Archipelago.

This was a somewhat tedious business, compared

with the rapid voyage of a steamboat
;

for the wind

took us here and there, round bays, and capes, and

islands without number, though many of their names

reminded us, over and over, of our schoolboy days.

This is the way we ' berthed ' when night came on. I

spread a greatcoat over one of the deck guns and crept

under, and slept on the boards for young bones are

soft, even if the boards they lie upon are hard enough.

In the pale early morn we jumped right over the

side, and after a swim ran about on deck, fighting

each other with buckets of water, supplied to each

combatant by the sailors, who laughed immensely at

this splashing duel.

When thus tired we ran aloft to get dry, and sat

sometimes an hour on the yard-arm, enjoying the cool

draught under the foot of the foretop-sail. One

evening the wind fell dead : it was a sullen calm, and

red streaks heaved on the swell towards where the

sun was going down. Boom ! went the hollow

sound of a great gun, and then another boom, and

then came a rattle of small arms.
' Not blank cartridge that,' said the captain.

' Ten

to one it's a pirate got some unfortunate vessel on

the other side of that island
'

which was quite near

us.

He was right : it was a Greek pirate that had
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attacked a merchant brig, but we did not see anything

at the time
;
and still the big guns boomed and the

musket volleys rattled with a whizzing
' thud ' and

splatter. We entreated the captain to let us take the

boat and pull round the cape to help in the fight,

or at any rate to 'see what was going on.' But the

skipper was far too cautious to let his only boat go

away, or any of his men, out of a little crew of

five.

Well, it ended in half an hour, and all was quiet;

and then a breeze carried us along to Smyrna, where

we told what we had heard, and an English war

steamer '

up steam ' and away, and caught the pirate

crew, and seven of them were hanged.

But we have not come to the '

green blind
'

yet. It

was at Smyrna, that beautiful city, smiling, sleeping on

the bright blue sea hills behind and around, and on

one quite close a stately cypress tree, by the tomb of

the brave, good Polycarp, who here was martyred for

the truth of that Gospel which he had learned from the

lips of the Apostle John.

A martyr's grave is it not a hero's grave ? one of

'God's heroes;' and yet there are many of those in

this bad, old world, yea, even in these later times
;
and

in our very town, where the martyrs burned in Smith-

field, there were blackened stones and ashes, dug up
not so long ago in front of St. Bartholomew's Hospital.

Why have we English not raised a 'martyrs' memorial'

in Smithfield, in honour and memory of the two
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hundred who there left earth for heaven, borne up in

the fiery chariot ?

The hotel at Smyrna overhung the rippling waves,

being supported on columns, and it was a lively bustling

house, with crowds of sea-captains, whose vessels

waited for the figs, just coming in. The first figs

brought to England each autumn get a 2O/. prize, so

the fast little clippers have a smart race for it. The

day we landed, the figs began to arrive long strings of

silent, patient, supple-looking camels, walking as softly

as cats, and glancing with large meek eyes at the

stream they may not stop to drink, while they stride

quietly over the pretty little bridge. Each camel had

two great bullock-skin bales of figs on his back, and so

they passed on in an endless row, night and day, and

all night again, until 4,000 of these '

ships of the

desert' (as the Arabs call them) had passed the Smyrna

gate. Then the noise in the hotel grew louder;

business had to be done, and the captains left off playing

billiards. It is a wonder how they ever had managed
to play at all with the balls so chipped with rough usage

that they were no longer round, but funny-looking

cubical nobs, that bounced about on a table without

any cloth.

It was in going back and forward along the crowded

open gallery of the hotel that I noticed a window in the

range of bedrooms closed not wide open, like all the

rest, to catch the delicious sea breeze. It was not only

closed, but a green blind was always drawn across,
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and you could not see through this. The door of the

room also was shut, and always shut. Sailors rushed

past it; Turkish porters, with copper-coloured legs bare

to the knee, and huge bundles on their brawny

shoulders; travellers trying to call
' waiter' and 'boots'

in the Sanskrit, and meantime carrying their own

luggage ;
all the busy world shouted, hustled, and

elbowed about : but that quiet window, that every one

brushed past, was always the same and the green

blind drawn close as before.

At length I asked,
' Whose is that room ?

'

but

nobody could understand me. They shook their

heads and passed on they had no time. I made

up my mind to try the door; and, timidly knock-

ing, without an answer I turned the handle and

walked in.

The room was darkish, compared with the glare

outside, and what I saw flashed thoughts through me

that are far better remembered than even the sight

which caused them.
1

Is it possible,' said I, inwardly,
'

that we travellers

have so often run carelessly past this door, with loud

and buoyant step, and the captains have rattled the

billiard-balls, and Turkish porters tramped heavy on

the balcony, and black Moors shouted in the fishing-

boats, while the crow of the cock, a dog's bark,

a woman's song, the boom of a ship's gun, the

cheery breeze, the bright sun, and the plash of

gladsome waves all these have been blended into
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busy merry life, while that poor fellow lay there so

still?'

It was a young man's face on the pillow, with light

hair, and blue eyes fixed on the ceiling ; they did not

even move when I spoke close to his sad, pale

cheek.

' Can I do anything for you, my friend ?
'

He could only move his head faintly, to mean l
no.'

How ill he looked ! Very slowly he gave me his history

in brief, and my ear had almost to touch his mouth to

hear the whisper.
'
I am an American

;
I am nineteen years old. My

father put me at college. He is a good man. I had

a home, and friends, and money. Bad companions

beguiled me. I took one thousand dollars. I disobeyed

my parents, and went to the theatre one night. I was

afraid to go home, and fled to Europe with two of my
companions. We travelled till our money was done.

I got ill here. My companions have left me. I am

dying of fever.'

No one to befriend or nurse him, but an old Turk

who comes once a day. No letters from his mother,

and his poor conscience in remorse and agony ! How
wretched he ! He would not tell his name, though I

tried every persuasion. He thanked me when I knelt

and prayed in a low voice. He listened, with the blue

eyes still fixed, when a Psalm was read, and thankfully

allowed me to leave the Bible with him, marked in fit

passages for a miserable sinner.
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But another gun fired from the steamer told me I

must hurry on board. What a change of scene from

the quiet room with the green blind to the crowded

deck, sprinkled now and then with drops from the

hissing steam-pipe.

There was additional excitement, too, just now.

They were waiting for two English passengers who

were still on shore. One was the Duke of
,
the

other Colonel
,

both fine young guardsmen.

Suddenly their dragoman rushed up the ladder, and

told how he and they had just been robbed. They had

gone about twenty miles off to see an old obelisk. A
dozen armed robbers dashed out of a cave. The

muleteers fled, and the two officers were cruelly

plundered of everything, even of coats and trousers,

and particularly of a ring which one had on his finger,

the gift of his mother.

So we left them to get some pasha to catch the

robbers; but nothing came of it after a fortnight's

search.

Then we steamed past Tenedos and Troy, with the

windmills turning swiftly, where once old Homer's

heroes had fought so hard. At the opening of the

Bosphorus every vessel has to stop and lower sails to

the castle. One refused to do this as we approached,

and we saw a puff of white smoke, and then plunge

went a ball into the sea. The vessel still sailed on,

and bang ! went another ball right between our masts,

and splashed the bows of the disobedient brig. It
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stopped after this. There are great cannon in the

fortress, cut out of the solid rock, which are loaded

with marble balls three feet in diameter.

The Turkish passengers sat on the upper decks of

our steamer, the women reclining on great mattresses,

and I noticed one Turkish lady carefully studying a

Moslem atlas. Her little boy had two black children,

slaves, one of whom was rather playful, and prattled

loudly. Suddenly a brother of the boy a great

man started up from his couch, and, seizing a

thick stick, lashed and flogged the wretched slave-

child, who crouched like a dog, and screamed most

piteously.

But all this passed like a dream before me. I saw

only dim flitting figures, and heard only confused

tingling sounds, for I, too, had now got the fever.

Steadily it advanced through my veins, and my fellow-

traveller also was seized with it. Both of us sat

listlessly powerless, and the beauteous scene even of

the Golden Horn at Constantinople utterly failed to

arouse us. We landed there, and, tottering with

giddiness, went straight up to our beds in the hotel.

I did not rise for three weeks. Leeched, and bled, and

often in delirium, it was a sad time indeed. But God

graciously brought both of us through this dangerous

trial, and life, flickering for days, began to blaze again.

A good doctor prescribed for us, and the Duke of

kindly visited our sick-beds
;
and often as I heard the

long-drawn cry of the Muezzins calling to Mohammedan
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prayer in the minaret of a neighbouring mosque, my

memory thought again of the friendless American in

the room with the green blind. The thought that

always would come up again was,
'

I ought not to have

left him alone to die.'

Weeks passed, and once again we were upon the

steamer leaving Constantinople, and on our way to

Palestine. Somehow it seemed as if things around all

looked new and different. Our souls had been spoken

to in the interval. A page of life had been turned,

and perhaps a new chapter had begun since last we

saw Smyrna ;
for now we come to the town again in

our voyage, but only for an hour or two's delay. Our

paddle-wheels stopped at last, and I leaped into a boat

to go ashore. Many of our fellow-passengers also got

in some for business, some to see the streets, some

for gleesome frolic
;

but I felt a strong and solemn

purpose, and as I fixed my eyes on the hotel, there was

the same green blind.

I thought how much more feelingly I could now

sympathise with the sick sufferer, and how much more

earnestly I could press him to look to Christ, Who had

been found so near and true a Friend in need to me.

The boat touched the shore. A dozen porters crowded

round as before. Bustle and noise around, and visitors

and servants jostling in the balcony, just as they were

weeks ago. Flags flew too
;
but there is one half-mast

high ; somebody dead to-day. I mounted the stairs in

three strides', and with beating heart opened the door
;

13
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and there he lay, just as before, with the long light

hair, and pallid cheek, and solemn smile, and one

hand stretched out clasping the Bible, now open

wide, and at a passage marked. But the blue eyes,

they were closed, the breath was still, and the spirit

had fled.
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THE MAORI'S PRESENT.

OF all the islands in the Pacific to which the Gospel

had been sent, New Zealand seemed for a long time

to profit least by the labours of its missionaries. At

a period when the inhabitants of Tahiti and the

adjacent islands had long before abolished the last

relics of their heathen condition, the Maoris, by nature

more rugged and ferocious, still retained many revolting

customs
;
and this was the case even up to the time

when the English Government formally took possession

of their islands for the purposes of colonisation.

Of late, however, great advances have been made,

and in spite of the struggle maintained between the

two races, the civilising and humanising influence of

Christianity has had its effect in sweeping away such

barbarisms as those recorded in the following sketch
;

and war itself, although still too prevalent, is carried

on with accessories less revolting, and in a milder

spirit than of old.

Many years ago it was in 1834, and I was a mere

boy at the time my father one day called me into the

house to be present at the opening of a small case
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which had been sent to him in Sydney, by Powarree,

a New Zealand chief. Upon going into the parlour

I found the whole family collected round the table on

which it had been placed ;
and while waiting for the

hammer and chisel, which had been sent for, much

curiosity was felt, and all kinds of guesses hazarded

as to the probable contents.

' Whatever can he have sent you, papa ?
'

said my
youngest sister Jane, as she stood on tiptoe, and passed

her hands over the box, as if the sense of touch would

reveal the mystery.
'
I think I know, papa/ said little Harry, who had

lately been reading Cook's Voyages,
' there will be

some mats and shells, and perhaps some weapons, such

as clubs.'

There was a laugh at Harry's expense, for the case

to hold all these things was only twelve inches by

eighteen.
' Clubs in that box ! Well done, Harry ! What do

you say it is, Mary ?
'

'
I think it is a case of pierri (dried banana) or fruit

of some kind, papa.'

Mary, a tall, delicate-looking girl of thirteen, was

born in Tahiti, and had a still vivid recollection of

the fruits of that glorious island, while her notions

of latitude and natural products were rather hazy.
1 Bananas in New Zealand ! what an idea !

'

said my
brother John. 'Why, I heard Captain Bicknell say

that nothing eatable grows there but fish and fern-root.
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He told me that he was ashore at one place for three

weeks, and it was fish and fern-root for breakfast,

fern-root and fish for dinner, and the only way to

get a change at supper time was to go to bed without

any ! Ask him ! there he is
;

' and he pointed to the

door, where a weather-beaten, middle-aged man, with

a good-tempered look, stood with his head projecting

into the room. This was the captain of the schooner

which had brought the case to Sydney.
' But they have pigs in New Zealand, Captain

Bicknell, haven't they ?
' shouted Harry.

'

Captain

Cook left some there ever so many years ago.'
1

Yes, Master Harry, plenty of them, and potatoes

too; but they happened to run short where I was.

You see the Maoris are much given to fighting, and

destroy each other's crops, and reduce one another

to starvation nearly sometimes. That was how it

happened we had only fish and fern-root.'

' Won't you come inside, Bicknell, and see what

Powarree has sent me?' said my father, who was now

busy removing the lid, while we children crowded

more closely round, each anxious to have the first peep.
1

Stay and take tea with us.'

' Thank you, Mr. B
,

I must be getting on board

again. Besides,' he added,
'
I think I know what it is.'

I was the nearest to the door, and the only one who
heard him

;
the din of the hammer prevented my

father catching the last words, and in a few moments

more the lid was partly raised. Harry, whose nose
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was poked forward close to the opening thus made,

started back, exclaiming
'

Talking of pigs why, it's a ham he has sent us !

I can smell it.'

This remark had a singular effect on my father.

He immediately ceased his efforts to remove the lid,

placed the tools on the table, and sat down. We
watched him in mute surprise, wondering at his sudden

gravity and silence
;
for only the moment before he

had been as curious and noisy, and as full of odd

speculations on the subject as the youngest present.

In a minute or two he started up, and went to the door

to speak to Bicknell
;

but the captain had gone.

Turning us all out of the room, my father then shut

himself up alone with the mysterious box
;

in a very

short time he came out again, closing the door behind

him.

'What is it, papa ?' we all asked.

'

Nothing for you boys and girls to see,' he said.

' Go out into the garden and play.' So saying he

locked the door, and, putting the key into his pocket,

led the way there
;
and for an hour he paced up and

down a secluded walk, evidently much perturbed in his

mind, and once I overheard him exclaim
'

Lord, lay not this sin to my charge !

'

When he re-entered the house, he gave me a note

to take to Bicknell, saying,
' You can stay on board,

and return with him, but tell him to be here at the time

I have mentioned. I will wait for him in the office.'
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I started off, determined to find out all about it from

the captain, whom I met at the wharf about to put off

in his boat. I gave him the note just as his son, a

young man of twenty-three, and who was the mate of

the vessel, and who had also been ashore, joined him.

'

Well, father, was Mr. B angry at your bringing

it ?
' asked the latter.

' He was out when I called first and left the box,

and when I went back he had all the children round

it
;
and I was sorry then I had not told him before.

But I saw he guessed what it was before he had

opened it. He is in a great way about it,' added

Bicknell, after reading the note,
' and no wonder. He'll

have no peace of mind (he says) unless I can assure

him '

I could not catch the rest of the sentence, as the two

men just then stepped into the boat, and looked round

for me.
' Are you coming aboard with us, my lad, or does

your father want you to go back directly ?
'

' He says I may stay and go back with you.'
'

Jump in then, and come along. Why, what a big

fellow you have grown ! It must be two years and

more since I saw you last. Been at school, I

suppose?' said the captain's son.

'

Yes, at boarding-school. But I heard you had

nearly lost the schooner, and ran a chance of being

eaten by the Maoris. Have you brought anything

for us this trip ?
'
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The worthy captain was a great favourite with his

owner's children, for he rarely made a voyage without

bringing a supply of South Sea Island curiosities,

which he procured from the American whalers visiting

New Zealand.
'

Oh, yes ! I will show them to you when we get

on board, and tell you all about it. Did your father

say anything to you about Philip, your old Maori

friend ?
'

' He said he had turned out a great rogue ;
but I

have not had any talk about him yet ;
I only came

home two days ago.'

This Philip, or Tomatu, as he was called by his

countrymen, was a young man, the son of a New
Zealand chief, who had sent him to spend some years

amongst the white men at Sydney. While there, he

had attracted much notice. He was very intelligent,

and, being placed in a school where he mixed with

English boys, he acquired a good education for a

Maori; and from his conduct great hopes were

entertained by those interested in the cause of the

evangelisation of his countrymen, that he might, in the

good providence of God, be the means of more

effectually conveying the Gospel, and its attendant

civilisation, into his own tribe, and through it into the

surrounding population, where as -yet but few mission

stations had been established. He spoke English well,

and his gentle demeanour, and the interest he appeared

to take in religious teachings excited sanguine hopes as
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to his future career
;
and when he left Sydney he carried

nearly two hundred pounds' worth of useful presents

with him, calculated to benefit his countrymen.

But these hopes were soon disappointed, and the

real truth made known that his pretended desire

to obtain the means and implements of civilisation,

his affected dislike to the fighting habits of his

countrymen, his religious professions, and apparent

peaceable disposition were but cloaks to cover his

real design (probably suggested to him by some

cunning old Maori amongst his relatives), which was

to obtain as large a quantity of arms and ammunition as

he possibly could. It was found that he had exchanged

everything for muskets and gunpowder ;
and news soon

arrived of his taking an active part in exterminating

warfare, wantonly provoked, and carried on with such

ferocity that he soon acquired, young as he was, a

formidable reputation on the coast. When in Sydney,

however, he was a great favourite with us, often joining

in our boating expeditions. But I remember that my
mother never could endure him, although he was not a

bad-looking fellow for a Maori
;
she seemed instinctively

to read his true character.
' He had a cruel eye/ she

said. But to return to the schooner.
1 What is in that box, Captain Bicknell ?

'

I asked,

when sitting together in the cabin at our tea.

1 Did not your father tell you himself?
'

f

No, he would not let any of us see,' I replied.
' Then perhaps he does not wish you to know.'
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' But there is no harm in explaining how he happened
to have it sent him/ I urged.

' We do not know

anybody in New Zealand, except Philip, and it is

not from him.'

1 No
; Philip has met the fate his cruelty and

bloodthirstiness deserved. He carried all before him

with his muskets at first, but some time back he

attacked a chief named Powarree (the same who sent

your father the box), and made a regular mess of it.'

And the captain went on to explain how, some time

before, the schooner (which belonged to my father) had

got on shore near Powarree's settlement, and would

have been wrecked had not the Maori chief helped to

get her afloat, upon condition of receiving a certain

number of muskets, for the purpose of defending his

tribe against Philip's, which was extending its conquests

up the coast in his direction.
' Your father, in general,

seldom allows me to trade away firearms, and never

spirits, to the natives,' said Bicknell,
' and quite right

too. There are many professing Christian traders,

however men, too, who subscribe to missions to the

heathen who have no scruples on this point. They
order the grog to be shipped ; they see it down in the

invoice so many casks of rum and think no more of

the matter. I have often thought/ continued the captain,

who was a truly religious man,
l that if it is true that,

after death, the soul will see everything clearly, and

the more remote consequences of all our deeds upon

earth, good or evil, will then be revealed what a
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prospect for a Christian rum-seller ! If he could only

follow each cask in its course, and witness the violence

and bloodshed, the misery, disease, and death which

mark its track, he would not sleep so easy on it. His

money would show its stains then plainly enough.
' As they were for self-defence, the compact was

fulfilled, and the muskets sent according to promise.

They happened to reach Powarree only a few days

before the long-expected attack took place. Not

knowing how their intended victims had been

strengthened for Powarree had kept the matter secret,

and ordered his people to say nothing about it

Philip's tribe marched confidently to the attack, and

falling into an ambush laid for them, were nearly

exterminated, and Philip himself was taken prisoner.
'

It is very strange to think how things turn out,' I

said.
'
It was through my father chiefly, and his

goodwill, that Philip got all those things collected in

Sydney that he exchanged for firearms
;

and now

it is indirectly through his means that his career is

checked.'

1
It was God's providence, George, that his bloody

doings might be put an end to. He has been a regular

scourge during the last two years, but his " mischief has

returned upon his own head." And speaking of heads,

since there has been so much fighting down the coast,

and so many prisoners taken, the number of heads

smoked and preserved for sale to the Europeans has

been very great. You know they always pick out the
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handsomest and best tatooed of their captives for that

purpose. At one place my son saw no less than four

at once being dried and cured this way ;
that perhaps

has been Philip's fate.'

The captain no sooner made this remark than I

guessed instantly what the box my father had received

contained. Powarree had sent him one of those ghastly

trophies. Upon questioning him I found it was so.

It seemed that, in addition to the muskets, my father

had forwarded a supply of useful goods, such as

clothing, blankets, cutlery, etc., and these not being

expected or agreed for, Powarree felt himself constrained,

according to Maori etiquette, to make a suitable return
;

and knowing the keen desire felt by most white traders

to become possessed of these horrible specimens (for

which a high price was procurable in Europe and

America), he thought he could not do better than send

one. It had been taken down the coast expressly to

the person employed by my father as an agent at the

Bay of Islands. '

I had a great mind not to bring it,'

said Bicknell. ' Of course, your father knows that in

all probability the unhappy wretch was killed expressly

for him, and that is a miserable thought for any man

with a heart, Master George. He wishes (he says in

his note) that I could assure him this was not so ; but

I much fear it was. He wants me to go up to-night,

and help him to bury it in his garden. He does not

wish any one in his house to know what it is, or what

is done with it.'
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Accordingly, at the time mentioned, eleven o'clock, the

captain and I went ashore and walked up to the house,

which stood in a retired portion of the town, and had

a garden in front and behind. All was in darkness,

except one room used as an office, and where we found

my father waiting for us.
'
I have sent all the family

out of the way, to spend the evening at your aunt's/ he

said to me, after we had conversed for some time
;

'

go there, and say I will come for them in half an hour.'

I was loth to depart without having seen the Maori's

head, but I dared not object ;
but in crossing the lawn

on my way to the street, I saw something which made

me hasten back again.
' There is a light in the room where the case is/ I

said.

'

Impossible/ replied my father
;

' there is not a soul

in the house but ourselves, and the door of that

room has been locked all the evening.'
' Some of the servants, perhaps/ said Bicknell.

' All the doors are locked, and the servants sleep in

a detached building ;
their lights were out some time

ago/ said my father, as he hastened to light a dark

lantern. Bicknell, who, although a very intelligent

man, was, like most sailors, not entirely free from

superstitious fears, looked very queer ;
and even my

father evidently did not like it. He led the way,

however, out by a side door, and on emerging in front

of the house,
' Sure enough there is a light there/ he

said.
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' Better wait till daylight/ said the captain ;
it's an

ugly job to do at midnight. There's twelve striking

now.'

'

Nonsense/ said my father, rallying himself,
'

let us

go and see what it is.' So saying, he boldly walked

up to the window, which reached to the ground. We
found it open, and, upon looking in, saw my sister

Mary and one of her cousins. Knowing that it was

unfastened, the two girls had determined to gratify

their curiosity, and had slipped away from their

companions for that purpose. At the moment we

looked in, they had removed the lid, and my sister

had her hand in the box, and, before we could interfere,

had raised the head by the tuft of hair tied at the top

into the light. The effect on the two foolish girls may
be imagined. My cousin screamed, but Mary seemed

paralysed with terror, and stood gazing with distended

eyes, and pupils dilated with horror, at the disgusting

object, which she continued to hold at arm's length,

as if unable to let it go. The light of the candle

on the table fully revealed the life-like expression it

had retained. Whether intentionally imparted, or

accidentally produced in the process of preservation,

the muscles of the face had contracted into a horrible

mocking smile, giving the tattooed features a hideous

leering expression, most unpleasant to contemplate, and

which was well calculated to frighten a girl of nervous

temperament, as my sister was.
' Put that thing down, Mary/ said my father, entering
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in at the window, but she did not seem to hear him
;

and the captain stepped forward, and unclasping her

rigid ringers, dropped the head into the box
;
but she

still gazed at the spot. My father was much shocked

at the occurrence, for he feared the result of this

midnight terror upon her mind
;
but he instantly took

the best, and indeed the only means of averting, as far

as possible, evil consequences means which very much

surprised the captain and myself, but which may safely

be recommended, in principle, in all similar cases of

fright. First of all he roused her attention by a good

shaking, and when he observed that she was conscious

of his presence, he seized his riding-whip, which lay

on the sideboard, and gave her some loud, though of

course not very severe, lashes with it
; until, in fact,

she cried for mercy. Then, opening the door, and

giving her cousin the candle and three or four sharp

cuts for herself, he packed the astounded couple,

sobbing, off to bed.

'

Oh, Mr. B
, you were too hard upon them

altogether!' said Bicknell; and I myself was surprised:

for, severe as he was to us boys, he was gentleness

itself to the girls, particularly Mary. But his explanation

was rational enough.
' She is of a nervous, excitable

temperament,' he said.
'

If I had let her go up to bed

with the full impression from the fright caused by that

abominable thing, the consequences might have been

serious. So I determined to give her something else

to think of, and so divert her attention from dwelling
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too intensely and exclusively upon it. She will not be

able to sleep for hours from pain and astonishment at

what she deems my extraordinary outbreak of cruelty.

It is better the poor girls should think and speak of

that
;
than be constantly reverting to this hateful thing.

Let us get it buried out of sight at once. But tell me,

Bicknell/ he added,
' do you really think this man was

killed expressly for this purpose that his head might

be sent as a present to me ?
'

The captain could not be sure, but he feared

so.

'

Well/ said my father, after a pause, as he replaced

the lid of the box, 'it is a shocking reflection that I

should have been, however unwittingly, the cause of

this unhappy man's sacrifice to this horrible custom.

Let us pray that the light of the blessed Gospel may

quickly spread, and remove all these foul abominations

from the earth.'

The hideous traffic in these human spoils afterwards

increased to such an extent, that the Government of

New South Wales was compelled to interfere, and

prohibit their importation under heavy penalties. But

the museums of every university in Europe and America,

as well as hundreds of private collections, possess one

or more of these trophies of barbarism
; showing how

prevalent was the demand for them. In justice it

must be said, the purchasers were unaware, in general,

how they had been obtained. New Zealand is now

free from this reproach. Let us join in the prayer
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that all the other ' dark places of the earth,' which

are still, as it once was,
'
full of the habitations of

cruelty/ may be quickly visited by the Sun of

Righteousness with its healing and purifying beams

of truth, mercy, and love.



ESCAPE FROM A PIRATE.

IT was in 1829 that my father embarked at Sydney
to bring his family to England, in a vessel called the

Lady Mary, which had originally been a man-of-war,

and which, though now very old, was still a remark-

ably fast sailer. Captain Dibbs, who commanded her,

had also at one time been a lieutenant in the navy,

in which he had distinguished himself; but, being

destitute of interest, and having a wife and large

family to support, he had been compelled to enter

the merchant service on the termination of the war,

when his services were no longer required. There

were a number of passengers in the saloon, and of

these fifteen were men
;

while forward it chanced

that there were some half-dozen invalided or dis-

charged soldiers, returning home from the regiment

in Sydney, in addition to the ordinary steerage

passengers ;
so that altogether we had, with the

ship's crew, between thirty-five and forty men on

board. The number of women and children was

also very considerable.

One forenoon, as Captain Dibbs was coming out

of his cabin into the saloon, holding in his hands
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the apparatus necessary for taking the day's observa-

tions, a little girl, the daughter of one of the

passengers, who was chasing one of the other children

round the table, came into violent contact with him,

very nearly causing him to drop the chronometer

he was carrying. It was preserved from falling, but

at the cost of a violent shake, which the captain

subsequently found had seriously affected its rate of

going, and, as it happened to be the only trustworthy

instrument he had, he became uncertain as to his

longitude. When, therefore, one morning, shortly

before daybreak, a vessel was sighted, which, from

the course she was steering, it was evident had

only lately left land, he determined to speak her,

and ascertain his true position ;
for he was approaching

the Abrolhos shoals, and did not know whether he

was to the east or west of them. She was about

three miles off when first seen, steering across the

Lady Mary's bows, being apparently bound from

Brazil to the Cape. Captain Dibbs therefore altered

his course, so as to intercept her
; but, upon observing

this, the stranger, to the surprise of the captain,

suddenly altered his course also, and crowded all

sail, with the evident object of avoiding a meeting.

Such was the superior speed of the Lady Mary,

however, that she rapidly lessened the distance

between them, and, day soon breaking, both vessels

could more plainly distinguish each other, when the

stranger as suddenly took in sail and hove to, and,
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on reaching her, a boat was sent on board, when

this seemingly strange behaviour was explained.

And a most providential thing our meeting was,

as the result will show, while the stumbling of a

playing child was the means, in the good providence

of God, of saving us from a terrible calamity.

It appeared that the stranger, who was originally

from Nova Scotia, having visited the West Indies

on her way, and sailing last from Bahia, had narrowly

escaped being seized by a piratical vessel only a few

days before. It happened most fortunately that, when

at Jamaica, the Nova Scotian had heard some rumours

of ships missing, and supposed to have been captured

and destroyed by a craft asserted to be an American-

built schooner, which had been seized the previous

year by a gang of desperadoes, headed by her second

mate (a man well known on the coast of Cuba, where

it happened), who had murdered the captain and

crew, and then set sail on a piratical cruise. She

was not supposed as yet to be very heavily armed,

but was crowded with men, having succeeded in

picking up a numerous crew of ruffians, the off-

scourings of Mexican and South American ports

she was known to have visited : and, when the

Nova Scotian left, the admiral of the station was

about to fit out an armed vessel to go in search of

her, as he happened to have none in the squadron
suited for the purpose, or likely to catch her

; and,

on the very day before he sailed, a very fine brig
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from Vera Cruz anchored in Port Royal, which had

actually been chased by this pirate ;
and thus an

authentic description of her appearance was obtained.

Thus forewarned, they set sail for Pernambuco and

Bahia
;
and when, a week after leaving the latter

place, they one morning fell in with a schooner, with

her fore-topmast apparently gone, and otherwise

seemingly damaged by a gale, making signals of

distress, the commander of the Nova Scotian, full of

suspicion, took a long look at her through his glass,

and at the end of his inspection came to the con-

clusion that it was a snare intended to lure him to

his destruction, and crowded all sail to escape, quickly

followed by the pirate, who repaired her seeming

damages with marvellous speed, and would have

inevitably captured his prey had not- a gale sprung

up, which carried his topmast away in reality. The

gale was succeeded by a calm of several days'

duration
; and, on the Nova Scotian seeing our vessel

endeavour to cut her off, we were thought, in the

uncertain light, to be the pirate who was supposed

to have followed her. When daylight showed our

build and rig, however, she had waited for us.

This was serious news for Captain Dibbs, whose

course would bring his vessel in the neighbourhood

of the pirate's cruising-ground. It was feared that

no mercy would be shown, for none of the crew

of the missing ships had ever been heard of after-

wards, and it was conjectured that they had been
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destroyed with their vessels. All hands, therefore,

passengers and sailors, consulted together, and it was

determined to resist to the last, should they be so

unfortunate as to fall in with the buccaneer. The

Lady Mary had some guns two twenty-four pound
carronades and two long nine-pounders as well as

a tolerable supply of muskets and cutlasses
;
and the

presence of the few soldiers on board suggested to

Captain Dibbs a ruse which, he hoped, would, if he

met with him, inspire the pirate with a wholesome

fear of coming to close quarters. Amongst the ship's

stores was a bale of red shirts, such as sailors wear
;

and these were distributed to the male passengers

and some of the crew, after the women on board

had made them resemble, as closely as possible,

soldiers' uniforms. A spar also was sawn up, and

the pieces neatly painted, so as to resemble guns,

which were placed in the empty ports, and these, at

a distance, gave the ship a formidable appearance.

Cutlasses were sharpened, muskets and pistols cleaned

and oiled, and ropes hastily and roughly plaited, so

as to form a rude kind of boarding-nettings ; and, in

fact, all the means which Captain Dibbs's naval

experience could suggest adopted to protect his ship

and passengers from the ruthless desperadoes who

were lying in wait for them. I well remember the

interest with which I and my brothers and the other

boys watched these preparations, and the working

of the great guns as they were loaded and fired by
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the sailors, several of whom, like their commander,

were old man-of-war's men. While the latter, formed

into crews, exercised the larger weapons, the pas-

sengers, under the tuition of the soldiers, practised

with the small arms, the weather affording an excellent

opportunity for the work of preparation, as it remained

either quite calm, or with very light head-winds, for

nearly a week. But our chief hope of escape lay

in the unusual speed of our ship, in which the

captain placed much confidence.

On the evening of the sixth day after our meeting

with the Nova Scotian the weather changed, a

strong southerly wind having set in, and the Lady

Mary once more bounded through the water on her

homeward voyage. This lasted for several days, when

again the breeze became light and baffling, often dying

away altogether, much to the chagrin of our captain,

not only because he was naturally most anxious to

sail quickly from so dangerous a neighbourhood, but

also because, in light winds, small schooner-rigged

vessels have an advantage over large ships, though

the latter are always superior in high winds and

heavy seas, when smaller craft dare not carry much

sail. He paced the deck day and night, scarcely

ever leaving it except for an hour or two's rest
;

for

the responsibility was fearful, having so many looking

to him as the only means under God for saving them

from the danger which menaced them. A vigilant

look-out was kept up, several men being stationed
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with night glasses at the mast-heads
; and, in addition

to exercising his crew and passengers incessantly in

the best method of resisting any attempt at boarding,

a quantity of grease and oil was prepared and kept

ready to smear the sides of the ship and the shrouds

and ropes by which the pirates would try to mount

up. Fortunate was it for the passengers of the

Lady Mary that they had a man of such prudence,

experience, and forethought to take care of them as

Captain Dibbs proved himself to be.

One night, after the children had been in bed some

hours, my brother and I, who slept together, were

awakened by a noise and bustle, and on looking up we

saw that the cabin outside was filled with the female

passengers, who were cowering together in a state

of extreme terror. Some were on their knees in

earnest prayer, others wandering up and down

wringing their hands and weeping bitterly, or clasping

their children in their arms. I remember well my
mother's pale and rigid aspect as, throwing an arm

round each of my elder sisters, who were standing

by our bedside, and listening in an agony of

expectation to every sound on the deck above, she

turned her face upwards in mute and agonised appeal

to that God Who alone could protect her and her little

ones in that hour of awful peril ;
for the dreaded pirate

was astern, creeping up stealthily, in hopes of securing

an easy prey by sudden surprise. But Captain Dibbs

had been too wary for him.
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Just after sunset the look-out at the mast-head

reported a schooner right ahead, and steering the

same course as ourselves. In ordinary circumstances

no notice would have been taken of so common an

occurrence
;
but the sharp look-out now kept up showed

that after dark the stranger had altered his course, so

as to get out of the track of the Lady Mary, and then,

furling all his sails, had allowed the latter to go past

her. From his own naval experience of the different

kinds of artifices used by smugglers and privateers,

Captain Dibbs suspected that some manoeuvre of the

kind might be practised, and ordered that a strict

look-out should be kept astern and abeam. The moon

did not rise until after midnight ;
but the night was

starlight above, though clouds hung about the horizon,

making it difficult to distinguish the outline of any

vessel, unless pretty close. But at ten o'clock the

vigilant watch kept up suddenly revealed to the sharp

eyes of the seamen the form of the pirate about a mile

away, on the Lady Mary's quarter. She had just

spread her sails again, and was now coming fast up,

intending to come alongside and throw her crew on our

decks. It was blowing a three-knot breeze only, and

the schooner consequently overtook the larger vessel

with the greatest ease, although the latter kept all her

studding-sails set, until, finding they were of no use as

aids to escape, the captain ordered them to be taken in,

as they would prevent the quick working of his ship in

action.
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This order was executed just as the pirate had

approached to within musket-shot of the Lady Mary,

fancying herself still unobserved
;
but Captain Dibbs

suddenly hauled his wind, and crossing his pursuer's

bows, hailed with a speaking-trumpet, threatening to

fire into her if she came any nearer. Utterly discon-

certed at this unexpected salute, and at finding herself

detected and her character apparently known, the

schooner dropped astern for awhile, as if desirous of

making us out before venturing nearer; but gradually

she again crept up. The night was calm, with a smooth

sea, and the moon, shortly rising, showed the towering

sails of the schooner glistening in her beams not more

than three hundred yards distant. Not a sound issued

from her, and one solitary form, that of the man who

steered, could alone be distinguished on her decks.

Perhaps they thought Captain Dibbs's threat an empty
one

;
for at last the distance between the two vessels

was barely a hundred yards, and it became necessary

to act decidedly, although the Lady Mary's commander

was very loth to commence hostilities
;
for he had not

the means of making any prolonged resistance, his

supply of ammunition for the great guns being very

limited. As soon as he found that the schooner had

dropped astern of him, he had ordered all four of the

guns to be moved to one side of the ship ;
and now

finding that the pirates, after yawing about for some

time undecidedly, at last seemed to make up their

minds to come alongside, he determined to show them
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that he had the means of resistance. Again suddenly

shifting his helm, so as to bring his guns to bear, he

deliberately fired all four, coolly and steadily, taking

care that they should be well aimed. Two of the shots

passed through her mainsail, one of them cutting the

halliards and letting the sail down by the run, while a

crash, and the sudden appearance of white streaks of

splinters in her black hull, showed that the others also

had reached their mark. At the same moment, by

previous command, all hands, crew and passengers,

joined together in a lusty cheer. This, with the

fact that the four guns were fired from one side of

the ship only (leading to the impression that she

was armed with eight altogether), so staggered our

pursuers, that they again dropped astern without

attempting to return the fire, and resolved to wait

until morning.

When daylight came the pirate again drew ahead,

and sailed past us with an ease which showed how

futile all hopes of our escaping by superior speed would

have proved. She seemed a vessel of about two

hundred tons
;

but no guns could be seen, except

one just behind the foremast, amidships, and another

astern, neither of which, so far as Captain Dibbs could

make out, were long ones a circumstance for which he

was inexpressibly thankful, as, had it been otherwise

had the buccaneer been mounted with a long thirty-two

pounder, he could have chosen his own distance and

battered us to pieces at his leisure, while the shot from
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the Lady Mary's nines and carronades would not have

reached half-way. But it was afterwards ascertained

that she was crowded with men
;
and could she have

succeeded in boarding us, our chances would have been

small indeed, the plan generally followed by
'

Young
'

(which was the name the pirate went by, although in

reality he was the son of a Cuban by an American

mother) being to avoid all prolonged cannonading, for

fear of attracting the notice of any passing cruiser, and

trust principally to stratagem to capture his prey. All

day he prowled about us, keeping, however, at a

respectful distance, the experience of the preceding

night, and the numerous uniforms visible through his

glasses on our decks, doubtless inducing him to avoid

coming to too .close quarters. Our 'quakers/ or

wooden guns, also, could not be distinguished from

real artillery at such a distance
;
and finally, towards

the afternoon, having thoroughly examined the Lady

Mary, who kept on under easy sail, apparently ready

for all emergencies, he evidently made up his mind that

she was too hard a nut for him to crack. Spreading

all sail, he stood away to windward, and shortly before

sunset had disappeared below the horizon, to the

inexpressible relief of the passengers, particularly of the

women and children who had spent a most wretched

day between-decks, in the stifling hot cabin, listening

to every sound above, and every instant expecting to

hear the roar of the guns commence the deadly strife

in which husbands, brothers and sons were to be
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engaged. I remember well how delighted we all were

at emerging from the dark confined space below to the

cheery sunshine and pleasant breeze of the decks, and

my father lifting me up to point out the distant sails

of the baffled and retreating pirate, and explaining to

me the great danger from which God in His mercy
had saved us.

Darkness set in with the suddenness peculiar to the

tropics ; and, after a day and night of much anxiety

and suffering, the women retired very early to rest, as

had been the case for several days. The breeze died

away after sunset, and the Lady Mary once more lay

becalmed. The night was much darker than the

preceding one had been, dense clouds covering the

heavens, and resting in masses against the north-

western horizon, where a stiff breeze was evidently

brewing. The gentlemen passengers were about to

follow the example of the women, and turn in early,

when to their surprise the captain, in a low voice,

expressed a desire that they should not retire just yet,

as he wanted to speak to them on deck first; and,

rising from the table where they were sitting, he led

the way up on the poop. It had been noticed that

while all around him were in the highest spirits at

their escape from the danger which had threatened

them, Captain Dibbs alone remained silent and

abstracted, and the now happy party at the dinner

table had rallied him in consequence ; but, upon

reaching the poop, they ascertained the cause of his
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uneasiness, and found that their own exultation had in

all probability been premature.
'
I did not wish the women to know it, poor things/

said the captain ;

'

let them sleep in peace ;
but I must

inform you, gentlemen, that, so far from having left us

for good, I believe that vagabond is at this very moment

somewhere near us. It is true he had been out of sight

some time at sunset
;
but suppose, instead of sailing on,

he had hove to and waited till dark. The breeze

lasted till after eight o'clock
;
so that, if he had chosen

to return, it would have brought him down to somewhere

in our neighbourhood within a mile or two, indeed

allowing him to have been, say, ten or twelve miles off.

So that you see we must keep in readiness. I did not

like it at all when I observed that he went off to

windward, and I suspected instantly what he would be

up to. All lights that can be seen have been put out,

and the most perfect silence must be preserved. We
ought to be thankful for this calm, for in it he can do

nothing, unless he is near enough to attack us with his

boats ;
but the night is too dark and the risk too great

for that, I think
;

for there is every appearance of a

stiff breeze shortly.'

This information banished all idea of sleep, and the

passengers determined to remain on deck, at least until

the moon rose, and they could see about them. Hour

after hour rolled by; not a breath of air stirred, and

not a star was visible. It was impossible to see more

than a few yards, so intense was the darkness. The
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crew lay sleeping about the decks
;
and at last most of

the passengers, wearied out with two nights' watching,

likewise sank down overpowered. About one o'clock

the calm was broken by a few catspaws coming from

the direction the pirate had disappeared in, and

presently the ship once more began to move through

the water. My father, with a few others, happened to

be standing near Captain Dibbs, who remarked, as this

occurred, that, if the schooner was anywhere close by
to windward, she would bring the breeze down with

her.
'

But, fortunately, it is too dark for him to be able

to make out our whereabouts
;
and here comes the

moon at last,' he added, as a gleam of light appeared

on the eastern horizon
;
and presently her silver rim

rose above the ocean, shining through an opening in

the clouds. As he turned his head from looking at it,

once more to gaze to windward, Captain Dibbs started

in amazement, and shouted for 'all hands to quarters;'

for there, betrayed by the beams which, most providen-

tially for us, had appeared some minutes too soon for

his designs, was the pirate, with all sail set, bearing

rapidly down upon us. But her fell purpose was

already frustrated
;
the breeze she was bringing with

her quickly increased in power, and shortly swept past

in gusts so heavy that the smaller vessel was obliged

to take in sail and abandon the chase
; but, had she

been ten minutes sooner she would have been alongside

almost before we were aware. At 'first it seemed

strange that the pirate on so dark a night should have

IS
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been able to steer so straight for us
;
but the mystery

was explained by the discovery of a light burning below

in the cabin of one of the women, who, in ignorance of

the peculiar motive which existed for keeping the ship

in darkness on that night, had lighted a lamp in her

cabin, and, knowing that she was breaking the ship's

rules, had placed a screen over her door, so that the

gleam should not betray her. But her port was open

on account of the heat, and the rays, shining over the

deep, had nearly caused the destruction of all on board,

by guiding the prowler to his prey.

Long afterwards I was one evening at the house

of the late Professor G
,

of the University of

Edinburgh, when the conversation happened to turn on

phrenology, and a skull was produced for the inspection

of the company which had been brought to England

by the professor's brother many years before. When
I had heard its history related, I regarded the relic

with uncommon interest; for, from dates and other

circumstances, no doubt remained on my mind that

this was the skull of the commander of the identical

pirate which had so nearly captured us. After

committing many depredations, and being guilty of

numerous fearful atrocities, including the sacrifice of

very many lives of the hapless people who fell into his

power, his vessel was at length seen and chased by the

frigate of which Captain G was then an officer.

Hard pressed, the pirate ran his craft ashore at the Isle

of Pines, in the West Indies, and, with his crew, took to
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the woods, where they were followed and hunted down

by parties from the frigate. Obliged -to separate from

his companions, who were at last nearly all killed or

taken, or starved to death in the woods, the miserable

outlaw, left alone, for some weeks led a wretched

existence, and at length was found by a party scouring

the country in quest of him, lying on the ground in an

awful condition. The vengeance of God had overtaken

him before that of man. When shooting at some

parrots, his gun had burst, shattering his arm and

face, blinding, and completely disabling him. For

several days and nights he lay there unable to move,

tormented with thirst, tortured by insects, and suffering

excruciating pain from his wounds. In the last days

of his wicked life he indeed found that truly there is

' a God that judgeth in the earth.'
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CHINESE PIRATES.

IN the year 18 I was midshipman on board the

Honourable East India Company's ship of war Warren

Hastings, which formed one of the fleet stationed in

Chinese waters when the incidents here narrated took

place. We were lying at anchor a little below

Whampoa harbour, or, more properly, reach, for the

town of Whampoa lies about one hundred miles up the

Bocca Tigris, the name of the river on which it is

situated. The hour was ten o'clock in the morning of

a lovely day in June, when we observed a fine large

junk approaching the anchorage on the opposite side of

the reach, deeply laden, and with some of the crew

pulling at the sweeps or long oars they mostly carry,

which, as in this instance, are used to propel their

vessels in a calm. There was a group of officers

standing near the ' break '

of the poop, discussing the

latest news from England, when somebody pointed out

four large row-boats pulling round a bend of the river

about five miles down.

I must preface my story by informing my readers

that, in the days of which I write (many years before

Sir James Hope appeared as naval commander-in-chief
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in China, to the terror of all Taepings and other evil-

doers), there was a piratical haunt within a few miles

of Whampoa ;
and the whole river, from that large and

flourishing town to Canton, actually swarmed with

miscreants, who robbed everybody they could lay their

hands on, and then, to prevent any tales being told,

usually barbarously murdered them. Well, to return

to my story. These row-boats pulled rapidly up the

river until they approached within easy range of the

large merchant junk, when, to our surprise, they opened

fire on her from guns, one of which each boat carried

in her bows. The junk returned their fire briskly from

cannon, as well as jingalls and wall-pieces, or firearms

resembling large muskets fitted on swivels, which most

native craft in those seas carry. These she appeared

to have mounted on her poop ; but, as the boats still

continued rowing up to her, the gunners seemed not to

have got the range, their aim evidently not being very

effective. This was little to be wondered at, as the

projectiles used were often only stones, for the traders

were too poor to purchase iron shot.

Here was, no doubt, a case of piracy which urgently

required our interference
; so, the captain being ashore,

the first lieutenant gave orders to open fire on the

pirates from two long brass eighteen-pounders we

carried aft
; but, after a few rounds, we found that the

combatants were beyond the range of the guns, which

were not rifled like the Armstrongs and Whitworths at

present in use, Two of the ship's boats were piped
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away, and manned and armed in about five minutes
;

each boat carrying a crew of thirteen men and an

officer, with a three-pounder in the bows. The seamen

had cutlasses and pistols belted round their waists
;

for we proposed, if possible, to bring matters to an

issue by boarding.

As the boat I was midshipman of was called away,

I had the good fortune to go with the second lieutenant,

a fine young fellow, who had won his acting lieutenancy

by distinguishing himself in Borneo in a similar affair.

Mr. N
,
who was shortly after carried off by

cholera, was a kind friend to me, and used to instruct

me in knotting and splicing ; and, being in the same

watch, I had frequent opportunities of profiting by his

tuition. He often used to send for me in my ' watch

below,' much to my disgust, when he was drilling his

division of men at the great guns or at cutlass exercises,

and made me put them through. This was of great

service to me when, eventually, although a midshipman,

I was appointed to do duty as first lieutenant on board

one of the Honourable Company's men-of-war, and had

a good deal to do in the way of drilling.

Soon after we got clear of the ship the pirates had

boarded the junk, and all firing ceased. We gave way
for the ill-fated vessel. She was about a mile and

a half off, and we soon neared her, when we saw the

wretches taking to their boats again. They threw

their guns overboard, and laid down to their oars.

There are no finer oarsmen in the world than Chinese
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boatmen
;
and so every one who has ever visited them

must allow. Our men knew what hard work was cut

out for them
; but, like British tars, they gave one

cheer and bent to their oars, making the spray fly over

us. The race was most exciting ;
for the pirates were

well aware what would be their probable fate if

captured red-handed from their bloody work. Not a

word was spoken by the boats' crews as they strained

and sweated at the long ash oars
;
but they felt they

were on their mettle, and were determined to overtake

the fugitives. We gained on them, without doubt
;

but there is a naval proverb,
' A stern chase is a long

chase
;

'

and, besides, they had a start of us about

three quarters of a mile.
' Give way, men !

' ' That's

the stroke !

' ' We'll have them yet, my lads !

' were

the few words of encouragement spoken by the officers

in charge, and the coxswains bent their bodies in

unison with the sweep of the cutters' oars. Ah ! the

miscreants at last see it is a losing game, and point

their heads for a part of the shore net far from their

haunt. The blue-jackets give one cheer at this

intimation of defeat, and, if possible, redouble their

efforts. We head them off the bank of the river,

where their friends are no doubt assembled in large

numbers to assist and applaud them, and they make

for the opposite shore, whither we also pursue them.

The coxswain, a true Milesian, whispers in a voice

hoarse with excitement,
' Sure it's all up with thim

now, sir J

'

Presently, at the word of command, our
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two bowmen threw their oars inboard, and the gun,

being loaded with grape-shot, is carefully aimed from

the stern-sheets by the second lieutenant, who seizes

the tiller
; and, at the order l Fire !

'

the trigger-line is

jerked, and the contents discharged right into the knot

of row-boats. The shot takes some effect, for three

oars in one of the boats are smashed. For a minute

the pirate crew of the injured boat lay on their oars,

and the man in charge seems to be soliciting the others

to stop and fight it out, since they cannot all escape.

But sauve qui pent is the word, and the three others

make off at their best speed, and leave their unfortunate

comrades to their fate.

We leave her to be dealt with by the other cutter,

which is slightly astern, and gave way for one of those

unscathed, but whose crew seem to be waxing faint from

the terrible exertion, for their boats are heavier built

than ours. The one we are in pursuit of, as a dernier

resort, doubles back like a hare in coursing ;
but for

this we had been prepared, and our coxswain, who was

also '

captain of the forecastle,' and a regular old salt

up to this kind of game, clapped his helm hard down,
and we lost nothing, but rather gained by the move.

The two other pirate boats had by this trick of their

ally's got a considerable distance ahead, and made

across to their own side of the river, and, as soon as

they were out of all personal danger, commenced a

desultory fire on us with their jingalls and matchlocks.

A few of the balls struck the boat, and one spent bullet
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grazed a man's arm, but no harm was done; when,

thinking 'discretion the better part of valour,' they ran

their boats ashore and gave up the contest.

Suddenly the pirates we were in chase of turned like

a wild boar at bay, and, throwing aside their oars, took

to their matchlocks and daggers. We, '

following

motions,' dropped the oars, the boat carrying way

enough for the coxswain to steer alongside our

opponent. The Jacks, with a hurrah, drew their

cutlasses in their right hands, and, with their heavy

old-fashioned pistols in their left, prepared to board.

We mustered fifteen, officers and men, and the pirates,

we afterwards discovered, had about eighteen men in

each of their craft. Now ensued a short but desperate

hand-to-hand tussle, all the incidents of which it would

be vain for me to attempt to narrate, for my attention

was fully engrossed. Our men were ordered to resort

to extremities, unless, of course, they threw down

their arms and sued for mercy. This last was not

likely ; for, as it was their habit to show no mercy,

they expected none. Previous to the encounter two

of our sailors were hit by their fire, one seriously in the

leg ;
but the rest all boarded as they best could, after

discharging their pistols into the enemy. I tried to

follow suit
; but, being hustled, missed my leap and

tumbled into the water, and by the time I had recovered

myself the melee was over. Fortunately I could swim
;

but, although possessing that accomplishment, I was

nearly drowned ;
for one wretched Chinaman caught
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me tightly by the hand as he was sinking in a death-

grip, and dragged me with him under the water a

second time. I called out, and attempted, but in vain,

to shake him off, when one of the sailors, watching till

we rose to the surface, made him relax his hold, and

he sank to rise no more.

When, much exhausted, I succeeded in getting into

the cutter again, the combat was over, and our

casualties consisted of one man mortally wounded

by a stab in the chest, and two others dangerously,

and one slightly wounded. This made a total of six

men hurt a rather serious matter out of fifteen. On

inspection we found that four of the Chinamen were

killed, two drowned, and five wounded. We soon had

the remainder properly secured, and took the boat

in tow. About this time for the whole affair only

lasted a few minutes the other cutter neared us,

towing her prize, and the officer in charge informed

us that his opponents had thrown down their arms

and yielded themselves prisoners, in the most craven

manner supplicating for mercy. The leader seemed an

effeminate young man, evidently new to the trade, with

less of the tiger in his features, and quite a contrast to

the pirate in command of our prize, who was a grizzled

ruffian, with a peculiar brutal cast of countenance.

The Tartar type of physiognomy is seldom attractive,

and the long eye, slanting down towards the nose,

with the high cheek-bones, generally gives a cruel and

sinister look to the ordinary Chinaman, which was
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much aggravated in the expression conveyed by the

features of the lawless desperadoes with whom we had

been dealing. The other boat's crew stated that there

was a slight attempt at resistance on the part of some

of the pirates before they closed with them
;
but it was

only in a half-hearted manner, and was soon overcome,

though not until one of the number, who jumped
overboard and tried to make his escape by swimming,
was fired at. The coxswain was slightly wounded,
and the officer in charge received a bullet on his

sword-hilt, which was broken.

The first thing after bandaging up the wounded was

to man the prizes ; and, as the tide was setting in

against us, and drifting us to where the two other

pirate boats' crews had landed, we were getting anxious,

and were just going to burn them, so as to prevent

their falling into the enemy's hands, when two of the

Warren Hastings boats hove in sight, who, on coming

up, took these craft in tow, while we directed our

attention to the merchant junk which was the cause

of all this
'

tumasha/ and which was drifting towards

us. The surgeon had been sent to look after the

wounded, and had brought his assistant and his

operating instruments
; and, the old frigate being a

long way off, he thought we could not do better than

transfer the wounded to the junk, where there would

be more space available. She was approaching us,

carried with the tide, no one at the helm, and her sails

flapping idly against the masts,
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When we boarded her, what a sight met our gaze !

There were twenty-four dead and dying Chinamen,
and two women both dead, lying about the decks

weltering in their blood. The pirates had put them

to the sword before taking to their boats
;
and the poor

creatures, who were harmless traders between Hong

Kong and Whampoa, had thus met a shocking death.

There was no hope for the recovery of any of them,

and, before we reached our ship, the wounded had all

breathed their last. The poop and lower deck, as well

as the cabin in which lay the murdered women, were

slippery with blood, and presented a ghastly sight.

We threw the dead overboard, washed the decks

down, and made sail on her, and also got the sweeps

to work. The prisoners were put to some use by

manning them, and were made to understand that, if

they did not 'give way/ they would meet with the

same fate as their victims
; for, with such a sight

before our eyes, we did not feel over-scrupulous as

to showing them mercy, all claims to which we

considered they had forfeited. They obeyed sullenly,

and their stout arms, well accustomed to handle the

long sweeps, made good progress through the water.

But our difficulties were not to end here. The wind

began to freshen from ahead
; and, although we were

only about two miles from the Warren Hastings, yet

we knew the pirates were very strong in these waters,

and we were fearful of an attempt at recapture by

their friends in overwhelming numbers, The mainmast,
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which had been struck in three or four places by

bullets, fell with a crash just at this juncture, carrying,

of course, the mainsail with it
; so, after a short

consultation among the officers, the determination was

arrived at to distribute the prisoners and wounded

among the four boats, and, after abandoning and

destroying the junk and row-boats, to make the best

of our way home. This was soon carried out, and the

ill-fated vessel was presently in flames fore and aft,

and we began to pull back.

The sky looked black and lowering, and distant

thunder warned us, with the quickly increasing wind,

of an approaching gale or typhoon. A good deal of

valuable time had been lost in the vain attempt to tow

the captured boats, and a strong tide had now set in

against us. The air was hot and oppressive, and our

men were faint with their great exertions, although

they had been supplied with food and water by the

boats which came to our assistance. Presently a

signal-gun from the Warren Hastings indicated that

our immediate return was desired. We pulled inshore,

therefore, to get out of the current, and kept a sharp

look-out on the long reeds which skirt the river, and

which, we supposed, might harbour a concealed foe.

Nor were we wrong in our conjecture ;
for our

' stroke-oar
'

descried a certain suspicious waving of

the jungle, that induced us to pull out again more

into the middle of the stream. Most fortunate it

was we did so
; for, in a few minutes, a. large number
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of natives appeared on the margin of the river, and

fired a volley, but without effect, howling execrations

on us at the same time.

As our object was to get the poor wounded sailors

on board as soon as possible, the better to relieve their

hurts, and as no good could come of landing our

fatigued men for a fight in these unexplored swamps,

we let them enjoy their triumph, and shout and fire

to their hearts' content, and used every exertion to

make the ship, which at length we accomplished, the

seamen thoroughly exhausted.

The prisoners were all put in irons or handcuffed,

and a guard placed over them, and the wounded well

taken care of. We all felt we had done a good day's

work
;

and the boats' crews, after having
'

spliced

the main-brace
'

i.e., had an extra glass of grog

and returned their arms, were '

piped below.' The

poor young fellow who had been mortally wounded

in the conflict had died as we were returning after

having abandoned the junk, and his body was buried

with all due solemnity the following morning.

There was a large Imperialist fleet of war-junks

lying within half a mile of us higher up the river
; but,

with their usual supineness and want of energy, the

admiral in command did little towards putting down

the pirates, who committed such atrocities with com-

parative impunity under his very august nose, and

within twenty miles of Canton itself. Our captain

informed him on the next day of the steps we had
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taken, and delivered over our prisoners, twenty-eight

in number. We had hardly left them under his charge

when the tide brought some headless trunks past our

ship; and, oddly enough, the body of our ferocious

friend, who commanded the boat with which we had

been engaged during the morning, got athwart our

chain-cable, and there remained until it was pushed
off by a boat-hook.

The surgeon had, on the following morning, to

amputate the leg of one poor fellow who had been

hard hit, and he died from the effects of the operation ;

but the remainder of our wounded recovered, and

soon returned to duty.
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THE WILD ISLANDER.

RAIATEA, like Tahiti and most of the larger islands of

the Society group, is of volcanic origin, and consists

of a mass of lofty mountains rising abruptly from

the sea, the inhabited portion forming a mere belt or

border of land around their base. Sometimes this

belt is so narrow as to be occupied only by the beach
;

at others it extends for several miles back from it.

Valleys here and there penetrate for a greater or

less distance
;
but the whole of the level country bears

a very small proportion to the rest, which to this day

remains totally unknown. All attempts on the part of

explorers to enter into its recesses have been baffled

although parties from the war and discovery ships

of most maritime nations have often essayed the feat,

some idea of the difficulties of which may be gathered

from Darwin's description of his attempts in Tahiti.

These valleys are in general merely steep rents, or

huge fissures, the precipitous sides of which rapidly

approach each other, until, at the head of the gorge,

they abruptly end by flanking the first of a series

of precipices, which tower, one above and behind the

other, to the very clouds, like a gigantic staircase. So
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narrow are in general the upper portions of these gorges,

that the trees springing from the opposite sides often

mingle their boughs, shutting out the sky and making

a perpetual gloom. And as the rocks of which the

mountains are composed become disintegrated into a

rich soil, this supports a dense growth of tropical

vegetation, which completely covers the rugged walls of

the precipices, and conceals (except at intervals, or when

viewed from the sea) the torrents which dash over them,

often in cascades of a thousand or more feet of sheer

descent. At certain heights above the sea, also, dense

growths of reeds and jungle interpose a barrier which,

even in level ground, would be formidable, but, occurring

on slopes but little removed from the perpendicular,

prove altogether insurmountable to those who have

essayed the task of penetrating into the interior by
means of these valleys. The natives are too indolent

and unenterprising voluntarily to make any such efforts

to become better acquainted with their own country ;

but to the questions put to them on the subject by the

missionaries, they asserted (and the appearance from

the sea bears out their statement) that much of this

interior consists of table-land, with numerous lakes,

the overflowings of which feed the cascades, which

in great numbers stream down the mountain-sides,

giving the island, when viewed from the sea, and

with the sun shining upon its verdant and precipitous

slopes, the appearance of a huge emerald veined with

silver.

16
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This table-land, they said, abounded in fruits ot

various kinds
;

the waters teemed with fish and

wild fowl
; and, added they, whoever should succeed

in overcoming the obstacles which intervened between

it and the coast, would find there people who had lived

on the spot for many generations, isolated from the

world : a solitary tribe, the individuals of which never

came to the lowlands, and who had never, within the

memory of living man, communicated with any of

the inhabitants of the coast since Europeans first

visited them,

The curiosity of Mr. R. Bourne, one of the

missionaries stationed in the island, was so keenly

excited by this statement, that he instituted inquiries

amongst the chiefs and the more intelligent of the

people as to its truth. He found the story so far

confirmed that almost all believed in it, but he could

meet with none who had ever seen, or in any way
come into contact with any of these so-called wild men,

although once, when out at sea, and in a position

to look up at the lofty peaks which pierced the clouds,

green to their very summits, he himself had, when

examining them with his telescope, fancied he observed

a light-blue smoke curling up the side of one isolated

ridge. The distance was so great, however, that he

could not be certain
;

but the native crew on board

assured him that, when on their voyages to the

neighbouring islands, the gleam of fires shining far up
the mountains had repeatedly been observed by them.
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The only direct evidence, however, of the fact was

received from one very old man, who related that once

his father had, when young, accompanied a party up
into the interior for the purpose of gathering the bark of

a certain plant which grew only at particular altitudes.

After climbing for some hours along the projecting

shoulder of a lofty mountain, they had, in suddenly

turning a corner, come upon a hollow which was

everywhere flanked by perpendicular precipices, except

just at the spot by which the party were advancing.

In this hollow were two children and an elderly

man, gathering the fibrous bark and ripe fruit of

the mountain plantain, which there grew in profusion.

Upon seeing the strangers from the coast, the children

fled screaming, and the man attempted to follow their

example, but in leaping from one rock to another he

lost his footing, and, falling heavily, was captured and

taken down to the lowlands. The activity of the

children, in climbing and springing from one rock

and tree to another, was described as something

wonderful
;

for on first observing them, and that

their retreat was apparently cut off, the party from

the shore had determined to capture them all
;
but the

attempt proved vain.

The captive was kindly treated, but, unfortunately for

the hopes entertained of opening up a communication

with the rest of the tribe, he died a week afterwards

from the injuries received in his fall. Before his

death took place, however, some interesting information
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was derived from him concerning the singular com-

munity to which he belonged.

Before, and even long after, Europeans had visited

them, the offering up to their false gods of human

sacrifices was one of the principal features of the cruel

and debasing form of heathenism which constituted

the religion of the islanders. The victim to be slain

was chosen secretly by the priests ;
and neither the

sufferer or his family had any suspicion, until the

blow was actually struck, that they had been so

selected for the fulfilment of the horrid rite; but

when once any man had been smitten down, the

remaining members and connections of his family

knew only too well that, sooner or later, one by one,

they also would follow; that some day when they

least expected it when engaged about their ordinary

avocations the blow from behind would be given

by the stone hatchet, and their bodies carried off, in

the long baskets used for the purpose, to the temple.

In some of the Pacific Islands, where cannibalism

in addition to human sacrifices was practised, a

certain fruit was always eaten with the body ;
the

unfortunate doomed ones, therefore, knowing their

impending fate, suffered in anticipation the pangs of

a thousand deaths as they watched its growth day

by day; and as bud expanded into leaf, and

flowers changed into fruit, in one prolonged agony,

counting the months, weeks, days, and at last the

very hours, which might yet remain to them ere its
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full ripeness was attained and their own fearful destiny

accomplished !

It was at a period (according to the tradition of

the natives) when some national calamity had in the

estimation of the priests demanded an unusual offering

as a propitiation to their offended deities, that in one

day a number were selected and slain, these being

only preparatory to more extensive rites of a similar

kind which were to follow from time to time. In

general the intended victims submitted, and awaited

their coming fate with gloomy resignation, knowing

thiat there was no escape. It happened, however,

that one man, less resigned than the rest, fled with

his wife and child
;
and as a canoe was missing from

the beach, it was thought he had gone to some of

the neighbouring islands. Messengers were sent by

the priests in all directions
;

but he was net to be

found, and the presumption was that he had been

lost at sea. Some months afterwards, and when

many more had been slain, a friend of the runaway,

who had that very day seen a relative smitten down

by the priests' servants, and carried off to the temple,

was aroused in the night by a voice whispering his

name, and on going to the door he found it was the

fugitive. Taking the canoe to divert suspicion, after

sinking it, he had fled to the mountains, hoping only

to prolong life for a short time. He had ascended

the course of one of the streams flowing in a series

of cascades down a narrow gorge, and, after climbing
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as high as he could go, had made his home in a

recess of rock by a waterfall, from whence he had

sallied forth day by day to look for food, which the

mountain plantain and other fruits supplied, while

the deep pools in the recesses of the valley yielded

him a species of crayfish, so that he had been able

to subsist without difficulty.

One day, when by constant practice he had become

an expert climber, he left the gorge of the stream,

and ascended much higher and in a different direction,

and getting entangled in a dense scrub, was a long

time in working his way out. On emerging, he found

himself in a hollow open space leading upwards, and

ascending this, and climbing several precipices, he

at last found himself descending into an open

undulating country, where, to his delight, he found

the plantain and other fruits growing by the margin

of some lakes, and streams of water with abundance

of fish. After spending the day in exploring, he

camped for the night, and next day returned for his

wife and child, whom he succeeded in bringing

up to his new home
;

and as a further search

showed that the warm and sheltered valleys produced

most of the fruits of the lowlands, as well as those

peculiar to the mountain districts, this had induced

him to return to his friends with tidings of his discovery.

Telling them to prepare all things necessary for their

new life, he left, and a week after, two more large

canoes were missing from the beach, and some half-
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dozen families had disappeared for ever from the

population of the coast, and, as in the former case,

all search for the fugitives proved unavailing.

Such was the tradition preserved by the natives,

and repeated to Mr. Bourne, the facts being derived

from the captive previous to his death. It was

recorded that various chiefs had organised hunting

or exploring parties at different periods, for the

purpose of catching or communicating with the

fugitives' descendants, but all had proved unavailing.

The path discovered accidentally by the first runaway
could never be found, and the lonely tribe were left

at last to live and die unmolested.

As may be imagined, this account filled the mis-

sionaries with an ardent desire to communicate with

this solitary community, and various attempts were

made under their auspices to do so, but without

effect. The parties sent out by them could never

succeed in scaling the mountain sides beyond a

certain height, and the precipices of the valleys

proved utterly insurmountable. The table-land, or

interior valley, could not be reached.

When Mr. Bourne had been some years in the

island, he removed to a new station formed in a

remote corner of it, and a hut belonging to one of

the chiefs was fitted up for him until his own house

could be built. A few weeks after his arrival, he

was one evening returning with his wife from a walk

along the beach, his two young children being also with
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him, when on turning a point and coming in sight

of his home, he was surprised to see a crowd of

several hundred natives, of all ages and sexes,

gathered about it. Upon seeing him they set up a

great shout, and advanced to meet him, and on

drawing near he found that the mob was composed

of a number accompanying and following three men

who held secured a fourth as a prisoner of some kind.

1

Behold, oh Mr. Bourne !

'

they shouted, as soon as

they came within hearing.
' Behold ! we have caught

one at last. We have caught one of the "wild men" of

the mountains !

' And wild enough the poor creature

looked, with his hair like a horse's mane flying loose

about his shoulders, except a tuft, which was grasped

by one of his captors, as yielding the only firm hold by
which to secure him, for he was almost entirely naked.

He had struggled desperately to get loose, and had

been in consequence very roughly handled by the

natives. Taking pity on him, the missionary ordered

them to loosen their grasp and use him more gently,

and the poor creature stood breathless with his

exertions, with the foam on his lips, his limbs

trembling, and his eyes dilated with terror, as he

rolled them round in all directions in search of the

executioners he momentarily expected would appear

to claim and despatch him. He was a well-made

young man, but his attenuated frame seemed to show

that he had recently suffered from severe illness
;
and

this was, indeed, the cause of his capture, for he had
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descended the mountains, in company with another

man, in order to procure a supply of herb which was

used by the natives as a cure for fever, and which grew

only in certain localities. Singularly enough, a party

from the coast had ascended for the same purpose, and

at a height of some two thousand feet, in a part of

the mountains more accessible than usual, they had

suddenly come upon the two men lying asleep. Their

quick ears, however, detected the approach of strangers,

and they sprang up to flee
;
one escaped, but the sick

man was unable to run far, although for a time he

distanced his pursuers, and, sinking exhausted, he was

overtaken and brought down in triumph.

Upon halting before Mr. and Mrs. Bourne, the

captive gazed upon them a moment with a wonder

which even his terror could not quell, for they were

the first white people he had ever seen. The noise

and shouting of the excited natives, a dozen of whom
at once proceeded to give the missionary an account of

the capture, being somewhat quelled, Mr. Bourne was

able to distinguish the words which had been incessantly

issuing from the quivering lips of the panic-stricken

creature.

'

Oh, do not sacrifice me ! Oh, do not sacrifice me !

Save me from the priests.' With pallid lips, in broken

accents, panting, faint, and utterly exhausted, he never

ceased to utter these pitiful words, which betrayed the

horrible dread which overwhelmed him.

'There are now no priests, my friend/ said Mr. Bourne,
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trying to reassure him. ' The false gods also have

departed for ever from Raiatea. Fear not, therefore.'

As his ears took in these strange words, for a moment

he ceased his exclamations, and looked in surprise at

the strange being who uttered them
;
but the ideas they

expressed were incomprehensible to him. The winning

tones, the gentle touch, and the compassionate looks

of Mrs. Bourne and the children, however, spoke a

language more calculated to soothe and reassure him,

and after some time he was beginning to listen with

some calmness and growing wonder to her words, when

another party of natives, headed by Pomare, the head

chief of the district, who had heard of the capture, was

seen approaching round the points, and instantly the

paroxysm of fear returned with all its force, and any

further attempts to soothe him proved fruitless, for

terror had completely paralysed his faculties. The

missionary ordered him therefore to be taken to his

own house, and properly secured for the night.

For a day or two he was kept shut up until his fears

should wear off
;
but even when the kind treatment he

received, and the repeated explanations and assurances

given him, had in a great measure restored his confidence,

the slightest incident would re-arouse his suspicions,

and he would fall into an agony of entreaty, which could

scarcely be pacified by reiterated promises of protection.

He long listened with incredulity when told of the

groundlessness of his apprehensions, and every fresh

company of natives who came to satisfy their curiosity
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by gazing on him, he regarded with evident dread,

looking upon their assurances as merely means to

deceive and lull him into a false security. It had been

the fixed idea of his life, that if he ever ventured into

the low grounds his life would be sacrificed, and this

deep-seated conviction could not be at once eradicated.

But at length his fears subsided (or seemed to subside),

and he began to listen with attention and some show

of interest to what the white man said to him. Mr.

Bourne was naturally most anxious to remove all doubt

from his mind, so that he might return to his relatives

in the mountains with the good news of the change

which had taken place in the manners and religion of

their countrymen on the coast, and so induce them once

more to return to the community of their fellow men ;

and when the curiosity of the natives had somewhat

abated, and Mr. Bourne had opportunities for long

private conversations with his captive, he set to

work to enlighten his mind as to the nature of

that Gospel which had taken the place of the cruel

superstition of which he had all his life lived in such

terror. His success was most encouraging. Narrow

as had been the circle of his experience, the man proved

exceedingly intelligent and docile, and in a few days he

had learned his letters, and was beginning to spell short

words. In this task of teaching and of soothing the

missionary's little son and daughter were of the greatest

assistance, for the poor creature seemed to feel a

confidence and sense of protection in the presence
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and assurances of the laughing children that no other

influence could impart.

Thus a fortnight passed away ; everything was going

on well ;
the captive showed not the slightest desire to

escape. Indeed he seemed to dread the very thought

of leaving the missionary's house in the daytime, and

in the night a watch was kept to prevent his departure.

His fears seemed to be entirely gone, at least while

remaining with the white man
;

and Mr. Bourne

considered his end already attained, when an unlucky

blunder neutralised all his efforts.

It so happened that the part of the island (which is

by far the largest of the group) where Mr. Bourne was

now stationed was remote from that where the whaling

and other vessels called, and where many white men

even then resided
;

for it was at a comparatively early

period of the history of the mission (in 1822) that the

incident I am now relating occurred. Besides himself

and his family there were no others in the district, and

no prominent tokens of the great change produced by

the advent of Europeans ; none, indeed, except such as

were afforded by the presence and assurances of the

missionary himself. There was thus but little to

impress upon the captive the extent of the moral

and material revolution which had really occurred

amongst his countrymen, and which, by appealing to

his own observation, would have corroborated the

statements made to him. Had there been a ship,

with her crew of Europeans, the sight would have
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done more to convince him than all the words of the

solitary white man whom he found located amongst

his countrymen.

The shock attending his capture had acted beneficially

upon his constitution, for he had rapidly got better

under Mr. Bourne's care; but fifteen days of close

confinement began to tell upon him, and one morning
the missionary, thinking him now quite reconciled to

his stay for a time in the low country, and that his

explanations and kind treatment had entirely banished

all his fears, proposed to him to come out for a walk

with Mrs. Bourne and the children. For a few minutes

he hesitated
;
the old train of fearful thoughts, which

the missionary had been at such pains to dissipate,

seemed about to revive ;
but the children, seizing him

by the hand, led him forth. The house was situated

near the waterside, on a narrow strip of land which lay

between the sea and the mountains, which rose abruptly

in the rear, though hidden by trees at a distance of less

than half a mile. The only practicable path was along

the beach, there being no roads through the dense

shrubs and forest which extended from the rear of the

house to the foot of the hills, intercourse between the

different native villages being then, as now, carried on

by canoes. Half a mile distant, and round the shores

of a bay opening into a large valley, was the nearest

settlement, and towards it Mr. Bourne walked. The

result was most unfortunate; for on rounding the point,

and nearing the village, he and his companion being
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recognised at a distance, a number of the inhabitants

gathered together to welcome them. But on looking at

Harrypar (as the native was named), Mr. Bourne was

concerned to observe that his features were working

strongly ;
his eye was fixed alternately with an ardent

longing gaze on the peaks of the distant mountains, of

which the opening of the bay now afforded a view, and

then with a look of apprehension on the natives on the

beach, who were increasing in numbers each moment.

Conscious of the error he had committed in abruptly

bringing his charge in contact with numbers of his

countrymen on this, the first occasion of his coming

out since the scene on the shore a fortnight before, Mr.

Bourne turned to go back to the house, but it was too

late; the natives, anxious to see the 'wild man' once

more, shouted after, and commenced running towards

them.

' Be not afraid, Harrypar ; they will do you no

harm,' exclaimed the missionary, observing that at the

shout and the sight of the advancing crowd the captive

had at once made a motion to flee. It was for a few

moments only, however, that their earnest entreaties

and expostulations prevailed. As Harrypar stood

with trembling limbs and startled gaze directed

towards the coming throng, it was only too evident

that, as the distance between them lessened, in spite

of the reassuring words of the missionary and his

wife, the old life-long panic dread, suppressed for a

time only, but not, as they fondly supposed, eradicated,
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was once more taking possession of him. Mr.

Bourne shouted and motioned to the crowd to halt

and keep back, but either misunderstanding or

disregarding him, they still rushed onwards
;

and

conscious that if he broke away it would be impossible

to recover him, the missionary advanced towards

Harrypar with the intention of placing his arm

beneath his own. But it was already too late. The

struggle between confidence and dread in the mind

of the poor creature was decided, and just as the

mob had come within thirty yards, fear prevailed, and,

like a startled deer, Harrypar bounded off for his

mountain fastnesses, followed by the whole body of

natives.

As the cries of the pursuers died away in the

forest skirting the foot of the mountains, the missionary

and his wife walked sadly on to the village, and, an

hour after, some natives returning told the result of

the chase. Harrypar had reached and was far up the

hill ere his pursuers arrived at its base, and to them its

steep sides were inaccessible, and they returned baffled

to their homes. Some time after a great cry ran

through the village, and leaving the chief's house, in

which they were sitting, they went out to ascertain

the cause, and found all eyes directed to the mountain.

There, on the summit of a lofty precipice, far above

their heads, sat Harrypar, gazing down on them.

Sending for his telescope, Mr. Bourne watched him

sorrowfully, filled with compunction at this result of his
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folly, but hoping still that at some future time the

fugitive would return. But this hope proved delusive.

After looking down on them for half an hour, Harrypar
rose and disappeared for ever. During the ten years

subsequently spent by him in the island, Mr. Bourne

neither saw or heard anything more of Harrypar or the

companions of his tropical solitude.
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CAPTAIN ARMSTRONG'S LEGACY.

IT is now many years ago that I signed articles

as first mate of the old Dalhousie, a London ship

employed generally on the Australian and New
Zealand line. On the occasion to which I refer she

was bound to Hobart Town, Van Diemen's Land,

with a miscellaneous cargo, which included a great

number of iron buildings in detached pieces, for

churches or schools or some such edifices, which the

owners had sent out by way of speculation. They
were not bad ballast, and could not catch fire by

spontaneous (or, in fact, any sort of) combustion
;
so

we were pretty well satisfied with our freight. The

ship was not built for passenger traffic; but, as we

had a few spare cabins, some five or six passengers

were embarked at first-class rates, and altogether we

had a fair promise of as pleasant a passage as one

could well expect.

We cleared the Channel with a fine easterly wind,

and in a short time made the line. The first and, up
to that period, only inconvenience which we suffered

from was a want of water, which, being contained

17
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entirely in casks, had from constant rolling become

very foul, so that a few hours' exposure to a tropical

sun made it turn almost putrid. However, we managed

to catch a sufficient quantity of rain to last us for a few

days, and the captain promised to put into St. Helena

to get a fresh supply; so we held on with what we

had, and trusted that another week would enable us

to replenish our stock.

We had got down to within about a hundred miles

of the island, and expected to make it next day.

That night it was my first watch, and when twelve

o'clock (or, as we should say, eight bells) was struck,

I was right glad to go below and turn in. Blow high

or blow low, people who keep watch seldom remain

long awake when their turn comes for a snooze, and

in less than ten minutes I was fast asleep.

It must have been about five bells in the middle

watch when I was woke up by some one opening the

cabin door. It was the second mate, who begged

me to come on deck directly. Accustomed as

we all are to sudden calls of this nature, and

supposing that something serious must have occurred

to render my presence necessary, I hastily arose and

slipped on the necessary articles of dress. The

mate had returned to the deck the moment he saw I

was well awake, so that 1 had no opportunity of asking

him what was the matter. In a few moments I

stood beside him on the poop, and, not having

observed any particular reason for being called, some-
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what peremptorily asked him why he had roused me.

'The reason is, sir, that I am afraid something is

wrong with the captain. He has altered course
; and,

though there is a heavy squall coming up from the

nor'-west, he won't allow me to shorten sail; and

he is going on in his cabin in the queerest way

imaginable. When I went below to report that it

was coming over dark yonder, he told me to leave

the cabin instantly, and followed me on deck. He
then told the helmsman to put the helm down, and

nearly brought us flat aback : if I hadn't rounded in

the after-braces, we should have been in a pretty fix.

Then he made me try and wear, saying that he wasn't

going to chase a runaway island for ever; and at

last, after boxhauling all round the compass, he told

me to make her course nor'-west, and keep her so.

You can see through the skylight what he's about

below.'

I glanced through the wire-covered glass, and saw

that Captain Armstrong was engaged in what, to say

the best of it, was an extraordinary proceeding. A
chart of the South Atlantic lay before him, and he

was endeavouring with a penknife to erase from it

the island of St. Helena ! Wondering what he could

be doing, I said to the second mate, 'Shorten sail

directly, Mr. Jarvis, and I'll go below and tell the

captain.' So the watch was called up, and I left the

poop and walked aft into the cabin.

I ought properly to have described Captain
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Armstrong to you when I commenced. By way of

repairing the omission, however, I must inform you

that in appearance he was a man of considerable

muscular strength ;
he was possessed of a tolerable

education, and generally considered a first-rate navi-

gator, and was reputed to be steady and eminently

trustworthy; he had already made two passages in

this very ship, which had been fortunate in the

weather experienced by her on both occasions.

When I entered the cabin the captain paused in

his singular employment and looked up. Seeing

that it was I, he hastily dropped the knife and said,
' Do you want me ?

'

in his usual tone. I replied

that I had come to inform him that we were shortening

sail, and fully expected an explosion of anger on his

part at this contradiction of his orders
;
but I was

mistaken.

' Sit down, Wyndham,' said he :

'

I want to consult

you on a delicate point.' Wondering what he could

mean, I obeyed, and seated myself at some little

distance from him. I observed that he seemed to

avoid the steady gaze I fixed upon him, and glanced

uneasily about the cabin as if he feared interruption.
' You must know/ began the captain,

' that some

years -ago my grandmother died, and left me by her

will a large estate in Scotland, and the island of St.

Helena.'

If ever I opened my eyes widely in my life, I did

on hearing Captain Armstrong, in the gravest way
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imaginable, repeat the above words. I immediately

saw that I had to deal with a man in one of the

most dangerous forms of lunacy ; namely, mad on

one point, but sane on every other. The full dangers

of my position flashed across my mind on the instant,

and I perceived the necessity of caution, and of

showing apparent acquiescence in whatever he might

say. So I repressed the exclamation about to issue

from my lips, and merely nodded in affirmation.

The captain went on.

1

I perceive you are astonished that so undis-

tinguished an individual should have been left so

large a legacy ;
but when you take into consideration

the fact that I am at the present moment the rightful

heir to the crown, you will perhaps see less cause

to be surprised. However, it is needless to enter

into these little family affairs, so I will come to the

matter I wish to consult you on. A few days ago

I received a communication from my grandmother.'
1 But I thought you said she was dead ?

'

I could

not forbear interrupting.
'

Exactly so. She, however, thought fit, as I tell

you, to pay me a visit a few nights since, and told

me that, as I had acted against her express directions

in allowing the present usurper to remain on the

throne, she had caused the island to be removed,

and that all search for it on my part would be useless.

That her words were but too true our present position

is a satisfactory proof. For two days I have carefully
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worked the reckoning, and find that we have actually

passed twice over the former site of the island. But 1

don't intend to give up the chase altogether, and I

have just altered course to catch it : if we shorten.

sail, we shall probably be too late, for she will have

moved it again, and our labour will have been in

vain. It was on this point I wished to ask your

advice, as we must catch the island, or we shall die

for want of water.'

I listened in silence to this extraordinary speech,

and by the time he had finished had resolved how to

act. To have attempted force would have possibly

led to disturbing the crew and passengers ;
and to

consult men just awakened from a sound sleep would

have been useless, as people seldom have all their

wits about them at that time. One night could do

us no very great harm
;
so I determined to try and

persuade him to intrust me with his orders, promising

to make all right, and in the morning take such steps

as might seem advisable, with the concurrence of the

other officers and the passengers ;
so I quietly replied :

'

I quite sympathise with your determination, Captain

Armstrong. If, as you say, we must find the island,

I do not see that we could do better than we are

doing. I will see that all possible sail is carried.

By-the-bye, have you any objection to letting me see

your day's work ?
'

'None at all,' replied the captain; 'there it is.'

I ran my eye over the figures, and perceived that
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he had actually falsified the calculations in such a

manner as to place us about a hundred and twenty

miles to the southward of our proper position. To

argue the point, however, would, I felt, be utterly

useless, so I said :

'
If you intend to keep the morning watch, sir, you

had better turn in for an hour; and I think it would

be as well not to mention anything about this to the

passengers. They might not see the necessity
1

Very true/ said the captain ;

'
I will not. Perhaps,

as you say, too, it will be as well to have a nap
before I go on deck. Good-night.'

I left the cabin and again joined the second

mate on the poop. He looked at me as much as to

say, 'Well?'
' You can go below if you like, Mr. Jarvis/ said

I,
* as I will look out for the rest of the watch.

The captain's reasons for acting as he did will be

satisfactorily explained to-morrow.'

I said this to prevent any hint of the true state

of affairs getting forward among the men. Mr. Jarvis

did not need to be told twice he might go below, and

disappeared immediately.

You must understand that I was in a very

disagreeable position. To dispossess a superior

officer of his authority is always a delicate matter,

unless very plain cause can be shown for such a

proceeding. I had had proof plain enough myself;

but the danger in the present case was that the
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captain should yet have cunning enough to persuade

others of his sanity, perhaps even by an utter denial

of all I could allege. I resolved not to call him at

four o'clock at all events, but to keep the morning
watch myself, not a little anxious as to the events

likely to follow.

Contrary to my expectation, the captain did not

make his appearance on deck. At half-past seven I

was relieved, and at eight sat down to breakfast

with the passengers. As he had not even then

made his appearance, I desired his steward to go

into his cabin and see if he was awake.

Presently the man returned, and, with alarm

depicted on his countenance, said,
'

Please, sir, I'm

afraid the captain's . ill
;
he's in a fit or something.'

One of the passengers, who was a young surgeon,

offered to go in to him and ascertain what was the

matter.

He came back in a few minutes, and, drawing me

aside, whispered,
' The captain has a violent attack

of brain fever.'

To say that I did not experience a feeling of relief

when I heard these words would be untrue. I

immediately sent for the second mate and carpenter,

and, in their presence and that of the passengers,

related the extraordinary occurrence of the night.

I was unanimously requested to make the island as

speedily as possible ;
and such arrangements as were

possible having been made for nursing our unfortunate
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captain, we altered course, and in a couple of days

anchored in St. Helena Roads. We then obtained

additional medical help, and as soon as the captain

could be moved he was sent ashore to the military

hospital. As there was no one else who could take

charge of the ship, and the crew unanimously

expressed their confidence in myself, I resolved, on

my own responsibility, to take the ship on to New

Zealand, the doctors having given it as their opinion

that the captain's recovery would be a matter of some

months. So, having taken in water and stores, we

left the island after a stay of six days.
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ON BOARD A PILGRIM SHIP.

ON my way from Jerusalem I paid my fare at Joppa for

a berth in a ship sailing for Alexandria. When the

little felucca which carried my baggage and myself from

the shore had threaded its way through that fringe of

low, half-sunken rocks in front of the city, where the

blue sunny waters of Joppa everlastingly chafe and

fret, and I reached the vessel, riding at anchor outside,

I found, with dismay (after climbing the gangway and

discharging my turbaned boatman with his fee), that

the ship was crammed with pilgrims literally swarming
with them who had taken passage on their journey

back from the Holy City. Pilgrims look picturesque

enough under certain conditions. It is quite a touching

spectacle to behold them at times; for instance,

wandering about over the Judaean hills, or gathering

around the holy places ;
Russian peasant girls, with long

plaited hair hanging down over their backs
;
Armenians

and Greeks in gorgeous colours
;
dwellers by the Black

Sea shore in their multitudinous wraps all these are

very pleasant to behold at a distance
;
but to be thrust

ruthlessly into a confined space with four hundred of

them, and there to abide, was quite another thing. The
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habits of pilgrims are well known, particularly their

aversion to the destruction of insect life. Besides,

there was a contingency of rough weather at sea in

their company by no means an agreeable prospect.

My Joppa boatman had deposited me, together with

my effects, on the deck of the ship just by the gangway,
where I stood transfixed, deafened by the Babel of

tongues, and gazing with amazement at the wonderful

scene. The whole of the ship, fore and aft, was covered

with pilgrims ; they had climbed up on the roof of

the cuddy and of the little ridge of deck-cabins
; they

had taken advantage of cases of merchandise and coils

of rope, appropriating everything, in fact, that lay about.

It was with great difficulty I attracted the notice

of an officer of the ship, and induced him to attend to

me, so that my baggage, which ran a momentary risk

of being adopted as vantage-ground, might be safely

housed. When it had been removed into the cabin,

the only place free from the plague of pilgrims, I picked

my way to the edge of the quarter-deck for the purpose

of observation.

This living freight had been taken on board earlier

in the day; great raft-like boats had brought whole

colonies on at once
;
and little frail vessels, bulging

over with their motley cargo, were even now passing

from shore to ship, being discreetly and cautiously

rowed across the trembling waters by four or five Arab

oarsmen, whose forms were hidden by the standing

crowd about them.
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A perilous journey that ! an untoward wave would

have littered the sea with a medley of struggling

pilgrims. Fortunately the water was calm, and the

boats moved silently and steadily to the side of the

ship, and so disgorged themselves on the gangway.

Every pilgrim in them was naturally eager to be the

first on board
;
and it seemed marvellous to me that in

the rush none were pushed into the sea. There was

Paterfamilias in a red turban, screaming across the boat

to his wife, a portly dame in flowing trousers, who,

staying by the stuff, had got into difficulties with her

neighbours, being an impediment in the way. An

Armenian, half-way up the steps, was in distress at

having forgotten her wraps : poor woman ! she would

have nothing to cover her from the night's cold.

Children by dozens were being bundled up, in defiance

of their mothers, who cried out and tore their hair

below. Armenians and Greeks, regarding each other^

on principle, with deadly hate, jostled inadvertently

and quarrelled, defiled one another with their touch,

and mutually flashed out defiance. Every one clung

desperately to his luggage; a natural attachment,

inasmuch as the food provided for the journey was

packed up in it; and woe betide the loser: he must

starve.

Then, to crown the whole, a good deal of haggling

had to be gone through with the boatman, touching his

fare. An Eastern dearly loves to haggle, and this was

an occasion not to be lost for a display of gesticulation
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and vigour. Pilgrim protested he had paid enough;

Charon swore he would not be satisfied with a para

less than his full fare; and so at last all came safely

on board.

The deck of the ship at this time presented a curious

appearance ; every available place was occupied ;
and

the living mass seemed to be in a state of universal

simmer, undergoing, in fact, the process of settling

down on its lees for the voyage. This was not done,

as may be imagined, without a considerable amount

of tumult and commotion. Every one was naturally

anxious to secure for himself and party a comfortable

position, an eligible situation to leeward, or a snug

corner sheltered from the possible storm
;
and so, the

moment Pilgrim had found this, and was in the act

of appropriating it, the envious and wayward in his

neighbourhood, were of course anxious to prevent this

desirable acquisition of territory. Thus it became

expedient for him to hold his own against all comers
;

and in so doing frequently he was under the necessity of

breaking the peace. In this manner often a well-to-do

family in good position would breed discord all around,

and a state of chronic malignity would ensue, which

would fester during the voyage and finally ripen into

open war.

The babble and disorder had by no means ceased

when the ship got under way.

We left the roads of Joppa late in the afternoon,

steaming away along the line of glittering gold into
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the south-west, and, looking back at evening, watched

the last rosy tints of sunset glimmer upon the now

distant buildings and cupolas of that hilly city that

grace its hilly streets, and which appeared inverted in

the sapphire waters sleeping below.

Our captain was a good fellow, an Italian, with a

fiery red face; and, although somewhat hasty and

irascible under present circumstances, he so far subdued

his impetuosity at dinner time as to apologise feelingly

for the constricted accommodation we two or three cabin

passengers were likely to receive on deck. ' You see,'

said he,
' there is plenty of room below, so you must

take it out in that way ;

' which was a good hit of his

in answer to our expostulation, for our dinner party

numbered but four, himself and chief officer included.

There were two other cabin passengers, it is true
; but,

being Indians, their religious scruples did not permit

them to eat with us : nabobs I suppose you would call

them, for they were dressed in gorgeous attire, and had

no end of servants at call lying about on deck.

It appeared that the majority of the pilgrims were

bound for Smyrna ; some, a few Copts, for Alexandria
;

and the rest for Constantinople, on their way to their

different homes by the shores of the Black Sea
;

the

greater part being Christians of course, though some

few Moslems had mixed up among the crowd. These

also had been on pilgrimage to Jerusalem ;
for although

the Judaean city is not considered by them so holy as

Mecca, yet four journeys to the former place are
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accounted, I believe, as efficacious to salvation as one

pilgrimage to the Hejaz.

Before going to bed I went on deck to reconnoitre.

The night apparently had brought rest to this weary

multitude, and everything now seemed to be tranquil

and calm. The only sounds which fell on my ear were

the occasional bell tolling the hour of the watch, the

monotonous thud of the engine, and the lapping of the

waters about the keel as the vessel cleft its way through

the tide, on which the starlight flickered and danced,

reflected from the deep clear heavens above. So still

was all around, that it was difficult to believe such a

multitude of beating hearts and warm bodies were

there, huddled together within the compass of that dim

outline which the vessel marked out in the night.

There was a light at the binnacle, and an occasional

glimmer shone from the cook-cuddy : otherwise I had

nothing to guide my steps but the stars. By the help

of these, however, in the mysterious twilight I began
to discover indistinct groups of pilgrims lying about

closely packed. I picked my way slowly and carefully

along this living deck, by a little narrow pathway that

had been left between the converging feet of the

sleepers for the necessary transit of the officers of the

ship; and, my eye getting more accustomed to the

gloom, I soon recognised before me the same style of

domestic management in the matter of sleep that I had

previously admired in the church of the Holy Sepulchre

on the evening of Good Friday in Greek Easter-week.
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At this season whole bodies of pilgrims, in their anxiety

to be present and witness the miraculous descent of

fire on the sepulchre, throng the vast church over-

night, filling every chapel and corridor, and so settle

down in their places in order that they may be ready,

and not run the chance of being excluded from the

Saturday's festival. The manner in vogue among
families with regard to their sleeping arrangements is

this : They first make ready two square counterpanes

of sufficient size, thickly padded with loose cotton, and

quilted. One of these is spread over the floor, and the

pilgrims proceed to arrange themselves upon it, lying

crosswise, head to foot, as sardines do in a case. So,

having comfortably adjusted their legs and cunningly

placed any effects they may have underneath their

heads, to serve for a pillow, the cover-lid is put on,

and the family bury themselves below, forming a sort

of living sandwich, in fact. If you should go near and

disturb the nest, a head will pop out here and there, at

unexpected places, and expostulate with you.

Occasionally, as I picked my way carefully along in

the darkness, one and another pilgrim would start up

hastily and mutter something at me in an unknown

tongue. Here and there people were sitting up

gossiping in an under-tone; but my excursion was

rendered the more perilous in consequence of the

number of little children whom I found littered about

in my pathway. The little cherubs had broken loose,

as it were, from their sleeping mothers, and were
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engaged in making a pilgrimage on their own account.

They had been baptised in the Jordan ;
and it was

perhaps in consideration of this that the parents took

so little care of them as to permit them to be toddling

and rolling about in the night all alone, regardless of

the heavy dews of evening falling around.

Morning at sea ! calm, tranquil, sunny morning !

Who that, in his pilgrimage through this work-a-day

world, has chanced on such in the regions where the

golden gates of the East open wide, and pour upon him

their full flood of amber light, will have forgotten its

siren spell ? The memory of such a morning comes

over one like a dream of childhood, a fresh green spot

in the weary desert, an oasis where the well bubbles up
and sparkles, and where the palm-trees grow.

I was up betimes and on deck. The Moslems already

appeared engaged in their devotions. No muezzin

was there to sound out the morning cry,
' Rise and

pray : prayer is better than sleep ;

'

but, on every high

place that was accessible to them, one or two of these

people were bowing prostrate with their faces towards

the holy place at Mecca, dipping their foreheads in the

dust, and performing imaginary ablutions with their

hands.

The heart of the pilgrims seemed to rejoice in the

unusual quiet succeeding their last night's repose : after

so much drudgery, they were now at length free for a

time to abstain from labour.

The majority, it appeared to me, consisted of women

18
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past middle age, who had mostly children with them.

Comparatively few stalwart men were there; but

old men by dozens I could count, and old women

too, withered and worn, to whom the fatigues of a

journey like the present, the exposure to the heats of

day and damps of night, and the uncertain food, not to

speak of severe bodily toil, and the many harassing

privations necessary to travel, could bring little else

than lingering sickness or death. Indeed, I was given

to understand that it was no uncommon incident for

two or three to die during a voyage such as this.

Likely enough many of these people had been

hoarding up their savings during a whole lifetime, in

order that they might make this last effort
;
so having

visited the holy places, and brought souvenirs with them

from the sacred land, they were now returning to their

far-off homes self-satisfied and confident, tranquilly

hoping to spend the evening time in peace.

Midday was apparently the favourite meal-time, and

it was curious to go round and witness how each family

or party fared. A little carpet or cloth had usually

been spread on deck for the repasts, and around this

four or five or more, as the case might be, were seated,

with their legs tucked up under them, plunging their

hands in turn into the common dish, and so, according

to nature's arrangement, conveying the food to their

mouths a process they all seemed to take very kindly

to
;
and the children were not by any means backward

at this accomplishment : you could watch their little
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nimble fists manoeuvre backwards and forwards doubly
as fast as the more sedate fingers of their elders.

The ship authorities supplied the pilgrims with fresh

water
; but, in respect of everything else in the way of

provisions, they fed from the store each one had laid

in for himself and brought on board at Joppa. What
would come to pass in the event of any one falling

short, or how he would manage, I never knew
;
but

probably all chances had been calculated. Some had

brought with them jars of wine, and I noticed a few

families who feasted very sumptuously. Bread

crumbled up in water, with dates, and a kind of

cheese for a second course, seemed to suit the prevail-

ing taste. Then there were delicacies, in the way of

dried fish, soaked in water for the purpose of softening

it, served up cold, of course, as no cooking was allowed

on board the ship, and pilgrims could not get at the fire.

Indeed, scarcely any one ever moved out of the place

into which at first he had settled down. Whether this

immobility was compulsory or not I do not know. The

children frisked about noisily enough, it is true
; but

then, who could constrain them ? It was quite a

pleasant thing to contemplate their merry faces and

pretty ways. There was an Armenian woman who

dwelt in a corner of the quarter-deck, in company with

her sister. She had three daughters, the sprightliest

little people imaginable : the eldest, a winsome maiden

of fifteen, with a lovely face very dirty by the way

sported about like a little unwashed fairy, gambolling
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waywardly into every part of the ship, with her long

black hair flying wildly about her, in defiance of all.

The most important personage on deck, indisputably,

was a Turk, a middle-aged man, who, somebody
informed me, held the office of judge, or justice of the

peace, in Smyrna. He had a large establishment with

him, and a particular pen or fold had been organised

on the quarter-deck for his especial use. This was

constructed much after the same fashion as a sheepfold,

with hurdles or rather, something partaking both of

the nature of a hurdle and a park railing to fence him

round. It was very low, so that one might look over
;

and at night they rigged a sail over the top, to serve as

a roof to the dwelling.

The Turk's travelling harem consisted of four lawful

spouses, and about ten female Abyssinian slaves, with

three or four children. The Turk was a fine man, with

a pale, melancholy-looking face, and eyes which flashed

darkly from under his snowy turban. He was dressed

loosely in white Levantine costume, and his seat was

on a heap of pillows in a corner of the pen. He

presented a graphic picture of a listless, used-up man
;

and though I saw him at times take up a book to read,

he would as frequently put it down, with an air of

ennui such as a West-end exquisite might strive to

imitate, but would labour in vain to surpass. His

favourite wife had occasionally the honour of two

minutes' conversation with her lord, but otherwise he

was persistently silent.
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The four wives sat in a line with their husband, and

so occupied one whole side of the establishment. A
number of silken pillows were littered along, so as

to form a divan for their use. Eastern ladies, as I

suppose every one is aware, do not condescend to sit,

in the sense which westerns take the word to indicate,

but recline, or rather, to use a broad expression, squat,

with their feet gathered up under them. These ladies

all wore alike the Syrian dress : white flowing trousers

and bodice, or yelik, I believe it is called, girt round

their waist with a sumptuous Damascus scarf. Their

veil, not the yashmak, was of some white fabric, and

was carried over the head and covered the lower part

of the face crosswise. They laughed and chatted

together continually, with great animation
;
so that it is

a mere compliment to say they were veiled. The two

nearest to their lord I took to be Circassians. Although

no longer fresh and pretty of feature, they were

possessed of a refinement of expression of a very high

class, were graceful in every movement, and dignified

of carriage; there shone out far more intelligence in

their aspect than is to be met with in the women of the

Levant
;
and the peculiar half-melancholy cast of feature,

almost inseparable to Circassian girls, was toned down

in their faces into content or resignation.

The principal employment of all four the other two,

I believe, were Syrian women seemed to be gossip :

they prattled and laughed like children, gesticulating at

the same time, to give force to their expressions, after
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the manner of the East. Their delicate jewelled hands

were busy occasionally with a little piece of ladies'

work, embroidery of some sort
;
but this did not seem

to progress much onward towards completion during

the time I stayed on board. They were treated by the

slaves with great deference and respect, and the little

children came sometimes to play with them, and indulge

in a romp and tumble on their divan.

As for the slaves, they were partly Nubian and partly

Abyssinian girls, splendid figures some of them, tall and

shapely, comely of face and limb, such forms as you

may see in French bronzes, holding lamps. They
were dressed in very picturesque attire : white or

striped raiment, with gorgeously tinctured turbans, and

scarves for the waist, silk fabrics from the Damascus

looms, chosen, with that wonderfully correct taste

which Easterns possess in the arrangement of colour,

so as to harmonise with each other and with the dark

skin of the wearers. These people seemed the happiest

of the party : they laughed and played practical jokes

at each other's expense, and skipped about with great

animation. Their business was to attend to the

children, and to prepare and serve out food for the

refreshment of the party. A number of brass vessels

of classical shape and form stood in one corner of the

pen, and there was a store of viands and water : this,

in fact, was the pantry, the kitchen, and the scullery of

the establishment, and was ruled over by butlers, and

cooks, and laundry-maids for they had a great wash
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on board and servants of all work
;
and was in con-

stant requisition, some dish or potion being perpetually

administered to Turk or his four lawful spouses. One

or two of the slaves occupied themselves with needle-

work, and the small fry, who, by the way, were mostly

black, ran and tumbled about everywhere.

One other fold or pen had been constructed on deck,

and this was inhabited by some dervishes and imauns,

very holy men, whom the mere touch of a Christian

would effectually contaminate. These were looked up
to by the Moslems on board with unbounded respect ;

and at prayer times all glanced at them for the first

sign.

Every high place, where a sight could be got over

the heads of the rest, of the Meccan horizon, was

during these seasons of devotion which occurred at

least three times a day sought out anxiously and

appropriated ;
and this propensity of the Moslems to

spread their praying- carpets on each exalted spot they

could find worried our good captain dreadfully. There

was a certain bridge thrown over the vessel amidships,

where he loved to walk on grand occasions, with his

telescope under his arm
;
and at these seasons he

would be sure to find the place littered with a number

of prostrate Arabs, in all stages of genuflexion ;
and

it needed the utmost vigilance of the crew to circum-

vent these people, and keep the captain's bridge at all

clear.

On the second morning, at sunrise, the glittering
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minarets and mosques of Alexandria were on the

horizon. And when our vessel steamed into harbour,

picking its way dexterously through the labyrinth of

shipping, the great monarch of day, 'girt for travel,'

was advancing his crest just over the old Pharos

point, and casting long shadows of pinnacles and palm-

trees into the water. In the city the hubbub and

clamour of daily Eastern life had already begun, and

from the ships and from the shore sounded out the

droning song of the workman engaged in his day's toil.

By-and-by a little felucca delivered me up to the

embraces of my old enemies, the donkey-boys; and,

under the circumstances, I resigned myself to my fate

with great calmness, and bade a final adieu to the

Pilgrim Ship.
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HELP IN NEED : AN INCIDENT OF THE
LONELY BUSH.

IN the course of a wandering life I have met with

several instances of what some men would call
' curious

coincidences/ but which the recipients of the mercy

most properly looked upon as '

providences/ in which

trifling accidents, mere trivial occurrences, were made

the means, in the good providence of God, of leading

to the prevention of great calamities. One of these,

which made a strong impression on my mind, I will

detail.

I had left Melbourne on a visit to a friend in the

interior, who was located three hundred miles away in

a very thinly-peopled part of the country, twenty or

thirty miles intervening between each station. There

was no medical man in the district, and when it was

ascertained that I was a doctor, many urgent entreaties

were made by the squatters that I would settle among
them

;
and I consented so far as to promise to stay for

a few months, or until one should have been procured

from town. I soon had my hands full, and for weeks

together I rode thirty or forty miles a-day, steering by
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the sun, or compass, swimming rivers or creeks with

my horse, and often compelled to camp out all night,

wrapped in a blanket, which I always carried strapped

to my saddle.

I had gone over one day to see a sick child at a

neighbouring station, and was about to start next

morning on my return, when a messenger, who had

ridden all night, arrived with a request that I would go

on to a place some thirty miles further off, where an

accident had happened. I reached the station at sun-

set, saw the patient, who had been thrown from his

horse, and had lain two or three days with a broken

leg and dislocated shoulder
; and, then, very early next

morning, set out on my return journey of nearly sixty

miles. My road lay across a series of plains of eight

or ten miles in diameter, or rather one vast plain divided

into a number of smaller ones by belts and patches of

timber and scrub. The season was the end of winter

such as winter is in Australia, when rain is not

actually falling bright, bracing weather. The plains

beneath my horse's feet were springing into fresh life
;

the clear blue sky was dappled with light clouds, which

swept along before a fresh breeze. I had been almost

incessantly in the saddle for many weeks, and had

at length got rid of the slothful, inert feeling, the

disinclination to active, long-continued bodily exercise,

which is too apt to creep over the denizen of towns. I

then felt for the first time the sensation described by

Layard, when in the East amongst the Arabs, and by
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prairie travellers in America that keen and pleasurable

sense of enjoyment of one's animal existence which

only those experience in perfection whose lives are

spent in exercise in the open air. Life seemed a

strong and pleasant thing; and as the sharp breeze

swept over the green plain, I felt a desire to career

along in its company, and endeavour to urge my
horse into a gallop.

Independently, however, of my earnest desire for the

pleasure of rapid motion, there was another reason for

speed it was necessary in order to reach my halting-

place for the night to cross a certain creek before sunset,

as it was flooded, and the ford very dangerous, except

in broad daylight. I had been told that if by any
mischance I was delayed so as to reach it after dark,

my only resource would be either to camp by the

border, or to follow the stream down for ten miles,

when I should come upon a solitary out-station

inhabited by a married shepherd and his family. The

days being short, I therefore urged my horse into a

brisk pace. But alas for me ! the horse was not my
own. My own horse having been lamed by the

previous day's journey, I was compelled to leave it

behind me, and to take the only one which happened to

be available, as a substitute, on the station. This was

a piebald very handsome and strong, but with a look

about his eye which I did not like.

' Are you sure he is not a buck-jumper ?
'

I said to

its owner, before I mounted,
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1

Oh, dear, no ! A child might ride him. I am sorry,

though, none of the others are handy. Somebody left

the sliprail down last night, and all the horses got out

of the paddock. A man has gone after them, but I do

not expect them back before nine or ten o'clock, and

you must start at once on account of the creek. Will

you stop to-day, and start early to-morrow ?
'

'

No/ I replied.
' Mrs M 's child is very ill, and I

promised to be back within two days, if possible. If

you really assure me this horse is quiet, I will start at

once. Look at his eye.'
'

Well, I must say he was given to "
prop

"
a bit when

I had him first. He was rather tricky then, but lately

he has behaved first-rate. You will find him hard as

nails, and he will carry you home all right. If he plays

up any games, give him the spur.'

I was not at all satisfied with these assurances, for

I have often observed how unwilling many owners of

horses are to confess to any faults in the animals. But

I was very anxious about the child lying ill, and I

resolved to start.

I mounted, therefore, and turned round to ask some

further particulars about the l

propping
' mentioned

;

but whether the spur accidentally touched him or not, or

whether it was a peculiarity of the beast, I know not,

but he started off, and I received no reply to my
question. We cantered on, however, very amicably for

some miles
;
and after watching him very closely, I

began to think that I had been unjust, and had formed
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a wrong estimate of his character altogether. But I

was destined to be quickly undeceived.

I have long since forgiven him his tricks of that day,

and the sore annoyance and discomfiture arising

therefrom, for, unknown to me, much depended upon

even these trifles. But I very soon had a practical

reply to my question about his '

propping
'

propensities.

I had gone about seven miles, and was cantering

pleasantly along, having, as was too often my custom

when on horseback, fallen into a reverie a dangerous

habit for an unpractised rider. Suddenly, and in

mid-career, my horse stopped dead, with his fore-legs

stiffly propped forwards, and his head down. His

object was to unseat me, and, not expecting anything of

the kind, and riding loosely, he succeeded perfectly, for

I shot completely over the head he considerately held

down out of my way. In my fall, I lost my hold of the

bridle, and there I was, in the middle of the plain,

steedless. After getting rid of his rider thus summarily,

he proceeded leisurely to graze, keeping just sufficiently

out of my reach to entice me after him, but taking very

good care not to let me catch him. I followed him for

two hours, and was about finally to give him up,

and walk to the station, when luckily the bridle

caught in a bush, and held him fast long enough
to enable me to recapture him. I found out after-

wards that he had played this trick successfully in

numerous instances. I resolved, as I prepared to

remount him, to make him redeem the time lost by
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extra speed ;
but to my consternation, just as I had put

my foot in the stirrup, and was about to swing myself

up into the saddle, my amiable steed lashed out at me

with his hind-leg, just missing my knee-joint. Again

and again I tried, but all in vain. I repeatedly ran the

risk of being left out on the plain with a fractured limb.

Coaxing and bullying were alike useless, and finally I

lost my temper, and looked about for a stick to punish

his contumacy, but the open plain furnished nothing

but slight twigs of the saltbush, and the nearest

timber was three miles away.

As a last resort, and hoping by tying him to a tree

to succeed in again mounting him, I proceeded to lead

him there
; but, as if he divined my object, he hung

back and walked so slowly that I found it would take

hours to reach the spot, and I paused in despair.

'Surely/ thought I, as I contemplated the wilful beast,

who evidently triumphed in my dilemma,
'

surely

human intellect and will ought to be a match for brute

strength and cunning.' Suddenly a thought struck me.

I took out a large silk handkerchief I had, and folding

it in a bandage, tied it over his eyes, and while throwing

up his head quite disconcerted at this manoeuvre, I

quickly jumped on his back. In his rage at being

outwitted, he started off at full speed, and again tried

to prop me over his head, but being on my guard I

defied him, and, as his owner had recommended, gave
him the spur. But so much time had now been

wasted in these contests that with all the speed I
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could make darkness had set in before I could reach

the creek, which I found running with such velocity

as to render any attempt to swim across an act of

folly. To add to my discomfiture, the rain, which had

some time threatened, now began to descend, and the

wind to blow a gale. Camping out, therefore, was not

a pleasant prospect. I had no other alternative but to

follow the stream down for another ten miles, until I

should reach the timber, on the further edge of which I

had been told I should find the solitary hut.

It was a dreary ride, in the very teeth of the wind

and rain, which swept over the plain : and well pleased

was I when at length I reached the sheltering trees,

and caught sight of the welcome gleam of light which

promised rest and warmth. It was about nine o'clock

when I reached the hut ;
the roaring of the wind in the

trees, and the rushing of the creek, prevented my
approach being heard

;
the dogs were all under shelter.

I dismounted, and tied my horse to a sapling unnoticed.

The door was closed, but a cheerful light shone from

the window and through the crevices of the slabs. I

had unstrapped my saddle-bags, and was turning

towards the door, when a sudden cry of alarm arose

within. Mingled with the groaning and tossing

boughs, and the driving splash of the rain, came the

wailing of children, and the hurried exclamations of a

man. As I stood a moment listening, the door opened

quickly, and the latter rushed out bareheaded into the

darkness, wringing his hands, and evidently in a state
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of the greatest distress. Throwing his arms up, and

clasping his hands above his head, he exclaimed,
' My

God ! is there no help, no hope ?
'

I could see him plainly, as he stood in the stream

of light issuing from the opened door : but coming

suddenly into the darkness, he had not yet observed

me. A glance into the hut behind him showed me
a number of children of different ages running to

and fro in terror, as if suddenly alarmed. A calamity

had evidently befallen, and as the man turned quickly

to re-enter the hut, I called out to him
' Has anything happened ? What is the matter ?

'

He started in astonishment at hearing my voice, but

quickly recovering himself, as I came up to the door

and stood in the light, exclaimed
' My wife, sir ! she is dying, bleeding to death, and

no doctor nearer than Bullama !

'

[The station where

I resided.]
'
I am Doctor / said I, as I quickly entered the

hut, and hurried up to the bed, where, blanched and

livid, lay the mother of those poor, helpless children,

whose wailings suddenly ceased as I entered.

I was just in time
;
for a very few minutes more of

delay would have proved fatal. The most active and

energetic treatment was instantly necessary to check

the haemorrhage, and to call back the life which

flickered feebly in the poor woman's exhausted frame.

By the help of the stimulants I carried in my saddle-

bags, and a bottle of brandy, which the man had
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providently supplied for sickness, I at length succeeded,

and gradually consciousness and strength returned.

As I stood by the bedside, and watched my patient

slowly rallying back to life, I could not but wonder at

the singular succession and combination of incidents

apparently trifling and fortuitous the lameness of my
horse, the escape of the others from the paddock by
the neglect of some one in leaving the slip-panel down,

the various delays in my journey all combining to

bring me at this critical moment to that spot to give

aid to sufferers to whom the moment before all prospect

of human aid seemed hopeless ;
to save a life so

valuable, to prevent a disaster so shocking as would

have undoubtedly happened had I succeeded in

prosecuting my journey. Even if it had not rained,

I would probably have camped by the stream until

daylight, instead of riding all that distance to the hut.

' All these were mere chances
;

it was simply a

coincidence, that is all/ may be the remark of some

reader. Not such was the thought of the man to

whom so great a mercy had been vouchsafed ;
not

such the reasoning of the poor woman who was thus

wonderfully preserved to her sorrowing husband and

her helpless family of young children, who would

otherwise have been left motherless in that dismal

solitude. With streaming eyes and quivering lip, and

voice choked with emotion, as he pointed his finger

up to heaven, the husband said,
'
It was God Who,

in His mercy, heard my prayer that these little ones

19
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might not be left motherless, Who sent you here

this night, doctor. Truly you came as an angel from

heaven.' And the mother, with recovered consciousness,

but too enfeebled as yet to speak, as she looked round

upon the husband and children to whom she had been

thus restored even from the very gates of death, turned

her face, beaming with gratitude and thankfulness,

up to heaven, while her lips moved in silent prayer

addressed to the throne of that Omnipotence which
' neither slumbereth nor sleepeth.' And I felt how

natural and spontaneous in the grateful human heart

is the idea of a gracious and over-ruling Providence,

without whose knowledge
' not even a sparrow falleth

to the ground.'

Some men deny special providence. Sitting at

their ease, and speculating on human actions and

their consequences, they affirm that a Superior Power

never interposes in behalf of poor, suffering mortals

in the hour of distress and danger. It is doubtless

true that in general the Almighty acts by fixed and

inscrutable laws, and that disaster is a penalty attached

to ignorance or infringement of these
;

calamities

following foolish or imprudent actions, even in the

best as in the worst of men. But it is very hard to

persuade those men who have in their own persons

experienced great deliverances, who have been sud-

denly and unexpectedly plucked from the very jaws

of destruction, that a mere chance was the cause of

their rescue, and that the immediate control of a
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beneficent Power had nothing to do with it. Man

is so constituted that in the hour of his supreme

distress he instantly prays to Heaven for deliverance
;

and if succour comes, the thought as spontaneously

arises that the Omnipotent has heard his cry. Even

the benighted pagan calls upon his false gods to

relieve him, and ignorantly attributes to them the

salvation which can proceed from God alone. But in

the enlightened Christian, how natural and appropriate

seems the act of rendering thanks and praise to the

great Ruler of the universe, Who, as he reverently

believes, has in his behalf stretched forth His hand,
'

mighty to save !

'

' In all my ways Thy hand I own,

Thy ruling providence I see ;

Assist me still my course to run,

And still direct my paths to Thee.'
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AN ADVENTURE IN THE STONY RISES.

A REMARKABLE instance of severe and long protracted

suffering, arising from ignorance of a very simple

matter, once fell under my observation. It may

prove interesting, as an instance of the dangers and

hardships sometimes undergone by the inhabitants

of newly-peopled countries. One of the most singular

localities in the colony of Victoria is that part of the

country called the Stony Rises a tract of desert of

an irregular form, bounded by the ocean on one side,

and on all others by the most fertile portions of

Australia, upon which it encroaches to the extent of

some hundreds of square miles. As the name implies,

the whole is one mass of stone, or rather, it may be

likened to a tempestuous, rolling, yet irregular sea,

which had suddenly become converted into stone,

and each huge wave subsequently split into ragged

fragments of every size, from one pound to many
hundreds of tons. From the crevices of these, and the

scanty soil formed by their decomposition, grows a

dense forest of small trees, of a singularly dreary

and sombre character. Each is a repetition of its
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neighbour, as to size, height, and general dinginess of

hue and aspect, and the result is a monotony wearying

to the eye and depressing to the spirits. Gnarled

and stunted by the arid nature of the rocky region

they grow in, with their brown trunks, and bronze-

like foliage, and rigid uniformity of outline, they

conveyed to the mind the notion of having been cast

in a mould, rock and tree together. Despite the

scantiness of the soil, this forest vegetation is dense,

an uninterrupted view for more than forty or fifty

yards being rare.

In my researches after specimens, I had penetrated

this district in several places, but a more dismal

locality I had never before been in. Nature seemed

to have exhausted herself in producing those metallic-

looking trees.
1 When the wind did not blow, a

silence as of death reigned ;
no birds sang on the

boughs, the insects even seemed to have a horror of

the place, for a long day's search procured me but

few specimens. Even the universal lizard or guana

was absent. Where trees grow thickly, as a rule

there you will have insects, birds, and reptiles in

abundance, but here all was silent and desolate
;
and

as I mounted ridge after ridge, or, descending, picked

my way amongst the stones that encumbered the

1 In Australia the leaves on the trees grow with their surfaces

perpendicular instead of horizontal, as in Europe, and both sides are

alike smooth. This arrangement, together with their uniform brown

tint, causes a scantiness of shade and a sombreness of aspect very

unpleasant to the English eye.
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waterless ravines, I pitied the hapless being who

should be so unfortunate as to lose himself in those

dreary solitudes.

I was returning one evening, an hour before

sunset, to my quarters in a lonely hut occupied by

splitters when engaged in procuring timber, a noble

belt of which grew on the bright open plain, which

contrasted so strongly with the rocky desolation in

its immediate vicinity ;
the line of demarcation between

the two being wonderfully distinct one step taking

me from the desert, and placing me on the rich

alluvial plains of Colac, from which the former rises

like an island from the level of the ocean. I had

accompanied the men from a neighbouring station in

a trip they had made for timber, and took the

opportunity afforded by a week's stay to make several

excursions into the Stony Rises.

That from which I was now returning was to be

my last, as the drays returned to the station early

next morning. When within a quarter of a mile of

the plain, I sat on a stone and arranged my stock

of specimens, botanical and entomological. The sun

was setting as I concluded my task, and, casting one

last look on the desolate scene around me, I rose to

depart. I was in a narrow valley or ravine, which

extended to my right and left, and which, like all the

others I had that day traversed, was paved with

broken fragments of stone. Before and behind me
rose two ridges of brown and splintered rock, from
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the sides and summits of which projected the

sombre and sad looking vegetation peculiar to the

locality, and which threw the spot where I stood

into the shade. The western end of the gorge was

more open, and clearer with the light of the setting

sun
;
but the eastern extremity, which extended some

twenty yards or so to my right, and then turned an

abrupt angle, was already darkened by the shadows

of advancing night.

I was about to move off, when to my surprise a

figure appeared in the gloom, turning the angle of

rock, and advancing slowly towards me. It was a

tall man, carrying a gun, and he walked apparently

with the greatest difficulty over the rugged ground.

At first I thought it must be one of the splitters,

but as he came nearer I saw it was a stranger ! I

stood still, wondering what could be his object at

nightfall in the Stony Rises, so far from any

habitation
;

but when he came sufficiently close for

me to distinguish his countenance, a suspicion of the

truth flashed upon me. The features were worn and

ghastly to the last degree, the lips blackened, and the

eyes appeared preternaturally bright, as they moved

restlessly in their hollow sockets from side to side. A
beard of ten days' growth covered his face. He passed

within a few feet without observing me, and supported

his faltering steps with his gun, to a large stone which

lay near, and, sitting down, he cast such a look of

wan despair around him as was most pitiful to see.
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1 Good evening, mate/ I said, as I came out from

the shady corner where I had hitherto stood.

To my surprise he took no notice of me, beyond

a prolonged stare, and, turning his head away, he

rose painfully, and, crossing to the side of the

ravine, sat down with his back resting against the

rock, and by his motions, and by his raising his

hands upwards, seemed to engage in earnest prayer.

For a moment I was utterly confounded at this

behaviour. ' Has suffering turned his brain ?
'

thought

I, as I walked up to him and placed my hand on his

shoulder.

' What are you doing here, mate ?
' Never shall I

forget the change which passed over him as, leaning

over him, I thus spoke. With outstretched arms,

trembling in every fibre of his shattered frame, his

gaunt and haggard features working with mingled

emotions of doubt and joy, he grasped my arm and

felt me with his quivering hands. He tried to speak,

but a hoarse croak was all he could give utterance

to
;

he pointed to his mouth and tried to articulate

'

water.' I could see his tongue parched and shrivelled,

absolutely caked and furrowed with cracks on its

surface.

Happily, I had about half a pint remaining of some

cold tea, with which I happened to have on this

occasion filled my flask before starting. What a look

he gave when I produced the bottle ! I poured a little

into a small wooden quaich, which I generally carried
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on my excursions, and, as his hands shook, I held it to

his lips and he swallowed it. I then made him wait

for a few minutes, and gave him another, for I was

afraid that even the small quantity I had might prove

injurious if too suddenly swallowed. The effect was

almost instantaneous; the looks became less haggard,

and shortly after swallowing the remainder he was

enabled to speak, although very huskily.
' Thank God it is not a vision this time,' were the

first words he uttered.
'
It is a living man

;

' and he

stared at me, still rather wildly.
'
I have seen so many

these two days, but this one is real. Speak to me,

master, please.' And he again felt me, to make sure

of my bodily presence. Intense suffering had evidently

rendered him delirious.

I reassured him, and then he informed me that this

was the ninth day he had been lost in that desolate

region. He had been a shepherd in the employment
of a neighbouring squatter, whose service he happened
to have left the day before he was lost. He was

consequently neither missed nor sought for, as it

was naturally supposed he had gone elsewhere.
' Do you think you will be able to walk ?

'

I asked.

'

If not, you had better sit still here, and I will bring

assistance.' But the idea of being left even for one

hour alone in that place seemed to appal him, and

he managed to mount the ridge and descend into a

gully which emerged on the plain, though with great

difficulty, for he seemed now much weaker than even
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when I first saw him. Night had completely set in by

the time we reached the open plain, but the fire of the

splitters was visible, and after many halts for rest I got

him safely to the hut.

After he had eaten and drunk as much as we would

allow him, and slept for some hours, he told us his

story, and a strange one it was a story which betrayed

an amount of ignorance almost inconceivable, even in a

man so illiterate as this one evidently was.

It seems he had, after settling with the superintendent

of the station, and receiving his wages, determined to

go out on the run, in order to look for a mare and foal

belonging to him, which he had lost some weeks before,

and which he suspected had been stolen, but for

which he determined to have a final hunt before

leaving the station. The latter extended for many miles

along the borders of the Stony Rises, but he had never

been in them, as his flock was stationed out on the

plains in the other direction
;
but he now determined to

examine them. He had been dissuaded hitherto from

looking there, being assured that, as there was water

there only in winter, and no grass whatever at any

season, neither horses nor cattle ever went there.

Unluckily for himself he communicated his intention

to no one, and started early, taking his gun and sheep-

dog, and a piece of damper in his pocket, which he

ate at noon. He had come to the station straight

from the ship which brought him to the colonies,

consequently his experience of bush travelling was
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merely local. He entered the stony district, therefore,

and wandered about without any thought beyond

the hope of finding the missing animals, the idea of

being lost never entering into his mind until towards

the afternoon, when, finding no trace of horse or beast

of any kind, he began to think of returning to the

station. Then for the first time, when he looked round

upon the limited landscape of unvarying sameness,

his true position flashed upon him
;

but he thought,

by walking straight on in one direction, he would get

out of the labyrinth sooner or later. He walked on,

therefore, until darkness came on, when he lay down,

suffering much from thirst, for, being summer, no rain

had fallen for some weeks. The second day was spent

in like manner, incessant walking, and night found him

in a state of great suffering. He now considered

seriously what he should do, and his resolution, with

the rest of his narrative, I will give to the best of my
recollection in his own words.

1 The third morning came, and me as far off home as

ever. I had heard tell of steering by the sun, so I

thought I would try that plan. Thank God, there

was a great storm of thunder and rain that day ;
the

poor dog was as bad off as myself for want of the water,

and he and I lay in the rain, and welcomed it, and

drank our fill out of the pools it made. But it was a

bad job for poor Larrey, after all. I did not feel the

hunger before that, for the drouth
;

but when I had

had my fill of the water it got raging. For all I
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had my gun, not a bird or beast of any kind did I

see but some crows the second day ;
so I shot the

dog, though it went to my heart to kill him, and

roasted some.
' After I had eaten my fill, I thought that, instead

of going round and round, as I heard tell people did

when they were lost and which I found I did, I would

steer by the sun. And so I did every day ;
on the

fourth day I had two or three drinks from the pools

of rain water
;

but on the fifth day I had only one

drink, about twelve o'clock. After that the heat dried

up every drop. Oh, but then after that it was awful.

Day after day did I tramp on, and many a time the

devil tempted me to use the gun I had, and put an end

to my misery ;
for I often gave up all hope. On the

afternoon of the seventh day I shot a little bird, but I

could not eat it I got just a moistening of my mouth

with its blood, for it was the water I was perishing for.

All day yesterday I was very bad, and laid down most

of the time, and there were people calling me all that

day and to-day, and often I thought I was saved, but it

was only the fever in me. Often I would see people

coming to me, men and women both, but they always

vanished when I went nigh them '

(he was delirious).
'

To-day I lay down most of the time, for I was too

weak to walk
;
but after awhile I thought I would try

to walk a bit more, and I went on to where God had

sent this gentleman. At first I thought it was only a

vision, like the rest, but he touched me, and then I
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knew I was saved. I must have died this night if God

had not sent you there, sir.'

'

But,' said I,
' what do you mean by saying you

steered by the sun ? If you had done so you would

have been, instead of nine days, not nine hours on the

Rises.'

' Indeed then, sir,' he replied,
'
I did from the third

day always go by the sun.'

1 How ? explain yourself.'
'

Sure, sir, I followed it.'

' You followed it !

' we all exclaimed.

He looked round at us, rather taken aback by our

shout of surprise.
t Sure I heard Mr. Allen at the head

station say that he always followed the sun as a guide,

and never lost himself yet, and I thought I would try

and do the same.'

Incredible as such ignorance may appear, it was

nevertheless an actual fact that, not knowing the

points of the compass, this man had interpreted
'

steering by the sun '

into following, or as he phrased

it
'

follying,' it. Facing it in the morning when it

rose, he kept it always before him until it sank in the

west. He had thus daily wandered in a circle, and

in all probability was never further from the edge

of the forest than a few miles.
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A TYPHOON IN CHINA.

ON Sunday, the 3rd of August, 1861, I was in Hong

Kong. A strong gale had been blowing throughout

the night, and as I was dressing in the morning it

increased to a hurricane. One of the Venetian

shutters in my bedroom at the hotel flew away,

and when I was fastening the remaining one, I had

great difficulty in closing the glass windows, they met

with so much resistance from the gale.

As soon as I was dressed I went out into the rain,

vainly endeavouring to use an umbrella, and walked

on the Praya, from whence I had a fine view of the

harbour. The houses on the Praya were mostly

denuded of their roofs, and the road was covered with

broken tiles, a sudden gust now and then causing

additions to be made to this novel pavement, to the

endangerment, however, of the heads of passers by.

The sea was smoother than might have been expected,

owing to the wind being so much from the eastward.

A gale was blowing along the harbour, and now and

again would be seen a cloud of water raining upward,

coming from the windward quarter, which passed over
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the shipping howling and roaring, throwing the lighter

vessels almost on their beam ends, and driving others

from their anchors, till their course was stopped by
their fouling some other vessel.

These gales were beautiful to behold. The water

was carried up from the surface of the sea by the force

of the wind, denser far than the heavy rain which was

also falling, and seemed to form a rolling wall of water,

threatening destruction to the vessels which opposed

its progress. Chinese broad hats, and all sorts of

raiment, were seen flying away on the wings of the

wind, as though the law of gravitation had been

suddenly reversed. Trees on the shore were uprooted

or lopped of their branches : the town of Victoria was

not safe. Presently, however, the wind veered to

the southward. Now I feel satisfied that the fury of

the storm is over, and I go on to form one of a

congregation of six persons at the Union Chapel,

where service is held to-day with closed shutters, and

has occasionally to be suspended till a howling blast

of wind has rolled by, and the preacher's voice can

again be heard.

And now the roaring typhoon has left me. But

whither has it gone ? We find it next, about ten

o'clock, at Macao, where it blew with much greater

violence, involving loss of life estimated at thousands.

But, as I have not been since to Macao, I will leave

that place, and accompany our typhoon through

Sanhwin to Whampoa and Canton. In these places
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the loss of life is estimated at seventeen thousand

souls, including five Europeans and Americans. The

gale commenced in Canton to blow with fury at about

eleven o'clock. The river was a fearful sight. A

usually placid stream, no wider than the Thames, is

suddenly converted into a stormy sea, the waves

lashing the shores with angry fury, their dreadful

aspect increased by the dull leaden hue cast on the

clouds and water, and even on the very atmosphere.

Air and water seemed completely intermingled and

undefined. Howling and roaring they fly past with

impetuous speed, carrying along with them thousands

of boats, many of them bottom upward or broken to

atoms by constant collision
;

and human beings,

beyond the reach of help, grasping at these wrecks

with the despairing grasp of death, vainly applying

their whole strength to save themselves from being

torn from their last hope by the violence of the

elements. How vain are their cries for help ! Now
a large junk drifts across a floating crowd of men.

They clamber madly up her side, some only to be

crushed to death as the junk is impelled against

another vessel not yet driven from her anchors ;

others to fall, in their attempt at boarding, into the

sea; and the remainder are fortunate if the junk in

which they have sought refuge be not wrecked ere she

reach the opposite shore.

Nor are disasters confined to the river. On shore

houses are constantly falling, and walls tumbling with
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a crash. Hundreds of families are in a moment

rendered houseless, and seek refuge where they can.

But where is a safe spot ? Who can tell which house

will fall next ? The Chinese inns are crowded with

people seeking a temporary refuge from the storm.

Ill-fated choice ! these buildings are higher than any

other houses, and several of them fall down, burying

hundreds of men and women and children beneath

their ruins.

The sky is now clearing. The storm has lasted not

quite two hours. It has been blowing from the

north-east, and no doubt many have discovered, as

they thought, during its raging, the safest localities.

The sun begins to peep out. The wind subsides as

rapidly as it rose. It is now a dead calm. Small

boats are now seen pulling rapidly about the river,

some in search of missing friends, but more looking

out for plunder or whatever the numerous wrecks offer

to them in the shape of booty. People walk out to

see what damage has been done, and congratulate

themselves that all is now over and they are safe.

How many families in this brief period have lost their

chief support ! How many parents have been made

childless ! What a scene of lamentation, sorrow, and

distress is everywhere beheld ! And but half an hour

ago destruction was raving all around
; now everything

is quiet : the water as smooth as ever. Not a leaf

stirs. There is a death-like stillness.

But what is that ? Hark ! Ay, and before the

20
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question is answered, more furious than ever blows

the blast from the opposite quarter of the compass.

They, wrho a short time ago congratulated themselves

on their safe situations, now take alarm, for they are

exposed to a hurricane more furious than before.

Wreckers afloat and looters ashore are taken by

surprise, and many pay for their temerity in their

dishonest calling with their lives. The same scenes

again occur, and after an hour or two the wind again,

but more gradually, subsides, and eventually gives

place to fine weather.

Three days afterwards I came to Canton, and saw

several scores of dead bodies on the river, though

thousands (eight thousand up to the present time) had

been taken ashore to be buried at the expense of the

authorities. The river was even then strewed with

debris, and the ships at Whampoa were ludicrously

placed in most extraordinary positions by the violence

of the winds and the height of the water. My own

house suffered too. My garden wall was blown down,

the skylight blew away, several parts of the building

fell
; every place was flooded, and everything had

threatened a complete smash. My family (who were

all here) retreated, wading knee-deep in water, exposed

to the fury of the storm, to a neighbouring house

which was considered stronger. My poor garden !

everything in it has been swept down. But we have

great cause for gratitude ;
not one of us was lest.
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JACKY BARBOUR'S STORY.

ABOUT ten miles from Edinburgh is a village called

Cockenzie, which stands on the southern shore of

the Firth of Forth, close to the sea. It is a quaint

and primitive place, of indeterminate antiquity, made

up of straggling streets, or rather fragments of streets,

placed at. all angles. Its architecture is rather sub-

stantial than picturesque, except on washing-days,
when set off by their drapery of red, white, and

blue.

Some of the cottages are provided with outside

stone stairs more or less dilapidated, and others with

vaults in the sloping beach. Each interior, however,

is densely peopled; for, although the whole village

is small, its population consists of nine hundred

persons. Most of the men are sailors engaged in

the adjacent herring-fisheries. The sanitary schemes

of metropolitan legislators have not yet found their

way to that quarter; and, as was said by Carlyle

of a Welsh village, the ashpits and rubbish-heaps

mostly remove themselves by their own natural

chemistry. The people, nevertheless, as becomes
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those who live close to the sea, are subject to the

healthy influences of that great renovator, and are

simple, sober, and industrious in their habits,

pursuing the even tenor of their way in contentment.

Like most fishing populations, they are gregarious

in their dispositions, living almost exclusively among

themselves, and being closely intertwined by the ties

of relationship and similarity of pursuits. Each, it

is true, is fully cognisant of his neighbour's affairs
;

for pedigrees abound, and are liberally quoted, either

for honour or for dishonour, when disputes arise. The

village is their little world, and its concerns form the

staple of their sayings and doings ; but, as to the

great world outside, they seldom give it a thought.

The boys of the place early learn to dive and swim,

and take to the water as naturally as ducks. Some

of these take advantage of their proximity to the

highway of nations, and go out to the great sea in

ships, thereby gratifying the yearnings of their nature

by visiting foreign countries. They afterwards return

wiser and sadder men, to join the grey fathers of

the commonwealth, or, as sometimes happens, are

never more heard of, and die a lingering and uncertain

death in the memories of their families and associates.

Occasional incidents like these influence the youth,

and give variety to old age, according to the tenor of

the adventures narrated
;

for they are a sympathetic

and impulsive people, tinged with that credulity which

is born of the wonders of the great deep. When
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anything remarkable occurs in the fortunes of any

member of their community, the topic at once becomes

common property. If it is marvellous and interesting,

the whole village marvels and is interested. Our

story is one of these striking events, which convulsed

the neighbourhood, regarding the adventures or rather

vicissitudes of a sailor-boy called Jacky Barbour.

The facts were long familiar to the inhabitants as

household words
;
and as they transpired many years

since, and are entirely authentic, they will, no doubt,

interest our readers.

It was on a day in autumn that a stranger was

seen approaching the village of Cockenzie; and in

that little curious community strangers are scanned

very narrowly. He seemed to be about middle age,

and was dressed somewhat in Yankee fashion. His

hat was of a French shape, his coat long, his whiskers

were shaved away, and his face was bronzed as if

with the suns of foreign climes. As he entered the

village he looked wonderingly around, scanning each

house with an amazed and questioning look. His

inquisitive air made an impression even on the

clergyman of the village, who turned round for a

moment to wonder what errand brought him there.

The stranger, after some hesitation and misgiving,

entered a shop and asked if a person of the name of

Alexander Barbour lived there. The shopkeeper

answered in the affirmative, and pointed to the door

of a house which was not far off. The stranger,
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with no small trepidation, and labouring under ill-

concealed excitement, then went and tapped at the

door. Instead of his mother, whom he had hoped

to see there, a woman whom he did not know, and

who did not know him, opened the door, and told

him, in answer to his question, that it was the house

of Alexander Barbour, but that he was not at home,

having gone to the herring-fishing for a few days.

The stranger was at once perplexed, and hesitated

what to do or what further to say; but at last,

surmising from her appearance who she was, he

asked if she was Alexander Barbour's wife. She

said 'yes,' apparently equally confused by the abrupt

manner of the inquiry and the appearance of the

stranger; and her surprise was further heightened

by his half-suppressed ejaculation which followed :

'

Then, my mother is dead !

' At the same time,

scarcely conscious what he was doing, he entered

the house, and continued visibly affected at the sight

of the old place, inasmuch as many things there,

which had lingered in his memory half-forgotten, now

suddenly restored his recollection. Some natural

drops also fell from his eyes : his heart died within

him, and, being at a loss for words, he sat down.

The woman then, all at once recollecting the story

that had often been alluded to in the family of the

long-lost son, who had been given up for dead years

before, broke her wondering silence with the question,

'Are you Jacky Barbour?' 'Yes, I am/ said the
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stranger. This answer was like an electric shock

to the stepmother, who in the twinkling of an eye,

without a single word more sprang out of her house

to an adjoining cottage, and, in a frenzy of excitement,

told his sister that Jacky had come home. The

sister who was married to a sailor, and in whom a

lingering thought had survived that Jacky might one

day turn up, instantly took in the news without

a single doubt or misgiving, and, inoculated with

the contagion, ran to her father's house and flung

herself into the stranger's arms. So much had the

appearance of both changed since their early days,

that they could hardly have known each other. If

she had any hesitation, she was at once reassured

that it could be no other than her brother, by the

questions he asked as to the other members of the

family. While the brother and sister were thus

pouring out their hearts and exchanging the news

about the family, the stepmother, who felt as it

were one degree removed from the matter, and

being loth to embarrass their free conversation,

took advantage of the opportunity to sally forth to

the neighbours. Nothing exceeds the natural pleasure

of communicating exciting news
;

and accordingly

she lost not a moment in gratifying this instinct.

1 What do ye think ? Jacky Barbour's come name !

'

was the watchword with which she flew from door to

door. All the women turned out of their houses as

the wonder grew, and with babies in their arms, and
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troops of children of higher degree at their heels,

they flocked towards the house of Alexander Barbour,

to verify the report. Those who were children in

his time had grown into men and women, and a

new generation was advancing; but all, nevertheless,

considered themselves more or less personally

interested, and bound to assist in a public and

impromptu demonstration of their satisfaction.

The house of Barbour was besieged, and entered

as common property, without question or remonstrance.

Some shook him by the hand
;
others more impulsive,

or more nearly related, hung round his neck, each and

all asking hurried and discordant questions as to how all

of it happened, and exchanging rapid family narratives,

and introducing parties since born to the notice of the

guest as accredited witnesses of the proceedings.

In those primitive places, when any extraordinary

event occurs, it is one of the first impulses of the

parties interested to inform ' the minister,' whose

sympathies are always at command, and who is at

once the referee, guide, friend, and universal spokesman

on family occasions. The clergyman accordingly was

at once sent for to share in the tidings, and probably to

'

say a word/ since 'Jacky Barbour had come name.'

He came at once, and was astounded to behold the

sudden paroxysm of excitement, as the crowd made

way for him to enter the door, with suppressed

murmurs of satisfaction. On entering the house,

Jacky Barbour was pointed out to him, in whom he
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at once recognised the stranger he had seen entering

the village some minutes before. Jacky, whose face

now shone with excitement, was holding his reception,

surrounded with groups of all ages and degrees the

chief inhabitants of the village having by this time

converged into a focus
;

and the enthusiasm and

excitement were at tropical heat. Some were sobbing

and weeping; discordant voices were ejaculating all

kinds of questions at one and the same moment some

alluding to the great news it would be to his honest

father, and others interposing observations confirmatory

of their own secret foresight and predictions that Jacky

was alive, and would some day or other turn up.

The clergyman had at first a difficulty in extracting

the chief details of the story ; but, after seeing and

believing that a truly unique event had occurred, he

established silence, and all with one accord were

hushed when he proposed to offer up a prayer. This

he did with genuine pathos, inspired by the singular

circumstances
;
and returned thanks to the Almighty,

Whose providence had so wonderfully delivered the

wanderer, the outcast, and the tempest-tossed, and

restored him to the friends who had long mourned

for him as for one who was lost for ever.

The prayer of the clergyman having fully given

voice and expression to the honest emotions of all

who were present, the tempest was followed by a

lull
;
and then it was time to think of the absent

members of the family who were as yet unacquainted
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with the news. The father of Jacky Barbour was

absent at the herring-fishery of Dunbar, about twenty

miles distant, and a brother was also near the same

spot. All felt that not a moment should be lost in

communicating the tidings to the father; and it was

arranged that Jacky and his sister should set off by
the next railway train, and communicate their joy.

This arrangement was carried out. When the daughter

first called her father aside from his mates, and then

made the simple announcement that Jacky had come

home, the old man was overwhelmed with emotion.

He felt stunned and blinded, burst into tears, and,

when told that Jacky was in a garden near at hand,

he went, speechless with amazement, and then, in

Scripture language, fell upon his son's neck and wept,

exclaiming that God had been good to him in bringing

back his long-lost son. What made the interview and

its accompanying emotions more interesting was, that

the father was one of those who had recently been

subject to devout influences, in consequence of a revival

movement in the village. The brother was next sent

for
;
and after they had all met, it being then Saturday,

the family returned home to enjoy their Sabbath in

peace, and in one another's company. During this

visit of Jacky to Dunbar, nearly all the absent villagers

of Cockenzie had returned, and been made partakers

of the glad tidings. The more they talked about

the event, and about the details of the wonderful

deliverance, their excitement increased
;
and on the
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arrival of the father and son it broke forth afresh into

a public demonstration. The family were escorted

back amid tumultuous murmurs of congratulation, and

an eager exchange of questions.

Next day was Sabbath
;
and a greater congregation

than usual attended Divine service to join in public

thanksgiving for what had been done. As is the

custom on remarkable family occasions, the clergyman,

in the prayers of the day, alluded to the engrossing

topic, and offered up the thanks of the congregation

for the wonders He had done in the great deep, in

watching over the life of one of their number then

present, and delivering him from the peril of shipwreck,

banishment, and imminent death, and finally restoring

him to his home and his friends. In the evening the

father attended a prayer meeting in which he himself

was accustomed to take a part; and on this occasion,

at the request of the minister, the father offered up a

special prayer. He could not choose but allude to the

singular mercy and conspicuous cause for gratitude he

had in his own person experienced during the preceding

day ;
and while in simple language he spoke of the

long years of sorrow and uncertainty that had passed

while he mourned for the loss of his son, and when

thoughts of .the boy's mother also intervened, who had

never ceased to pine throughout the long years of

his absence, the old man's voice faltered, and he wept.

The son, who was present, also wept audibly. Then

the infection spread from one to another, until all more
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or less were sobbing; and thus Jacky's return was

embalmed in the tears of the entire people.

It was only after exciting scenes like these that there

was time to gather the thread of Jacky's adventures

since he first left his native village. From his earliest

youth he had caught the spirit of adventure, had a

desire to see the great world beyond the sea, and

became gradually impatient at the confinement of his

home. His ambition was to join some ship, and to

pursue her fortunes round the world
;

and he no

doubt figured to himself the consequence that would

attach to him when he should return from distant

shores, rehearse his adventures, and show some of the

spoils he should have secured. It was not long before

an opportunity offered for gratifying this ambition.

A gentleman in the neighbourhood, of great nautical

taste and spirit, had fitted out a vessel for the

Australian trade, and was in want of a few hands

such as the village could supply. Jacky put in his

claim, and was one of those selected as an apprentice.

His joy was complete when this arrangement was

concluded, and he embarked in the highest spirits

in the new ship. While the novelty of his position

lasted, he was well pleased ;
but gradually a sense

of irksomeness grew upon him before the first voyage

was terminated. To be summoned aloft in stormy

weather, to have hard words and strict discipline,

galled his disposition ; and, after long nursing in

secret his rebellious thoughts, he conceived at last
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the bold idea of making his escape from the ship.

He took into his confidence one of his mates, called

Dickson, who partly sympathised with this resolution.

Accordingly, one night, while Dickson and he alone

kept watch, they espied a barge at no great distance

from the Australian shore. Jacky announced his

determination then and there to make his escape ;

and, after charging Dickson to keep his secret, plunged

from the vessel's side, and made his way to land.

Dickson did not divulge all he knew to the captain

about Jacky's proceedings. All that he could be got

to say was that at a particular time he missed Jacky ;

which was so far true, and there was none able to

say more. Dickson died soon after, and the secret

perished with him. Meanwhile the news reached

Jacky's parents that Jacky was missing ; and, though

it was necessarily ambiguous, it was received with

gloomy forebodings. Year after year passed, and no

tidings came of him
;

and the worst was gradually

assumed to be too true. His mother, after many
years of hoping against hope, died. His father, after

an interval, married a second time; and at the date

of Jacky's return, as above described, sixteen years

had passed. But to return to Jacky's personal

narrative.

When Jacky Barbour dropped from the ship's side

in Australian waters, he contrived to reach the

shore in safety, and his first thoughts were to make

sure that he should not be recaptured. With this
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view he journeyed in an opposite direction to that

where the vessel was about to touch. He kept for

some time in concealment, and after a safe interval

engaged himself to a ship which traded between

Sydney and other parts of Australia. For three

years he was occupied in this and similar employment.

During that period he had written home three times
;

but never receiving any answer, he ceased to write.

He next entered into an engagement with a whaling

ship, which was bound from Sydney to the Pacific,

with twenty-five hands on board. The vessel was

staunch and well equipped ;
but in the course of

her voyage, when nearing the equator in the dead

of night, in a deep haze, she struck on a rock

with such violence that she fell to pieces in a few

minutes. Several of the crew were in bed at the

time
;
but in the brief space which intervened between

the first shock and the fatal issue, they contrived to

escape, some of them half- dressed, and nearly all

succeeded in reaching the shore. As day dawned,

their first thought was whether any part of the vessel

was in sight ;
but not a vestige was visible. They

found that she had struck on a headland, where the

tide raged violently, and swept everything before it.

This was the more unfortunate, for they had nothing

but the clothes upon their backs, and even these were

scanty in some instances. Having satisfied themselves

that nothing could be saved from the wreck, they

turned their attention towards the land and the
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strange quarters in which they found themselves.

After comparing notes together, they concluded that

they must have been wrecked on one of the Fiji

group of islands. They at once directed their attention

towards the state of the island, and the chances they

had of supporting life. They reconnoitred the country

on all sides, and found that the island was about

ten miles in circumference, thickly wooded towards

the sea, but more open towards the centre. Towards

the west the coast was bold and precipitous, while

to the east it sloped gradually. There was abundance

of fruit-trees wherever they turned. The cocoa and

plantain trees were particularly exuberant. Pine-

apples also abounded, and under the surface of the

ground were found yams, not to mention many trees

and fruits which they could not name and identify.

In the centre of the island rose a peak eminence

from which smoke issued, and which proved to be a

volcano not altogether extinct. In course of time

they found no limit to the abundance of fruits. The

island was covered with the most refreshing verdure.

The temperature was equable and delightful.

It was not long, however, before they discovered

that the island was inhabited
;
and this circumstance,

especially at first, gave rise to no small anxiety. A
little watching disclosed numerous groups of human

beings moving to and fro near the interior, all of

whom, from the youngest to the oldest, were entirely

naked. It was by degrees computed that the native
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population could not be less than about six hundred.

They were apparently in the lowest state of civilisa-

tion. They had no canoes no iron no weapons

no implements of any kind except a few rude

poles of wood not even the use of fire. They had

no villages, but merely places of rendezvous where

they congregated. They lay on mattings under the

trees, and passed much of their time in indolent

repose, under shelter from the rays of the sun.

They satisfied their material wants without an effort,

and apparently had no motive to impel them to action.

The only acts approaching to any semblance of worship

consisted in their falling on their faces before the trees,

and muttering some language of their own. The only

approach to active life, or rather to pastime, was

their practice of spearing fish, which they pursued

not unskilfully by means of a rude wooden pole,

sharpened at the point and tipped with a piece of

harder texture, which they hurled from some projecting

rock, and then dived for the prey.

While natural curiosity and self-interest impelled

the ship-wrecked mariners to watch these proceedings

and study the character of the natives, it was so far

fortunate that from the first the two parties established

amicable relations. They both seemed to have a

proper respect or fear for each other. On the one

side it was the fear of numbers, and the consciousness

of having no weapons of offence or defence in the

event of hostilities. On the other side it was probably
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the instinctive fear of a different race of beings whose

powers were unknown, whose skins were white, and

whose tattered garments, though sufficiently despicable

in Europe, may have suggested unknown meanings and

inspired profound respect in Fiji. Hence both parties

acted on the implied understanding that if they did not

molest they would not be molested
;
and so the entente

cordiale was kept up without a single misunderstanding,

and neither party intruded on the territory of the

other.

So far, therefore, as these foreign relations were

concerned, the case of the mariners was tolerably

fortunate
;
but as regarded their home affairs and their

interior economy, a very different picture presented

itself. First and foremost, they were to a certain

extent imprisoned, for no land was in sight. They
did not exactly know where they were. They could

get no information from the natives, and they sought

none. They had fruits in abundance, but nothing

else to live upon. There were no four-footed animals

in the island at least they saw none. Not even birds

were visible except now and then a sea-gull, which

screamed overheadj and departed quickly, leaving

the solitude more solitary still. Insect life alone

abounded. To subsist on raw fruits only was found

to be unwholesome, and some of the sailors soon

became sick and wan. They craved for food which

they, could not obtain. The only change in the

monotony of the diet was the occasion?.! burying of

21
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a yam for a few hours in the hot scoriae of the volcano,

with a view to cook it
;

and sometimes, but rarely,

they obtained a present of a fish from the natives,

which they dressed in the same imperfect manner.

From the first their main reliance was on seeing some

vessel come in sight to deliver them ;
but days, months,

and years passed by, and not a sail speckled the

horizon. They would fain have left the island if they

could have found the means
;
but they had no canoe,

nor -the hope of making one. They had no instrument,

no saw, no knife, no hatchet ;
and even if they had had

these, they would have been afraid to cut down the

trees, seeing that the natives might resent this as

desecration. Even if they had had a raft, they knew

not in what direction to steer. Every chance of

departure was thus cut off, and the elements of

civilisation taken out of their hands. To add to

this isolation, they had not a book, not a Bible to

cheer them. It was even a misfortune that they

had not to toil for their daily food
;

for in that

healthful exercise their minds would, for a certain time

at least, have been diverted from inly-gnawing cares.

The earth spontaneously yielded fruits, and thus took

away the motive of bodily exertion. They at first

endeavoured to beguile the long hours with narrating

to each other all the circumstances of their previous

life, the adventures they had experienced, and the

people they had met
;

but even this pastime grew

stale, as the incidents became familiar by repetition.
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To complete their misfortunes, they had at an early

stage lost all reckoning of time
;
the days of the week,

the month, and year were forgotten, or, if they

had once painfully calculated it, they soon lost their

reckoning ; and, once losing it, they were too pre-

occupied with other cares, or too apathetic to continue

it. The only occupation they had, and in which they

zealously engaged, was scanning the horizon in search

of a sail
;
but as months and years passed without

a gleam of success, even that occupation became

monotonous and irksome. To crown their misery,

they were themselves only imperfectly educated.

Their minds having never been much cultivated,

the men had no mental resources to fall back upon.

Without any material help, their intellects became

sensibly enfeebled, and their condition more and more

wretched every day.

All these circumstances soon began to tell upon the

physical constitution of the mariners. They became

moody, listless, apathetic ;
then insatiable longings for

home, and for the enjoyments, simple though they

might be, of their earlier days, grew insupportable.

They pined and fretted with unutterable yearnings;

they felt a hidden want not to be repressed, and which

their condition gave no hopes of relieving. Though at

first their number was twenty-five, yet, after the lapse

of a few years, under the enervating life of disappoint-

ment and ennui, the physical constitution of some of the

men gave way ;
and one by one they succumbed, till
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only thirteen remained. A poor fellow, wan and

emaciated, would lie down and refuse to be comforted.

His companions, only a little less dejected than himself,

would surround him with cheering words, and suggest-

ing that hope which comes to all men, but which

was so long in coming to them, they would bring him

the choicest fruits they could select, and perform little

offices of tenderness
;

but nothing could rally the

sufferer from the fell disease of a broken heart. At

length death approached, and with his last words the

dying man strictly charged the survivors (and while

doing this the only lingering gleam of vigour returned

to his frame) that, if ever they should be spared to

return home, they would seek out his relatives, and tell

them of his last sad fate. The survivors would then

close his eyes in peace, each inwardly foreseeing that his

own days were numbered, and must soon end in the

same desolate condition, and half envious of the lot of

the dead.

One circumstance, and which reflects no small honour

on human nature, deserves to be recorded
;
and that

was, that however much they quarrelled and exchanged
hard words while they were afloat, from the moment

they were wrecked their harmony was never interrupted.

Neither cursing nor swearing was heard among them.

Some of them were known to be regular in their

devotions. A common sense of their misfortune and

mutual dependence, and the presence of imminent

danger, no doubt subdued their evil passions, solemnised
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their minds, and made them bear with each other's

infirmities, and knit them together in the bond of

brotherhood. How far memory served to recall any

religious teaching or impression of early years does not

appear ;
but Jacky said that some of them spoke as if

the solemn truths of religion were present to their

minds.

After many years of intolerable anxiety and watching

(they then knew not how many, for they had lost all

reckoning of time), the happy day at length arrived to

those of them who survived. Jacky Barbour was then

beginning to feel his constitution sensibly impaired,

and had concluded he must be at least fifty years of age,

when a sail one morning hove in sight, and drove the

company delirious. The strange ship was even near at

hand when first discovered. The hearts of the men

beat quickly, and a few of them swooned under the

sudden excitement. Jacky Barbour, when first

informed of it, became dizzy and blind, and remembered

nothing more till he found himself a day or two

afterwards in reality on deck and at sea. He was then

informed that one of his comrades had hoisted a piece

of matting on a cocoa-nut tree, which the ship descried,

and sent a boat ashore which took in the weary and

heartbroken crew, who were rather the ghosts of men

than real flesh and blood. Yet, by judicious manage-
ment their health soon recovered under the inspiriting

circumstances of their release. The men, on reviving,

were then told that they were right in their surmise,
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that they had been on Cocoa-nut Island, one of the Fiji

group, and that they had been there only nine years

a shortness of time which not a little surprised them all.

Jacky Barbour, who had felt at least fifty, was there-

upon relieved from an intolerable anxiety, as if he had

obtained a clear gift of twenty years of life. It

deserves also to be recorded that the day of deliverance,

which was so happy a day for the desolate guests of

Cocoa-nut Island, was equally welcomed by their hosts,

the Fijians ; who, the moment they witnessed the

departure of the ship carrying their late neighbours

away, gave expression to the most frantic demonstra-

tions of joy, dancing and shouting as if they had

conquered their most powerful enemy a demonstration

which they kept up till the vessel was out of sight.

The rest of the story is soon told. The vessel that

relieved the imprisoned castaways was the Irish Girl, a

schooner, bound for California. Jacky Barbour and his

comrades were clothed by the munificence of the crew,

and he worked for a year and a half at the diggings in

California, till he made sufficient money to pay his

passage home, when, being seized with a strong desire

to see his native village and the friends he had there,

he carried out his purpose with the result and in the

circumstances already described.
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AGAINST AN ICEBERG.

ABOUT ten o'clock one night, according to my custom,

I left the cabin below to have a walk on deck, as

it was then clear of the passengers, of whom we

had between two and three hundred on board. I

found the ship going close-hauled (i.e., sailing

obliquely against a head-wind), the night being dark

and, even for the latitude, rather cold. It happened

that I kept a thermometer in my cabin, the daily

fall of which, as we ran south from Melbourne, I

was in the habit of recording. On this particular

night (8th March, 1861
; long. 140 W.

;
lat. 55 S.),

after hanging it up in the rigging and walking the

deck for awhile, I looked at it and found the

temperature to be 48. A short time afterwards

I fancied that the wind suddenly blew more chilly,

and presently the cold became so decidedly greater

that I was induced again to examine the instrument,

and found that my feelings had not deceived me.

The mercury had fallen nearly ten degrees in the

course of half an hour. After a brisk walk I went

below, and then, to my surprise, found that it stood
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at its former figure. Such rapid changes in so short

a time struck me forcibly, and, to make more sure

of the fact, I hung the instrument up again in the

weather-shrouds; but the column remained stationary,

and my own feelings, moreover, now assured me

that once more the air had become comparatively

warmer. I felt convinced, therefore, that we had

in the darkness passed in the immediate vicinity of

floating ice.

This incident filled me with apprehension ; for,

unfortunately, no confidence could be placed in

several of the ship's officers. One of them, whose

duty it would be that night to take the middle

watch (from twelve to four), was a drunkard, and

another had often been found asleep at his post,

which is forward, where danger lies. As the officers

are, so will the crew be
;
and a constant source of

dread is the facility with which the latter obtained

the spirits placed on board for sale to the

passengers, and which is retailed to them from the

purser's room on deck, just as in a public-house.

Often have we seen the glasses handed through the

little window to the passengers who stood there

passed slyly to the sailors in the background, and

that it is conveyed surreptitiously to the forecastle

we all know. The owners who, from greed of gain,

thus act have an awful responsibility placed upon

them.

It is not to be wondered at, therefore, that I was
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anxious, and disinclined to follow the example of

the other passengers and go to bed. I did so at

length, but could not sleep. Thoughts of shipwreck

would intrude themselves, and I could not banish

them. All the stories I had read of destruction

stealing on the unsuspecting mariners of missing

ships long waited for in vain, and finally given up,

supposed to have dashed in the darkness of

midnight against icebergs kept recurring to my
memory, until I could bear it no longer; and,

dressing, I went on deck. The night, or rather

morning, was now bitterly cold, the wind blowing

from ahead as before
;
and this fact redoubled my

fears. The peculiar construction of the ship's poop

prevented my seeing from the main-deck the officer

of the watch
;

so I went forward far enough to

make out the outlines of the figures of the two

able seamen who should be on the look-out, whose

duty it was to pace opposite sides of the forecastle

in such a manner that one was always facing in the

direction the ship was going. Somewhat reassured

by finding them at their post for, though the night

was dark and rather misty, an iceberg could be

seen some miles away I once more went below,

and to bed, but still sleep fled from me, or came in

visions so distressing that I again resolved to go on

deck. It was now past three o'clock, and all was

silent on board, the creaking of the ship's timbers,

as she glided rapidly and steadily through the water,
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alone being heard. I had nearly dressed, when this

silence was abruptly broken by a shrill cry from

the forecastle. I could not distinguish the words,

but there was something in the tone which thrilled

through me electrically, and I felt assured at once

that my vague presentiment of disaster was about

to be realised. I rushed to the foot of the

companion-ladder and, listening, heard the awful

words,
'

Iceberg close ahead !

'

I alone heard it

of those below, for all were buried in profound

sleep. My restlessness had previously awakened my
wife, who, I must say, behaved most nobly. Silently

rising, she hastily proceeded to dress, and I finished

doing the same, steadying ourselves for the expected

shock
;

for well I knew from former experience

what would happen. Long minutes passed by
so long that a faint hope was springing up in

my mind that the ship's course had been altered,

and the danger averted when, crash ! the ship

struck, and all who were erect were dashed with

great violence headlong down, great numbers being

hurled out of their beds. Those minutes, how can

I describe them, or our feelings at such a time ?

the agony of dread expectation between the

warning cry and the fearful concussion, which was

the first intimation to the hundreds of sleepers that

they were suddenly brought face to face with death
;

and the scene which ensued the terrified women

rushing from their cabins, some falling fainting on
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the deck, others sitting stupefied or half crazy with

terror, but the majority of them screaming frantically

men even still more wildly panic-stricken, some

yelling like madmen, others wringing their hands

or tearing their hair, and running to and fro, as

if seeking for some outlet of escape, or casting

themselves down grovelling on the deck despairing.

Here and there, however, singly or in groups of

two or three, might be seen some on their knees

praying calmly, and evidently striving to prepare

themselves for the awful change impending ;
while

above our heads the thundering tramp of the crowds

on deck, pressing aft to avoid the danger of the

falling spars and fragments of ice torn from the

berg, and falling in showers on the vessel forward
;

the outcries of alarm from hundreds of hoarse or

shrill voices of old and young; the groaning and

grinding of the vessel's bows, and the crash

succeeding crash of her falling spars and yards,

as iceberg and ship rolled and plunged in contact

all together made up a scene of fear which no

language can adequately describe. And the thought

that, situated as we were in the midst of the vast

southern Pacific Ocean, three thousand miles from

land, and nearly four thousand from the nearest

port, the boats would not hold one-fourth of our

number, even if we did not immediately sink,

destroyed every glimmering of hope in the breasts

of even the boldest on board.
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Leaving my wife, I ran on deck
; and never shall

I forget the scene there presented. High over our

masts towered the iceberg, its coldly glittering grey

mass extending in lofty crags, and far to the right

and left, and rocking and swaying to and fro,

backwards and forwards, with a slow and stately

motion, the outline of its lofty summit sweeping

over a large arc of the heavens, now hiding, now

revealing, the stars overhead, and at times

apparently leaning over with an inclination so great

that it appeared as if about to descend bodily down

upon and crush us. On our decks, yelling and

struggling, and falling over each other in their

desperate attempts to fight their way to the boats

which hung on the quarters, and to which, in the

first instant of their terror, they blindly rushed, was

a dense mass of human beings, most of them just

as they sprang from their beds on the first alarm.

It was in vain that the captain and officers shouted

for silence, and ordered them to go below, so as to

make way for the sailors (who soon recovered their

presence of mind) to brace the yards round, so

the ship might back off from the iceberg. Panic

fear had seized them, and they were incapable of

listening; and, had not unexpected obstacles

presented themselves to their design of lowering

and entering the boats, great numbers would have

perished in the rush which would inevitably have

overloaded and swamped them. This struggling
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crowd had gathered round the spot where the

particular ropes and braces necessary to manoeuvring

the ship were, preventing all approach to them
;
and

she consequently remained plunging and grinding,

and drifting along the perpendicular wall of ice for

several hundred yards, now and then striking

heavily, and tearing down another spar or two,

every shock renewing the terror of the panic-

stricken herd, whose struggles, dimly visible by the

light of a lantern brought up and hung in the

rigging, added much to the horrors of that appalling

scene.

Most providentially, however, the wind was, as I

remarked before, a head one, and in consequence the

after-sails were so set that they kept the ship's bows

end on to the ice-wall, and prevented her swinging

broadside on to it. This is what happened to the

Indian Queen when she struck an iceberg near this

spot ;
and the consequence was that all her three

masts were torn out of her instantly, as berg and

vessel rolled and pitched in contact alongside each

other. This catastrophe, however, God in His mercy
saved us from, and we preserved the principal portion

of two of our masts.

Some fifteen minutes thus passed away, during

which the horrible confusion on deck was at its height,

and I momentarily expected the ship would go down.

Finding that, under the circumstances, there was no

opening whatever for any individual exertions towards
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saving ourselves, I turned to go below, for I felt that

my place was to be with my wife, that we might meet

our fate together. There were several who preserved

their presence of mind even at such a time
; they had

gathered round the pump, and by the light of a lantern

were proceeding to sound the well, Mr. N
,
who

occupied the next cabin to mine, being one of the

number. I had stayed so long on deck that I knew

my wife must be suffering torments of anxiety, left

alone in her cabin
;

still I could not resist pausing a

moment to watch the operation. The faces round that

mainmast, illuminated by the fitful glare of the lamp,

would have made a study for a painter. Life or

death ? Are we sinking or not ? were the all-

important questions to be decided in a few moments.

The carpenter had been struck down by the falling

wreck, and the proper sounding line could not be

found in the confusion ;
so the end of the top-gallant

halliards was taken as a substitute, after some delay.
1
Is that you, Mr. B ?

'

said N to me, as I

put my hand on his shoulder and pressed forward to

watch the operation.
'
I saw Mrs. B just now,

and she told me to ask you, unless you could do some

good on deck, to join her. We can do nothing ;
there

is no hope for us, that I can see.'

' Will you come down, and tell me the result of the

sounding, whatever it is ?
'

I said.

'
I will/ he replied ;

l
if unfavourable, I shall come

down and lock myself in my cabin. You will hear me
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pass by, so I will say good-bye now
;

for in that case

I shall not see you again ;

' and he held out his hand.
1

Good-bye, N / I said.
'

May God forgive us all

our sins, and may we meet in a better world !

'

I ran below, and found the scene of terror there also

at its height. My poor little B was on her knees,

her arms clasped round a carpet-bag which lay on the

bed.

'Oh, I am so glad you have come!' she whispered

as I sank down beside her.
'
It would have been

terrible to die here alone. Is there any hope, do you
think ?

'

'

Very little : none, in fact
;
for the ship is old, and

like all American-built vessels, slightly framed and

timbered. We may not go down directly; but she

must be fatally injured under water, striking so heavily

as she did the first time. Unless we keep afloat till

we meet with another ship
'

At this moment there was a terrific crash. To the

uninitiated it seemed the most dreadful of all, and was

supposed to prelude our instant destruction. It was

caused by the simultaneous fall of several of the lighter

spars and booms of the mainmast, in addition to the

massive foreyard ; and the former falling from so great

a height, and being accompanied as well by a shower

of blocks and ropes, the shock and noise were dreadful.

I knew, however, that the less startling concussions of

the bows in the ice were far more to be dreaded than

any avalanche of descending fragments, which might
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be replaced. To my wife, however, the end seemed to

have come ; and, turning to me, she said eagerly
' The key ! give me the key of the carpet-bag. You

have it quick !

'

Astonished at such a request at such a time, I

handed it to her, and she took out a small case,

which she opened, kissed passionately, and placed in

her bosom
; then, throwing her arm round me, she

once more engaged in fervent prayer. The case

contained the portrait of a dead and only child.

I was much moved by this affecting manifestation of

the undying strength of the maternal instinct, which in

death itself could not bear the thought of separation

even from that lifeless memento of the past ; and,

clasped in each other's arms, we prayed as only those

in like circumstances can pray. While thus engaged,

another severe shock was received
;

and some time

afterwards a shout from the deck made known to us

the fact that the vessel had at length drifted clear of

the iceberg.

I listened for the step of Mr. N
,
who had to go

by our cabin door to reach his own, and presently he

came. How our hearts beat as he approached !

Would he pass on and enter his berth ? the signal

that there was no hope and that the hold was rilling

with water that we were sinking. Or would he stop,

and by that act assure us that there was still a prospect

of our remaining, 'to praise the Lord in the land of

the living.'
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He stopped and knocked.
'
I do not wish to excite false hopes/ he said.

' The

thing seems incredible to me, but we have sounded

repeatedly and found only some fifteen inches as yet

in the well. There !

' he added
;

'

they will know now
for certain, at any rate ; they have set the pumps going.'

In a very few minutes the clanking noise ceased
;

they had ' sucked.' In other words, there was no more

water to be pumped. A great cheer arose as this fact

became known, and the joy of many was as frantic as

their previous terror had been. Again and again the

pumps were tried, but with the same result viz., that

the leak caused by the ship's striking was found to

be such as moderate and regular exertion could keep

under. There was one possibility, indeed, which kept

us constantly in dread that some injured beam might

suddenly start when the ship began to work in rough

weather, and sink us at once. But we trusted to that

gracious Providence which had hitherto preserved us.

From the boatswain we ascertained how it was that

we escaped foundering on the first shock. He was

asleep in his hammock, and rushed out on deck just in

time to see the vessel strike the icy wall.
'
If she had

gone straight at it,' he said,
' or if her head had been

rising to a sea, we should have gone down like a shot.

The first would have beaten in the bows like an

egg-shell, and the second would have smashed them

right down to the water's edge, and started the timbers

below as well. But, the Lord be praised ! she happened
22
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to be atop of a swell at the moment, and came gutching

down on the face of the cliff, carrying away the bow-

sprit and all the upper part of the bow, which is sharp

and projecting, the whole force of the blow going

obliquely upwards.' Daylight showed the truth of

the statement, and revealed also another circumstance

which made our escape seem still more miraculous.

In all directions floated icebergs, some of them of

immense size and height ;
and upon examining these

from the mast-head it was seen that around the base

of each extended a border or fringe of ice a few feet

only above the surface of the water. That against

which we struck proved to be the only one in the

series which possessed a perpendicular face free from

this, and that only on one of its sides. Had we then

struck any one of the other icebergs, or had we even

struck on any other part of that we came against,

nothing could have saved us. Truly it seemed, as we

verified this extraordinary fact, as if the Omnipotent

Himself had guided our bark when those whose duty

it was to have warned us of danger, and whom I

myself had seen at their post, had deserted it to engage

in revelry below, leaving in their place an ignorant

lad, who thought the iceberg was the moon shining

behind a cloud, and who, under that impression, had

continued walking the forecastle, scarcely casting a

second glance at it, until one of the crew, coming to

relieve him, was horror-struck at finding the ship

directly beneath the gleaming cliffs.
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Taking all the circumstances together, perhaps

there never yet was recorded a more remarkable

instance of providential interposition than that by

which the M P
,
and the two hundred and

eighty souls on board of her, were saved from

destruction.

I transcribe verbatim from my journal the entry

which I made at the time, as best expressing my
feelings after so wonderful a deliverance :

1 To God, the Creator and Preserver of all things,

let our thanks be rendered for the mercies vouchsafed

to us in our preservation from a sudden and terrible

death. Truly our escape has been something

marvellous; and the more I reflect on it, so much

the more wonderful does it appear that I should be

sitting here writing down the details. That so many
circumstances should combine together in our favour

irresistibly compels to the conviction that we have

been the unworthy recipients of a special interposition

of Providence in our behalf. Had it not pleased the

Almighty Disposer of events so to ordain matters

that the sea should be (for the locality) unusually

smooth, the wind a head-wind, and, what was still

more providential, that the ship should happen to

strike in the very peculiar manner she did, not one

of the three hundred souls on board would now have

been alive to tell the story. We should have gone

down instantly, having barely time to ejaculate a

prayer !
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1 But that is not all. These strange coincidences

of themselves would have proved unavailing

ultimately to save us from destruction without the

last and, to my mind, the greatest mercy of the

series; for, as if expressly in pity for our helpless

condition, it has been all to-day a perfect calm.

Such a thing in the latitude of Cape Horn is at any
time of singularly rare occurrence, even in the most

favourable months ;
but that it should happen at this

particular season, the officers assert to be most

astonishing. I have myself sailed across this ocean

three times, and never witnessed one so far south
;

and navigators who have spent years in succession

in surveying the islands and continents of this part

of the Pacific speak of the exceeding rarity of such

an event. Darwin, who was with Fitzroy in the

Beagle for five years surveying these inhospitable

regions of the earth, states that there is scarcely

ever a cessation, and then for a few days only, from

the constantly blowing westerly gales, even in the

midsummer months. A lull, even for a few hours,

is uncommon, the intervals between them (and they

blow for three or four weeks together) being occupied

by high winds
;
and yet this event has now befallen

us. The wind, which was sending the ship through

the water at ten-knot speed, suddenly dropped ; the

weather, which looked threatening before our disaster,

cleared up ;
and a calm, almost tropical in its

character, settled on this southern storm-beaten ocean.
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If it had been blowing even a moderate breeze, it

would have been impossible for us, in the darkness,

to clear the disabled ship of the wreck of the heavy
masts and yards, some of which even yet cover the

decks, and hang in huge masses over her sides.

The tossing of the vessel, and the shocks given by

the ponderous spars entangled with sails and rigging

floating alongside, would have staved in her ribs in

a very short time.

'

Surely the most indifferent must see in all this

the hand of God, and acknowledge that He alone

Who can still the raging of the seas has mercifully

deigned to interpose His guardian care between us

and sudden destruction.'



A SIBERIAN SHIPWRECK.

ONE of the companions of Sir Roderick Murchison

in his Russian travels was the Count Keyserling,

who subsequently was engaged in a scientific

exploration of the north-eastern angle of Russian

Europe, a vast district watered by the river Petchora

and its confluents. In this task the Count was

assisted by M. von Krusenstern, of the Russian

navy, to whom was intrusted the strictly geographical

and hydrographical part of the work. The great

ability then shown by M. von Krusenstern as a

careful and diligent explorer was acknowledged in

the President's address to our Royal Geographical

Society in 1848. Since then, M. (now Lieutenant)

Krusenstern's merit has been recognised by the

Russian Government; and in 1862 he was appointed

in charge of an expedition for exploring the mouths

and banks of the Yenissei, a Siberian river, which

flows into the Sea of Kara at a point a little farther

east than the easternmost extremity of Nova Zembla.

The expedition comprised only two small vessels

the lehnak, a brigantine of one hundred and fifty
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tons, and the Embrio, a decked boat of seventeen

tons. The crews consisted of thirty men, and had

with them a six months' supply of provisions. The

ships sailed from Kouia, on the river Petchora, on the

1st of August (our I2th);
1862. Why the voyage had

been planned for such a stormy period of the year

we are not informed : it is seldom the Russian

Government undertakes enterprises so manifestly

injudicious.

The vessels cleared the river Petchora on the 4th.

The weather was then very fine
;
but the same night

the wind changed, and on the /th they met with

a violent tempest. On the 9th they anchored under

the isle of Varandei, to wait for a change of wind
;

and here the first piece of ice passed them. On the

1 4th they anchored near the large island of Vaigatz ;

the plan of the expedition being to sail through the

narrow strait between that island and the continent.

The strait was found to be full of ice, except a narrow

channel next to the island. They pressed sail in

order to pass through this channel whilst the chance

was afforded. Though it was night, as the vessels

glided past they were observed by some poor

Samoydians who had encamped on the island : they

climbed on the top of their huts, waving their hands,

and shouting to express their astonishment at such

an unwonted visit. Before morning the vessels were

in sight of the Sea of Kara, which appeared to be

nearly covered with ice fields and bergs. They
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anchored near Cape Kaninn, in a calm sea; but, an

hour afterwards, the tide having turned, the ice came

tumbling in upon them from the open sea, and the

vessels had to drive before it, rather than by

remaining at anchor to risk being utterly crushed.

As it was, the little Embrio lost her masts by a

violent concussion, and the lermak was stripped of

a great part of the larch-wood sheathing with which

her sides had been protected.

Lieutenant Krusenstern, seeing it would be impossible

to navigate that part of the Sea of Kara, sought now for

a secure anchorage, in order to wait his opportunity of

repassing the strait. He then hoped that he might

obtain a passage round the northward of the isle,

between it and Nova Zembla. The furious tide had,

however, effectually encumbered the entrance of the

straits
;
and when the weather fell calm, the ice began

gradually to close round the ships, more especially

round the lermak. It was then found, by the

inclination of the sounding-line, that the commander's

ship was being gradually drifted towards the east into

the main sea. The thermometer stood at 4 (Reaumur),
the sky was now calm, and the sun shone brilliantly.

Here the voyagers enjoyed the sight of those splendid

effects of light and colour on the fantastic forms of

icebergs, with the descriptions of which we have been

familiarised by the accounts of our own arctic explorers.

The refracted sunlight magnified the ice-crags into

deceptive proportions, altering their irregular shapes
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into the fantastic forms of fortresses with keep and

watch towers, or alabaster palaces with cupolas and

minarets.

On the morning of the i6th the crew of the

lermak saw the Embrio for the last time. The Embrio

was then three miles nearer the strait than was the

lermak, and she did eventually regain the channel.

After waiting there a fortnight for tidings of her consort,

the captain decided to make his own escape, and the

vessel reached Kouia safely on the I3th of September.

The doomed lermak, though apparently fixed in the

ice, was steadily drifting to the north-east
;
the isle of

Vaigatz and the continent diminished on their western

horizon, whilst all else of their circle of vision was

crowded with ice fields and bergs. On the 2Oth the

mainland was seen in the south-east
;
and on the 26th

land at a great distance was also seen in the north-east.

This last would be the peninsula called Land of Yabnal.

Between those two dates the ship had suffered severely

by shocks from the moving ice. She was thrown over

on her larboard side, and then back again on the

starboard. In one shock her stern-post was broken,

and the crew disembarked in great haste, taking to the

boats, which had already been got out on to the ice. In

this damaged state of the vessel the crew dreaded being

carried farther out to sea, as was the case with them

until the 3Oth, when the wind changed to the west, and

they then rapidly drifted towards the coast. This was

a new peril ; for, when the body of the ice reached the
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shore, it would be split with great force, and the ship

could scarcely escape destruction. In preparation

against such a catastrophe, a large tent was formed of

the ship's sails, and stores and fuel were taken out of

the vessel. On the night of the 3Oth the Aurora

Borealis was very brilliant
;
and next day, being very

fine, Lieutenant Krusenstern took observations. He
made the position of the ship to be 69 54' north

latitude, and 65 6' 30'' east from Greenwich. The 1st

of September was the thousandth anniversary of the

Russian Empire; and, in spite of their dangerous

position, the crew must keep the national festival. The

men were served with double rations of brandy and hot

punch, and they joined in jovial songs and patriotic

choruses, the strains of which mingled with the sounds

of the cracking ice and the groaning of the beleaguered

vessel.

The commander had thought of wintering in or near

the ship, but he now became convinced that their only

chance of safety was to reach the shore. His observa-

tions led him to conclude that the land was about

twenty miles distant. Two men were sent over

the ice, to descry the coast if possible; but, after

travelling about thirteen miles, they returned without

having seen any land. Lieutenant Krusenstern now

called a council, which, besides his own officers, comprised

the captain of the crew and three sailors delegated

by their comrades. The council decided to undertake

the journey over the ice, rather than to risk remaining
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by the ship. A large boat belonging to the lermak

had been constructed so as to be available as a sledge.

Into this sledge-shallop were placed about three

hundred pounds of biscuit, some hams, bottles of rum,

charts, and cases of instruments. Each man made for

himself a sail-cloth bag, in which he placed thirty-five

pounds of biscuit and a change of clothes, affixing a pair

of boots outside. All the crew were provided with a

Samoydian garment called a melitzka, a sort of fur

pelisse, which covered up the whole man except the

face.

On the 9th, according to arrangement, the crew rose

at 4 A.M., and having enjoyed the most sumptuous

breakfast the cook could provide, they were ready to

start at 6.30. Lieutenant Krusenstern placed on the

cabin table a document containing all particulars as to the

position of the ship, the reasons for and date of her

abandonment, the number and names of the crew, and

an indication of the part of the coast towards which they

intended to proceed. At 7 A.M., having joined in prayer

to God for their preservation, the company started on

their perilous journey. The commander led the way,

carrying the compass and choosing the safest route.

His lieutenant, M. Maticen, followed, with six sailors

drawing the shallop ;
next came the surgeon, in charge

of a small sledge laden with wood and provisions ;
and

the line was closed with another sledge drawn by dogs

belonging to the officers. This last equipage was in

charge of a Baron Budberg and another Russian
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gentleman, both of whom had joined the expedition as

volunteers.

This well-arranged caravan soon came to a dead stop.

After a six hours' struggle, all were convinced that it

would be impossible to reach the coast with such

incumbrances as the boat and sledge proved to be.

These vehicles were already half destroyed, and the

men found difficulty enough for themselves in clamber-

ing over the ice-walls and across the gullies, which

checked them every few yards. It was now resolved to

abandon both boat and sledges, though there seemed

little hope of being able to return for any of the stores.

The log-books, the instruments, and maps, were

distributed amongst part of the crew
;
and to others the

commander gave carbines, pistols, and ammunition.

These were intended for defence against the polar

bears which they expected to meet. Each man put

into his bag provisions for twenty days, making a very

considerable burden for such a rough and slippery path.

Before leaving the stores they took another hearty meal,

and the commander allowed a glass of rum to each.

Only the masts of the lermak were now visible. The

dangers both of tempest and starvation were before

them; in the consciousness of this they once more

committed themselves to the care of Heaven. Lieu-

tenant Krusenstern again took the lead, bearing the

compass ;
but he soon had to make a stand

;
for the

men had straggled behind over a line of a mile and a

half, according to the strength of each. When the last
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man came up, the commander missed Sitnakov, the ship's

smith, and he was told that the man could not come :

he was drunk. The smith had loved rum too well, he

having contrived to take three glasses, instead of the

one allowed. The commander appealed to the men not

to leave their comrade to perish ;
but his words were

followed by an ominous silence, which showed that each

thought only of his own safety. Lieutenant Krusenstern

then nobly resolved to go back himself, and took with

him the captain of the crew. They found the inebriate

quite stupefied with drink. The commander shook him,

and the smith, with the grim humour of a drunkard,

murmured out,
' Leave me, your honour : it is written that

I die here.' It was evident that he must sleep longer ;

but the lieutenant took off Sitnakov's melitzka, so that

the cold might rouse him the sooner
;
and they then left

him, believing that they had seen him for the last time.

After their return to the crew the men were evidently

affected by the loss of their comrade ; and, as they

walked along, one or other of them would step up to the

commander and say,
' Your honour, tell us the truth :

Sitnakov is dead now ?
'

The wind now rose, and snow falling fast made their

progress difficult. The sailor who carried the aneroid

fell into a crevasse, and was extricated with difficulty.

He was afterwards almost overpowered with cold,

though the others lent him some of their garments.

Towards evening they came to a wider gap in the

ice, which they had great difficulty in passing. Into
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this Baron Budberg fell, breaking the thermometer,

but saving himself. The men were wearied with their

unwonted exertion, which caused excessive vomiting

with many, and consequently still greater exhaustion.

They encamped at night under the lee of a large

iceberg, and there slept soundly enough, though they

awoke in pools of water, the warmth of their bodies

having melted part of their icy couches. As they ate

their breakfast in the early morning, to their astonish-

ment and relief they were joined by Sitnakov. He

had walked all night, groping for the tracks of

his comrades. This was a remarkable instance of

what a man may perform in the struggle for self-

preservation. Sitnakov had been mistaken about the

decree of fate as previously expressed in his own

drunken semi-consciousness. The party started at

6.30, and had now to cross the glade of open water

previously seen by the scouts. They made the passage

on an ice-floe by the help of the sounding-line. As

we understand the process, two men first pushed or

rowed across with their pikes or boat-hooks, taking the

line with them. The line being secured on both sides,

one man then pulled himself and the ice-floe back for

another of the crew, who then passed, one at a time.

It took them an hour to make the transit. On resuming

the march, their fatigue became insupportable. The

men began to throw away everything they could

spare, and every halting-place was marked by col-

lections of shoes and clothing. The store-keeper was
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so weary that he threw away even many of his

biscuits.

The farther they advanced the wider they found the

channels. Sometimes the company crossed together,

all upon one large fragment of ice, either rowing with

their pikes or spreading their garments for sails.

Towards evening of the Qth, M. Maticen and the

surgeon were very ill
; they, and indeed all the company,

only dragged themselves on by force of will. As soon

as a resting-place for the night was fixed upon, the

men, without speaking a word, threw themselves

down on the ice and slumbered heavily. At daylight

Lieutenant Krusenstern mounted an iceberg, from

which on the E.N.E. he descried the coast-line. His

announcement of this put new life into the men, who

declared they had now no fatigue, and scarcely gave

the leader time to take his post. He had, however,

seen the wide channels of water which intervened, and

could not tell how they were to be passed without a

boat. After they had crossed the next open water

another difficulty arose, from the ice being so broken

as to be almost impassable. They had to scramble or

vault from floe to floe with great and painful exertions :

but, as the commander says,
' God had pity on us

;

'

and in an hour and a half they regained the firm ice.

Baron Budberg suffered most : having no ' sea legs,' he

slipped about continually, and repeatedly fell into the

water. The channels now met with were often one

hundred and fifty fathoms broad. During the transit
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of one of these, when all the company were on one floe,

they were followed by six walruses. The commander

with his pike struck at but missed the foremost one,

and the beast got his paws and tusks on the edge of

the floe, which was already well weighted with the

crew. Happily, a shot from a carbine detached the

unwelcome intruder from his hold, and his fellow-

pirates beat a retreat. The company struggled on this

day until 8 P.M., when the darkness compelled them to

stop. They had to make their resting-place on a large

glacier, without any shelter from the wind. They
huddled themselves together; but the cold prevented

sleep, and their strength rapidly diminished.

On the 1 2th the wind changed into the east,

clearing away the ice from the sea before them, and

driving farther from the land the floe on which they

were. When the tide turned they managed to reach

another fragment of ice
;

but the wind freshened,

and this also receded from the shore. Lieutenant

Krusenstern mounted one of the pinnacles of ice, and

from thence he could see that there only remained

another tract of water to be passed, when they should

reach the ice which was connected with the land.

Though only about four versts from the shore, there

was between them and it this channel, which they

had no means of crossing, and which now became

deeper and broader every hour. They even lost,

sight of the land, and all they had gained seemed

to be lost. No wonder that, shrouding themselves
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in their melitzkas, the crew gave themselves up to

despair. These Samoydian garments must have the

credit of keeping in the vital heat of the men during

the severe cold of the terrible night which succeeded.

The ice-field on which they now were drifting was

about three hundred yards across, and about six feet

thick.

Towards midnight there was a tempest of wind,

and a large portion of ice broke off from their floating

isle. Some of the crew on the detached piece were

saved with difficulty. Again in the morning the

ice-field split with a noise like the report of a cannon,

and the spray now dashed over their narrow refuge.

M. Maticen, who had not taken food for two or three

days, appeared to be sinking fast, and he gave to

the commander farewell messages for his friends.

Lieutenant Krusenstern tried to raise the spirits of

the men, by telling them stories of shipwrecked

mariners who had been rescued from dangers as great

as theirs
;

but hope had fled from his auditors, and

he could not rouse them from dejection. At noon,

however, the wind changed to s.s.w., and the sun

shone, so that they could dry their garments and

regain a little vital heat. They again approached

the coast, and at night succeeded in reaching a larger

ice-field, though in the darkness two of their number

were nearly lost. The sunset had been very splendid,

affording a strange contrast to the wretchedness of

their situation. Next day their floating isle still

23
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approached the shore, but at evening it again receded.

This time the men, many of whcm had not a biscuit

began with pieces of ice to build themselves huts,

which they said were for their tombs. During the

night, rain and snow fell in such quantities that all

of them felt as if soaked to the bones. The next

day a fox sailed past them on a piece of ice
;
but they

were too weak to take aim, although they wished to

shoot him for the sake of their dogs, which were

now reduced to skin and bone, one of them being so

weak that it could not walk against the wind. Baron

Budberg was now in a pitiable condition : he

repeatedly fell from weakness, and could hardly open

his mouth.

On the morning of the 1 6th, which was Sunday, the

wind still blew on to the land
; and, in looking from the

nearest hillock of ice, there could not be observed any
channel between them and the shore. But the men

were too much exhausted to indulge in hope, and a

stupid desire for rest began to supplant the yet lingering

love of life. The feet and legs of most of the men

were wounded by their stumbling ;
and from 6 to 8 A.M.

their route lay through broken ice, which tried them

to the uttermost. They walked on mechanically until

nearly noon, when the commander was obliged to allow

half an hour's rest. Double rations of biscuit were

served out
;

and then, until 5 P.M., they struggled

forward without once looking aside. Lieutenant

Krusenstern had been the strongest of the whole
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company ;
but he was now weary himself, and had

severe pain in his breast and shoulders.

He accords great praise to one of the sailors, named

Panova, who now stepped to the front, and endeavoured

to infuse courage and spirit into the rest. At 7 P.M.

they were not more than a hundred yards from the

shore
;
but darkness had come on, and broken ice and

many fissures had to be passed ; yet, steeped in wet

as they were, it would have been death to remain on

the ice. The commander then gave the men leave

to make the attempt as they thought best, advising

them to go in parties of three, so that no one might

perish without some help being given. The captain

of the crew,
'

Pankrator/ and two sailors, gained the

shore first. Their hurrahs were echoed, in the stillness

of the night, from the cliffs and icebergs, and at eight

o'clock the whole party were reunited on the coast.

Wet, hungry, and exhausted though they were, their

troubles were for the moment forgotten in the con-

sciousness that they could not again be carried out

to sea.

The shore being covered with snow, they ascended

a hillock of stones, on which they lay down for the

night; but they could not sleep, and again well nigh

perished with cold. In the morning M. Maticen, in

surveying the snow-clad country through a telescope,

descried an encampment of Kurachins. His announce-

ment of this filled the crew with intense delight ; and,

after a cautious approach to the tents, they were
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hospitably received. The chief of the camp proved

to be a man of substance, having three wives, seven

thousand reindeer, and six tents. He soon had a

sumptuous repast set before the famished mariners.

This meal included such delicacies as the flesh,

tongues, and brains of reindeer, also fish fried in

the fat of geese ;
tea and sugar they added from their

own stores. After their hunger was appeased, their

kind entertainers spread for them the softest of

skins and furs, on which it is needless to assure our

readers that their slumbers were long and profound.

It is not our purpose here to describe the overland

journey of the company : it was marked by many
curious incidents, and the commander gained much

important information on the condition of the Tartar

tribes. The party reached the Obi river on October

1st, and crossed to Obdorsk on the 5th. They were

nearly lost whilst crossing the Oural Mountains in a

snowstorm of seven hours' duration, but they all

arrived safely at Kouia early in November. There the

commander left the crew, going off himself at once to

Archangel.
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ADVENTURE IN A FLOOD.

ONE rainy morning in January, just before daybreak,

I made my way through the drenched streets of

Marseilles to the railway station. Here and there

along the road a light might be seen shining from

some house or office whose inmates were stirring

early, or a lamplighter, all dripping with wet, hurrying

by with his ladder to extinguish the lamps on his

beat
;

but otherwise the city seemed still locked in

slumber. At the station it was the same sleepy

porters and sleepy clerks, and the place itself half

hid in darkness, so that you had a difficulty to find

your way about.

I had booked my place on the previous day for Nice.

The first part of the journey was to be done by steam,

the latter undertaken in diligence. The unfinished

state of the railway necessitated this arrangement ;

passengers by it could only proceed to a little

station a few miles beyond Toulon on this side of

the Estrelle Mountains, thence to be turned over,

baggage and all, to the discomforts of the diligence for

the remainder of the way.
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Our train started late: it had been obliged to tarry

for the Paris express ; and, as we steamed out of the

dimly-lighted railway station into the dawn, the rain

saluted me again, rattling briskly against the window-

panes of the carriage. There is a comfortable feeling

that takes possession of one placed in such circum-

stances; snugly housed from the storm, which can be

heard beating harmlessly around. And, giving way
to some such sentiment, I nestled myself in a corner

of the compartment, and became soon absorbed in

contemplating the face of the country; so much as to

be regardless of my fellow-passengers an old and a

young lady.

My reverie was presently interrupted by the latter,

a Frenchwoman some thirty years of age, who had

scrambled hastily into the carriage just as the train

was starting. Some unimportant particular relating

to the journey it was that she wished to know, and,

when an answer had been given, she resumed her

reading. I had noticed that, on first settling down,

she had taken out a Roman breviary and had begun

saying to herself as many Catholics do when

travelling the prayers and meditations for the day.

By-and-by, her devotions finished, her book was

laid aside, and she took out of a bag some bread

and a flask of milk, and, first politely apologising

for thus eating in public, began to breakfast. It

appeared that she had come directly from Paris, and

was on her way to Nice, where friends awaited her
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arrival. There had been a stoppage at Avignon, she

said, in consequence of the heavy rains which had

fallen
;
and it was for this reason they were so late

and had been huddled so unceremoniously from one

train into the other this morning.
'
It has been a terrible night/ she broke out

afresh.
' Ram at Lyons, and rain all the way. I

trust we shall get safely to Nice. You are perhaps

going there, sir ?'

In conversation I learned that she belonged to a

religious sisterhood, and, to use her own expression,
' had given herself to the Lord.' She was dressed in

black, but wore nothing indicative of the order of

which she was an associate. It may have been that

of St. Vincent de Paul
;

but I did not ask, lest the

question might be considered impertinent. The

above intimation was given in consequence of some

casual remark of mine touching the book she was

reading.

We reached the last station on the railway about

one o'clock
; and, while the baggage was being

transferred from one vehicle to the other, time was

given for a hasty lunch.

A French diligence in case any of my readers may
not have travelled in that time-honoured conveyance

is something similar in form to our antiquated stage-

coach, but more roomy, inasmuch as, while the latter

contains but one inside compartment, the former boasts

of three, the whole of the roof being reserved for
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baggage, save in front, where a tilted contrivance exists

for the use of the driver and the two or three

passengers who may prefer that exalted situation.

The ordinary difficulties, with packing of the baggage,

had been overcome
;
driver and conductor, in dripping

oilskin coats, had fastened the last rope over the roof,

and taken the ladder away ; they had climbed up to

their seats in front, the reins were thrown up, and the

ostlers stood aside. A crack from the whip, and a

tug from five good strong horses, and we were off,

rumbling along over the sodden pathways.

All the seats in these vehicles are marked, and the

ticket, which you take in advance, bears a number

corresponding with the place you have to occupy;

and it so happened that, although passengers filled the

compartment in front and behind, my new acquaintance

and I were the sole occupants of that in the centre.

The rain continued to fall, not like to English rain, in

a plodding deliberate manner, as if it were performing

its accustomed work, but in a hard, violent, and reckless

way ;
the wind was boisterous, and the sea, which was

visible at every turn of the road, raged tempestuously.

It was an uneven country we were passing through,

undulating with hill and valley, and intersected

occasionally by a plain ;
but all richly cultivated, as

indeed is the case throughout this part of Provence,

with olive-trees and fruits of various kinds, corn being

sown in between. The uplands were in several

instances terraced, being so steep that the heavy rains
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would otherwise wash the soil down into the valleys.

Here and there a little village stood on the hill-side;

but, as we passed through along the heavy road, hardly

a soul could be seen save at the casements, where

one and another peeped out from their snug cottages

into the dripping street to see us go by.

My fellow-passenger and I were observing that we

should not probably arrive at Nice before midnight ;

for, although the driver had been urging on his horses

to the utmost reasoning with them, and jerking out, in

his own peculiar way, all the expletives that occurred

to him, in his native Provencal, not forgetting the

crack of the whip yet the diligence dragged heavily ;

and, even in fine weather, the journey was seldom

accomplished before 9 o'clock. At this juncture we

entered a larger village than any yet passed through,

and lumbered up to the door of a small hostel for the

purpose of changing horses. The driver jumped down,

and a man was in readiness to unharness the smoking

cattle; but the host came out of the door, hastily

followed by several men, and spoke excitedly to the

driver. The conductor then came up, and an animated

conversation went on under the shelter of dripping

umbrellas. I let down the window to listen to its

purport, for there must be something of importance

to necessitate such flashing of eyes and expenditure

of eloquence and gesticulation. People also came out

from doorways to look at us
;
and from the expression

of their faces, something was evidently wrong. What
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was it ? They were talking a Provencal patois, but

I could make out the word (

flood/ and understood

that a river which was to be passed had overflown its

banks. My companion, who all the while had been

very restless, here became agitated, and called out to

know if we could not wait till the waters were down
;

but her anxious entreaties and questionings passed by

utterly unheard by those assembled in conclave outside.

These important men were deaf to the unprofessional

observations of mere passengers.

No sign of fresh horses appeared, and I began to

fear, from the continually lengthening faces of the

driver and others, to whom new information seemed

repeatedly to be brought, that we should be obliged

to stay, whether we wished it or no.

This incertitude had lasted for more than half-an-

hour, when our driver came up to us with a valiant

air, and, waving his hand, said in French that the

river was flooded, but he thought he could get through

he would try men had been hired to ford the

way. With that he took off his hat triumphantly and

proceeded to business.

A number of villagers had in the meantime

congregated, some with umbrellas, others regardless

of wet
; and, as we passed slowly down the village

street, people evidently looked upon us with interest

as those who were about to battle with the waters.

My companion was terribly frightened. Not all I

could say, assuring her that we ran no risk; that J
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well knew these Provencals, whose national character

led them to make mountains of molehills nothing

could pacify her.
'

Oh, if we should be drowned !

'

she cried, clasping her hands. ' Sancta Maria, ora pro

nobis
'

Holy Virgin, pray for us. Here the breviary

was brought out and came into requisition. The

trembling fingers turned over the leaves, and she

repeated hastily some prayers from it, crossing herself

devoutly. On coming in sight of the waters she

clutched hold of the door, half inclined to make her

escape ; and, as I tried to calm her excitement as well

as I could, a half-surprised look came over her face at

hearing me talk reverently concerning trust in God,

and she was for a moment quiet.

We had come to the edge of a flood apparently about

half a mile wide. A river, narrow enough in ordinary

times, had, in consequence of the rains and melted

snow washed down from the mountains, swelled out

on either side of its banks, leaving the coping of a

little bridge high and dry just visible above the waters,

but the road to it on either side hidden beneath. We
had to pass over this bridge. Several men, with long

sticks in their hands, stepped out from among the

villagers, who, notwithstanding the rain, had come to

witness our adventure
; .and, turning up their trousers,

address themselves to ford the way, walking apart, in

a line in front of the horses, and sounding with their

poles each step in advance. Our driver, with an

important flourish of hjs whip, followed on, This.
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side the bridge was passed well, the water only

covering the fore-wheels
;
but beyond was a torrent

;

and the flood, rushing impetuously across the road,

carried great logs of wood and stones with it in its

course, in such numbers that I feared some of them

would strike the men who were leading the way.

However, with some difficulty, this too was got over
;

and we thought our troubles ended. A collection was

made for the pioneers, who returned to their village as

we proceeded on our journey.

After a state of dreadful apprehension while passing

through the waters, nothing could exceed my com-

panion's thankfulness now we were safe. She uttered

it aloud, and I took that opportunity of speaking of

our Saviour's kindness to all who trust in Him : she

was nothing loth to talk on religious matters. I had

seen her in her distress pull out a medal, which she

held tightly in her hand, and, now that all was well,

seemed to cherish with great affection. What was it ?

I asked. It was a figure of her patron saint. When
she was in trouble he was always about her

;
she

believed he was beside her on the waters just now.

But why trust in him and not in Jesus Christ, Who was

above all, ever present and ever faithful ?
'
I do not

trust in St.
'

(I really forget the name), she said,
' but regard him as a dear and holy friend, just as you
would feel towards the spirit of your dead mother. I

do not trust in him, but believe he is with me and helps

me, and is pleased that I treasure this remembrance
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of him. He is a saint of the Holy Church, and

so can intercede for my safety. If anything ill had

happened to me/ she added, smiling,
'
I should have

thrown this medal into the flood, and I believe in some

way or other I should have been saved.' It was in

vain I talked to her of One Mediator
;
she agreed well

with that, but bowed to other authority, as explanatory

of the -Bible. 'Our Church/ she said, 'has power on

earth given to it from above : you Protestants are

proud, and will not acknowledge the fact
; but it is so.'

Our fancied escape from the waters proved to be but

a delusion
; for, although the rain had lately somewhat

abated, the torrents of water crossing the road here and

there seemed to increase in volume and number, till at

last we came to the edge of a flood far more extensive

than the last. Here a whole breadth of country was

inundated, across which our passage seemed effectually

cut off. However, the driver having gained courage, I

suppose, from the last encounter, drove boldly forward,

and for a time proceeded safely. The line of road a

raised causeway was marked on either side by trees,

and it was of course important not to get into the

depressed country to the right or left
;
for there the

trunks of the olive trees were in most cases entirely

submerged, leaving the branches, as it were, growing

out of the water. Presently, however, the flood

deepened, the hind wheels almost disappeared, and

finally one of the horses, with shorter legs than the

rest, took to swimming, while the water rushed in upon
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us under the door, swamping the compartment up to

the seats.

However much the medal of St. may have been

relied on in times of peace, my companion, without

doubt, lost all confidence in it in this emergency. She

had become more and more excited, till, at the influx of

the water, all presence of mind was gone; and with

great difficulty I restrained her from doing harm to

herself. We were obliged, of course, to gather up
our legs, and sit on the seats as Easterns would do.

Nevertheless, in every fresh access of alarm, the

necessity for this would be forgotten. My companion
would gesticulate wildly, and down would go the feet

unwittingly into the pool below, thus soaking her

garments up to the knees in snow-water. It was

useless to remind her of the great imprudence of this :

she would obey as a child for one instant, and in the

next the same thing would be repeated.
' Why should

I care/ was her expression afterwards,
'

to keep the

wet from my feet when I expected every moment to be

drowned ?
'

Fortunately there was no current in this flood, and a

step or two from deep water took the vehicle into higher

ground, though we were some half-hour ultimately in

getting clear.

During this time of distress some blessed incense had

been taken out of a paper parcel, and fragments of it

cast at intervals into the waters, short prayer being

hurriedly said between each throw. I interrupted her
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in this proceeding, and questioned as to what was the

purport of it all.

'

Oh/ I was informed,
' there is great efficacy hidden

in this
;

it is incense which has been blessed by a

dignitary of the Church.'
1 You have discarded the medal, then ?

'

'

Oh, no ! I keep it. If we had been washed away,

I doubt not, in the extremity, but that St. would

have delivered me.'

For a while I puzzled myself to know how it came to

pass that incense could, in any definite way, help us

out of our troubles ; but, ultimately, I remembered

what great power the smoke of it is said to possess

in circumventing the wiles of the adversary.

About nightfall we arrived at Frejus, a little town at

the foot of the Estrelle Mountains, over which the road

to Nice passes; here fresh horses awaited us, and people

were watching to see the diligence come in. Now that

the danger was so far past, the passengers cried out,

naturally anxious to repair damage as much as possible,

and, firstly, to get rid of the pool of water beneath

them, which at every lurch of the vehicle splashed up,

wetting them very unpleasantly. I should say that the

floor of each compartment being at least a foot lower

than the threshold, the mere opening of the door would

not in any way effect this desirable end
;
so holes were

drilled in the bottom, and the water ran out, leaving in

its place a heap of soaked straw
; this, however, was

removed, and fresh dry hay given to us.
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A queer little place is this Provencal town, so much

of it at least as could be seen in the dusk of evening

by the aid of an occasional light shining out of some

house, or snug little shop, into its narrow drenched

streets, where afresh the rain was pouring down.

A blacksmith's forge was hard by the little inn where

the horses were changed. I have still a vivid

remembrance of the interminable hour we waited

there
;
of the strong light and shadow playing upon

the men, alternately hammering at the anvil and

driving showers of sparks from the glowing metal

right out into the road
;
of the troubled faces of our

fellow-passengers as they gazed from the windows

of the vehicle
;
of the men with flickering lanterns,

who were examining it all round, wheels, axle, and

floor, to see if any harm had come to it
;

of the

valiant driver in his shiny dress, dripping at each

window, comforting each one in turn
;
of the leaking

out of the water, and the welcome advent of fresh

hay; of my companion on the opposite seat quiet

from sheer exhaustion, her soaked dress well covered

up with a warm rug ; and, lastly, of the long-wished

for horses, and the rumble out of the town.

I wrapped myself round in a plaid and essayed to

sleep, as we wound our way up the steep mountain

paths of the Estrelles. The night was dark, without

a glimmer, save the lantern in front reflecting forward

over the horses on to the road. I soon fell into that

half- dozing state when one is still conscious of
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surrounding circumstances, and so, by the power
of association, worked up into a dream, the sound

of the rain pattering overhead, the monotonous talk

of the driver to his companion, intermixed with

expletives addressed to the horses
; the slow rumble

of the diligence up-hill, or quick trot in some

temporary decline
;

the occasional roar of a torrent,

or the howling of the storm up from the sea. I

remember dimly, also, a changing of horses at the

end of a stage, and an ominous conversation carried

on in a low tone outside during the proceeding.

That seemed to bode no good ;
but apparently nothing

came of it, and we went on a long time how long

I know not, for we were suddenly roused up all of

us by an effectual stoppage. We were brought up
at the edge of a fresh flood, in the darkness of the

night. It would be madness to proceed; the more

so as two or three rivers, the driver said, were hidden

beneath. Moreover, the rain poured down incessantly,

and the waters were hourly rising ;
so that no further

progress could be made. We were in a desolate

place, where nothing could be got in the way of

refreshment ;
but a little cottage and shed stood not

far distant. The latter would afford a shelter for the

horses
;

so these were unharnessed, and led away

by the light of a lantern. As for us benighted

travellers, we were left in the road to sleep as best

we might, in the midst of thunder, lightning, and

tempest, which kept on till morning.

24
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Happily, I believe to all, welcome sleep followed

on the strange fatigues of the day's travel, and at

dawn a peasant woman came to the door with a can

of fresh milk and some bread, while the conductor

followed at her heels with a cup of smoking hot

coffee, which he had by some means managed to

procure.

On waking it was by no means easy to familiarise

one's self with the situation. The dull light of early

day revealed to each of us the other, wrapped round

well and warmly, it is true, but a ludicrous figure

to gaze upon. However, the sight of the bread and

coffee appeared so natural, and was so welcome, that

we looked upon the accidental circumstances as a

thing of course, and broke our long fast with

thankfulness.

The day rose grim and gloomy. It was Sunday :

a different Sunday from that we had hoped to spend.

The rain held up at dawn, but held up as if to gather

force in the lowering sky for a fresh fall. We were

in the midst of a kind of valley not far from the foot

of the mountain. The waters covered the face of the

country before us, and the current of a river, spanned

by a rickety bridge, just visible in parts, hurried by

immediately in front, cutting off our passage. How

providential it appeared that no further progress had

been attempted last night!

The prospect was dismal enough : who could tell

how long we might be obliged to stay in this
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position ? Perhaps the rain would recommence.

Our valiant driver was absent, and no comfort could

be got out of his fellow. To wayfarers in this

condition, one may imagine the inexpressible relief

when, about nine o'clock, a strong north-west wind

arose, which cleared the heavens in an incredibly

short time, lifting the thick black clouds up from

the horizon like as a great curtain, and carrying

them right over the firmament, and away into the

far east, where they finally disappeared, and we

saw them no more. This threw quite a different

colouring on the whole affair. The flood remained

still, it is true we could see it all around, with

the sunshine glittering on its surface
;

but the

waters lessened sensibly ;
and the light, playing on

its eddies, revealed the situation of streams that ran

underneath. Across it, six miles to eastward, the

olived hill-slopes of Cannes, dotted with white

villas, could be discovered
;
and beyond, stretching

far away, the . blue waters of the Mediterranean

shone out, still trembling from the recent storm.

As to ourselves, a weight seemed suddenly to

have been taken away. We threw open the prison

doors : we ran backwards and forwards. Clapping

our hands for warmth, we laughed and chatted;

queer-looking objects that we were, thus turning

out after twenty-four hours of such incarceration.

About eleven, fresh horses arrived to our help

from the adjoining town, having forded the still
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lessening flood, thus enabling us to proceed

thankfully on our way.

Hail to the bright streets and pleasant orange-

gardens of Cannes running upwards in terraced

beauty from the sea ! The bells were ringing as we

passed through, and worshippers gazed at us as

they poured out of church. My companion wished

she might stay, and thus offer up her thanksgivings

in the House of God
;

but our conductor was

inexorable.

And so we went on through the long olive

plantations and gardens that line the sea-shore on

the road to Nice. The Sunday was not altogether

wasted
;
for we, having our tongues loosed in this

reverse of fortune, discoursed freely on good

matters in which Christians feel common interest.

We reached Nice just before sundown. The

whole panorama of snow-tipped mountains behind

shone out as with burnished gold ;
while the hill-

slopes underneath, all green with olive and orange,

embosoming the city in their embrace, welcomed

us, happy to have escaped from these perils of

waters.
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MARGARET WHARNCLIFFE : A RECOLLEC-
TION OF A CONVICT TRANSPORT SHIP.

IN the year 1845 the ship Gilbert Henderson, of

Liverpool, John Pirie, commander, was chartered by
Government to convey convicts and Government

passengers from Bombay to Hobart Town, Van

Diemen's Land, or Tasmania, as it is now more

commonly styled.

Her Majesty's ship Waterloo, of seventy-four guns,

the then flagship on the East India station, was lying

in the harbour of Bombay ;
and the writer of this

narrative, then a midshipman attached to the flagship,

was appointed to sail on board the Gilbert Henderson,

as Government agent, under the naval surgeon. A
surgeon, I may state, with another executive officer,

is always sent on board transports or convict ships on

such occasions, the surgeon generally doing duty as

chaplain.

Our convicts, some forty in number, were a motley

and villanous-looking lot, comprising men of every East

Indian nationality and caste, together with some half

dozen Europeans. There were Hindoos, Mohammedans,
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Siamese, Cochin-Chinese, and, perhaps most degraded

of all,
'

Portuguese,' as in India the descendants of

the original Portuguese settlers of Goa and Hindoo

women are styled. These last are generally as dark-

complexioned as the lowest caste Hindoos, although

they have European features
;
and as a class, though

there are of course many exceptions among them,

they are the most addicted to the baser crimes of

all the natives of India. Few of these men, except

the Europeans, had been convicted of offences against

military law or discipline. Their crimes were chiefly

theft, stabbing and murder, or attempts to commit

murder by secret poisoning. The European soldiers,

however, had all been convicted of military offences,

and two of them, particularly, of offences which would

have been regarded as merely veniaf had they been

committed by civilians. The Government passengers,

with the exception of one or two military officers,

consisted of soldiers' wives going to join their husbands

in Tasmania.

As the convicts considerably outnumbered the crew

of the transport, an ordinary merchant vessel, it was

absolutely necessary to keep a most rigid supervision

over them. They were confined in irons on the lower

deck, and only permitted to appear on the upper deck

for the sake of preserving their health and breathing

fresh air, one or two together. They were not

permitted to associate with or even to speak to the

sailors, and above all were kept aloof from the female
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passengers, who were sent below to their cabins during

the hours appointed for the prisoners to take their

daily airings. Notwithstanding all these precautions,

however, several plots among the convicts to effect

their escape by rising and seizing the ship, and

murdering the officers and Crew, were discovered,

and barely prevented from being carried into effect.

In one instance, especially, a plot was only discovered

through one of the European soldiers, who had come

to hear of
it,

and who divulged it to the surgeon. The

flexible limbs of the Hindoos enabled them to slip off

their irons and replace them at pleasure ;
and in this

instance some twenty of them had freed themselves

from their handcuffs, and contrived by some means to

secrete firearms and weapons of various kinds, and

they were only awaiting a favourable opportunity to

rise. The mutineers were subsequently ironed hand

and foot, and a guard was kept constantly over the

entire party.

Much sympathy was felt on board the ship for one of

the European soldiers, a middle-aged Scotchman, named

Murdoch, who had been twenty years in the army (chiefly

in India), and who had been degraded from the rank

of sergeant for striking and seriously injuring a young
lieutenant of his own company. Sergeant Murdoch

had heretofore borne an irreproachable character. He

had worn several good-conduct stripes, was remark-

able for his sobriety in India, where drinking to

excess leads to one half of the diseases to which soldiers
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and civilians are alike subject, and had generally

been regarded as a pious man. Certainly on board

the ship his conduct was irreproachable. He was

quiet and civil, and most of his leisure time was spent

in reading an old Bible which he had brought with

him from Scotland, which contained a family record of

births, baptisms, and deaths, and which had evidently

become almost worn out with frequent perusal.

It was through him that the plot mentioned above

was happily discovered and prevented. Certainly

the crime of which he was convicted, according to his

own version (subsequently found to be substantially

correct), would have been regarded in a civil court

as a perfectly justifiable act. He had, however,

committed one of the heaviest offences against military

discipline ;
and it was said that the sentence of death

recorded against him at the court-martial was only

commuted to transportation for seven years in conse-

quence of his previous good conduct, and probably the

great provocation he had received, though the latter

cause for condonation was not officially announced.

I have stated that the females were kept very

strictly apart from the convicts, and were never

permitted to see the latter, even when they came on

the upper deck. Among these women was one named

Margaret Wharncliffe, a Scotchwoman, who was

speedily distinguished from her companions by her

superior manners, and the neatness of her dress and

general appearance. Most of the women were, as
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I have said, soldiers' wives, who from long habitude

to the barrack-room, and from wandering from place

to place with their husbands' regiments, and suffering

from occasional hardships and frequent exposure, had

acquired a coarseness of appearance and a masculine

freedom of conversation and manner, rendering it by

no means difficult for one of their own sex of a similar

rank of life to maintain a superior appearance when

contrasted with them. But Margaret Wharncliffe was

a soldier's daughter herself. She had followed her

father and -brother to India when she was little more

than a girl, and had been an officer's servant in the

barracks during many years of her life. The distinction,

therefore, between herself and her companions was

the more remarkable. Her brother, it appeared, had

been ordered to Australia some years before, and, as

her father had been many years dead, she had

obtained from the Government a free passage to

Tasmania to rejoin her brother. This was contrary

to Government regulations ;
but the privilege had

been accorded to her on account of her uniform good

conduct. It appeared to be very doubtful, however,

even before the ship had got well clear of the coast

of Hindostan, whether the poor woman would live to

reach Hobart Town. She had been a very good-

looking woman in her younger days, and was

good-looking even now (for she had not passed the

middle age), though she was tanned by exposure to

the Indian sun, and her face was clouded by an
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expression of melancholy, and of mental as well as

physical suffering. That she was of a serious and

religous turn of mind was evident before she had

been many days on board; and so retired were her

manners, so manifestly repugnant to her feelings

was the coarse language frequently indulged in by
her companions, that the doctor, taking also into

consideration her evidently delicate health, procured

for her a cabin apart from the other passengers

of her class. He also excused her from the duty of

cleaning the cabins, etc., which were taken in turn

by the other women
;

and she was occasionally

supplied from the cabin table with better rations

than those allowed by the Government. Perceiving,

likewise, that she was fond of reading, and especially

of reading religious books, the surgeon, himself a

pious man, supplied her from his own private little

stock of books. He and the other officers frequently

entered into conversation with her, with a hope in

some measure to dispel her visible melancholy ;
but

she was remarkably reserved, and though she was

fond of speaking of her native land and of the days

of her girlhood, she was singularly reticent respecting

the latter events of her life. She was, however, very

anxious to reach the end of the voyage, and frequently

asked the question,
l How long will it be before the

ship gets to Hobart Town ?
'

We had not, however, made more than half the

passage before Margaret's delicate health assumed the
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form of serious illness. She became more than ever

anxious to reach the end of the voyage, and observed

frequently (for she felt that she was dying even before

it became apparent to the doctor that she could not

recover), that if she could live for one day only for

one day after she had reached Hobart Town, she

would be content to die. Her malady soon assumed

the form of a very rapid consumption, and though

every possible attention was paid to her, it became

painfully apparent before we had sighted the midway
islands of St. Paul and Amsterdam, that only by a

miracle, so to speak, could she reach the end of the

voyage in life. One day the doctor felt it his duty to

tell her this.

'
I ken't it, doctor. I ha'e ken't it these twa or three

days,' she replied. (She always spoke broad Scotch.)
'

Oh, if God wad ha'e granted that! But I maun be

content wi' His will; an' gin' I canna' see him here

before I dee, I hope and pray that I shall see him

aboon in heaven, where there'll be nae mair sair

misfau'ts, an' nae mair pairtin's. But it's sad to be sae

near, an' no to bid him fareweel, puir misfau'ted

lad!'

The good surgeon was struck alike by her earnestness

and the peculiar tone of her words
;
and while he was

thinking how he should address her, to glean from her

the cause of her mental distress, and thus afford her

relief, she said, in a tone of deep earnestness :

' How lang, doctor, do ye think I can leeve ? I
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dinna fear to dee, but for ae thing; and but for ae

thing wad I wish tae leeve yet a wee while
;
for it's a

weary, weary warld, and there's rest and peace ayont.'
'
I fear/ replied the surgeon,

* that you will hardly

live a week longer. It is my duty to tell you this.

But would it not ease your mind if you were to tell

me what it is that troubles you ? Depend upon me,

if you wish to confide to me a secret
;
and otherwise,

depend upon my endeavours to fulfil your wishes,

whatsoever they may be.'

'Sae short a time!' the poor woman murmured.

She remained silent for a few moments, and then

added,
'
It's nae secret, doctor. Leastwise I dinna

ken why it suld be a secret ony mair noo. I couldna

dee wi' a lee on my mind
;
and though I ha'e thocht

nae harm o't when I was weel, it troubles me the noo.

Doctor, I am na just what I seem. Maybe I've done

wrang ;
but flesh is weak, and the luve o' a woman is

strong. WharnclifFe is my maiden name, for sure
;

but my richt name the noo is Murdoch, and it's my
ain dear Willie my husband that's a misfau'ted

convict on board this ship. I ha'e a brither in

Australia, that's true; but it was to get sight and

speech of my dear husband that I came on board, and

that I wished tae leeve till the end o' the voyage.'

A light broke upon the doctor's mind. The cause

of the poor woman's constant nervous anxiety was

now manifest, as also her frequent lingering to the

last moment on deck to catch sight of the convicts
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after the women were ordered below, when she often

retired in tears.

My limited space forbids me to enter upon what

would turn out too long a story ;
but the surgeon

learned from the dying woman that she had been

privately married to William Murdoch, whom she spoke

of as ' a God-fearin' man, and a kind loving husband,'

some five years before. The marriage was kept secret,

because only a limited number of sergeants were

permitted to have their wives resident with them in

the barracks. She had, therefore, continued in her

situtation as an officer's servant, and had been happy

enough, hoping for the day when her marriage might

be acknowledged, without her being sent away from

the barracks until, as she said, she was spoken to

' as nae honest woman suld be spoken tae, by
Lieutenant .' He (the lieutenant) had laid his hand

on her shoulder, and sought to detain her. She had

resisted, and at this moment her husband had come

up and heard her screams. In his anger at the

moment he had struck the officer with his sheathed

sword, and felled him to the earth. Her husband was

immediately arrested
;
but he had told her to run away,

and keep her name secret
;

and as it was dark, and

the lieutenant was slightly intoxicated, it was never

known that she was the woman who had been insulted.

She would have come forward at the court-martial;

but her husband would not permit her, and expressly

forbade her.
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After her husband's sentence she, unknown to him,

had obtained permission to rejoin her brother, and had

embarked in the transport, hoping, as she said, that

after a course of good conduct in the land of his exile

her husband would be set free, and she would rejoin

him, and both would settle down for life in Tasmania.

This was the poor woman's story, and she was only

fearful that she had sinned in the deceit she had

practised in concealing her name, and transgressing

the laws in coming on board the vessel in which her

husband sailed as convict.

The doctor endeavoured to console her, for he saw

that she had the tender conscience and the contrite

heart which are proofs of the gracious work of the

Holy Spirit. He assured her that even had she done

wrong in this and he could not bring himself to say

that she had done wrong in obeying the dictates of

conjugal love God would pardon this as well as all

her other sins, if she truly repented of them.
1 But I canna say that I do repent o' this sin,

doctor,' she replied.
'
I fear me I suld aye do the

same thing again, if I leeved. And noo canna a

puir deein' woman see her husband, and pray wi'

him for forgiveness, before she goes frae him into

the ither warld ? It'll maybe lang afore Willie joins

me there, doctor.'

What could the surgeon say ? It was contrary to

the rules and regulations, but he permitted the

unfortunate husband to see his dying wife, and to
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remain with her until her death, which occurred

within a few days. The husband's amazement and

mingled joy and grief when he was told that his dying

wife was on board, and that he might see and be

with her, may be better pictured in the mind than

described, and the unhappy pair met with the deep

sympathy of all on board the vessel. The poor

woman died at midnight, while the husband was

praying by her bedside, his hand fast clasped in

hers
;

and the last words she uttered were :

'
Ye'll join me there, Willie dear, where all your

misfau'ts will be made clear, and where ye'll find

pardon through our blessed Saviour.'

Margaret Murdoch was buried at sea, three days

before the Gilbert Henderson reached Hobart Town.

Her story and that of her husband reached the ears

of Sir John Franklin, then lieutenant-governor of

Van Diemen's Land, and his kind-hearted lady. A

thorough inquiry into the matter, made at Sir John's

instance, proved it, as I have said, to be correct, and

William Murdoch in the course of a few months

received a free pardon. He did not, however, return

to the army, but, assisted by a few gentlemen and

ladies, Sir John and Lady Franklin among the rest,

he settled down as a sheep farmer in Van Diemen's

Land.
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